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Preface

Owing to the ever growing communication systems, modern networks currently
encompass a wide range of solutions and technologies, including wireless and
wired networks, and provide a basis for network systems from multiple partly
overlapping domains such as the Internet of Things (IoT), cloud services, and
network applications. This appears in numerous active research areas with particular attention paid to the architectures and security of network systems. In parallel,
novel applications are developed, in some cases strongly linked to rapidly developing network-based data acquisition and processing frameworks.
In the domain of architectures, growing distribution of components interconnected in variety of ways is observed. This is exempliﬁed by the growth of wireless
sensor networks and development of algorithms they require. At the same time,
information security works as a backbone for protecting both user data and electronic transactions in network systems. Security has emerged as an important
scientiﬁc discipline whose many multifaceted complexities deserve the attention
and synergy of the computer science, engineering, and information systems communities. Equally importantly, novel applications which both arise from and promote further development of network systems are evolved.
The signiﬁcance of this book volume comes from the demand for a better
understanding of the network systems. The volume provides a comprehensive
selection of cutting-edge state-of-the-art algorithms, technologies, and applications,
providing new insights into a range of fundamentally important topics in network
infrastructures, network security, and network applications.
The volume includes 19 chapters in total that are divided into three parts. Part I is
devoted to network architectures and is composed of 6 chapters. Part II includes
6 chapters that cover several network security aspects. The ﬁnal 6 chapters grouped
in Part III are covering some network applications. Additionally, an introduction
chapter, Chapter “Network Architectures, Security, and Applications: An
Introduction,” is placed at the beginning of the volume for offering preliminary
information for all the chapters in the three parts of the volume.
The volume has attracted authors from many countries worldwide such as
France, Poland, Portugal, Romania, and United Kingdom. Several of the chapters
v
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Preface

result from the further research made by the authors of selected papers presented
during the International Conference on Innovative Network Systems and Applications (iNetSApp) organized under the frame of Federated Conference on Computer Science and Information Systems.
The editors are very grateful to Dr. Janusz Kacprzyk, the editor of the Advances
in Intelligent Systems and Computing (AISC) series by Springer for his support,
which made the development of this module possible. The editors are indebted to
the efforts of Dr. Thomas Ditzinger, the senior editor of the AISC series, and
Mr. Holger Schäpe, the editorial assistant of the AISC. Finally, the editors and the
authors acknowledge the efforts of Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing
team at Springer for their support and cooperation in publishing the book as a
volume in the AISC series by Springer.
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Luleå, Sweden
Warsaw, Poland
Warsaw, Poland
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Network Architectures, Security,
and Applications: An Introduction
Maciej Grzenda, Janusz Furtak, Jarosław Legierski and Ali Ismail Awad

Abstract Owing to the ever growing communication systems, modern networks
currently encompass a wide range of solutions and technologies, including wireless
and wired networks and provide basis for network systems from multiple partly overlapping domains such as the Internet of Things (IoT), cloud services, and network
applications. This appears in numerous active research areas with particular attention
paid to the architecture and security of network systems. In parallel, novel applications are developed, in some cases strongly linked to rapidly developing networkbased data acquisition and processing frameworks. This chapter presents a general
introduction to the topics of network architectures, security, and applications in addition to short descriptions of the chapters included in this volume.
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1 Introduction
A growing proportion of modern software systems are developed as network systems. The growth of network bandwidth, ever growing coverage of mobile networks
and development of disruptive network services all contribute to this phenomenon.
This volume reﬂects the variety of undertaken eﬀorts in the research and development community working within the domain of network systems. The ﬁrst part of
this book covers items pertaining to the network architectures. It includes chapters
related to server placement in regular networks, client-server architecture, analysis of
TCP connections, wireless sensor networks, marker localisation methods, and photonic data transport networks.
We live in the era of dynamic development of Internet technologies. 5G technology, the Internet of Things (IoT) and its successor, the Internet of Everything,
advanced applications of virtualization, and cloud computing are examples that can
be mentioned in this context. Data security and user authentication are crucial concerns in all of these examples. Data encryption plays a major role in assuring the
information conﬁdentiality [1]. On the applications’ level, and in addition to the traditional authentication methods, biometrics technology expands and oﬀers a reliable
user identiﬁcation or veriﬁcation solution, access control mechanism, that is required
for most of the available network applications [2–5]. On the network infrastructure
level, traﬃc passing though the network is a rich source of information [6, 7]. Network traﬃc collection and analysis can be a good tool for addressing security solutions to the network systems.
The second part of the book is dedicated to numerous issues in the security
domain. We can ﬁnd proposals of solving the following problems: securing the
transmission in wireless sensor networks, partitioning of security policies in tactical service-oriented architecture, the usage of Trust Management of Credentials
(TMC), estimating time delay and energy consumption when using the AES encryption in Wireless Sensor Networks, computer support for risk management in critical
infrastructures, and risk management systems for monitoring ﬂood hazards.
Network systems form the critical infrastructure and the foundation of a wide variety of applications. The network infrastructure includes high-speed wired networks,
wireless networks, Wireless Sensor Networks, IoT networks, and mobile networks.
Due to the diversity of the network systems, several business and industrial applications have emerged for each network infrastructure. The third part addresses several
aspects for network applications such as automotive applications, live TV services,
telemetry-oriented applications, drip irrigation systems, and energy harvesting platform using Wireless Sensor Networks.
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2 Chapters of the Book
The rest of the volume contains 18 chapters which are divided into three categories.
The following are brief summaries for the content of each chapter.
Part I: Network Architectures
Chapter “An Analytical Method of Server Placement in Regular Networks and its
Evaluation by Simulation Experiments” illustrates the optimization issues present
in the design of network systems. The chapter presents the challenge of determining optimal server placements in the hybercube network structure [8], which follows from hypercube structure of multiprocessor systems [9]. The latter network
architecture is of particular importance for critical applications present in the ﬁeld
of military, aerospace or medical domains. The way the server placement can be
followed by the generation of appropriate communication structure is proposed
in the chapter. At the same time, the chapter illustrates how the needs of network
systems promote the development of novel algorithms.
Another aspect of network systems that is of growing importance nowadays is the
adaptation of these systems to serve user interface on variety of devices. DeviceIndependent Architecture (DIA) [10] and its relation to user interface adaptation
are discussed in Chap. “Model and Case Studies of the Runtime UI Adaptation
Process in Client-Server Systems”. The chapter shows possible use of existing user
interface adaptation in DIA systems and addresses the need for network systems
serving their user interface on multiple devices of varied capabilities [11]. This
issue can be considered in the context of ubiquitous computing, where dynamic
adaptation to not only user interface changes, but also changes of user preferences, proﬁle, location, and context becomes necessary [12]. At the same time,
it shows an interesting example of the importance of network protocols reducing the volume of transmitted data. This remains a major objective even though
the network bandwidth is constantly growing both in wired and wireless network
environments.
Chapter “Analysis of TCP Connection Performance Using Emulation of TCP
State” also directly refers to the performance aspects of network protocols. The
chapter proposes methodology aiming at the identiﬁcation of root causes of
throughput degradation in TCP connections [13] i.e. connections fundamental for
many, or even most modern network applications. Importantly, passive measurements performed through network probes are used to attain the objectives laid out
in this chapter. This revisits the use of network probes [14], which is of particular importance for variety of monitoring and security-related purposes such as the
collection of data for intrusion detection purposes [15]. What is interesting, the
chapter describes the validation of proposed approach performed with the data
collected in 4G mobile network. Therefore, a combination of TCP protocol and
mobile environments serves to illustrate the chapter and its ﬁndings.
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Chapter “Fireﬂy-Based Universal Synchronization Algorithm in Wireless Sensor
Network” also contributes to the survey of architecture challenges contained in this
part of the book. The chapter concentrates on one of the crucial needs of the majority of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), being the synchronization of nodes. The
algorithm answering this need and based on the ﬁreﬂies synchronization process
[16] is proposed and tested. The synchronisation algorithm proposed in the chapter
belongs to a wider class of algorithms stimulated by the development of WSN
[17]. The experimental evaluation of the proposed synchronization algorithm has
been performed on physical wireless sensor nodes. This clearly illustrates novel
challenges introduced with WSN deployments which involve the need for developing and testing network architectures with dedicated hardware devices. Moreover,
the challenges caused by the need to minimize active power modes have to be
addressed. These go beyond the needs typically present in wired scenarios with
no restrictive power consumption constraints.
Chapter “Comparison of Various Marker Localization Methods” extends the
analysis of unique needs of WSN networks to concentrate on the cases where even
locating a network node can be a challenge. The chapter analyses two methods of
marker localization, which rely on Radio Frequency Identiﬁcation (RFID) [18].
The work addresses the need for underground localisation, discussed among others in [19]. By a marker, which has to be localised a passive RFID transponder
(without or with identiﬁcation chip) is meant. The term marker reﬂects the fact
that the transponder is used to mark underground assets and trace underground
networks such as cables and pipes in turn. Localization of the marker is based on
evaluation of signal amplitude received from the excited marker. Notably, the location of a wireless device is determined based on signal amplitude received from
the excited marker. This shows a wider tendency of using network-related data for
variety of needs, going beyond monitoring the quality of network connection.
Chapter “Decomposition Scheme for Flow Design in Photonic Data transport Networks” proposes a mathematical model of network design problem in the context
of modern photonic network with wavelength division multiplexing [20]. This
answers the needs of modelling photonic data transport networks which is crucial
to make the eﬃcient use of this technology possible. To reduce the complexity of
the proposed model, the authors applied the Dantzig-Wolfe based decomposition,
which is not unusual also in modelling of other types of network systems such as
power grid networks [21]. This resulted in signiﬁcant reduction in the number of
constraints and variables used. In a wider context, this chapter conﬁrms the need
for in-depth analysis and modelling of modern network technologies and architectures enabled by them. Equally importantly, this clearly shows the challenges in
the mathematical domain, which are created by the complexity of modern network
systems.
Part II: Network Security
Wireless sensor networks provide basis for a growing number of applications.
Such networks contribute also to the development of Internet of Things. Due to
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mobility of such networks, relatively low operating costs and the fact that these networks create an independent infrastructure communication, they can be successfully used in military applications [22, 23]. In military applications an extremely
important problem is the authentication of the network nodes, which is more
important than the problem of energy consumption by network nodes. The proposal to build such a network is presented in Chap. “Secure Transmission in Wireless Sensors’ Domain Supported by the TPM”. The proposed method of the transmission protection between nodes and the way of protecting the node resource,
provide for utilization of the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [24]. For this purpose, sensors create the domain in which one of them is the security authority of
the domain. This node is also the recipient of the data from the sensors belonging
to the domain. The experimental results conﬁrm the usefulness of the solution.
Experiments allow to pre-assess the delay in the transfer of data that is entered by
cryptography procedures and the growth of energy demand during these procedures.
Chapter “Constraint Analysis for Security Policy Partitioning Over Tactical Service Oriented Architectures” is devoted to issues related to the partitioning of
security policies in tactical service-oriented architecture [25, 26]. The proposed
approach is based on the ontologically deﬁned security infrastructure with the use
of the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [27], and identiﬁcation of the involved elements of tactical networks with critical impact. In the considerations were taken
into account three categories of governing parameters, regarding to the attainment
of the required security policy distribution. The ﬁrst category refers to the evaluation of the policy from the point of view of the overall and local complexity. The
second category refers to the evaluation and categorization of the deployed tactical
nodes, based on their expected functional and operational specialization. The last
category refers to the suﬃcient integration of dynamism, emerging from the characteristics of the tactical environment. The result of the work is the mechanism of
adjusting the identiﬁed parameters for the optimal partitioning and distribution of
security policies within the mission preparation stage.
Usually the decision-making procedure connected with access control uses the
policy statements established by many principals. For trust management you can
use Role-based Trust Management Language (RTML) [28, 29]. Such language
allows to operate with security policies, authentication data and relationship in
distributed and large scale access control systems. The extension of the Role-based
Trust Management Language in the range of the determination of order, and time
validity is described in Chap. “Practical Extensions of Trust Management Credentials” [30]. Presented solution proposes to add some extensions (including time
data) to credentials to make a trust management system more useful in practice.
One of the most eﬃcient ways of data encryption is AES encryption. Methods
based on this encryption can operate in diﬀerent modes. These modes include:
ECB (Electronic Code Book), CBC (Cipher Block Chaining), CFB (Cipher Feedback), CTR (Counter), and GCM (Galois/Counter Mode) [31, 32]. Chapter
“Performance and Energy Consumption Analysis of AES in Wireless Sensor Networks” describes the Performance and Energy Consumption Analysis of AES for
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the needs of Wireless Sensor Networks [33]. In the studies a system ATmega128
RFA1 was used. During the experiments the software implementation and the
hardware implementation of AES encryption in diﬀerent modes was tested. The
achieved results show that in all cases the hardware implementations was at least
ﬁve times faster than the software implementations. Energy consumption for AES
was also examined (only CTR mode tested). The results indicate that the average power consumption is almost constant and does not depend on the size of the
encrypted message (in the range of from 16 to 128 bytes), but for hardware implementation the average power consumption is about 5 % higher. Average energy
consumption in both cases increases by leaps and bounds with an increase in message length. It is worth noting that in the whole range of message length the average power consumption for the software implementation is approximately 6-times
greater than for the hardware implementation.
The assessment and management of risk is an essential part of any utilized system.
It is particularly important for Critical Infrastructures (CI), such as energy (electricity, oil, gas) or transportation (road transport, rail transport, air transport, inland
waterways transport, ocean and short-sea shipping and ports). Chapter “Computer
Support for Risk Management in Critical Infrastructures” shows the CIRAS Tool,
which was created under the EU CIRAS project. In this solution the assessment
and management of risk issues are computer aided [34]. The CIRAS Tool operations are based on three pillars: Risk Reduction Assessment (RRA), Cost-BeneﬁtAssessment (CBA), Qualitative Criteria Assessment (QCA). In the chapter, particular attention was paid to the use of the OSCAD software platform to perform
the tasks of the RRA component. The experimentation tool, called OSCAD-Ciras,
was developed. A case study for the railway CI collaborating with the electricity
CI was planned and performed.
In Chap. “An Innovative Web Platform for Flood Risk Management” an innovative real-time information system for enhanced support to ﬂood risk emergency
in urban and nearby coastal areas was presented [35–37]. The solution includes
a description of the platform, its architecture, all innovative aspects related to the
User Interface (UI), product creation and choice of technologies. The tool can be
used not only for risk management, but also for the coordination of situational
awareness and civil protection interaction.
Part III: Network Applications
Chapter “A Distributed Active Vibration Control System Based on the Wireless
Sensor Network for Automotive Applications” presents a new approach of an
adaptive system for automotive applications based on the AVC—Active Vibration
Control Systems concept [38, 39]. The authors assume that the porting of a centralized system in a distributed system can improve its eﬀectiveness and present a
Wireless Sensor Network for damping vibrations in automotive applications. Sensors with a piezoelectric element (Series-SSHI method) [40] were used to measure
and damp the vibrations and harvest energy from vibrations. The Finite Element
Simulations (FEM) using COMSOL 5.1 software were provided to simulate defor-
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mations of the mechanical system and were then compared with the measured
results.
Chapter “Improvements of Video Delay in OTT Live TV Service” studies the endto-end delay observed by users of the Over The Top (OTT) Live TV services using
Adaptive Bit Rate (ABR) technology [41]. The analysis and measurements in a test
environment demonstrate the extent to which the main architecture elements—
encoder, packager, Content Delivery Network (CDN) and player (e.g. GPAC [42]
or [43]) contribute to this overall delay. The work presented in this chapter has
been carried out as part of the EUREKA/CELTIC research project NOTTS (NextGeneration Over-The-Top Services) [44].
Chapter “Power Aware MOM for Telemetry-Oriented Applications—Levee Monitoring Use Case” addresses the issue of the Message-Oriented Middleware [45]
utilization in telemetry systems. The authors provide a survey and practical measurements of common data transmission protocols for telemetry applications and
wireless sensing. Based on the survey the authors propose concepts of message
aggregation mechanisms to improve power consumption of the data transmission
channel. As an entry point, the authors assume the utilization of the MQTT protocol [46]. The results of the research have been successfully implemented in a
smart levee monitoring system.
Chapter “Monitoring Drip Irrigation System Using Wireless Sensor Networks”
presents a model of architecture for a drip irrigation system using the Wireless
Sensor and Actuators Networks (WSANs). The investigated model includes the
soil moisture, temperature and pressure sensors to monitor the irrigation operations [47, 48]. The researchers have performed extensive simulations with the use
of TOSSIM simulators [49]. The results show that the presented solution allows
for better performance in terms of the delay, PDR for the priority traﬃc.
Chapter “BARBEI: A New Adaptive Battery Aware and Reliable Beacon Enabled
Technique for IEEE802.15.4 MAC” focuses on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [50]
which supports both physical and Media Access Control (MAC) layers of low
rate Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). The authors propose a technique that
improves the performance of the IEEE802.15.4 standard by allowing its MAC
to exploit the nonlinear processes of the battery [51] to prolong the WSN lifetime.
The performance of the new algorithm has been examined and compared against
that of the legacy IEEE 802.15.4 MAC algorithm through extensive simulation
experiments.
Chapter “A Multisource Energy Harvesting Platform for Wireless Methane Sensor” focuses on harvesting energy [52, 53] from ambient sources in order to extend
the operation time of wireless sensor networks. In this article, the authors present
a multi-source harvesting circuit consisting of wind and solar energy and its
implementation for the Wireless Gas Sensor Node (WGSN) [54]. The researchers
demonstrate that a catalytic gas sensor can operate for two days without batteries
by using the developed scheme.
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3 Concluding Remarks
Network systems play vital roles in all of our daily life. This volume provides comprehensive selection of cutting edge state-of-the-art algorithms, technologies, and
applications, providing new insights into a range of fundamentally important topics
in network architectures, network security, and network applications. The signiﬁcance of this book comes from the demand for better understanding of the network
models. Due to the rapid growth in network architectures, security, and applications,
further contributions and research ﬁndings are anticipated in the future.
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Part I

Network Architectures

An Analytical Method of Server Placement
in Regular Networks and Its Evaluation
by Simulation Experiments
Jan Chudzikiewicz, Tomasz Malinowski and Zbigniew Zieliński

Abstract In the paper, the problem of determining the optimal server placement in
the hypercube network structure and its influence on the values of some performance metrics is investigated. The method for the optimal server placement is
proposed. It consists of two phases: in the ﬁrst one the server placement is determined and in the second phase the appropriate communication structure is generated. The usefulness of the method has been veriﬁed through simulation
experiments prepared and performed in Riverbed Modeler environment. Some
results of these simulation tests for exemplary structures along with degradation of
the 4-dimensional hypercube network are presented.
Keywords Server placement
Fault-tolerant system

⋅

Hypercube network

⋅

Reconﬁguration
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1 Introduction
This work is an extended version of the paper The method of server placement in
the hypercube networks [1]. In order to guarantee the quality of service and performance of the specialized system with critical application, it is essential for the
system to be able to detect faults, and to perform something akin to healing and
recovering from events that might cause faults or misbehavior nodes in the network.
Some of critical applications are used in near real-time mode and required both very
high reliability and high efﬁciency of data processing throughout all the network
life cycle. Furthermore, assuming harsh or even hostile physical environment for
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the system a number of factors including self-diagnosing, fault tolerance and
reconﬁguration should be seriously considered in the designing phase. One of the
possible ways to achieve fault tolerance is reconﬁguring the network to a smaller
sized system after faults diagnosing, i.e. realization of a soft degradation strategy.
New (degraded) network continues work after resources reassigning and under the
condition that it meets special requirements. In turn, the efﬁciency of the system
will depend heavily on the availability of resources (data bases, ﬁles or web data),
which is determined by their placement in the network. So, for this kind of networks there is necessity for applying effective methods of resources placement.
In the paper, we focus upon one of the problems of reconﬁguration in the regular
networks with soft degradation: how to reconﬁgure application servers and allocate
resources in the network to reduce the overall cost of delivering of services to the
number of clients? It is known that this cost varies depending on the physical server
placement in the network, type of server and delivered content to the clients. In
general, there are static content (such as images, videos, text) or dynamic content.
For the static type of content, the best server placement could be the one which
minimize (overall or in average) the distance to the client. Intuitively this cost could
be measured by the average hops. Network hops could be deﬁned as the number of
routers present in the path between client and server. Although typical network
services are data base services or web application services some others could also
be network-critical applications. One of exemplary services which might be
regarded as the critical application is VoIP communication (Voice over IP) through
a network. In the paper the influence of the network communication structure and
its characteristics for values of different type application performance parameters is
also investigated.
The computer networks with a regular structure as torus or hypercube [2–5]
could be used in many kinds of specialized critical application (for instance military, aerospace or medical systems). An interconnection network with the hypercube logical structure is a well-known interconnection model for multiprocessor
systems [6, 7] and still hypercube networks are the ﬁeld of interest of many theoretical studies concerning (among others) resource placement problem, which has
been intensively studied in [8–13].
In order to achieve high reliability of the system the network could be considered
as soft degradable computer network [13–15]. In this kind of networks a processor
identiﬁed as faulty is not repaired (or replaced) but access to it is blocked. In the
work [13] an analysis of the different schemas of resources placement in the
4-dimensional hypercube network with soft degradation was conducted.
Designing and exploitation of special networks in critical application is a
comprehensive task that requires addressing a number of theoretical and practical
problems. One of the problems is a skillful resources deployment in the network
and modiﬁcation of resources deployment after each phase of the network degradation. One of considered in the literature the resource placement problem is a
combination the distance-d and the m adjacency problems, where a non-resource
node must be a distance of at most d from m processors nodes [8–11, 13]. In [11] a
perfect deployment has been introduced and analyzed which is deﬁned as the
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minimum number of resources processors which are accessible by working processors. The deﬁnition—perfect deployment is a characteristic of the value of the
generalized cost of information trafﬁc in the network at a given load of tasks. In
[13] the notion of (m, d)-perfect resources placement in the hypercube type
structure G has been extended to the such allocation of k resources which minimizes the average distances between the working processors and resource processors in the structure G.
We thoroughly investigate the case when a specialized computer system is based
on the 4-dimensional hypercube skeleton network with communication nodes
which could communicate between themselves via cable connections. The main
task of the hypercube network is to provide efﬁcient access to resources managed
by the server (or cluster of servers) connected directly to one of the network nodes
and semi-stationary clients communicating with the assigned network nodes via
wireless links. The execution of applications by a client processor requires an
access to server services and resources, also some results returned by the server
must be submitted to other clients. We assume that all clients are responsible for
performing the same or very similar tasks. Thus all clients will generate similar
workload of the network. The problem which arises for the given network structure
is to determine the most effective server placement in the network structure.
The main goal of this paper is to give an effective method of solving the server
placement problem for the hypercube network along with its soft degradation
process.
A generalized cost of a network trafﬁc with a speciﬁed resources deployment and
workload of a network is usually tested through experimental measurements or
examined with the use of simulation methods. In the paper we apply a two phased
approach. In the ﬁrst stage we solve the problem of a server placement in the given
network structure on the base of analytically determined attainability measure,
which was proposed in [13]. It should be noticed that real cost of information trafﬁc
in a network for a given deployment of the server with resources depends on the
nature of the tasks performed by clients in the network. In the second stage we have
examined this problem with the use of simulation methods for the speciﬁed server
deployment determined by the simple analytical method and given type of task load
of the network.
We see our contributions as follows. Firstly, we have extended the approach
proposed in [1, 13] to the determining server placement in the hypercube network
with soft degradation on the base of nodes attainability calculation. Secondly, we
propose the algorithm of the communication structure assignation with the use of
dendrite calculation. Next, we show the feasibility of this approach by applying
obtained results to some possible structures of degraded 4-dimensional hypercube
network and verifying effectiveness of server placement by simulation experiments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, a basic deﬁnitions and
properties were introduced. The calculation of radius and attainability for exemplary structures were presented. In Sect. 3, the proposal of the algorithm determining server placement was presented. An illustration of the main algorithm steps
for the exemplary structure was given. In Sect. 4, the results of simulation tests for
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veriﬁcation the algorithm (implemented in Riverbed Modeler environment) were
described. In Sect. 5, some concluding remarks were presented.

2 The Basic Deﬁnitions and Assumptions
Deﬁnition 1 The logical structure of processors network we call the structure of
n-dimensional cube if is described by coherent ordinary graph G = E, U (E—set of
computer, U—set of bidirectional data transmission links), which nodes can be
described (without repetitions) by n-dimensional binary vectors (labels) in such a
way that
i
   ′   ′′ 
 h 0 
δ ε e ,ε e
= 1 ⇔ e , e′′ ∈ U

ð1Þ

    
0
where δ ε e′ , ε e′′ is Hamming distance between the labels of nodes e and e′′ .
 ′
 ′′ 
The Hamming distance between two binary vectors ε e and ε e . complies with
the dependency:
    
δ ε e′ , ε e′′ =

∑

k ∈ f1, ..., ng

  
 
ε e′ k ⊕ε e′′ k

where:
 
 
• ε e′ k —the k-th element of the binary vector ε e′ ,
• ⊕—modulo 2 sum.
We investigate the case when skeleton of the network has the logical structure of
4-dimensional hypercube (Fig. 1).
A topology of the hypercube may be represented by an ordinary consistent graph
whose nodes are described by 4-dimensional binary vectors such that the Hamming
distance between vectors (labels) of the adjacent nodes equals one. If jE j = 24 and
jU j = 2jE j, then such graph we called (non labeled) 4-dimensional cube and will be
denote by H 4 . Thus H 4 is a regular graph of degree of 4 i.e. such that the degree of a
node e ∈ E we determine as μðeÞ = jE ðeÞj, where EðeÞ is a set of nodes adjacent to
the node e ∈ E and μðeÞ = 4 for each node e of the graph H 4 .


0
Let d e, e′ jG be the distance between nodes e and e in a coherent graph G, that
0
is the length of the shortest chain (in the graph G) connecting node e with the node e .

 
max
Let r ðejGÞ = 0
d e, e′ jG be the greatest distance from the node
e ∈ E ðG Þ
e ∈ EðGÞ to another node of the set EðGÞ, and r ðGÞ, and DðGÞ (respectively) denote
the radius and the diameter of a graph G i.e. r ðGÞ = minfr ðejGÞ: e ∈ E ðGÞg and
  0
  0
DðGÞ = max d e , e′′ jG : e , e′′ ⊂ E ðGÞ .
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Fig. 1 4-dimensional hypercube with labeled nodes

Property 1 For the 4-dimensional cube H 4 the equation is complied
   
D H 4 = r H 4 = 4.
It is known that DðGÞ ≤ 2r ðGÞ.
If r ðejGÞ = r ðGÞ then the node e is called the central node of the network G.
 0
 0 
Denote by E ðdÞ ðejGÞ = e ∈ E ðGÞ: d e, e jG = d for d ∈ f1, . . . , DðGÞg, and
by


ςðejGÞ = ς1 ðejGÞ, . . . , ςrðejGÞ ðejGÞ for
ςd ðejGÞ = E ðdÞ ðejGÞ

ð2Þ



Deﬁnition 2 Let φðejGÞ = ∑e0 ∈ EðGÞ d e, e′ jG ðe ∈ E ðGÞÞ be attainability of the
computer e in the network G and ΦðGÞ = ∑e ∈ EðGÞ φðejGÞ be attainability of the
network G.
Using (2) we have
rðejGÞ

φðejGÞ = ∑d = 1 dςd ðejGÞ

ð3Þ

Property 2 ΦðH 4 Þ = 512 because ∀e ∈ EðH 4 Þ : r ðejH 4 Þ = 4 ∧ ςd ðejH 4 Þ =
Using (3) we have ∀e ∈ EðH 4 Þ : φðejH 4 Þ = 32
ΦðH 4 Þ = E ðH 4 Þ φðejH 4 Þ [13].

and

E ð H 4 Þ = 24 ,

4
d

.
then
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Fig. 2 Example of cyclic
subgraphs of H 4 order 9 [14]

Example 1 Figure 2 presents all the seven possible cyclic structures upon the
occurrence of k = 7 consecutive failures of processors of the network H 4 which are
the subgraphs of H 4 [14].
It should be noticed, that for the given network structure G on the base of the
obtained measures r ðejGÞ it would be rational to choose the server placement at the
central node of the network or in the node with the minimum value r ðejGÞ. In some
cases (let’s consider the structures G2 , G4 , G5 , G6 see Table 1) we are not able to
choose the best server placement. Then we can have determined ςðejGÞ using (2)
and φðejGÞ using (3) for these structures. Table 2 shows the values of ςðejGÞ and
φðejGÞ and ΦðGÞ for all structures presented in Fig. 2.
Deﬁnition 3 Let T = E, U * be the dendrite i.e. such coherent acyclic partial graph
of G that:
0

0

00

∃e , e00 ∈ U ⇒ e , e ∈ U * ⇔

h 


  0 00 
i
0
00
∧ d e , e = 1 for r ðei Þ =
d ei , e ≠ d ei , e

min
r ðeÞ.
e ∈ E ðG Þ
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Table 1 The r ðe, GÞ, r ðGÞ, and DðGÞ for the structures presented in the Fig. 2

The dendrite T is a communication structure of G. The algorithm for determined
the dendrite T is presented in Sect. 3.

3 The Method of Optimal Server Placement
and a Network Communication Structure Determining
The method consists of two phases. In the ﬁrst phase, the node satisfying the
min
min
equations r ðei Þ =
r ðeÞ or φðei jGÞ =
φðejGÞ is chosen as the
e ∈ E ðGÞ
e ∈ E ðG Þ
server placement. In the second phase, for chosen node the dendrite T (communication structure satisfying the condition dmax ðei jT Þ = r ðei Þ) is determined. Based on
the presented method, the algorithm for determining the server placement and the
communication structure was developed.
The algorithm for determining the server placement and communication
structure.
Step 1. Determine r ðejGÞ for e ∈ E ðGÞ.
Step 2. Choose a node ei ∈ E ðGÞ such that r ðei Þ =
If jfei gj > 1 go to step 3 else go to step 5.
Step 3. Determine φðejGÞ for e ∈ E ðGÞ.
Step 4. Choose a node ei ∈ E ðGÞ such that

min
r ðeÞ.
e ∈ E ðGÞ

φðei jGÞ =

max
μ ð eÞ .
e ∈ E ðGÞ
Selected node ei will be a central node of dendrite.
μ ð ei Þ =

min
φðejGÞ ∧
e ∈ E ðGÞ
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Table 2 The ςðejGÞ, φðejGÞ and ΦðGÞ for the structures presented in the Fig. 2
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Step 5. (second stage)
Set k = 1 and ðEðT Þ = E0 ðei jGÞ = fei gÞ.
Step 6. E ðT Þ = EðT Þ + Ek ðei jGÞ.U * = U *

⋃

0

e , e′′ .

ðe′ ∈ E k − 1 ðei jGÞÞ⋀ðe′′ ∈ E k ðei jGÞÞ

Step 7. k = k + 1.
Check if k > r ðei Þ.
YES
Go to step 8.
NO
Return to step 6.
Step 8. The end of the algorithm.
Shows the algorithm, for example, determining the communication
structure for G2 . In the ﬁrst phase of the algorithm (steps 1–4), based on
the attainability of G2 nodes (Table 2 greyed row), node e5 was appointed
as the central node. The second phase of the algorithm is presented in the
Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 An illustration of the algorithm steps
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Dendrite T determined in the second phase of the algorithm for the central node
e5 , is one of the possible (but optimal) communication structure.

4 The Results of Simulation Studies
Procedure for determining the best location of resources in the hypercube network
speciﬁed in the section III has been veriﬁed through simulation tests. The aim of the
test was to conﬁrm the correctness of the theoretical considerations and arguments.
Simulation studies have been prepared and implemented in Riverbed Modeler
environment. Subgraph G1 (Fig. 2) has been the subject of research.
Nodes have been modeled as routers and LAN segments attached to them. The
cases when the server (with different typical and popular network services, chosen
arbitrarily by authors) is connected to the selected node within T set of G1 structure
were examined. In the Fig. 4 different T set of substructures (communication
structures) correspond to different simulation scenarios is shown. The circle indicates node which the server is connected to.
For example, the network topology of the single scenario with T’s dendrite 1 was
shown in the Fig. 5.

Fig. 4 The T of dendrites of
G1
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Fig. 5 Network topology of Dend_1 scenario

The name of the simulation scenario (Dend_1 in Fig. 5) was associated with the
node’s number, which the server was connected to (number of the dendrite’s central
node).
The server was acting as a database server, ftp server, web server, and the node
with which it was possible to communicate through VoIP (Voice over IP).
Workstations within LAN segments (ten workstations in each segment) were
functioning as the server’s clients. All network services have used the standard
application models, available at Riverbed Modeler (“High Load” ftp and database
models, “Heavy Browsing” http model and “PCM Quality Speech” voice model)
[16].
The communication structure (skeleton of the network) was modeled as a set of
routers connected via 1,5 Mb/s links.
Some interesting results, conﬁrming the correctness of the procedure for determining the server placement and communication structure, are shown in the ﬁgures
below. The dotted lines (e.g. Fig. 6) corresponds to the results obtained for the
structure Dend_1, which is, according to the procedure, the most effective (the best)
communication structure for subgraph G1 .
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Fig. 6 End-to-end delay for VoIP transmission

Fig. 7 Average End-to-end
delay for Dend_0 to Dend_8
structures
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For each simulation scenarios (Dend_0 to Dend_8) ﬁve characteristics were
determined.
A. End-to-end delay (EE_Del)
End-to-end delay is average delay in seconds for all LAN segments nodes communicating with the server through VoIP. The lowest value of EE_Del is desired (it
is the best score).
Results obtained during the simulation are presented in the Fig. 6. The Fig. 7
shows the average values of EE_Del.
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B. TCP Delay (TCP_Del)
TCP_del represents delay of TCP packets in seconds. This value is measured from
the time an application data packet is sent from the source TCP layer to the time it is
completely received by the TCP layer in the destination node. It is average delay in
the complete network, for all connections. The lowest values are the best.
The results are presented in Figs. 8 and 9.
C. Number of Hops (Nr_Hops)
Nr_Hops represents an average number of IP hops taken by data packets reaching at
a destination node.
We expected the lowest value for Dend_1 structure and results are presented in
the Fig. 10.
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Fig. 8 TCP delay for TCP-based services

Fig. 9 Average TCP delay
for TCP-based services
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0
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Fig. 10 Average Number of
Hops for Dend_0 to Dend_8
structures
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Fig. 11 Response Time for
database service
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D. Response Time (Res_Time)
Res_Time is average time elapsed between sending a request and receiving the
response packet in seconds. It was measured for all the server’s services (database,
WWW and FTP).
The selected graph, Response Time for the database service was presented in the
Fig. 11.
Average values of the database server’s response time for each simulation
scenario are shown in the Fig. 12.

Fig. 12 Average Response
Time for database service for
all G1 ’s dendrites
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Fig. 13 Trafﬁc Received for
the FTP server
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E. Trafﬁc Received (Traf_Rec)
Traf_Rec is an average number of bytes per second forwarded to server’s application by the transport layer in the complete network. It was measured for all the
server’s service and treated as a transmission speed indicator, so we expected
highest values for the best communication structure (Dend_0 in the drawings of the
selected service—Figs. 13 and 14).
All the results are presented in Table 3. It should be noted that the best result
was reported in most measurements for Dend_1 structure (winning factor—78 %).
The results summarized in Table 3 indicate that the best structure is a Dend_1.
Unfortunately, for other structures the results are not so obvious. Consider, for
example, the results obtained for dendrites of graph G2 , illustrated in Fig. 15.
Previously used simple Winning factor indicates that the best communication
structure is Dend_7, while the number of hops (Nr_Hops), our main indicator,
points to Dend_5 (best partial results for signiﬁcant dendrites are highlighted in
Table 4). Dendrites which are not winners in any subcategory have been removed
from the Table 4.

Fig. 14 Average FTP Trafﬁc
Received for all G1 ’s
dendrites

average Traf_Rec (B/s)
250000
200000
150000
100000
50000
0
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Table 3 The simulation results for dendrites of G1 structure

However, upon closer examination of the results, it can be shown that Dend_5
may compete for the title of the best communication structure.
The authors propose to replace the percentage Winning factor with another
factor, which is the sum of the points scored for a “place on the podium” (points for
position in subcategories classiﬁcation). In this case the rule is: “smaller factor
wins”.
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Fig. 15 Dendrites of G2 structure

The results for this type of classiﬁcation are shown in Table 5 and the ﬁgure
corresponding to the results is Fig. 16.
The simulation results provide more complete information about the functioning
of the network of a certain structure, unfortunately parameters such as bit rate,
latency, response time, determined during simulation, are difﬁcult to estimate and to
use in analytical solving the task of choosing an optimal communication structure
or server placement. However, the authors understand the need to take into account,
in addition to the number of hops used here, other parameters characterizing the
communication links and nodes.

30
Table 4 The simulation results for dendrites of G2 structure

Table 5 Classiﬁcation results for dendrites of G2 structure

J. Chudzikiewicz et al.
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Fig. 16 Classiﬁcation results
for dendrites of G2 structure,
according to results in Table 5
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5 Conclusion
How can be easily demonstrated, the algorithm for server placement determining
has linear complexity. Correctness of developed algorithm and its usefulness for
server placement and the optimal communication structure in the hypercube network with soft degradation on the base of nodes attainability calculation was
conﬁrmed by simulation tests. Thus, the goal of the work to ﬁnd simple method for
server placement determining based on the properties of logical network structure
was achieved.
Simulation studies have conﬁrmed the average hops can be treated as the basic
performance criterion for choosing the best communication structure. It was turned
out that in most cases average number of hops also allows for a minimum network
latency, or the lower response time and minimum server loads.
In the case of more complex structures, it seems reasonable to take into account
other parameters describing the communication links and nodes. The main measure
of the network structure’s quality should be more complex, which will be taken into
account in subsequent works.
Further work will also address the problem of n—application servers deployment. In this case each server will acting as virtual machine with separated application services. An optimal virtual machine placement for minimizing the number
of required hosting server (physical machines) is needed. The problem lays in
determining such a virtual machine placement in a regular network so that minimum server application survive at any t failures of host server providing the number
of hosting server should be minimized. It should be noted that this solution let us
avoiding having to move the application server (VM) after each diagnosing (localization) of physical machine failure hosting virtual machines. Similar to the
presented approach the results would be evaluated by simulation experiments.
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Model and Case Studies of the Runtime
UI Adaptation Process in Client-Server
Systems
Jacek Chmielewski

Abstract The increasing diversity of end devices used by users to access their
applications and systems strengthens the need for device-independent methods for
implementing these applications. The Device-Independent Architecture (DIA) is
one of the available approaches to this problem, but it does not directly address the
issue of user interface (UI) device-independency. This issue can be addressed by
runtime UI adaptation, but it is not clear whether the DIA architecture requires new
UI adaptation methods or may use existing ones. Through theoretical model-based
analysis of UI adaptation in various client-server systems and through case studies
of practical UI adaptation solutions we came up with a conclusion that the
DIA-based systems may use existing runtime UI adaptation methods. However,
they have to be used with a different set of optimization criteria.

⋅

⋅
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Device-independency
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1 Introduction
The development of software applications that use end devices to communicate and
interact with users becomes a complex and time-consuming issue. The increasing
diversity of Internet-connected end devices (especially mobile devices) forces
application developers to implement multiple variants of each application. Each
software platform (Windows, Android, iOS, etc.) and each device type (smartphone, tablet, laptop, watch, glasses, smart TV, etc.) has its own requirements and
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constraints, which makes it difﬁcult to address all of them with a single uniform
implementation. Device-independency of the application logic and data is hindered
by different programming languages and disparate APIs supported by different
software platforms. Device-independency of the application user interface (UI) is
even harder to address because of the number and diversity of possible input and
output user communication channels—starting with screen sizes and resolutions,
and ending with non-standard symbolic interfaces popular in the Internet of Things
domain.
To cope with this problem we have proposed the Device-Independent Architecture (DIA) [1] which solves the logic and data device-independency issues.
However the DIA does not directly address the UI device-independency, which is
supposed to be solved with proper UI design [2, 3] and UI adaptation [4, 5].
To make sure the DIA does not hinder the ability to use UI adaptation to provide
UI device-independency in the reported research we have sought to answer the
following question: May DIA-based software use existing runtime UI adaptation methods?
This work is an extended version of [6] and presents results of our analysis of
this issue. To be able to properly analyze the problem we have deﬁned a model of
the runtime UI adaptation and generation process. We have used this model to
theoretically examine the runtime UI adaptation and generation process in various
software architectures similar to the DIA. Additionally we have performed a series
of case studies of real implementations of UI adaptation methods to check if these
practical solutions conﬁrm our theoretical conclusions and to get some insights on
applicability of these methods in the context of device-independency.
Our main ﬁndings are the following. Through our research we have shown that
DIA-based software may use existing runtime UI adaptation methods designed for
client-server systems. We have learned that the main limiting factor for DIA-based
implementations of these UI adaptation methods is not the performance of an end
device, as it is often the case of typical mobile UI adaptation implementations, but
network latency and throughput. Therefore, to provide properly optimized UIs for
DIA-based solutions, existing runtime UI-adaptation methods have to be used with
a different set of key metrics and guidelines. Moreover, the case studies of real
systems highlight the fact that traditional UI adaptation approaches are not
well-suited for device-independency and are not capable of fully achieving the UI
device-independency.
The chapter is composed of four sections. Section 1 is the introduction. Section 2 provides background information on the topics of UI adaptation and the
Device-Independent Architecture. Section 3 contains a deﬁnition of the model of
the UI generation process, theoretical discussion and overview of case studies. The
chapter is concluded in Sect. 4.
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2 Background
2.1

UI Adaptation

UI adaptation activities can be split into two phases: design-time UI adaptation and
runtime UI adaptation. These two UI adaptation phases focus on different aspects
that may influence the UI adaptation process. The whole process, with its various
aspects, is best described by the CAMELEON Reference Framework [7], which
provides designers and developers with generic principles for structuring and
understanding a model-based UI development process. Model-based approaches
[8], which rely on high-level speciﬁcations, provide the foundations for code
generation and code abstraction. The framework fuses together different models that
influence the overall UI adaptation.
As shown in Fig. 1, the framework covers the inference process from high-level
abstract descriptions to runtime code, using a four-step reiﬁcation process:
1. Concepts-and-Tasks Model (CTM) the highest level on which logical activities, with are required to reach users goals, and domain speciﬁc objects, which
are manipulated by these activities, are speciﬁed at design-time.
2. Abstract User Interface (AUI) level, on which a UI is represented as a collection of presentation units, which are abstract in the sense of their ﬁnal presentation (independent of the modality of interaction), as they can be presented
(accessed) in different ways, e.g., visually, vocally, haptically, etc. Presentation
units typically focus on semantics and general properties of UI components
(e.g., input/output data components as well as structural and logical

Fig. 1 CAMELEON reference framework
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dependencies between components), without covering exact properties related to
the ﬁnal presentation of the UI (e.g., size, position, color of components).
3. Concrete User Interface (CUI) level, on which a particular modality is selected
and a number of additional descriptive attributes are introduced to an AUI
description, which has been created at AUI level, to describe the UI more
precisely and to enable the perception of a UI by a user, independently from a
particular presentation platform (e.g., layouts, relative size and position of
components). At this level the look and feel of a UI is deﬁned, but the
description is still device-independent.
4. Final User Interface (FUI) level, on which a CUI description, which has been
created at CUI level, is encoded in a particular UI description language (a
programming language or a markup language, e.g., Java, HTML5, VoiceXML,
etc.). A FUI is typically speciﬁc to a selected modality of interaction as well as
particular hardware and software platform (device, operating system, presentation tools), as it may specify, e.g., properties depending on screen resolution, or
type of keyboard. A FUI description may be either compiled or interpreted. It
may be presented in various forms, on various platforms depending on, e.g.,
device capabilities, implementation, or the context of interaction.
At each step the reiﬁcation is influenced by the “context of use”, deﬁned as a set
of parameters describing: a user, a platform and the environment. Most of this
process belongs to the design-time phase. The runtime phase usually includes only
the last reiﬁcation from the CUI (device-independent) to the FUI (device-speciﬁc)
and translations between FUI variants.
Both UI adaptation phases are different in nature. In our research on
device-independent systems we do not address general UI design issues and we
focus on the runtime UI adaptation phase, assuming that the design-time phase
produces a device-independent UI description, which is used as a starting point for
the runtime UI adaptation.

2.2

Device-Independent Architecture

The Device-Independent Architecture (DIA) has been proposed to facilitate analysis and development of applications that can be made available to users via any
capable device from the large, diverse and fast growing pool of Internet-enabled
end devices—i.e., devices that are used directly by users to interact with an
application, but not sensors that passively record a state of an environment. As
presented in [9], the idea of DIA originates from the Service-Oriented Architecture,
where systems are decomposed into atomic services, and processes use such services without knowing much about their implementation. A similar approach can be
used to decompose an end device. Each end device, be it a laptop or a smartphone,
provides: resources, services, and user interaction channels. Resources encompass
processing power, memory and storage. Services are providers of context
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information, such as location, temperature, light intensity, and data from other types
of sensors. User interaction channels (both incoming and outgoing) are the means to
communicate with a user and include: screen, vibration, keyboard, microphone,
camera, etc. The key concept is to use external resources, instead of what is provided by an end device, and to generalize the way services and user interaction
channels are accessed. Therefore, in DIA, the separation of application from end
devices, which enables the device-independency, is achieved by:
•
•
•
•

executing an application outside of end devices,
accessing sensor data provided by a device via a standardized API,
using universal UI descriptions, and
communicating with a user via a set of well-deﬁned user interaction channels.

The execution of the application on external resources ensures that the application logic does not depend on the hardware or software platform of an end device.
The interesting consequence is that, in this architecture, end devices could be
deprived of their general purpose resources, as these resources are not needed.
Services publish data in service-speciﬁc formats (e.g., location coordinates for a
geolocation service, numerical data for a temperature sensor, and so on) independently of their implementation on a particular end device. Therefore, it is feasible to
build a middleware providing a device-independent API, such as the one proposed
in Wolfram Language [10], to access such services. The usage of a universal UI
description is a key requirement for making the UI of an application independent of
parameters of user communication channels available on a given end device (e.g.
screen size and pixel density).
However, to enable a UI presentation tailored to parameters of a speciﬁc end
device, the generic UI description has to be properly adapted before reaching the
user. With DIA, the UI adaptation may be introduced either on the server-side or on
the client-side (see Fig. 2). In some cases it is also possible to make the process
application-agnostic and provide it as a middleware service. This is similar to how
existing runtime UI adaptation methods are employed in client-server systems. That
is why we have decided to research whether DIA-based software may use existing
runtime UI adaptation methods used in client-server systems.

Server-side

Client-side

Application
logic processing
data storage
UI generation

User interface
adaptation

Fig. 2 UI adaptation in the device-independent architecture

User interaction
UI presentation
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3 Model and Analysis
Runtime UI adaptation is a process that transforms a high-level, device-independent
UI description (often model-based) prepared at design-time into a ﬁnal UI presentation. In ideal situations, the high-level UI description may be presented in
different ways depending on the UI modality of available user communication
channels. For example, presentation of the same UI could be done on screen
(Graphical User Interface (GUI)) or via speakers (e.g. Voice User Interface (VUI)).
In general, the execution of a runtime UI adaptation process requires three
parameters: the UI description, the content and a context of use. The content is used
to ﬁll-in the UI. The context of use influences the UI adaptation process and allows
tailoring the ﬁnal UI to the user, her end devices and situation (location, time, etc.).

3.1

Runtime UI Adaptation Model

To be able to analyze the UI adaptation in different application architectures we
have deﬁned a simpliﬁed model of the UI adaptation and generation process, called
the GARP model. The GARP model, presented in Fig. 3, is composed of four main
steps:
1. Input gathering (G). At the beginning of the process it is necessary to gather all
input required for UI adaptation. The result of this step is a triplet of: UI
description, content and context.
2. Adaptation (A). In this step the content is used to ﬁll-in the UI template derived
from the UI description and the context is used to guide the transformation of
the UI into a ﬁnal UI tailored for the user, her end devices and situation. The
result of this step is a device-speciﬁc UI description encoded with a domain
speciﬁc UI language such as HTML, QML, etc.
3. Rendering (R). The device-speciﬁc UI description provided by step 2 is
interpreted here, in step 3 and the ﬁnal UI presentation form is calculated. The
ﬁnal UI presentation form is data (often binary data) prepared for a speciﬁc user
communication channel, e.g. pixels for screen or audio bits for speakers.
4. Presentation (P). The last step of the process is about presenting the UI to the
user using a speciﬁc user communication channel of a speciﬁc end device, e.g.
showing images on screen or playing audio through speakers.
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Fig. 3 Model of the runtime UI adaptation and generation process
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To make the analysis easier to follow, the model represents only the way towards
a user and ignores the process of recording and interpreting user actions. Nevertheless, the path from a user can be modelled in a similar way, so our claims are
valid for the whole user interaction loop.
For the analysis we have identiﬁed three classes of systems—the class of
DIA-based systems and two comparable types of systems also based on the
client-server paradigm:
1. Client-side adaptation systems (CSA). Systems of this class include applications that are executed entirely on an end device (a.k.a. local applications) and
client-server applications with UI adaptation done on the client side.
2. Server-side adaptation systems (SSA). This class includes client-server
applications with UI adaptation performed on the server side.
3. DIA-based systems (DIA). which include applications based on the
Device-Independent Architecture.
Our goal was to see how the UI adaptation process differs among these classes of
systems and how these differences influence the applicability of known UI adaptation methods. We acknowledge existence of in-between solutions. However, these
three classes were selected to clearly show differences in the UI adaptation process.

3.2

UI Adaptation in CSA Systems

The UI adaptation and generation process in CSA systems is done either entirely on
an end device (client side) or the G step is supported by the server side, which
provides for example the content, UI description or user preferences. However, the
fragment of the context gathering related to the end device is local, so the G step
can be seen as a task performed jointly by the server side and the client side. The
way the G step is performed (locally or split between server and client sides) does
not influence the actual UI adaptation, because from the point of view of the A step
the results of the G step are always provided in the same way—locally (Fig. 4).
In CSA systems the A step may be implemented using existing UI adaptation
methods designed for the use on an end device. These methods are optimized for

G
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Fig. 4 GARP model in CSA systems
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potentially limited processing capabilities of end devices and are closely related to
end device characteristics and usage scenarios.
The local UI adaptation methods include solutions built-in into iOS and Android
mobile operating systems and used by multiple mobile applications that run on
various smartphones and tablets. On these mobile platforms the main issue is the
diversity of screen sizes and pixel densities, so it is assumed that each application
provides multiple variants of graphical assets (tailored to different screen densities)
and some kind of a flexible layout that can be recalculated for any screen size. The
drawback of these UI adaptation methods is that they are designed to cope with
hardware parameters of a ‘standard device’ (in most cases a device with a touchscreen). Any UI adaptation that is supposed to take into account for example user
preferences or non-standard devices, is not supported by the platform and has to be
implemented manually.
The use of the server side for the G step usually does not change the fact that the
adaptation implemented on the client side is somehow bound to the characteristic of
an end device. In our previous research [11–13] we have analyzed solutions that go
beyond this local-only approach and use the server side to provide UI adaptation
hints embedded in the high-level UI description provided by the G step, but even
such extensions do not change the fact that the UI adaptation itself is
device-speciﬁc, which makes it hard to reuse on other types of devices (devices
with different hardware components, e.g. with two screens).
The Transparent Boundary Service (TBS) presented in [11] is a domain-speciﬁc
implementation of a universal and adaptive approach to automatic, just-in-time
(JIT) generation of user interfaces for mobile and stationary devices based on the
application, user preferences, device capabilities and context. The system, tailored
for Intelligent Buildings domain, offers two modes of UI generation process: remote
and local. Remote UI generation is used for basic end devices with very limited
processing capabilities, while the local UI generation is used for more capable
devices. In the case of the local mode, the whole TBS runs on an end device and
gathers information necessary for UI generation from external modules such as
User Preferences Database or Service Interface Cues. What is interesting here, is the
aspect of UI generation hints provided by the Service Interface Cues module. By
default, a device-independent UI description is derived from a service description
and usually results in a quite raw UI. The concept of UI hints enables preparation of
more user-friendly user interfaces. The local TBS implementation is device-speciﬁc
and thus available only for selected end devices.
In the SOA-based system presented in [12, 13] the UI adaptation is supported by
the Adaptable SOA Interface System (ASIS). The ASIS framework, presented in
Fig. 5, consists of four main elements: SOA Interface Generator Module (SIG),
SOIL Interface Templates, Content Access and Adaptation Module (ADAM), and
Content Upload and Adaptation Module (UMOD).
The SOA Interface Generator (SIG) consists of an interface generation server
and a client application. SIG processes interface templates encoded in the SOIL
language, generates the user interface and sends it to the client devices.
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Fig. 5 The overall architecture of the ASIS framework

The SOIL Interface Templates enable SOA services to be presented to end-users
in a user-friendly way. The templates are encoded in a specially designed language,
called SOIL—Service-Oriented Interface Language. SOIL is based on XML. It
provides commands that can control the process of interface generation, communicate between themselves, and execute calls to SOA services.
The Content Access and Adaptation Module (ADAM), and the Content Upload
and Adaptation Module (UMOD) are responsible for providing access and
receiving multimedia content, adjusting the formats and properties of these objects
to make them suitable for presentation on a particular client device or for storage
within the system.
By default, a standard web browser is used on the client device and the ASIS
framework creates the interface description on request received from the end-user
device, based on interface templates coded in the SOIL language, parameters of the
end-user device—either sent by the device or stored in a local database, and the
current context of interface generation. The interface description is then sent to the
client device and rendered by the web browser. Despite being an SSA-class system,
the ASIS framework includes a custom client application, which replaces the
standard web browser and supports client-side UI adaptation for speciﬁc mobile
devices. This application receives a UI description pre-ﬁlled with data and uses
local knowledge about the device and context to prepare the ﬁnal user interface.
The application is available for a handful of selected mobile devices and the UI
adaptation process is device-speciﬁc.
Both presented systems use the client-side UI adaptation and generation only as
an additional feature to the more universal server-side adaptation and only for
speciﬁc end devices. Which conﬁrms that this UI adaptation and generation mode is
useful only in speciﬁc usage scenarios and is usually highly device-speciﬁc.
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UI Adaptation in SSA Systems

In SSA systems the two initial steps: G and A, are performed on the server side, and
the two other steps: R and P, are performed on the client side. The server gathers all
input data, runs the UI adaptation and sends the device-speciﬁc UI description to
the client. The client then interprets the UI description and presents it to a user
(Fig. 6).
The SSA systems approach the issue of portability of the UI adaptation, shown
for CSA systems, by implementing the A step on the server side. Such approach
means that the UI adaptation is not bound by the performance of an end device and
can use external services to support the UI adaptation task (e.g. multimedia converters). Results of our previous research on UI adaptation in SSA systems [13–16]
conﬁrm that the A step in SSA systems may accommodate end devices with disparate hardware conﬁgurations by using multiple or dynamic UI adaptation scenarios. However, the result of the A step is still interpreted on an end device.
Therefore is susceptible to differences in the ﬁnal rendering and presentation on
different end devices. So full control of the resulting UI is not possible.
The already mentioned ASIS framework uses server-side UI generation and
adaptation process to build universal user interfaces for any end device supporting a
web browser. This approach makes it possible to address a wide range of possible
end devices, but suffers from incompatible web browser implementations.
The method of adapting a user interface developed for industrial process monitoring and control applications, presented in [14], which also uses web technologies for the ﬁnal UI, tries to cope with this problem introducing additional dynamic
UI optimization rules. Custom HTTP headers and additional request-response cycle
make it possible to precisely identify the target web browser and initiate a set of UI
adaptation and transformation rules tailored speciﬁcally for this web browser. With
this approach it is possible to reach an acceptable level in UI uniformity, as presented in Fig. 7.
The Mobile Interfaces for Web 2.0 LEarning Systems (MILES) system,
described in [15, 16], is an extension to an e-learning platform developed in a
European LLP project Web 2.0 ERC. The MILES system is based on a new
approach to building adaptable user interfaces for e-learning repositories and
resources. In this approach, the e-learning platforms are accessed by the use of Web
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Fig. 7 Example of a uniform cross-device web-based UI

Services instead of typical web-based interfaces. Speciﬁc services have been
designed to enable high-level operations on Web 2.0 resources without the need to
use their complex web interfaces. The interface generation and adaptation combines
dynamically generated web user interfaces with results of Web Service calls.
Examples of such generated UIs are presented in Fig. 8.
These three systems employ web technologies and a custom UI generation and
adaptation process to provide universal user interfaces for a diverse set of end
devices. However this diversity and the resulting diversity among web browsers
used to interpret, render and present the UI, causes UI inconsistencies that usually
out of control.

3.4

UI Adaptation in DIA Systems

The Device-Independent Architecture is based on an assumption that the whole
processing is done outside of an end device (the client side) and the end device
receives a pre-rendered UI ready for presentation, without the need for any interpretation. So in the case of DIA systems all three initial steps of the GARP model
are done on the server side and only the P step is performed on the client side. The
data transferred between the server and the client is usually a stream (e.g. a video or
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Fig. 8 Examples of web-based UI generated by the MILES system
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Fig. 9 GARP model in DIA systems

audio stream) or a static UI state (e.g. an image of the UI to be presented on screen
or audio ﬁle to be played through speakers) ready to be presented on an end device
(Fig. 9).
The DIA approach enables full control over the ﬁnal UI presented to a user by
implementing also the R step on the server side. UI adaptation methods used in DIA
systems can be still the same as for SSA systems, but the fact that the end device
handles only the P step ensures that devices will not show a UI in a way that
deviates from intentions of a designer. The consequence of moving the R step to the
server side is a different kind of data being transferred between the server side and
the client side. In SSA systems, the client side receives a device-speciﬁc UI
description encoded in a specialized UI language. In DIA systems, the server side
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Fig. 10 UI views of a DIA-based application

has to send either a continuous streams of data tailored for speciﬁc user communication channels (e.g. video stream for a screen or an audio stream for speakers) or
a static UI state composed of multiple ﬁles that are targeted at different user
communication channels (e.g. image ﬁles to be shown on a screen or audio ﬁles to
be played through speakers). The main difference here is the increased size of data
that has to be transferred. More data to transfer could mean longer response times,
but our previous research [17] shows that in the analyzed scenarios DIA-based
systems can still maintain proper response times to UI interactions initiated by a
user, despite the increased size of transferred data.
The DIA-based application implemented for the research reported in [17] is a
prototype of a mobile crowdsourcing application. It features a static, state-based
user interface composed of a few screens. The UI is presented in Fig. 10. For
comparison, the same functionality and UI features were implemented as a native
Windows Phone application. Results of the research conﬁrm that UI response times
of a DIA-based application is two to three times slower than for the native application. However, for this application, the standard HTTP protocol and GIF image
format were sufﬁcient to maintain the UI response time below 1 s, which is
assumed to be reasonable for a static, state-based UI [18]. So, with a proper
transmission protocol and image format it is feasible to keep the UI response time
of such applications within a range that does not hinder the application usability.

4 Conclusion
The Device-Independent Architecture can be treated as a special case of a
client-server architecture, in which the client side is assumed to be an extremely
thin client and in which all the processing is done on the server side. The DIA takes
it even further and deﬁnes the client side as a set of user communication channels,
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which makes it possible to model multiple end devices as a complex client device,
but this distinction does not necessarily change the way the UI adaptation is performed. Therefore, DIA systems may use the same existing UI adaptation methods
that were designed for CSA and SSA systems, or for client-server systems in
general.
The main difference is related to the fact that in DIA-based systems the data
transferred between the server side and the client side tends to be larger than in the
case of SSA systems. Therefore, network usage optimization is crucial. Especially
that the transmission delay will directly influence the UI responsiveness. Moreover,
used communication protocols and formats of presentation data sent to an end
device have to be negotiated beforehand, to make sure that the end device is able to
receive and properly present the UI.
Summarizing, despite using a different implementation of the GARP model, the
DIA systems may use existing runtime UI adaptation methods. The difference in the
implementation of GARP model influences only the optimization of the UI adaptation and generation process. In CSA systems the key optimization aspect is end
device performance. In SSA systems the key optimization aspect is uniform
interpretation of the device-speciﬁc UI description. While, in DIA systems the key
optimization aspects are network-related. First, it is necessary to use data formats
that minimize the amount of bits that have to be transmitted. Second, it is crucial to
use the best possible data transfer protocols. The best are the ones with low
overhead, low latency and support for QoS. Both points should be taken into
account by the runtime UI adaptation task, because the nature of a UI (state-based
or continuous) may influence the set of suitable transmission protocols.
We expect that different protocols will be best suited for different user interaction
scenarios. Our next research goal in this area is to identify user interaction patterns
and UI design patterns, which could be used to deﬁne rules for selecting the best
transmission protocols and data formats for a given user interaction scenario.
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Analysis of TCP Connection Performance
Using Emulation of TCP State
Andrzej Bąk, Piotr Gajowniczek and Michał Zagożdżon

Abstract Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is still used by vast majority of
Internet applications. However, the huge increase in bandwidth availability during
the last decade has stimulated the evolution of TCP and introduction of new versions,
better suited for high speed networks. Many factors can inﬂuence the performance of
TCP protocol, starting from scarcity of network resources, through client or server
misconﬁguration, to internal limitations of applications. Proper identiﬁcation of the
TCP performance bottlenecks is therefore an important challenge for network operators. In the paper we proposed the methodology for ﬁnding root causes of throughput degradation in TCP connections using passive measurements. This methodology
was veriﬁed by experiments conducted in a live network with 4G wireless Internet
access. The paper also presents selected details of its practical implementation.
Keywords TCP ⋅ Data ﬂow measurements ⋅ Performance bottlenecks

1 Introduction
This work is an extended version of [1]. It presents the methodology of ﬁnding the
root causes of throughput degradation in TCP connections on the base of passive
measurements obtained from probes capturing traﬃc on the network links.
Since the foundation of the Internet the vast majority of network data is transmitted using Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). TCP underlies many ‘traditional’
Internet applications such as web browsing, email, bulk data transfer etc., but also
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the relatively new ones, such as HTTP adaptive streaming that is quickly becoming
the preferred method for Over-The-Top video delivery. All this makes the TCP performance analysis one of the most important research areas of the Internet networking. Since the beginning of TCP’s public use in 1989 a lot of research was devoted
to improve its performance, and the protocol itself has evolved signiﬁcantly.
The early TCP version used RTO (Retransmission Time-Out) timer to recover
from packet loss, which was ineﬃcient even on low speed links. The TCP Reno/New
Reno version [2] introduced fast retransmit & recovery mechanism that improved the
TCP performance in presence of a packet loss. For a long time the TCP Reno was a
de-facto standard widely deployed in the Internet. However, the signiﬁcant increase
in network capacity observed during the last decade has stimulated introduction of
new TCP congestion control algorithms that are more suited for high speed links,
such as Fast TCP [3], BIC [4], STCP [5], CUBIC [6–8], HTCP [9–11], HSTCP
[12, 13], Compound TCP [14], TCP Westwood [15] etc. The new versions of Linux
operating system do even allow switching between diﬀerent congestion control algorithms without the need to recompile the kernel.
The methodology proposed in the paper results from the need to quickly test
the eﬀectiveness of end-users’ TCP connections in the actual 4G mobile network.
The emphasis was put on feasibility and a potential for automation. The latter is
understood as a capability to implement the method in an application that would run
unsupervised, getting input from current network measurements, and being able to
provide warnings when issues are detected on tested TCP connections. The resulting approach combines the detection of TCP source application type (greedy vs nongreedy), based on [16] with estimation and analysis of certain metrics related to TCP
transmission eﬀectiveness, inspired by RFC 6349 [17].
The methodology is validated using the results obtained from measurements conducted in the live 4G mobile network of Orange Poland. Most of the data required
to implement the proposed approach can be taken directly from TCP traces, but not
all of them. Some parameters, such as state variables maintained by the TCP sender
process can be only estimated by emulating the relevant TCP mechanisms using the
recorded packet traces. Therefore, the selected implementation aspects, especially
these related to the estimation of the value of congestion window that signiﬁcantly
impacts TCP throughput, are also discussed in this work.

2 Sources of TCP Performance Bottlenecks
TCP uses congestion and ﬂow control mechanisms to control the transmission rate
of the sender process by limiting the amount of data that can be transmitted without waiting for acknowledgment (called the window size). Changing transmission
rate in response to receiver’s limitation in processing incoming data (ﬂow control) is
based on the current size of the receiver’s window (awnd). This value is advertised
to TCP sender process in segments that are sent as acknowledgments to the received
data. Too small values of the receiver’s window can however negatively aﬀect the
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performance of the TCP protocol. Therefore, in newer implementations it can be
adapted algorithmically depending on the characteristics of the transmission path
(such as throughput and delay).
Congestion control is done by algorithms that aim to ‘sense’ the bottleneck
throughput on the transmission path and adapt the transmission rate to this limit.
The sender process keeps the state variable called the congestion window (cwnd)
that works in a similar way as advertised window, except that its value is set by an
algorithm running on the sender side. Usually, the sender starts with a small value of
cwnd and tries to increase it each time when an acknowledgment for the previously
sent data segment is received. The initial phase of aggressive cwnd increase is called
a slow start—the cwnd is increased by 1 segment after each acknowledgment which
leads to exponential growth in the amount of transmitted data. After encountering
data loss the cwnd shrinks; the following increase is usually slower and TCP sender
enters the phase called congestion avoidance. There are many diﬀerent congestion
control algorithms and their variants—for an excellent review see [18]. However,
they all share the same purpose—to maximize the usage of capacity available on the
transmission path while also minimizing the probability of data loss.
For the TCP sender process, the actual window size is the minimum of the advertised receiver’s window (awnd) and its own congestion window (cwnd). After sending full window of data, TCP must stop transmission and wait for acknowledgment.
The acknowledgment related to the earliest outstanding segment that was transmitted will start to arrive after the RTT (Round Trip Time) between the sender and
the receiver. Each arriving acknowledgment will trigger transmission of the next
segment of data awaiting in the output buﬀer. Hence, the TCP process can send at
most min(cwnd, awnd) of data per round trip time cycle and the instantaneous TCP
throughput can be roughly estimated as:
TCPth =

min(cwnd, awnd)
.
RTT

(1)

TCP window that is too small may severely limit the performance of TCP connection. In order to obtain high throughput, TCP must be able to ﬁll the network pipeline
with data that will keep the network busy. Therefore, the TCP sender’s window size
must be greater than the bandwidth delay product:
min(cwnd, awnd) ≥ C ∗ RTT ,

(2)

where C denotes the capacity available for TCP connection on the transmission path.
There are various ways to set the values of awnd and cwnd. As it was noted earlier,
especially for cwnd there are numerous algorithms that react diﬀerently to the potential congestion detected either by the Retransmission Time-Out (a timer on sender’s
side) or by receiving a duplicate acknowledgment (Dup-ACK) from the receiver.
Another factor limiting the TCP performance is related to sizing TCP socket
buﬀers on both sides of the connection. The problem of buﬀers being too small is
especially visible in the networks with high bandwidth delay product (the maximum
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buﬀer space for TCP sockets depends on the operating system in case of typical
Internet hosts). The receiver’s socket buﬀer size can signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the performance of TCP connection (receiver’s buﬀer can limit the sending rate of the TCP
source). Therefore, proper conﬁguration of the sockets’ buﬀers is very important to
assure high TCP throughput [19]. Modern operating systems introduce automated
algorithms for tuning the TCP buﬀers [20–24].
Similar case is related to sizing the buﬀers of network devices [25]. TCP sender
can emit data in bursts (up to the current cwnd window size). If network buﬀers are
too small, the inevitable data loss will prevent the congestion window from growing
and TCP connection will not be able to ramp up the transmission rate to available
capacity. It is generally advised that network buﬀers should be at least twice the size
of the network bandwidth delay product to assure high TCP throughput.
The achievable TCP throughput can be also impacted by packet reordering [26,
27] that can be introduced for example by parallel packet processing in network
devices. Receiving out-of-order segments can result in duplicate acknowledgments
being sent and interpreted as data loss. This may in turn lead to unnecessary retransmissions, cwnd reduction and throughput degradation. On the receiver’s side frequent segment reordering may lead to extensive buﬀering and potential reduction in
receiver’s window size.
Finally, the throughput limitation can lie within the application itself. For example, in adaptive HTTP streaming the client requests chunks of video ﬁle from the
server with frequency related to the encoding rate, even if the available capacity
would allow transmitting data faster. In this context, TCP sources can be divided
into greedy (always trying to utilize the most of available transmission capacity) and
non-greedy (where rate is limited by internal behavior of the source). This classiﬁcation is utilized in the methodology discussed in Sect. 3.2.

3 Detection of the root causes of TCP performance
degradation
In this section we describe the algorithm for detecting the root causes of the TCP
performance bottlenecks using passive TCP measurements.

3.1 Network Measurements
We assume that the TCP traﬃc is monitored near the sender (at the client or at the
server, depending on the direction of the transmission). Following the recommendations from RFC 6349, it is advised to perform the MTU (Maximum Transmission
Unit) discovery procedure (see [28] for reference) before starting measurements, to
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avoid unwanted packet fragmentation. The monitored network traﬃc is saved by the
probes in .pcap format for further processing.
The throughput of the TCP connection TCPth can be estimated directly from data
captured by passive probes as a ratio of data sent and acknowledged during a measurement period to the length t of this period:
TCPth =

ACK(t)
.
t

(3)

ACK(t) denotes the highest acknowledgment sequence number observed up to time
t. It can be obtained directly from the headers of the captured TCP segments.
Due to the nature of congestion and ﬂow control mechanisms, the TCP sender
needs some time before it can reach the desired transmission speed. This time may
vary from few seconds to even couple of minutes depending on the network RTT,
bandwidth, TCP congestion and ﬂow control algorithms etc. For example, during
congestion avoidance phase the TCP source needs approximately 30 s to increase the
transmission rate by 10 Mbps if the network RTT is 200 ms. Therefore, for proper
estimation of the TCP throughput the measurement time should be long enough.
The following approach is suggested to assure that. Assuming some interval 𝛥t and
threshold c, seek for time instant t that satisﬁes the following condition:
| TCPth (t + 𝛥t) − TCPth (t) |
|<c.
|
|
|
𝛥t
|
|

(4)

The above formula approximates the derivative of TCP rate estimator. The measurement time should be long enough to assure that the TCP rate estimator does not
signiﬁcantly change over time. In the experiments presented further in this paper we
assumed 𝛥t = 1s and c = 100 KB/s2 .
In addition to the typical traﬃc traces captured at measurement points, the proposed methodology requires running some additional measurements to calculate certain TCP performance indicators (described in Sect. 3.6). The ﬁrst measurement is
related to estimation of reference (bottleneck) bandwidth CREF . This can be achieved
by probing the network bottleneck with UDP traﬃc. There are many variants of this
approach—for examples see [29] or [30]. In our measurements we have used the
latter: a train of 50 UDP packets was sent to the receiver and the available capacity
was measured simply by dividing the total length of the received UDP packets by
the total reception time (under the condition of no packet loss).
To verify if the buﬀers are properly dimensioned, the back to back frames test
should be also performed. This test consists of sending the speciﬁed number of UDP
packets with the maximum possible rate and repeating it while increasing the number
of transmitted packets in each trial. The maximum batch size that can be sent without
observing packet loss is an indirect measure of buﬀer size on the transmission path
of the stream.
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3.2 Categorization of TCP Sources
TCP throughput depends on the amount of data the TCP source emits during a single
RTT period, as this value is controlled by the congestion and ﬂow control mechanism. At any time instant the amount of outstanding data (sent but not acknowledged)
is limited to min(cwnd, awnd). As was explained in Sect. 2 the TCP source can send
at most min(cwnd, awnd) bytes per RTT period. Therefore, the amount of outstanding data in relation to the RTT is an indicator of instantaneous TCP performance.
If the amount of outstanding data is less than what cwnd and awnd parameters allow, it means that the sender is not fully exploiting the available transmission
capacity. The cause may be related to internal sender faults (such as application software or hardware issues, CPU overload etc.), but more often is a result of the consent
behavior of TCP source (that may not require more throughput, as it is in case of typical streaming applications where transmission speed is related to the bitrate of the
video stream). In the opposite case (if the outstanding data is close to the cwnd or
awnd), the bottlenecks are introduced either by the network or by the receiver.
Summarizing the above discussion, the TCP source may fall into one of the following categories:
∙ Internally limited
Non-greedy source i.e. a TCP connection that is not fully exploiting the capacity
available in the network; the amount of outstanding data is signiﬁcantly lower than
the cwnd and awnd windows would allow.
∙ Receiver limited
TCP source whose transmission rate is limited by the receiver; the amount of outstanding data is close to the awnd and also lower than the cwnd.
∙ Network limited
TCP source whose transmission rate is limited by the network, i.e. by the available
capacity, packet loss rate or network RTT; the amount of outstanding data is close
to the cwnd.
In order to classify the TCP source into one of the above categories we need the
following parameters: outstanding data, RTT, receiver’s window size and congestion
window size. The ﬁrst three parameters can be easily obtained from the packet traces
captured by the passive probes. However, the congestion window is not directly measurable as it is an internal parameter of the TCP stack at the sender and cannot be
directly inferred from the TCP traces. In order to cope with this problem, we follow
the approach of [16]. The TCP connection state is emulated using the recorded TCP
traces to recover the cwnd parameter. We also recover the value of RTO to distinguish between retransmissions induced by the fast retransmit phase and those due
to the timer expiration. This is required to precisely track the changes in the cwnd
parameter.
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3.3 Emulation of TCP Connection State
The internal state of TCP congestion control mechanism is deﬁned by three main
parameters: size of congestion window (cwnd), threshold for switching between slow
start and congestion avoidance phase (ssthr), and the retransmission timer (RTO).
These parameters are essential for emulation of the TCP connection state.
After a 3-way handshake procedure, the TCP connection is established and the
TCP sender starts to transmit data. The sender sets its cwnd parameter to some initial
value (in Linux, for example, it is equal to 10 segments) and begins transmitting in
the slow start mode. While in slow start, TCP adds one segment to the cwnd for each
acknowledged segment, doubling its cwnd every RTT period. Therefore, during slow
start TCP throughput grows exponentially. The aim of this phase is to quickly probe
the network capacity and to estimate the optimum window size without overloading
the network.
Slow start phase ends when either the ssthr is reached or the segment loss is
detected. TCP detects segment loss by two mechanisms: expiration of RTO timer
or reception of duplicate acknowledgments (Dup-ACKs). In the ﬁrst case the TCP
sender retransmits all outstanding data, sets the ssthr to the half of cwnd observed
at timer expiration and enters the slow start mode again. TCP switches to slow start
phase also after long inactivity, to protect the network against overload caused by
sudden activation of the sender.
In the second case, after receiving 3 consecutive Dup-ACKs the TCP sender
enters the recovery phase and employs fast retransmit & recovery mechanism to
recover the lost segment. Contrary to the RTO mechanism, only one segment is
retransmitted here. The assumption behind this approach is that in this case only
one segment is most likely lost and there is no need to follow the go-back-N protocol
and retransmit all outstanding data. The sender sets the ssthr to the half of the cwnd
window before the segment loss, sets the cwnd to ssthr + 3 segments and retransmits
the segment pointed by Dup-ACKs. Each time another Dup-ACK arrives, the sender
adds one segment to the cwnd (inﬂating the congestion window). The aim of this is
to sustain the TCP throughput (as Dup-ACK indicates that the network is still able
to deliver packets).
In the recovery phase, the TCP sender is allowed to transmit new data as indicated by cwnd. The recovery phase ends when all outstanding data from the beginning of this phase is acknowledged. When leaving the recovery phase the TCP sets
the cwnd back to the ssthr and enters the congestion avoidance mode. In the TCP
Reno/NewReno versions, during the congestion avoidance phase one segment is
added to the cwnd in each RTT period. This means that the cwnd grows linearly
over time, increasing TCP throughput more conservatively then in slow start phase.
However, in the network with high bandwidth delay product it may take a long time to
recover TCP throughput. Therefore, new congestion control mechanisms introduce
more aggressive approaches for increasing the cwnd during congestion avoidance
phase and reducing the cwnd/ssthr after segment loss detection.
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In order to track the sender’s cwnd we emulate the behavior of the TCP protocol.
To obtain high accuracy of the emulation we used the original source code of the
Linux kernel version 3.18 [31]. The H-TCP congestion control algorithm code was
used as this protocol was employed in our test setup. It is one of the newer TCP
adaptations, created to increase its eﬀectiveness in high speed networks. The main
change in relation to TCP Reno/New Reno is that in congestion avoidance phase the
increase in the quantity of sent data is a polynomial function of time since the last
segment loss—the longer is this period, the more aggressively the algorithm tries to
increase the speed of transmission. In the actual implementation the code from the
following Linux core modules were used:
∙ tcp_input.c: estimation of the RTO algorithm,
∙ tcp_htcp.c: H-TCP congestion control algorithm,
∙ tcp_cong.c: NewReno congestion control algorithm.
The snippets of code emulating TCP sender process are shown in the following
listings. They are commented and provide an insight into how the most important
procedures related to estimation of the cwnd are implemented.
The DATA and ACK procedures are called respectively for data segments sent by
the TCP server and acknowledgments sent by the client (for simplicity of presentation we assumed unidirectional data transfer from server to client).
Listing 1: Global variables and .pcap ﬁle handle
u_int HZ = 100; // TCP clock resolution (tick/sec)
u_int jiffies; // time (number of TCP clock ticks)
pcap_t *pcap_handle;
char errbuf[PCAP_ERRBUF_SIZE];

Listing 2: Reading data from the .pcap ﬁle (fragment of the main() function)
pcap_handle = pcap_open_offline("my.pcap",errbuf);
pcap_loop(pcap_handle, 0, packet_handler, NULL);
pcap_close(pcap_handle);

TCP traﬃc data is read from .pcap traces registered by monitoring devices in the
network. To read the trace ﬁles the winpcap library was used. This library provides
the pcap_loop() function allowing iterative handling of captured frames (see Listings: 1 and 2). One of its arguments is the pointer to a function called packet_handler
that is called consecutively for each frame being read.
Listing 3: Segment type detection
// Handling of captured frames
void packet_handler(u_char *, const struct pcap_pkthdr *header,
const u_char *frame) {
timestamp = header->ts.tv_sec + header->ts.tv_usec / 1000000.0;
// Conversion of time to clock ticks
jiffies = round(timestamp * HZ);
ih = (ip_header *)(pkt_data + 14); // IP header
ip_len = (ih->ver_ihl & 0xf) * 4;
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if (ih->proto == 6) { // TCP segment
th = (tcp_header *)((u_char*)ih + ip_len);
u_int tcp_len = ((th->off_res \gg 4) & 0xf) * 4;
// Check segment type
if (CHECK_FLAG(th->flags, SYN) && !CHECK_FLAG(th->flags,ACK)) {
// SYN segment
}
else if (CHECK_FLAG(th->flags,SYN) &&
CHECK_FLAG(th->flags,ACK)) {
// SYN ACK segment
}
else if (CHECK_FLAG(th->flags,FIN)) {
// FIN segment
}
else if (COMP_ADDR(ih->saddr, server_addr)) {
u_int tcp_data_len=(header->len-14- ip_len-tcp_len);
DATA(th, tcp_data_len);
}
else if (COMP_ADDR(ih->saddr, client_addr) &&
CHECK_FLAG(th->flags, ACK)) {
ACK(th);
}
}
}

This function in turn takes the following arguments: a pointer to the .pcap ﬁle
header related to the currently handled frame, and a pointer to the data block representing this frame. The code snippet related to the packet_handler function is shown
in Listing 3. Detailed deﬁnitions of data structures can be found in winpcap examples
provided e.g. in the wpdpack package [32].
As mentioned earlier, to emulate TCP congestion control the original Linux HTCP code was used. The deﬁnitions of functions, parameters and data structures used
here can be found in tcp_htcp.c Linux source code ﬁle. TCP connection state is stored
in tcp_sock structure (only a subset of its ﬁelds is used in the emulation application).
Two additional ﬁelds were added to this structure: RTO, storing the current value of
the retransmission timer, and t_rtt, storing the last measured value of RTT.
Each time the data or acknowledgment segment is observed, an appropriate piece
of the Linux kernel code is executed. When an acknowledgment segment with higher
sequence number is observed, the RTT sample is calculated (the time diﬀerence
between reception of acknowledgment segment and observation of data segment for
the given sequence number at the monitoring point) and the tcp_rtt_estimator() function is executed to update the value of the RTO timer.
Listing 4: DATA segment handling
void DATA(tcp_header * th, u_int tcp_data_length) {
u_int seq = ntohl(th->seq);
if (seq == tp.snd_nxt) { // New data
tp.snd_nxt = seq + tcp_data_length;
// Store transmission instant of the segment
store_packet(tp.snd_nxt);
tp.max_packets_out++;
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lastseq = tp.snd_nxt;
}
else { // Data out of sequence
if(FastRetransmit) {
// Mark segment as retransmitted
...
}
else if(packet_delay(seq+tcp_data_length)>tp.RTO) {
// Mark segment as retransmitted
...
slowstart();
}
else {
// Mark segment as out of sequence
...
}
}
}

The DATA function (Listing 4) emulates the sending of data by appropriate modiﬁcation of the TCP process state. If the sequence number of the segment being sent
is in sequence, the segment is marked as sent and not acknowledged (it is added to
the list of unacknowledged segments), its sending instant is stored, and the value of
snd_nxt variable is updated to the next proper sequence number.
If the segment sequence number is diﬀerent than current snd_nxt value, the
sequence is broken. This may be caused by various reasons: the segment may be
a retransmitted one (and the original segment could have been lost before reaching
the probe), the preceding segment was lost (so the snd_nxt variable was not updated),
the sequence of segments was disturbed or the segment was duplicated. Unambiguous distinction between the above cases only on the basis of captured packet traces is
diﬃcult. In the paper the following simpliﬁcation was used. If the TCP connection is
in the fast retransmit phase, all segments with wrong sequence numbers are treated
as retransmitted. Otherwise, if the time since sending the preceding segment (or the
original copy of this segment, as long as the segment with this sequence number
was already observed) is greater than the RTO, it it assumed that the segment was
retransmitted because of timeout, and the TCP process enters the slow start mode. If
none of the above conditions is met, it is assumed that the segment was transmitted
out of sequence (duplicated segments are not detected).
Listing 5: ACK segment handling
void ACK(tcp_header * th) {
u_int ack = ntohl(th->ackseq); // Reading ACK sequence number
if (ack == tp.snd_una) {
// Duplicate ACK
// Reading the advertised window value
tp.rcv_wnd = ntohs(th->window_size) \ll tp.crws;
dup_ack++;
process_dup_ack(dup_ack); // Handling dup-ACKs
}
else if ((ack>tp.snd_una) || seq_number_wrap()) {
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// New ACK
// Reading the advertised window value
tp.rcv_wnd = ntohs(th->window_size) \ll tp.crws;
// Window limit update
tp.snd_una = ack;
// RTT for acknowledged segment
// 0 if segment was retransmitted
long rtt_sample=retrieve_packet_rtt(tp.snd_una);
if( rtt_sample!=0) {
// Calculation of the RTO from Linux code
tcp_rtt_estimator( &tp, rtt_sample);
tp.RTO = (tp.srtt \gg 3) + tp.rttvar;
}
process_new_ack(); // New ACK handling
}
else { // Ignore
}
}

The process of receiving ACK segments by the TCP server is emulated by the
ACK function (see Listing 5). The procedure process_dup_ack, outlined in Listing 6,
is called upon receiving of the segment with duplicated sequence number (ack ==
rp.snd_una). After reception of three duplicated acknowledgments, the TCP process
enters the fast retransmit phase and the htcp_recalc_ssthresh function is executed to
calculate the new ssthr value according to H-TCP algorithm. The cwnd takes value
of ssthr + 3 and is increased by one after each consecutive reception of a duplicated
acknowledgment.
Listing 6: Handling of duplicate ACKs
void

process_dup_ack(u_int dup_ack) {
if (dup_ack == 3 && ! FastRetransmit) {
// Set Fast Retransmit phase flag
FastRetransmit = 1;
// Calculate new ssthr using H-TCP algorithm from Linux code
tp.snd_ssthresh = htcp_recalc_ssthresh(&tp, &ca);
// Update cwnd value (TCP Reno)
tp.snd_cwnd = tp.snd_ssthresh + 3;
}
else if (FastRetransmit) {
// Window inflation in Fast Retransmit phase (TCP Reno)
tp.snd_cwnd++;
}

}

If the sequence number is greater than the one of the last received acknowledgment, the process_new_ack function is executed (Listing 7). If the TCP connection was in fast retransmit phase, the exit condition for this phase is checked.
Next, the already acknowledged segments are removed from the list of segments
awaiting acknowledgment, and the following H-TCP related functions are called:
measure_achieved_throughput and htcp_cong_avoid. Other H-TCP module
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procedures (htcp_param_update, htcp_alpha_update, htcp_beta_update etc.) are
called internally by the two functions mentioned above.
Listing 7: Handling of new ACKs
void process_new_ack() {
dup_ack = 0;
if (FastRetransmit) {
// End fast retransmit phase
tp.snd_cwnd = tp.snd_ssthresh;
FastRetransmit = 0;
}
// Remove acknowledged segments from the list
u_int count = remove_acked_packets(tp.snd_una);
// Execute relevant H-TCP code
measure_achieved_throughput(&tp, &ca, count, tp.t_rtt);
tp.max_packets_out -= count;
htcp_cong_avoid(tp.snd_una, count);
}

3.4 TCP Classification Algorithm
For automated detection whether the TCP connection is network, receiver or internally limited, we have implemented the algorithm outlined on Listing 8, that was
originally proposed and described in detail in [16].
Listing 8: TCP limitation
total_sample_cnt++;
if (oustanding_data >= tp.rcv_wnd*gamma) {
rwnd_cnt++;
}
else {
diff_1 = abs(oustanding_data - tp.snd_cwnd);
diff_2 = ...; // second estimator (e.g. AIMD)
if (diff_1 <= diff_2) {
if (oustanding_data >= tp.snd_cwnd*mi) {
cwnd_cnt++;
}
}
else {
if (oustanding_data >= ...*mi) {
... // second estimator
}
}
}

The algorithm is executed each time a new value of the outstanding data is
obtained (the data packet is observed). The new sample of outstanding data is compared with the awnd and cwnd estimators (note that we can emulate more then
one congestion control algorithm at the same time) and the counters related to the
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closest limit are updated. The sensitivity of the above algorithm is controlled by two
parameters gamma < 1 and mi > 0 (see [16] for more details).
In the original algorithm the TCP connection data was also divided into relatively
small chunks, and each chunk was classiﬁed as greedy, non-greedy or receiver limited. The per-chunk classiﬁcation allows obtaining a snapshot of the performance of
the set of TCP connections at a given time scale (which was one of the goals of the
original work presented in [16]). This paper is however mainly focused on the performance of a single TCP ﬂow, and our aim was to detect the throughput limitation
of the TCP connection treated as a whole. Therefore, we did not divide the TCP data
into chunks, but rather used all measured data to categorize the TCP connection (in
other words we treated the TCP ﬂow as a single chunk and performed the TCP categorization over the whole data set). The division of the TCP data into chunks and its
application to the root cause analysis of the TCP performance degradation was left
for further study.
Finally, the classiﬁcation algorithm, shown on Listing 9, is executed at the end
of measurement period. Unlike in the original algorithm, we did not implement
the AIMD (Additive-Increase/Multiplicative-Decrease) counters, because the TCP
AIMD operations were not emulated in our approach. We have however modiﬁed the
original classiﬁcation algorithm to detect ambiguity in the detection of TCP connection type. The aim of the modiﬁcation was to avoid false classiﬁcation of the TCP
connection as non-greedy in case when the TCP connection changes its type during
the measurement interval (for example switches from being limited by awnd to being
bounded by cwnd). The modiﬁcation may be summarized as follows: if the sum of
the rwndc nt and cwndc nt counters exceeds the assumed threshold (controlled by the
lambda parameter; see Listing 9), the connection is marked as as rwnd/cwnd limited
instead of just assuming that the TCP connection is non-greedy (which is not true in
this case).
Listing 9: TCP classiﬁcation algorithm
if (rwnd_cnt >= total_sample_cnt*lambda) {
f_decision = "awnd_limited";
}
else {
if (cwnd_cnt >= total_sample_cnt*lambda) {
f_decision = "cwnd_limited"; // Greedy source
}
else {
if (cwnd_cnt + rwnd_cnt >= total_sample_cnt*lambda) {
f_decision = "rwnd/cwnd limited";
} else {
f_decision = "non_greedy";
}
}
}
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Fig. 1 H-TCP cwnd emulation

3.5 Validation of the TCP Emulation Algorithm
To validate the implemented TCP state tracking one can compare the outstanding
data calculated from measurements with estimated values of the cwnd (as it can
approximate cwnd, especially for greedy TCP sources). In the following experiment
we downloaded a test ﬁle from the server to the mobile device using the measurement
setup described in more detail in Sect. 3.8.
An example of TCP connection state emulation is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for
H-TCP-based source. Figure 1 shows the comparison of outstanding data with the
value of cwnd estimated by emulation of the H-TCP congestion control algorithm
using Linux kernel source code. The estimated cwnd almost exactly matches the
amount of measured outstanding data. After slow start, the observed TCP connection
enters the congestion avoidance phase where cwnd grows according to the H-TCP
algorithm (ﬁnally reaching its maximum value). Upon segment loss the transition to
fast retransmit phase is observed (the cwnd is reduced by half) and TCP reenters the
congestion avoidance phase.
The estimation of RTO is shown in Fig. 2. This parameter is required to correctly
detect timeout events that cause the TCP to enter the slow start phase. The proper
validation of the RTO estimation accuracy would require direct measurement of this
parameter in actual TCP stack. Unfortunately, such an option was not available in
the network at the time when the measurements were conducted.
Analogous results are presented for the TCP Reno/NewReno based source. The
accuracy of cwnd emulation is shown in Fig. 3, the RTO estimation in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 2 H-TCP RTO estimation

Fig. 3 TCP Reno cwnd emulation

Fig. 4 TCP Reno RTO estimation
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3.6 TCP Performance Metrics
Based on RFC 6349, the following metrics are recommended to test the TCP eﬀectiveness.
∙ TCP Throughput Ratio W. This metric is calculated as a percentage ratio of
achieved throughput TCPth to the reference throughput CREF and should approach
100 % for good connections.
W=

TCPth
∗ 100
CREF

(5)

∙ TCP transmission eﬀectiveness E. It is a percentage ratio of not retransmitted data
to the total amount of data sent during the measurement period and should also
approach 100 % for eﬀective connections.
E=

D − DRET
∗ 100
D

(6)

DRET denotes the amount of data retransmitted during the measurement period.
∙ Buﬀer Delay T. To calculate this parameter one needs the reference delay RTTMIN
calculated beforehand from measurements taken when the network load is minimal. The tcptrace tool can be used for this task. Alternatively, RTTMIN may
be approximated by the minimal RTT observed during the actual measurement
period. Denoting an average RTT observed within the measurement period as
RTTAVG , the Buﬀer Delay can be calculated as:
T=

RTTAVG − RTTMIN
∗ 100 .
RTTMIN

(7)

As the name implies, this parameter is related to buﬀer size in the network nodes
and can be interpreted as a measure of buﬀer load imposed by the measured TCP
connection (mostly related to the buﬀer at the bottleneck link). If we assume that
buﬀer size B conforms to the following formula:
B > 2 ∗ CREF ∗ RTTMIN ,

(8)

then the Buﬀer Delay should be greater than 200 %.

3.7 Root Cause Analysis
For the root cause analysis, we use the emulation of the TCP sender state derived
from passive measurements, and the metrics of TCP connection performance
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(a)

(c)
(d)

(b)

(e)

Fig. 5 General algorithm for root cause analysis

calculated on the base of conducted measurements. The general algorithm is depicted
in Fig. 5.
In the proposed approach the ﬁrst task is to check if the throughput is limited by
awnd (decision block a in Fig. 5). This can be done by analyzing the behavior of
the outstanding data using emulation of the TCP sender state. If awnd seems to be
the limiting factor, then it is advised to check the TCP connection metrics (decision
block b). Low T (low buﬀering) and low W (low bandwidth utilization) together with
large E (lack of retransmissions) support the hypothesis that the advertised awnd
value is indeed limiting the sender’s performance. However, if the T and W are relatively large, the true limitation may lie in the network itself, and the awnd value
reached by the sender is large enough for high connection eﬀectiveness.
If neither awnd nor cwnd (estimated from emulation of TCP sender state) is the
limiting factor (decision block c) then the achieved throughput results from the internal sender constraints (non-greedy source). Low value of Buﬀer Delay may additionally support this hypothesis.
If the cwnd imposes the limit on achieved throughput, it is advised to check TCP
connection metrics (decision block d). High eﬀectiveness of transmission together
with large Buﬀer Delay conﬁrm that TCP throughput is limited by a bottleneck link in
the network. However, if the level of observed retransmissions is high (low E), then
the reason behind low throughput may lie in excessive packet loss in the network
(decision block e) resulting e.g. from faults, bad conditions on wireless access link
etc. It has to be noted that TCP retransmissions occur naturally in result of congestion
control algorithm continuous attempts to ﬁt the transmission rate to the bottleneck
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Fig. 6 Measurement setup

bandwidth, but the excessive level of retransmissions is suspicious and has to be
checked further.
Finally, the case when transmission eﬀectiveness is low but the packet loss is also
low has to be treated as an anomaly that requires further investigation.

3.8 Validation of the Proposed Approach
The proposed approach was validated by conducting measurements in the real network. The measurement setup is depicted in Fig. 6.
Measurements were conducted in commercial 4G mobile network of Orange
Poland with real user traﬃc served in the background. The setup consisted of the
UNIX-based web server connected to the backbone network. The S-GW (Serving
Gateway) and P-GW (PDN Gateway) are the subcomponents of the Evolved Packet
Core of 3GPP’s LTE wireless network.
The TCP traﬃc can be monitored at the server and/or at the mobile device
(with tcpdump). Additionally, two hardware monitoring probes were installed in the
mobile access network. The monitored TCP traﬃc was saved in .pcap format for
further processing.
We ran a number of tests based on downloading ﬁles from the server to the
mobile device (UE). Two types of experiments were carried out. In the ﬁrst case
the ﬁles were downloaded from the server in a greedy mode. The server was conﬁgured to transmit data with maximum possible rate so that the network available capacity was the only factor limiting the TCP throughput. In the second type
of the experiment the socket buﬀer size at the receiver (the client) was limited
below the bandwidth delay product of the network, which is approximately 100 KB
(40 ms RTT * 20 Mbps CREF ).
In Figs. 7 and 8, the receiver’s awnd and the amount of outstanding data were
obtained directly from the collected TCP traces. The cwnd parameter was estimated
using the algorithm described in the previous sections. As it can be seen from Fig. 7,
the tested TCP connection begins in slow start and within few seconds the awnd and
cwnd parameters reach their maximum sizes. This is possible due to large network
buﬀers that can accommodate thousands of packets. After the next few seconds there
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Fig. 7 Network limited TCP connection

Fig. 8 Receiver limited TCP connection

is a packet drop (signaled by 3 Dup-ACK segments), TCP connection retransmits the
lost segment and enters the congestion avoidance phase.
While in congestion avoidance the cwnd follows the H-TCP congestion control
algorithms. At 130 s time instant we observe a retransmission due to the RTO expiration. TCP falls back to the slow start mode and after reaching ssthr (set to 0.5
of the cwnd before segment loss) it switches again to congestion avoidance phase.
Notice that the estimated cwnd follows the amount of measured outstanding data
very accurately.
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Network limited TCP connection
min rtt [ms] = 23.5
avg rtt [ms] = 462
avg out data [B] = 1103400
avg awnd [B] = 1275910
avg cwnd [B] = 1114465
measured throughput [Mbps] = 15.8
outstanding data/rtt [Mbps] = 19
fast retransmits = 6
RTO expirations = 5
TCP eﬃciency (E) [%] = 99.98
buﬀer delay (T) [%] = 1866
According to the proposed TCP throughput measurement methodology, the tested
TCP connection is clearly network limited. The outstanding data follows the cwnd
closely while the TCP eﬃciency E is high which means no excessive packet loss
inside the network. The buﬀer delay T is also very high indicating that TCP connection is transmitting a lot of data to the network (see text in the relevant frame). The
network capacity CREF , measured with the UDP protocol immediately before starting the test transfers (in the same conditions that inﬂuenced maximum throughput
achievable in the location during the experiment), is about 18 Mbps. Therefore, the
TCP connection in this case utilizes almost 90 % of available capacity (TCP throughput ratio W is also high).
Receiver limited TCP connection
min rtt [ms] = 17.5
avg rtt [ms] = 32.4
avg out data [B] = 50956
avg awnd [B] = 58616
avg cwnd [B] = 57615
measured throughput [Mbps] = 12.7
outstanding data/rtt [kbps] = 12.5
fast retransmits = 5
RTO expirations = 0
TCP eﬃciency (E) [%] = 99.99
buﬀer delay (T) [%] = 85
In the second experiment the socket buﬀer of the receiver was limited to about
60 KB. In this case the outstanding data follows the awnd (see Fig. 8) indicating that
the TCP connection is limited by the client. This reasoning is also justiﬁed by low
value of buﬀer delay T which is now below 100 %, meaning that TCP is not ﬁlling
the network with data (see frame). The achieved TCP throughput is about 12.7 Mbps.
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4 Conclusions
The paper presents the methodology for identifying the root cause of the TCP connection performance bottlenecks. We have used the Linux kernel source code to
implement the algorithm for estimation of the internal TCP connection state. Such
approach allows to infer the dynamics of the TCP congestion window which is otherwise unavailable from passive TCP monitoring. The knowledge of the internal TCP
state (cwnd, ssthr, RTO) is essential to understanding the observed behavior of the
TCP connection and allows identifying the source of the TCP throughput limitations. In our approach it is used together with the analysis of TCP performance metrics proposed in RFC 6349. Such combined approach, complimented with additional
active measurements (probing available capacity, measuring bottleneck buﬀers) can
be helpful in tracing down network problems related to TCP-based applications.
The practical implementation of the above approach requires upfront knowledge
of the congestion control algorithm running on the sender side. In most use cases
the algorithm can be identiﬁed. Our goal was to provide a tool for testing the performance of TCP connection in the scenario when the server and the client setups
are at least known. Other cases, when the congestion control algorithm cannot be
identiﬁed or its source code is unavailable are beyond the scope of this work. It is
possible however to implement a set of various congestion control algorithms and
to choose automatically the one that provides the best ﬁt to the measured data. Still,
the algorithm used by the sender has to be amongst the implemented ones, otherwise
the TCP connection will be falsely classiﬁed as non-greedy. We may also implement
other features of the TCP stack, not only the congestion control algorithms, to widen
the possibilities of TCP connection performance analysis in the future.
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Fireﬂy-Based Universal Synchronization
Algorithm in Wireless Sensor Network
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Martin Húdik and Michal Kochláň

Abstract Application areas of Wireless Sensor Network are spread in so many ﬁelds
that the creation of an universal WSN is a big and challenging problem. But what
unites almost all major solutions is the need for communication at some certain time
slot or the need for communication between the nodes. Nodes usually have to make
measurements, in some cases process the data and send them. Because of the mentioned reasons the synchronization of nodes in network, as well as use of real time
communication in network is highly desirable. The detailed explanation of the node
level of Fireﬂy-based Universal Synchronization Algorithm and the network level is
supported by the simulation results along with the implementation remarks. Then
the real-time scheduler for real time operating system in small mobile robotics or
WSN with strong modularity is described with features as advanced sleep modes
and event driven programming. At the end we represent the basic concept of WSN
with use of proposed methods on each node.
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1 Introduction
This work is extended version of “Universal Synchronization Algorithm for Wireless
Sensor Networks—“FUSA Algorithm”” [1].
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) belong to the category of systems with a great
measure of parallelism [2]. In order to eﬀectively utilize the parallelism nature, to
ensure real-time communication ability and to focus nodes’ computational power
to application-oriented algorithms, it is crucial to synchronize the sensor nodes. In
particular, WSN make extensive use of synchronized time in many contexts [2] (e.g.
for data fusion, fusion of decisions, hybrid fusions, time division multiple access
(TDMA) schedules, synchronized sleep periods, etc.). If the system can be considered to be synchronized, then it is very convenient to deploy simple RTOS running
on each node where the individual threads fulﬁlling a diﬀerent role. To avoid failure
of the functionality of the whole WSN, it is clear that the thread which controls the
communication must have the highest priority.
This paper describes a “Fireﬂy-Based Universal Synchronization Algorithm
(FUSA)” based on the ﬁreﬂies synchronization process [1]. The described algorithm
is versatile regardless the network topology. This means, hierarchical networks with
master nodes that control the synchronization process as well as fully distributed
homogeneous-sensor-type networks are usable for the proposed synchronization
algorithm. In next section the priority scheduler usable for RTOS is described [3].

1.1 Application Area
WSN represents an application area of a great potential. With the proper algorithms
for synchronization and data processing, the WSN can be used in many interesting
areas, such as ﬁeld of health-care [4–6], transportation [7], industry [8, 9], military [10] and many more. Property surveillance, object monitoring, environment
monitoring (ﬂoods detection, ﬁre detection, illegal logging detection, etc.) including protected areas monitoring is another signiﬁcant application ﬁeld of WSN [11,
12]. From functional point of view it is very important not to have only algorithms
for monitoring—image recognition, voice recognition [13], but also the proper algorithm for increasing the function potential of the whole network [14].
In order to use the network for reaching the objective, in addition to demand for
suﬃcient supply network nodes [15–17], it is necessary to assure that the nodes are
able to communicate always with the necessary instant of time.
Synchronization algorithm demands are application speciﬁc. Typically, applications monitoring environment have the following characteristics [14]:
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∙ Energy eﬃciency—time needed for synchronization, communication window
length and active power modes should be are minimized;
∙ Scalability—usable for diﬀerent number of nodes;
∙ Precision—the nodes are able to send the data in proper time;
∙ Synchronization time—the amount of time needed for synchronization should be
as short as possible.
This paper assumes that the application ﬁeld of the proposed synchronization
algorithm is an application for monitoring forests in order to prevent the illegal wood
logging situations. All simulations and application remarks are based on this assumption. However, this fact is not in contrary with the versatility of the proposed synchronization algorithm. The mentioned application ﬁeld is for the illustrative and
interpretation purposes.

1.2 Related Work for WSN Synchronization Algorithms
Since the WSN applications are speciﬁc, not every synchronization algorithm is suitable for WSN purposes. For example there could be critical limitations on node memory, computation power and communication capabilities. In this paper we mention
synchronization algorithms whose nature allows WSN utilization.
Cristian’s Algorithm [18] and Berkeley Algorithm [19] are considered as essential
synchronization algorithms and we will not discuss them. Computer networks very
often use Network Time Protocol (NTP) [20] for time synchronization. However, the
standard computer networks do not suﬀer from limited energy constraints.
Well known and very often used algorithms in WSN are Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) [21] and Timing Synchronization Protocol for Sensor Network
(TPSN) [22]. In RBS, the master node called the beacon node is used for synchronization. The synchronization of the whole network is performed from the beacon
node that sends the reference broadcast towards one-hop-distant nodes from beacon
node. Large networks with many sensor and/or actuator nodes are usually divided
into smaller virtual networks called clusters. TPSN synchronization algorithm works
with synchronization master as well. This master node is elected by all nodes. As
soon as the mater node is elected, the spanning tree of the network is created. The
children nodes are being synchronized by their parent node. In case any change in
the network topology happens (e.g. a node becomes unavailable) a new master has
to be elected again.
A reference point and the construction of the network tree is also used in Tree
Structured Referencing Time Synchronization (TSRT) [23] and Lightweight Treebased Synchronization (LTS) [24].
Other class of synchronization algorithms that use master node for synchronization or the group of master nodes contains Time Diﬀusion Synchronization
(TDP) [25] and ETSP [26], which use both TPSN and RBS methodology. They
switch between the TPSN and RBS based on the threshold value. The hierarchical
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structure of WSN is also used in [27], where the big accuracy of synchronized clock
can be achieved, but only in simulation environment. Some of the algorithms use
conditional probability estimation as well [28–30].

2 Synchronization Algorithm—FUSA
The presented algorithm is based on the ﬁreﬂies synchronization process [31–33]
applied into network with fully distributed cooperation and coordination as well as
in hierarchical model of WSN.
Since the communication subsystem in active mode consumes the signiﬁcant, and
in many cases the most, energy of all sensor node subsystems, minimizing active RF
communication minimizes the energy consumption of the whole node too.
Each node periodically transmits synchronization packet (any data can be used).
Let the basic time period be T. By using crystal-based clock, it is possible to set the
period for each node precisely. However, each node starts at random time instant.
This phenomena results in diﬀerent timing phase start. Despite having crystal-based
clock, small deviations in every clock source create deviations in time phase, thus
getting all nodes out of the synchronization. This presents a problem and therefore
synchronization algorithms are being used to suppress the unwanted eﬀects.
Let’s denote the phase for N nodes by 𝜙n ∈< 0, 1 >. Then, the maximum phase
error in the network can be deﬁned as
𝜙max (t) = maxn (𝜙n (t)) − minn (𝜙n (t)).

(1)

This deﬁnition can be represented as network synchronization quality.
The network is fully synchronized when 𝜙max (t) = 0. After this point, all nodes
are allowed to switch to a sleep mode and they wake up only for a short period of
time. In discrete time domain, the best way how to divide the time period T is to
divide it into D count of the same parts (frames) Td , i.e. T = D · Td . For the reason
of simple practical implementation, in simulations, the dividing factor D has been
equal to D = 128. The nodes have transmitted the data in 1s time period, which
implies 128 Hz interrupt timer frequency. Each node is allowed to transmit data only
in its time frame, while the rest of the time frames is assigned to other nodes. Node
is expected to respect the radio silence usually by turning itself into the sleep mode.
Each node has a time counter which is incremented periodically in the timer interrupt routine. When it reaches the maximum, then the timer starts decrementing the
counter value and at the same time the synchronization packet is transmitted. When
the counter reaches the minimum value, the timer starts incrementing. The described
process generates triangle wave output, which can be transformed into a phase represented as the sawtooth wave. As presented in [31], the triangle (sawtooth) wave is
important and cannot be homogeneous (fe. time = time % 128 will not work).
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Fig. 1 Example of 3 × 3
grid network also called
anuloid topology

Simulations were performed with 64 nodes, in a 8 × 8 static grid network topology, where each node can see only four neighboring nodes. This grid network topology is called an anuloid grid (example of 3 × 3 anuloid grid in Fig. 1). Figure 2
demonstrate the network without synchronization—random initial phases. Figure 2a
represents phase values of ﬁrst 8 nodes. Synchronization quality can be evaluated
using Fig. 1 and is show in Fig. 2b. It is obvious that the maximum phase error oscillates around the maximum phase value (128) and the average phase is in the center
(64).
The source code demonstrates the synchronization process in Ruby programming
language:
# Algorithm: The node synchronization
def tick(fired)
@fired_tmp = false
if fired
@timer = TIMER_MAX
end
if (@state == 0)
if (@timer >= TIMER_MAX)
@timer-= 1
@state = 1
@fired_tmp = true
else
@timer+= 1
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end
else
if (@timer <= 0)
@timer+= 1
@state = 0
else
@timer-= 1
end
end

Fig. 2 a Phases of nodes without synchronization, b Maximum and average phase of the network
without synchronization
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end

The method tick is called periodically, in discrete time, on each node. The input
parameter ﬁred has two values:
⎧
⎪true when
⎪
⎪
ﬁred = ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪false
⎩

node[j][i + 1].ﬁred or
node[j][i − 1].ﬁred or
node[j + 1][i].ﬁred or
node[j − 1][i].ﬁred
else.

When any of the neighboring nodes ﬁres (timer is on the top), this node sets the
timer counter to TIMER_MAX value. Depending on the state, in the next step, the
timer is either decremented, or incremented and compared to the top value. If the
counter reaches the maximum value, the node ﬁres, and the state is switched.
# Algorithm: Network synchronization
for j in 0..@net.size-1
for i in 0..@net[j].size-1
if (@net[(j+1)%@net.size][i].get_fired)or
(@net[(j-1)%@net.size][i].get_fired)or
(@net[j][(i+1)%@net[j].size].get_fired)or
(@net[j][(i-1)%@net[j].size].get_fired)
fired = true
else
fired = false
end
@net[j][i].tick(fired)
end
end

The network synchronization must work in discrete time so ﬁred ﬂag is stored in
@ﬁred_tmp ﬁrst. After all nodes call the method tick, the ﬁred ﬂags are updated.
Figure 3 demonstrates the network synchronization process. Figure 3a illustrates
the phase of the nodes when synchronization process applies In Fig. 3b we can see
ﬂuent decreasing of the phase error, until it reaches 0.
Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 represent the phase synchronization process and demonstrate
the synchronization wave in the network in diﬀerent iterations of the synchronization
algorithm. As it can be seen, the waves with the increasing number of synchronization algorithm iterations slightly disappear.
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Fig. 3 a Phases of nodes with synchronization, b Maximum and average phase of the network
with synchronization

By comparing Figs. 5 and 6 we can see the synchronization wave. When the network is fully synchronized, all phases are the same and we get a straight plane as
illustrated in Fig. 7. During the simulations performed on the self-developed simulator, we found out that the proposed synchronization algorithm is fully functional
despite of node failure. This has also no eﬀect on the overall WSN operation.
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Fig. 4 Network initial phases, iteration 0

Fig. 5 Network synchronization, iteration 10

3 FUSA—Experimental Evaluation
The experimental evaluation of the proposed synchronization algorithm has been
performed on wireless sensor nodes based on Texas Instruments MSP430 family
microcontrollers (MSP430F2232, 8 KB FLASH, 512b RAM) (Fig. 8). The communication subsystem (RF) part is based on Texas Instruments transceiver CC1101—a
low power transceiver operating at 868 MHz ISM band. Other sensor node subsystems built-in on-board are 3.3 V low-drop regulator, three-axis magnetometer, two
LEDs and an UART peripheral for debugging. Further details about the nodes can
be found in [34]. Red board in Fig. 8 was used as a power supply and for debugging
purposes.
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Fig. 6 Network synchronization, iteration 70

Fig. 7 Network synchronization, iteration 1180

After general input/output peripheral (GPIO) initialization and RF module initialization, the timer0a interrupt is set to 256 Hz periodic invoke (derived from external
32.768 kHz crystal-based clock source) [1].
The Algorithm The node synchronization described in the previous paragraphs is
implemented in three program subroutines as follows:
∙ Synchronization with received packet (in GPIO pin interrupt routine);
∙ Periodical packet transmission and timer control (in timer interrupt routine);
∙ Higher-level network functions (in the main loop routine).
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Fig. 8 Testing nodes photo

4 RTOS Scheduling Algorithm for WSN Applications
Real-time scheduler provides added value for embedded software development in the
form of strong modularity, reusable code and rapid development [35]. Many embedded applications work without operating system—usually single purpose tasks or
interrupt driven tasks. For more complex applications, real time operating system
(RTOS) can provide better results when some common problems occur [36, 37]:
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

Multiple sensors (or any inputs) reading;
Multiple control loops with diﬀerent sampling time;
Communication (routing, resending);
Power management;
System modularity and extension possibilities;
GUI running on background of the main process.

Main part of OS is the microkernel core. Preemptive multitasking with two
options—round robin scheduling or time decrease priority scheduling is implemented. To compare diﬀerent schedule algorithms (especially real-time processing),
we ﬁrst need to deﬁne error function. Consider set of threads as
ti ∈ T(p, k, s, d, c),

(2)

where p represents thread priority (lower number—higher priority), k is the counter
of thread priority current value, s stands for thread state (running, waiting, created),
d states thread deadline time (set by user, usually in ms), c is thread running code
(represented as Turing machine).
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Let us deﬁne thread execution time function as g(ti ) and error function as
e=

Tc
∑

|di − g(ti )|,

(3)

i=1

where Tc is threads count. This function represents the error, which corresponds with
the diﬀerence between required deadline time and measured time of running thread.
Using priorities we can deﬁne error as
e=

Tc
∑
i=1

1
|di − g(ti )| ,
pi

(4)

where lower pi means higher priority.
Consider that the faster execution of the thread is not an issue. This fact means
that CPU spends remaining time waiting (executing other threads or sleeping). That
can be found in (5) and (6).
{
di − g(ti ) if di < g(ti )
ei =
(5)
0
else
e=

Tc
∑
i=1

|e(ti )|

1
pi

(6)

Threads with higher priority (smaller pi ) have bigger inﬂuence on the total error.
To implement priorities, we deﬁne following structure for each thread:
/* Thread structure */
struct sThread{
u16 cnt, icnt;
u32 flag;
u32 *sp;
};

where cnt and icnt are counters used for priority scheduling, corresponding with p
and k respectively in (2). When thread is created, p and k are set to priority value
and remain constant (variability during execution is also possible, but not tested yet).
Each nonzero k is decremented after each timer interrupt. Thread with smaller k is
chosen for the next execution and its k is loaded back to p. Realization in C code is
presented on following code.
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/* Priority scheduler */
u32 i, min_i = 0;
/*find thread with minimum cnt*/
for (i = 0; i < THREADS_MAX_COUNT; i++)
{
if (__thread__[i].cnt <__thread__[min_i].cnt)
min_i=i;
/*decrement counters*/
if (__thread__[i].cnt != 0)
__thread__[i].cnt--;
}
__thread__[min_i].cnt = __thread__[min_i].icnt;
__current_thread__ = min_i;

For full function, other common functions like thread creating, waiting or setting
into waiting state are implemented [3].

5 Concept of WSN with FUSA and RTOS Scheduling
Algorithm
In real operation, the need is to get data from each node after some time of operation.
Each node knows the period, when it should send and process measured data. But
at the beginning it is not clear, where each period and each time window starts. If
all nodes start to send data at the same time, the data can get lose in network, as the
node is not receive data in the moment when the other node transmit them.
Because we assume, that each node need to process measured data and send them
in right time period, we use proposed algorithm for scheduling the tasks. One process
is used for data measuring, other for data processing and the last for data transmit. If
the multistage structure of network is used, in operating system is the forth process—
data receiving from node from other network level (Fig. 9) [14].
To ensure that the network will work correctly, the communication need to be
done at proper time frame. That is why the data transmitting and data receiving have
the highest priority in processes for process scheduler. Data measuring is other very
important task of the network, where we need to set if some of measurements are
more important than other. But in general, process of measurement has higher priority than measurement processing. It is obvious, that size of time window should be
set according to time, that need node for processing data. If in some cases node does
not have enough time, there are two possibilities according to used task of WSN.
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Fig. 9 WSN multistage
structure

The node can send last processed measurement, or can send only measurement data
with label, that data are not processed. Rest of the packet can be the synchronization
information.

6 Conclusion
For the proper function of each WSN, the node synchronization is very important
part of proposed solution. In this paper the algorithm for the synchronization was
proposed, which is very easy for implementation. This algorithm is not only for hierarchical networks, it is universal and scalable. Functionality of synchronization algorithm was tested on mesh network up to 1024 nodes. Also algorithm of scheduling
the processes in operating system was proposed. Combination of scheduling together
with FUSA is powerful tool for handling various WSN applications with properties
as robustness, easy expandability and fast software development.
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Comparison of Various Marker
Localization Methods
Peter Vestenický, Tomáš Mravec and Martin Vestenický

Abstract The presented paper is focused on analysis of two methods of marker
localization. The markers are passive RFID transponders (without or with identiﬁcation chip) consisting of tuned LC circuit and being used to mark and trace
underground networks such as cables and pipes. Localization of the marker is based
on evaluation of signal amplitude received from the excited marker, i.e. it is RSSI
based localization method. The excitation of marker can be periodically repeated
or continuous. In the ﬁrst case the localization process consists of two stages—
excitation and receiving of marker damped oscillations, in the second case the
amplitude of continuously generated excitation signal is decreased by vicinity of the
marker. Localization principle based on continuous marker excitation is analysed
for serial or parallel resonant circuit of locator antenna. Both localization principles
are mathematically analysed by modelling of their circuits using differential
equations. The results of analysis are used to compare all methods and to evaluate
their suitability for practical utilization. Whereas the markers have various working
frequencies the analyses were done for all of them.
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1 Introduction
Inductively coupled RFID (Radio Frequency Identiﬁcation) systems [1] are now
being widely used in many industrial applications. For example, the marking of
goods by RFID technology enables the traceability of goods which is helpful to
control the whole logistic chain from production to sale. In addition to these
applications, the RFID transponders are being used for marking of underground
facilities location. Such RFID transponders are called “markers”. The marker is a
passive RFID transponder consisting of a tuned LC circuit without identiﬁcation
chip (1-bit) or with identiﬁcation chip tuned on low frequency in 77−170 kHz
band. This work is an extended version of the paper published in [2].
For localization of some older underground facilities (cables, pipes etc.) a signal
can be injected into their continual metal conductor and this signal can then be
received on terrain surface and the cable or pipe can be traced. Today’s underground facilities are mostly constructed from plastic material so this simple localization and tracing method cannot be used, therefore in this case the marking of
underground objects by RFID markers is the only useable method.
The unknown position of marker under the terrain surface can be estimated by a
localization device (locator). Moreover, the depth of marker can be estimated by
RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indication) similarly as described in [3, 4]. In [5]
the authors describe marker localization methods based on marker damped oscillations and on continuous generating of magnetic ﬁeld. This work extends the
analyses of RSSI based marker localization methods. The method based on damped
oscillations of marker is extended by introduction of separate damping and sensing
resistors and the analysis of method based on continuous marker excitation is done
by applying differential equations instead of algebraic equations to analyse the
transient phenomena in sensing circuit.

2 Related Works
The localization of moving underground objects (for example animals) based on
inductive coupling is described in [6]. This application assumes the use of sensor
network consisting of transmitting coils ﬁxed on terrain surface and the moving
underground object equipped with receiver collects data transmitted from these coils.
Indoor localization based on triaxial coils applied in both transmitter and
receiver with very low working frequency 2.5 kHz is published in [7]. Low frequency magnetic ﬁeld is suitable for underground localization purposes, too,
because it is not affected by ground properties.
Another approach is presented in [8]. This work assumes localization based on
UHF RFID tags in mining industry, but it is performed in mining tunnels and
localization from the terrain surface is not assumed because the UHF signals do not
propagate through layer of ground.
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The mathematical analyses of the marker localization methods were presented in
[2] where only serial connection of antenna tuning circuit was analysed. This paper
extends the analyses by analysing of parallel antenna tuning circuit and by comparison of both antenna arrangement sensitivity to the marker vicinity. The presented results are numerically solved for all of the standard working frequencies of
the markers. Moreover, in [2] an equation for mutual inductance calculation taken
from [9] was used. This equation seems to be inaccurate therefore new equation for
mutual inductance calculation was used and all numerical results were recalculated
using the Eq. (2).

3 Mutual Inductance
An important quantity in the models presented in next chapters is the mutual
inductance M between marker and locator coils. The mutual inductance can be
calculated by many methods which have high demands on calculations [10]. These
methods solve the mutual inductance calculations by the elliptic integrals of the ﬁrst
or second kind or by expressing of these integrals via inﬁnite series.
The magnetic ﬁeld intensity H generated by the ﬁrst circular coil on its axis is
given by the following formula [9]
H=

NR ⋅ I ⋅ rR2
3

2 ⋅ ðx2 + rR2 Þ2

.

ð1Þ

Then, assuming that the second circular coil is placed on the axis of the ﬁrst coil
at the distance x and the magnetic ﬁeld generated by the ﬁrst coil in the place of the
second coil is homogenous, the mutual inductance M can be calculated from the
next simple equation
M=

πμ0 NR NT rR2 rT2 cos θ
3
2
ð r 2 + x2 Þ 2

ð2Þ

R

where NR is number of turns of the ﬁrst coil (RFID locator antenna), NT is number
of turns of the second coil (marker coil), I is current flowing through coil, rR is
radius of locator antenna coil, rT is radius of marker coil, x is distance between the
locator antenna and the marker and θ is the angle between coil of locator antenna
and marker coil (if θ = 0° then coils are parallel). Note that the Eq. (2) is different
from the equation used for analyses in [2] because the resulting mutual inductance
M given by (2) is more accurate.
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4 Mathematical Model Based on Damped Oscillation
This principle of localization assumes that the localization device periodically
excites the marker LC circuit and in the pauses between excitation periods the
response from marker in form of its damped oscillations is received. The simpler
model with one resistor was analysed in [5]. In this chapter a more complex model
with separate damping and sensing resistors will be analysed. The ﬁrst resistor RD is
used for fast damping of locator LRCR tuned circuit oscillations and its value can be
calculated from the Eq. (3). The second resistor RM is used for current sensing in
the receiving stage of localization. The model is shown in Fig. 1.
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
LR
− RR
RD = 2
CR

ð3Þ

For this model the next system of equations (4) can be derived:
di1 ðtÞ
+ ½ð1 − MERðtÞÞMODðtÞRD + MERðtÞMODðtÞRD + RR i1 ðtÞ
dt
t
Z
1
di2 ðtÞ
= ð1 − MODðtÞÞu1 ðtÞ
+
i1 ðτÞdτ − M
CR
dt

LR

0

LT

di2 ðtÞ
1
+ RT i2 ðtÞ +
dt
CT

Zt
i2 ðτÞdτ − M
0

ð4Þ

di1 ðtÞ
=0
dt

The modulation function MOD(t) is given by Eq. (5) and the sensing (measuring) resistor RM is switched by function MER(t) given by the Eq. (6).

RFID locator

Marker

RR

MOD(t)
u1(t) 0 1
0
~
RD

M

MER(t)
1
RM

LT

LR

i2(t)

i1(t)
RT

CR

distance x
Fig. 1 Model of localization with separate damping and measuring resistors

CT
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Sign − sin 2πft
250 + 1
MODðtÞ =
2


t − ΔT Þ
Sign − sin 2πf ð250
+1
MERðtÞ =
2

ð5Þ

ð6Þ

i.e. it is binary square signal with a frequency 250 times lower than the frequency of
excitation signal source and shifted (delayed) by ΔT in time against the modulation
function MOD(t). During the small delay ΔT the oscillations of locator antenna tuned
circuit has to be damped. The excitation signal source is assumed harmonic, i.e.
u1 ðt Þ = U1 sinð2πft Þ

ð7Þ

The system of integrodifferential equations (4) was numerically solved after its
conversion to the 1st order system of differential equations (8) by substitution
x1(t) = i1(t), x2(t) = di1(t)/dt, x3(t) = i2(t), x4(t) = di2(t)/dt, ω = 2πf. Then we get:
dx1 ðtÞ
= x2 ðtÞ
dt
dx2 ðtÞ
= − a1 x1 ðtÞ + a2 ð1 − MODðtÞÞωU1 cosðωt Þ − a3 x3 ðtÞ − a4 x4 ðtÞ
dt
− a2 ½RR + ½1 − MERðtÞMODðtÞRD + MERðtÞMODðtÞRM x2 ðtÞ

ð8Þ

dx3 ðtÞ
= x4 ðtÞ
dt
dx4 ðtÞ
= − b1 x1 ðtÞ + b2 ð1 − MODðtÞÞωU1 cosðωt Þ − b3 x3 ðtÞ − b4 x4 ðtÞ
dt
− b2 ½RR + ½1 − MERðtÞMODðtÞRD + MERðtÞMODðtÞRM x2 ðtÞ
where the individual coefﬁcients a1, a2, a3, a4 and b1, b2, b3, b4 are given by:
a1 =
a2 =
a3 =
a4 =

LT
CR ðLR LT − M 2 Þ
LT
LR LT − M 2
M
CT ðLR LT − M 2 Þ
MRT
LR LT − M 2

b1 =
b2 =
b3 =
b4 =

M
CR ðLR LT − M 2 Þ
M
LR LT − M 2
LR
C T ð LR LT − M 2 Þ
LR RT
LR LT − M 2

ð9Þ

The used values of RR, LR, CR, NR and RT, LT, CT, NT are listed in the Table 1.
Table 1 Values of components used in numerical calculations
RR

LR

CR

NR

RT

LT

CT

NT

15.7 Ω

1 mH

1.411 nF

23

7.85 Ω

1 mH

1.411 nF

38
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Note that the values of LR, CR and LT, CT were selected so that the corresponding
resonant frequencies are fR = fT = 134 kHz.
The radiuses of both coils used in numerical calculations are rR = rT = 0.1 m,
distance between them is x = 0.4 m and the angle θ = 0°. Corresponding mutual
inductance M is then calculated from (2). Amplitude of the excitation signal is
U1 = 10 V, its frequency f is 134 kHz.
The damping resistor RD = 1668 Ω calculated from (3) in this case ensures the
minimum time of LRCR transient response. The used values of the sensing resistor
are RM = 100 Ω for comparison with the results obtained in [5] and RM = 1 Ω to
maximize the current response i1(t) from marker.
The time course of the current i1(t) for model of marker localization with two
resistors is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for RD = 1668 Ω, RM = 100 Ω and RM = 1 Ω,
respectively.
Moreover, the dependence of maximum current amplitude I1_Max on the distance
x was calculated for this model and it is shown in Fig. 4. Note that the current
maximum was calculated in the time interval after the transients of the excitation
current decay. For comparison of the presented analysis results and the results from
simpliﬁed model calculated in [5] the case when RD = RM was calculated, too. This
case is identical with the simpliﬁed model and the comparison is shown in Fig. 4.
The mathematical model given by Eqs. (4)−(9) was solved not only for one
working frequency (134 kHz) but also for other marker working frequencies
(f = fR = fT) in the range from 83−169.8 kHz [5] by varying the capacitances CR,
CT and the damping resistor RD for comparison purposes. The resulting dependencies of maximum amplitudes of current responses are shown in Fig. 5. This
ﬁgure shows that differences exist among various working frequencies of markers
and that the response from the marker with greater working frequency has greater

Fig. 2 Time course of the current i1(t) for RD = 1668 Ω and RM = 100 Ω
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Fig. 3 Time course of the current i1(t) for RD = 1668 Ω and RM = 1 Ω

Fig. 4 Maximum amplitude of current response from marker for damped oscillation model,
f = fR = fT = 134 kHz

amplitude. In practice, this theoretical advantage of localization of marker with
greater working frequencies is partially limited because the parasitic phenomena
(especially a skin effect and a self-resonance of the coil LR) partially decrease the
amplitude of current i1(t).
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Fig. 5 Maximum amplitude of current response from marker for damped oscillation model
calculated for various working frequencies, RM = 1 Ω

The sensing (measuring) resistor RM influences the maximum current amplitude
I1_Max because this resistors acts as additional damping resistor for LRCR circuit so
that the ideal situation is when RM → 0 (see Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 Dependence of
maximum current amplitude
on the measuring resistor RM
and distance x
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5 Mathematical Model Based on Continuous
Excitation of Marker
This principle of marker localization is based on the continuous generating of the
magnetic ﬁeld into the space. In dependence on the distance x between coils the
marker resonant circuit influences on the current i1(t) or voltage uCR(t) in locator
antenna circuit in the case of serial or parallel antenna circuit, respectively. This
models can be analysed by using of complex impedances of its components as it
was performed in [5]. This approach cannot explain the transient phenomena in LC
circuits because the results of calculations based on the complex impedances give
only steady state solutions. Therefore new models based on differential equations
were created.

5.1

Serial Arrangement of the Antenna

The schematic diagram of this model is similar as in previous model with the
exception of switches and damping and sensing resistors (Fig. 7). The serial resonant
circuits are placed in the localization device and in the transponder (marker), too.
The case of serial antenna circuit can be modelled by the next system of integrodifferential equations:
di1 ðtÞ
1
LR
+ RR i1 ðtÞ +
dt
CR
di2 ðtÞ
1
+ RT i2 ðtÞ +
LT
dt
CT

Zt
i1 ðτÞdτ − M
0

Zt
0

di2 ðtÞ
= u1 ðtÞ,
dt
ð10Þ

di1 ðtÞ
= 0.
i2 ðτÞdτ − M
dt

The used signal source is given by Eq. (7). Similar as in previous chapter the
system of integrodifferential equations (10) was transformed by substitution
Fig. 7 Model of localization
with continuous marker
excitation and serial antenna
circuit

RFID locator

Marker (transponder)
M

RR
u1(t)

LT

LR
~

i2(t)

i1(t)
RT

CR

distance x

CT
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x1(t) = i1(t), x2(t) = di1(t)/dt, x3(t) = i2(t), x4(t) = di2(t)/dt, ω = 2πf into the 1st
order system of differential equations (11) which can be easily solved by standard
mathematic software. Individual coefﬁcients are given by (12). Note that these
coefﬁcients are different from the coefﬁcients given by (9).
dx1 ðtÞ
dt
dx2 ðtÞ
dt
dx3 ðtÞ
dt
dx4 ðtÞ
dt

= x2 ðtÞ
= a1 x1 ðtÞ + a2 x2 ðtÞ + a3 x3 ðtÞ + a4 x4 ðtÞ − a5 ωU1 cosðωt Þ

ð11Þ

= x4 ðtÞ
= b1 x1 ðtÞ + b2 x2 ðtÞ + b3 x3 ðtÞ + b4 x4 ðtÞ − b5 ωU1 cosðωt Þ
a1 =
a2 =
a3 =
a4 =
a5 =

LT
CR ðM 2 − LR LT Þ
LT RR
M 2 − LR LT
M
CT ðM 2 − LR LT Þ
MRT
M 2 − LR LT
LT
M 2 − LR LT

b1 =
b2 =
b3 =
b4 =
b5 =

M
CR ðM 2 − LR LT Þ
RR M
M 2 − LR LT
LR
C T ðM 2 − L R L T Þ
LR RT
M 2 − LR LT
M
M 2 − LR LT

ð12Þ

In this case the detection of marker vicinity is more complicated as in the
previous chapter because there is not the time stage in which only the response from
excited marker can be received but the excitation signal in locator circuit is always
present and combined with the signal from marker. The symptom of marker vicinity
is decreasing of steady state current amplitude in locator circuit. When the distance
between marker and locator is big (x → ∞) then the mutual inductance calculated
from (2) is very small (M → 0). In this case the current i1(t) has maximum value
I1max, which is measured in steady state after the time t = 1.9 ms. The marker
vicinity then causes current drop ΔI1 (13) which can be calculated as difference
between steady value of current i1(t) (see Fig. 8) and its maximum I1_max measured
in the same time point when no marker is nearby the locator.
ΔI1 = jI1max j − jI1 j

ð13Þ

The time dependence of current i1(t) in the serial resonant circuit LRCR (Fig. 8)
was numerically calculated from the Eq. (11) for the same parameters as used in
previous chapter. The dependence of relative current drop ΔI1r (relative to the
I1max) versus distance x is shown in Fig. 9 for various working frequencies of whole
system.
The results calculated by analysis based on differential equations (11) were
compared with the results obtained by analysis based on algebraic equations and
complex impedances from [5] and both analyses give the same results.
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Fig. 8 The time dependence of current i1(t), distance x = 0.2 m

Fig. 9 Current drop ΔI1r versus distance x for various working frequencies

5.2

Parallel Arrangement of the Antenna

The model is derived from the previous case replacing the antenna serial resonant
circuit by parallel circuit as it is shown in Fig. 10. The principle of marker vicinity
detection is similar as in the previous model—if the marker is nearby the locator
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RFID locator

Marker (transponder)
M

R1
u1(t)
~

LT

LR

i1(t)

i3(t)

i2(t)
CR

RR

RT

CT

distance x
Fig. 10 Model of localization with continuous marker excitation and parallel antenna circuit

antenna then it influences the voltage in antenna resonant circuit. This model can be
described by the following system of differential equations:
R1 i1 ðtÞ +

LR

1
CR

Zt
i1 ðτÞdτ −
0

di2 ðtÞ
1
+ RR i2 ðtÞ +
dt
CR

di3 ðtÞ
1
LT
+ RT i3 ðtÞ +
dt
CT

1
CR

Zt
i2 ðτÞdτ = u1 ðtÞ
0

Zt
i2 ðτÞdτ −
0

1
CR

Zt
i3 ðτÞdτ − M
0

Zt
i1 ðτÞdτ − M
0

di3 ðtÞ
=0
dt

ð14Þ

di2 ðtÞ
=0
dt

Assume that the signal source in the Fig. 10 is harmonic, corresponding to (7).
The system of integrodifferential equations was transformed by substitution
x1(t) = i1(t), x2(t) = i2(t), x3(t) = di2(t)/dt, x4(t) = i3(t), x5(t) = di3(t)/dt. Then we
get the 1st order system of differential equations (15) where individual coefﬁcients
a1, a2, a3, a4, a5 and b1, b2, b3, b4, a5 are given by (16).
dx1 ðtÞ
dt
dx2 ðtÞ
dt
dx3 ðtÞ
dt
dx4 ðtÞ
dt
dx5 ðtÞ
dt

=

ωU1 cosðωtÞ
1
1
−
x1 ðtÞ +
x2 ðtÞ
C R R1
CR R1
R1

= x3 ðtÞ
= − a1 x1 ðtÞ + a2 x2 ðtÞ + a3 x3 ðtÞ + a4 x4 ðtÞ + a5 x5 ðtÞ
= x5 ðtÞ
= − b1 x1 ðtÞ + b2 x2 ðtÞ + b3 x3 ðtÞ + b4 x4 ðtÞ + b5 x5 ðtÞ

ð15Þ
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a1 = a2 = CR ðM 2L−T LR LT Þ
a3 = M 2R−L LLTR LT
a4 = CT ðM 2M− LR LT Þ
a5 = M 2R−T LMR LT

b1 = b2 = CR ðM 2M− LR LT Þ
b3 = M 2R−L LMR LT
b4 = CT ðM 2L−R LR LT Þ
b5 = M 2R−T LLRR LT
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ð16Þ

Similar as in previous chapter if the marker is not in the locator reach i.e.
x → ∞ then from (2) it results that the mutual inductance M → 0. Then the
voltage uCR(t) has maximum value UCRmax, which is measured in steady state after
the time reaches t = 1.9 ms. The proximity of marker then can be detected when
the steady value of voltage UCR in time t = 2.5 ms is decreased by ΔUCR:
ΔUCR = jUCRmax j − jUCR j

ð17Þ

The time dependence of voltage uCR(t) in the RFID locator circuit (Fig. 11) was
numerically calculated from the system (15) for these parameters of the whole
model, which are similar as in the previous chapter:
• Voltage of signal generator u1 = 10 V, frequency f = 134 kHz, i.e. ω =
2πf = 841.9 krad/s
• Distance between coils x = 0.2 m, angle θ = 0°
• Radius of coils rR = 0.1 m, rT = 0.1 m
• Resistor R1 = 100 kΩ

Fig. 11 The time dependence of voltage uCR(t), distance x = 0.2 m
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Fig. 12 Voltage drop ΔuCRr versus distance x for various working frequencies

• CR = 1.411 nF, LR = 1 mH, RR = 5 Ω, i.e. antenna of locator has resonant
frequency fR = 134 kHz, quality factor of LRCR tuned circuit is QR = 69, calculated from (18)
• CT = 1.411 nF, LT = 1 mH, RT = 7.85 Ω, i.e. resonant frequency of marker is
fR = 134 kHz, quality factor of LTCT tuned circuit is QT = 107.
Moreover, the relative voltage change ΔUCRr (relative to the UCRmax) was calculated for various working frequencies of locator—marker system to compare
localization sensitivity in the case of various frequencies. This comparison is shown
in Fig. 12.
qﬃﬃﬃﬃ

QR =
R1

5.3

CR
LR

1
+

1
RR

qﬃﬃﬃﬃ
LR
CR

ð18Þ

Comparison of Both Antenna Circuits

The direct comparison of serial and parallel antenna circuits is not possible due to
different physical quantities signalling the presence of marker (current in the serial
circuit and voltage in the parallel circuit). The comparison can be done if relative
values related to maximum of corresponding quantity will be used. The relative
values of current ΔI1r and voltage ΔUCRr drops can be simply calculated from
Eqs. (19) and (20). Their dependences on distance x are shown in Fig. 13 for the
frequency f = fR = fT = 134 kHz.
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Fig. 13 Comparison of normalized changes (drops) for both antenna circuits



UCR
UCRmax


I1
ΔI1r = 1 −
I1max

ΔUCRr = 1 −


ð19Þ
ð20Þ

6 Conclusion
Presented paper extends the mathematical analyses of marker localization principles. Two possible marker localization methods were analysed. For practical use the
ﬁrst method seems to be appropriate because the signal in receiving stage of
localization can be directly processed.
The second method based on continuous marker excitation would require more
complicated signal processing in locator. This complication is caused by “mixing”
the excitation and response signals so that the marker vicinity cannot be simply
detected by signal presence detection as in the ﬁrst case but by detection of signal
drop. Moreover the transient phenomena occur as documented in Figs. 8 and 11.
Another criterion for evaluation of presented localization methods is based on
their sensitivity to the marker vicinity. From comparison in Fig. 14 the method
based on the continuous marker excitation seems to be more sensitive to the marker
vicinity. Because the markers are typical near ﬁeld application, the current
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Fig. 14 Comparison of localization models for frequency f = fR = fT = 134 kHz

amplitude in both cases decreases very rapidly when the distance between marker
and locator increases.
If we compare the same localization method but with various working frequencies as it is shown in Figs. 5, 9 and 12 the sensitivity to the marker vicinity
increases with increasing working frequency. But the practical limitations exist—
signals of higher frequencies are more attenuated by the influence of ground,
especially if the ground contains water. Next practical limitation is caused by
self-resonance effect of coils which limits the using of coils in serial resonant
circuits.
The next research will be focused on the design of hardware needed to perform
series of measurements so that the results of performed analyses will be compared
with real measured data.
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Decomposition Scheme for Flow Design
in Photonic Data Transport Networks
Andrzej Bąk and Mateusz Dzida

Abstract Development of sophisticated photonic transmission systems enabled evolution of photonic data transport networks towards cost-eﬃcient and energy-eﬃcient
platforms capable to carry enormous traﬃc. Given access to technologically
advanced equipment, network operator faces a series of decision problems related
to how to eﬃciently use this technology. In this paper, we propose a mathematical model of network design problem applicable in the context of modern photonic
network with wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). The mathematical models
presented in the paper are given by means of Mixed-Integer-Programmes (MIPs).
We ﬁrst discuss a straight-forward formulation incorporating link-ﬂow variables.
The analysis of several real-size problem instances revealed that a need for a more
advanced modeling approach, which will deliver problem formulations tractable by
available hardware and solvers. Appropriate model was developed using DantzingWolfe decomposition method. The resulting model uses link-ﬂow based variables
and incorporates signiﬁcantly less constraints and variables if compared to the nondecomposed version.
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1 Introduction
This work is an extended version of [9], and presents an application of the DantzigWolfe decomposition scheme to the photonic transport network ﬂow design problem
presented in the original paper.
Recent advances in the photonic networking enabled rapid growth of the transmission rates in the modern photonic data transport networks. Thus, photonic data transport networks became considerable alternative for traditional electric-based transmission systems, and are more and more widely deployed in the Autonomous Systems composing the Internet.
An important area of research in the domain of photonic data transport networks
is associated with development of functional models of photonic networks and mathematical models of the decision problems associated with designing such networks.
Modeling telecommunication network is not a trivial task. On one hand, development of functional and mathematical models requires detailed knowledge of transmission technology and networking protocols. Thus, such models must be suﬃciently detailed to accurately represent costs of equipment. On the other hand, it is
necessary to consider a number of speciﬁc aspects that may further turn into design
constraints. Most important of these include:
∙
∙
∙
∙

architecture of switching equipment and transmission,
mechanisms for traﬃc grooming and consolidation,
network reconﬁguration in case of failure,
physical eﬀects associated with signal propagation.

In the balance of this paper, being an extension of our work [9], we propose a
mathematical (optimization) model of the photonic transport network ﬂow design
problem that takes into account all those mentioned aspects. Developed model is
expressed in terms of integer programming. It refers to generic input data, including: network topology, infrastructure, and considered products. In particular, on one
hand, input data must determine full cost characteristics of the considered equipment, usually in form of cost of particular expansion cards. On the other hand, input
data are supposed to include locations of client devices and their demand for data
transport services. It is therefore assumed that knowledge possessed by a network
operator about demand structure is certain. In practice, knowing exact demand for
transport services can be diﬃcult, and sometimes even impossible. Still, we assume
that through appropriate statistical methodology, it is possible to determine demand
value with reasonable degree of conﬁdence.
Paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we deﬁne a mathematical model associated with designing ﬂows in photonic data transport network. Assumptions and
construction of network graph are discussed in Sects. 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. Considered ﬂow design problem is formulated as mixed-integer programme in Sect. 2.3.
Further, we investigate modeling speciﬁc aspects of the photonic data transport networks, related to: consistency of client ﬂow at technology level Sect. 2.4, redundancy
Sect. 2.5, impairments Sect. 2.6, and network cost Sect. 2.7. Then, in Sect. 2.8 we
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discuss application of the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition scheme to the WDM ﬂow
design problem. Paper is summarized with estimation of formulations complexity in
Sect. 3, and conclusions in Sect. 4.

2 Flow Design
In this section we consider ﬂow design problem related to OTN/WDM photonic
network. More information on architecture and interfaces of Optical Transport Networks (OTN) can be found in ITU-T recommendations [1, 2]. Considered ﬂow
design problem is formulated in terms of mathematical programming. Having given
basic WDM network topology and set of traﬃc demands to be realized, OTN/WDM
ﬂow design problem is aimed at identifying a ﬂow distribution and composition of
expandable WDM components (e.g., muxponders, transponders, multiplexers, etc.)
leading to optimized value of certain objective function. In particular, feasible solution of the considered problem identiﬁes design of the Optical Network Element
(ONE) nodes in terms of number, type, and conﬁguration of expansion cards necessary to realize traﬃc demands, and associated cost.
Considered problem is described in the literature as Routing Wavelength Assignment (RWA) problem. It is commonly considered in combination with objective
function maximizing the number of concurrent connections. Example integer linear programming formulation of this problem can be found in [22]. Independently
in [6, 10] it was proved that RWA problem is  -complete. Formulations proposed
in the literature [5, 7, 11, 14–18, 20, 21, 23, 24] diﬀer from formulation proposed
in the following in terms of graph construction. Namely, in this paper it is assumed
that each 𝜆 channel constitutes separate edge in the network graph. Such assumption
is not common in other works, but it allows to simplify formulation, and increase
problem ﬂexibility through graph construction. Moreover, classical RWA problem is
concerned with routing and 𝜆 selection only. Here, problem is extended with consideration of the access side. This extension is motivated by usage of objective function
related to cost of elastic expansion cards.

2.1 Assumptions
Traﬃc demands are assumed to be known in advance, e.g., they can be sourced
from some external business forecast and measurement tool. As demand variation
is out of the scope at considered network design problem, demand volumes may be
additionally adjusted with some security margin. Each traﬃc demand is deﬁned by
triple: source, destination, and bandwidth volume. Demand source and destination
are external clients connected to local ONE nodes through intra-oﬃce or short-haul
black&white ﬁbers.
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Client devices and ONE devices are installed within Points of Presence (PoPs) of
a network operator, and each client device is connected to uniquely deﬁned ONE,
usually in the same PoP. Even if in some PoP, ONE device is not installed, client
localized in such PoP must be unambiguously assigned and connected to one ONE
in one of the other PoPs.
After installing full suite of channel multiplexers, ONE device is capable to handle N channels, equal to its maximum capacity. Each channel has precisely deﬁned
central frequency and width. Central frequencies of consecutive channels are supposed to be compatible with one of optical grids deﬁned by ITU-T.

2.2 Network Graph
Network topology at the simplest level deﬁnes locations, conﬁguration, and type
of network elements, and arrangement of long-haul ﬁbers connecting network elements. Depending on required level of granularity, network topology can be more
or less detailed. At level of details required by ﬂow optimization, this simple topology needs to be extended with deeper insight into composition of network elements.
For this purpose, we deﬁne a directed graph (, ) composed of set of nodes 
and set of edges . Graph composition is used in the following as a basic modeling methodology. It allows to formulate considered ﬂow design problem in terms of
multi-commodity ﬂow optimization.

2.2.1

Graph Nodes

In general, node set  can refer to four types of physical elements (cards or whole
devices):
∙ optical network element—device responsible for multiplexing, switching, and
(optionally) converting colorful 𝜆 signals (),
∙ transponder—expansion card responsible for adopting colorless tributary signals
and modulating them as colorful 𝜆 signals ( ),
∙ muxponders—expansion card responsible for concatenating multiple colorless
signals into higher-order colorful signals (),
∙ client—non-WDM device, consuming OTN services ().
In order to model switching and converting colorful 𝜆 signals, each ONE is represented in the network graph  by a set of graph nodes (referred to as colorful
nodes), each associated with exactly one 𝜆 and one direction towards adjacent ONE.
Accordingly, number of colorful graph nodes associated with single ONE is equal
to N × D, where D is the number of ONE neighbors. Similarly, basic graph of longhaul ﬁber connections is replicated, so there exists N (equal to number of 𝜆’s) parallel subgraphs, each topologically isomorphic with original network graph. If ONEs
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are capable to convert 𝜆 frequencies, all colorful nodes associated with single ONE
needs to be interconnected. For example, if in the feasible solution, such artiﬁcial
link is crossed on path between colorful nodes associated with 𝜆1 and 𝜆2 , it means
that signal incoming to the related ONE at 𝜆1 is transmitted out through 𝜆2 . Example subgraph of colorful nodes associated with two neighboring 3-direction ONEs in
reconﬁgurable optical add-drop multiplexer (ROADM) conﬁguration is presented in
Fig. 1. Tunable and reconﬁgurable optical add-drop multiplexer (T&ROADM) counterpart extends the ROADM subgraph with full mesh connections between colorful
nodes inside ONE, as presented in Fig. 2.
Transponder and concentrator are sometimes combined as one expansion card
– muxponder. If not combined, clients can be connected to transponders two-fold:
through direct connections or indirectly through hierarchy of compatible concentrators. In the network graph, stand-alone transponders are associated with a subset of
graph nodes  , where each graph node is associated with one transponder type and
one ONE location. Associated subgraph is presented in Fig. 3. In the ﬁgure, there
are three transponder types (say 10, 40, and 100 Gbps) and two clients. Transponder
graph nodes representing each transponder type in one location are connected to all
colorful nodes.

Fig. 1 ROADM subgraph

Fig. 2 T&ROADM subgraph
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Fig. 3 Transponder subgraph

Fig. 4 Muxponder subgraph

Muxponders form subset of graph nodes , where each muxponder type is replicated N times, so each colorful node can be connected to its own unique suite of muxponders. Despite graph contains all potential muxponder cards, only some subset of
cards may be required in the optimal solution. All muxponder graph nodes are connected with graph nodes representing compatible interfaces in the client devices, as
it is presented in Fig. 4. Whole muxponder hierarchy is represented by single graph
node, which means that multiple diﬀerent connection types (diﬀerent transport technology modules) are represented as parallel graph links, each associated with one
transport technology type.
Client devices are not replicated in the network graph, and there exists exactly
one graph node associated with each physical client device.

2.2.2

Graph Edges

Nodes  are connected by set of edges  , referring to physical connections:
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∙ long-haul ﬁbers connecting ONEs (),
∙ intra-oﬃce ﬁbers connecting line ports in client devices and tributary ports in
muxponders/transponders,
∙ patch-cords and back-plane wiring connecting line ports in transponders and tributary ports in ONE multiplexers.
All enumerated types of connections: ﬁbers, patch-cords, and wiring are further described by common term link. Set  is assumed to be a superset of the
link set deﬁned by the basic network topology. In particular, it contains replicated
edges between adjacent colorful nodes. Finally, not all edges contained in  will
be deployed, because some graph nodes represent non-existent components and link
deployment will depend on card installation. A subset of these potential links will
be selected for deployment or activation.

2.3 Mathematical Formulation
Based on introduced network graph deﬁnition, the WDM ﬂow design problem can
be formulated as below mixed integer programme.
Object Sets


⊂
 ⊂
⊂
⊂
 =∪
⊂
⊂
⊂
v ⊂ 
v ⊂ 
v ⊂ 


(directed) demands (e.g., IP links)
nodes
colorful ONE nodes
transponders
muxponders
clients (e.g., IP routers)
(directed) edges (WDM links)
edges associated with transponder links
edges associated with long-haul links
edges associated with intra-oﬃce links
edges outgoing from node v ∈ 
edges incoming to node v ∈ 
edges associated with add-drop (trib.)
ports in colorful ONE nodes v ∈ 
data transmission technologies

Predeﬁned Objects
a(e) ∈ 
b(e) ∈ 
a(f ) ∈ 
b(f ) ∈ 
𝛼(fe) ∈ 

originating client node (source) of demand e ∈ 
terminating client node (sink) of demand e ∈ 
originating client node (source) of edge f ∈ 
terminating client node (sink) of edge f ∈ 
terminating line related to originating link f ∈  with regard to demand
e∈
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Constants
ce
lf
tv
nf

volume of demand e ∈ 
capacity module of link f ∈ 
equal to the maximum number of active tributary links of muxponder, if v ∈ 
equal to 1, if v ∈ 
equal to N, if f ∈ 
equal to 1, if f ∈  ⧵

Variables
sfe ∈ {0, 1}
zf ∈ ℤ

variable equal to 1 if demand e ∈  is realized on link f ∈  , and 0
otherwise
variable equal to the number of transport modules on link f ∈ 

Constraints
∑

= ce

e ∈ , v = a(e) ∈ 

(1a)

= ce
∑
sfe =

e ∈ , v = b(e) ∈ 

(1b)

e ∈ , v ∈ ⧵{a(e), b(e)}

(1c)

sfe ≤ zf

f ∈

(1d)

sfe ≤ Mzf
∑
zf =

f ∈

(1e)

v∈

(1f)

ls
f ∈v f fe

∑

ls
f ∈v f fe

∑

f ∈v

∑

∑e∈
∑e∈

s
f ∈v fe

z
f ∈v f

f ∈v

∑

z
f ∈v f

≤ tv

v∈∪

(1g)

z
f ∈v f

≤1

v∈∪

(1h)

f ∈ .

(1i)

∑

zf ≤ nf

Presented formulation is a modiﬁed form of classical formulation of multicommodity ﬂow optimization problem (see [4, 12]). In this formulation, ﬂow distribution is described by values of binary variables s representing ﬂows on particular
network links. Having given feasible values of s one can easily reconstruct particular
paths selected to carry traﬃc.
Integer variables z determine in general number of transmission modules on particular links. However, in case of links associated with nodes v ∈  ∪  this number
is strictly binary (due to constraints (1h) and (1i)). For the rest, variable z is integer
(due to constraints (1g) and (1i)).
Due to classical ﬂow conservation constraints (see [12]), in relation to speciﬁc
demand, in all nodes, except end nodes of this demand, the total volume of incoming
ﬂows must be balanced by total volume of outgoing ﬂows. Formulation (1) involves
two groups of ﬂow conservation constrains: constraints (1a)–(1c) related to variables
s and constraints (1f) related to variables z.
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Usage of particular network links, including all types of inter-card patch-cords
and back-plane wiring, by ﬂows determines consumption of transport modules (their
number is expressed by variables z), according to constraints (1d) and (1e).
Constraints (1g) assure that only one transponder or muxponder can be coupled
with each channel tributary port in ONE multiplexer. Similarly, number of active
tributary and line links connected to muxponder ports are limited by constraints (1g)
and (1h), respectively.
Formulation (1) gathers constraints related to using WDM transport to carry client
traﬃc. Based on this formulation, in the following we consider a number of its extensions and composition of objective function related to the overall cost associated with
WDM transport.

2.4 L2 Technology
To express that each demand can be realized using homogenous L2 technology, like
Gigabit Ethernet, FC800, STM64, binary variable vector k was introduced. Nonzero value of variable kge enforces through constraints (2a) that demand e ∈  can
be realized using only links compliant with technology g ∈ . If one technology (say
g ∈ ) is selected (value kge is 1), links associated with other technologies cannot
be used, what is assured by constrains (2b).
∑
s ≤ |g |kge
g ∈ , e ∈ 
(2a)
f ∈g fe
∑
kge ≤ 1
e ∈ .
(2b)
g∈

Above, g ⊂  denotes set of edges associated with technology g ∈ .

2.5 Redundancy
To provide uninterrupted services, able to survive failures of optical network elements and ﬁber connections, client devices need additional bandwidth, allocated
along paths not aﬀected by considered failures. Additional bandwidth, required
by protection, is associated with certain level of resource redundancy. Redundant
resources are either not used in the nominal network state or can be used for transmitting low priority traﬃc, preempted in case of failure occurrence.
In case of the WDM networks, redundant resources can be provided either at client
digital signal level (called client protection) or photonic signal level (called photonic
protection). In the former case, client device is responsible for activating redundant
resources. Redundant resources cover optical channels allocated along protection
path, and transponder/muxponder cards and ports. In the latter case, specialized protection cards are required. Such protection cards split power of the protected optical
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signal between multiple (usually two) ports connected to diﬀerent add-drop ports
within multiplexer subsystem. In both cases, the nominal and protection paths should
be topologically disjoint with regard to failure occurrence, so under any failure at
least one of the paths survives.
Let set i , i ∈  represents an arbitrary set of links that share risk of failure. Such
group is described in the literature as Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG) or in general
Shared Risk Resource Group (SRRG) [19]. Each SRLG associated with single link
f ∈  failure contains exactly one element. Each SRLG associated with node v ∈ 
failure contains all adjacent links, i.e., v ∪ v . SRLG should be constructed case
by case in relation to speciﬁc needs and requirements of a network operator. Speciﬁc
composition of SRLG thus remains out of scope of this paper.
In order to determine capacity cei allocated to demand e and available during
failure state i, constraints (3a)–(3b) should be added to the problem formulation (1):
0 ≤ ce − cei ≤ Mrei

e ∈ , i ∈ 

(3a)

0 ≤ cei ≤ M(1 − rei )
∑
0 ≤ rei ≤
sfe ≤ Mrei

e ∈ , i ∈ 

(3b)

e ∈ , i ∈ .

(3c)

f ∈i

Above, each variable cei expresses volume of link ﬂow associated with demand e
in failure state i. Value of variable rei indicates if link e is available throughout failure
state i. Consequently, if for some pair (e, i) rei = 1 then associated cei is equal to ce ,
and cei is zero otherwise. In according to constraints (3c), value of rei is positive if
and only if at least one link f realizing demand e is aﬀected by failure i, i.e., when
∑
f ∈i sfe ≥ 0.
Redundancy required by protection mechanisms can be also modeled through
multiplication of demand volume to be realized by the transport WDM/OTN network, and additional constraints assuring that only fraction of demand volume is
transmitted through speciﬁc resources (network element or link). Protection method
associated with described resource redundancy requirement is commonly described
in the literature as path diversity [8]. To assure introduced requirement constraints
(1a)–(1b) must be rewritten as:
∑
l s = 2ce
e ∈ , v = a(e)
(4a)
f ∈ f fe
∑ v
l s = 2ce
e ∈ , v = b(e)
(4b)
f ∈ f fe
∑ v
lf sfe ≤ ce
e ∈ , i ∈ 
(4c)
f ∈i

Constraints (4c) assure that any link ﬂow do not exceed demand volume. In result,
each demand must be realized on at least two disjoint paths.
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2.6 Optical Impairments
Optical impairments (described in Sect. 2.6) aﬀecting optical signals, transmitted
through photonic network, can be modeled in the form of three limitations:
∙ ﬁber length limit,
∙ hop-count limit,
∙ noise accumulation limit.
Chromatic dispersion is responsible for spreading duration of optical signal peaks.
As a linear eﬀect, proportional to the total length of ﬁber, chromatic dispersion can be
eliminated by using dispersion compensation modules (DCM, also called dispersion
compensation units—DCU). DCM modules are supposed to introduced chromatic
dispersion in reverse direction than dispersion introduced by regular ﬁber. DCM
modules compensate thus chromatic dispersion related to central frequency of the
optical signal. Consequently, dispersion aﬀecting frequencies far from the central
frequency are not compensated completely. Amount of uncompensated chromatic
dispersion is called residual dispersion. Residual dispersion is an important factor
that limits the total length of ﬁber traversed by optical signal. Maximum admissible
ﬁber length depends on transponder type and characteristics.
Optical signal propagating through ﬁber medium is attenuated. Fiber attenuation
is proportional to the total length of ﬁber spans crossed by the signal. To restore
signal power to the level required by photo-detector, optical signal is ampliﬁed by so
called Linearized Optical Fiber Ampliﬁer (LOFA) cards localized in selected points
along the path. However, LOFA cards, beside signal ampliﬁcation, introduce some
portion of noise. To keep signal quality at high level, network operator should control
the total amount of introduced noise. On one hand, low noise level can be assured
by hop-count constraints. On the other hand, noise characteristic of active optical
elements, as mentioned LOFA cards, can be expressed in terms of Optical Signal to
Noise Ratio (OSNR) value. Total value of OSNR is proportional to partial OSNR of
particular elements in the path.
All introduced in this section limitations can be associated with additive metrics:
length, hop-count, and inverse OSNR. Accordingly, all can be modeled similarly by
set of so-called shortest path constraints. Formulation of shortest path constraints
is based on path length variables p = (pv ∶ v ∈ ). Each pv represents the length
of the shortest path from v with respect to weight system q. Then, for each link f
outgoing from node v (a(f ) = v) contained in the shortest path crossed by edge the
following shortest path condition must hold.
pa(f ) + qf = pb(f )

(5)
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Condition (5) is commonly used by the shortest path algorithms to validate if the
path traversing edge f is shorter than the shortest path found so far. For our purposes
we adopt condition (5) to formulate shortest path constraints:
pa(f ) + qf − pb(f ) = 0 if value of zf is 1 f ∈ 
pa(f ) + qf − pb(f ) ≥ m if value of zf is 0 f ∈ 

(6a)
(6b)

Conditions (6a)–(6b) state that if and only if edge f is contained in the shortest
path to b(f ), length of this path must be equal to sum of the length of a shortest path
to a(f ) and weight qf . Otherwise; the value of the expression pa(f ) + qf − pb(f ) must
be greater or equal to m, which is the smallest diﬀerence between lengths of two
paths. Accordingly, length limitation constraints can be formulated as follows:
m(1 − zf ) ≤ pa(f ) + qf − pb(f ) ≤ Mzf
pv ≤ p ∗

f ∈
v∈

(7a)
(7b)

Considered limitations require additional constraints (7b) to enforce that values
of required parameters remain under maximum admissible level p∗ . Weight system
q is constant, and is supposed to express value of required parameter:
∙ link length,
∙ number of active elements associated with link (usually one),
∙ inverse OSNR associated with link.

2.7 Network Cost
Cost of WDM transport is mostly related to the number and type of used elastic
expansion cards: channel multiplexers, transponders, and muxponders. Cost related
to installation of transponder and muxponder cards can be expressed as follows:
∑
v∈

∑
f ∈v

1
gz
2 v f

(8)

Above, unitary cost related to card associated with node v ∈  ∪  is given by
constant gv .
To calculate cost related to installation of multi-stage multiplexer expansion cards
we need to introduce additional variables and constrains. Binary variable mj associated with multiplexer j ∈  states if card is installed or not. Variable is positive if
at least one channel associated with this particular multiplexer is used. This relation
is expressed by constrains (9). Set of colorful channel links and cost associated with
multiplexer j ∈  are given by j and hj , respectively.
∑

z
f ∈j f

≤ |j |mj

j∈

(9)
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Finally, with respect to (9) and other constraints deﬁned above, the objective function can be formulated as:

minF(z, m) =

∑
v∈

∑
f ∈v

∑
1
hm
gv zf +
j∈ j j
2

(10)

Objective function (10) is related to minimization of number of expansion cards.

2.8 Datzig-Wolfe Based Decomposition of WDM Flow
Design Problem
In this section we discuss application of the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition scheme
to the WDM ﬂow design problem given as problem (1). According to the principles
of Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition, mathematical programme can be reformulated in
terms of extreme points of polytope deﬁned by subset of programme constraints. In
such case, original programme variables are replaced by variables associated with
particular extreme points. In result, programme needs reformulation (so some of
original constrains can be omitted, some need to be rewritten using new variables,
and some new must be introduced). Although, the number of extreme points can be
very large in general, there exist techniques allowing to restrict number of variables
introduced into reformulated programme.
Let convex polytope  by deﬁned by ﬂow conservation constraints (1a)–(1c).
Flow conservation constraints are aimed at enforcing ﬂows allocation along endto-end paths between traﬃc sources and destinations. Extreme point (called also
vertex) of a polytope is a point that by deﬁnition cannot be expressed as a linear
combination of other points contained in the polytope. In case of polytope , extreme
points represent ﬂows along homogeneous end-to-end paths originated in a(e) and
terminated in b(e) (for every IP link e ∈ ). Thus, applying Dantzig-Wolfe principle,
we can rewrite formulation (1) in terms of extreme points representing path ﬂows.
New formulation exploits ﬂow variables associated with end-to-end paths x = {xp ∶
p ∈ }, where  represents set of all paths. Path p realizing IP link e is represented
by the set of its links, p ⊆  , and joins the end nodes of link e. We deﬁne following
path sets:
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

e ⊂  representing subset of paths that can be used to realize IP link e ∈ ,
f ⊂  representing subset of paths that cross WDM link f ∈  ,
i ⊂  representing subset of paths that are available in SRLG i ∈ ,
g ⊂  representing subset of paths that use technology g ∈ ,
ef = e ∩ f ,
ei = e ∩ i ,
eg = e ∩ g ,
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Each variable in the path ﬂow formulation represents a vertex solution of the
polyhedron deﬁned by ﬂow conservation constraints (1a)–(1c) for a speciﬁc IP link
e. Thus, any admissible path satisfy the corresponding set of ﬂow conservation constraints by deﬁnition. As a result, ﬂow conservation constraints can be eliminated
from path ﬂow formulation. Capacity constraints and other constraints must be reformulated using the path ﬂow variables.
According to the Dantzig-Wolfe principle, any ﬂow pattern deﬁned by set of ﬂow
conservation constraints can be expressed as a linear combination of end-to-end path
ﬂows associated with extreme points in polytope . In practice, linear combination
∑
of path variables associated with IP link e can be expressed as p∈e xp . Thus, path
ﬂow variables x are related to link ﬂow variables s through relation:
∑
xp
f ∈ , e ∈ 
(11)
sfe =
p∈ef

As the total ﬂow realized by all WDM paths, associated with IP link e, must be
equal (or greater) to required value ce (according to ﬂow conservation constraints),
any point of  can be equivalently deﬁned by the following convexity constraints.
∑
lp xp ≥ ce
e∈
(12)
p∈e

Next, we reformulate WDM ﬂow design formulation by eliminating link ﬂow
variables s. For this purpose we substitute link ﬂow variables by path ﬂow variables,
according to (11). Consequently, constraints (3c) can be transformed to:
∑
∑
xp ≤ Mrei
e ∈ , i ∈ 
(13)
0 ≤ rei ≤
f ∈i

p∈ef

∑
∑
∑
Observe, that f ∈i p∈ef xp is equivalent to p∈e ⧵ei xp . Accordingly, constraints (13) can be rewritten as:
∑
0 ≤ rei ≤
xp ≤ Mrei
e ∈ , i ∈ 
(14)
p∈e ⧵ei

Relation between link ﬂow variables s and decision variables z is given by:
∑
sfe ≤ zf
f ∈
(15a)
∑e∈
sfe ≤ Mzf
f ∈
(15b)
e∈

Applying substitution (11) in (15), we arrive at:
∑ ∑
x ≤ zf
e∈
p∈ef p
∑ ∑
xp ≤ Mzf
e∈

p∈ef

f ∈

(16a)

f ∈

(16b)
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which in practice are equivalent to:
∑
x ≤ zf
p∈f p
∑
xp ≤ Mzf
p∈f
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f ∈

(17a)

f ∈

(17b)

The only constraints left, that also has to be rewritten using path-ﬂow notation is
constraint (2a) which together with constraint (2b) assure that only one technology
is used to establish all WDM paths supporting a speciﬁc IP link. Again, applying
(11) to constraint (2a) we get:
∑
∑
xp ≤ Mkge
g ∈ , e ∈ 
(18)
f ∈g

p∈ef

which is equivalent to (19).
∑
xp ≤ Mkge
p∈eg

g ∈ , e ∈ 

(19)

Formulation (1) of the WDM ﬂow design problem with assigned objective function (10) constraints assuring homogenous usage of L2 layer technology (2), and
redundancy constraints (3) can be ﬁnally rewritten using notation of path ﬂows:
minimize

∑
v∈

∑
f ∈v

∑
1
hm
gv zf +
j∈ j j
2

(20a)

subject to
0 ≤ ce − cei ≤ Mrei
0 ≤ cei ≤ M(1 − rei )
∑
x ≤ Mrei
0 ≤ rei ≤
p∈e ⧵ei p
∑
l x = ce
p∈ p p
∑ e
x ≤ zf
p∈f p
∑
x ≤ Mzf
p∈f p
∑
∑
z =
z
f ∈v f
f ∈v f
∑
z ≤ tv
f ∈ f
∑ v
zf ≤ 1

e ∈ , i ∈ 
e ∈ , i ∈ 

(20b)
(20c)

e ∈ , i ∈ 

(20d)

e∈

(20e)

f ∈

(20f)

f ∈

(20g)

v∈

(20h)

v∈∪

(20i)

v∈∪

(20j)

zf ≤ nf
∑

f ∈

(20k)

g ∈ , e ∈ 

(20l)

f ∈v

p∈eg

∑

xp ≤ |g |kge

k
g∈ ge

≤1

e∈

(20m)
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Formulation (20) can be further simpliﬁed by combining constraints (20b)–(20e).
The resulting formulation reads:
minimize

∑

∑
v∈

f ∈v

subject to
∑
l x = cei
p∈ p p
∑ ei
x ≤ zf
p∈f p
∑
x ≤ Mzf
p∈f p
∑
∑
zf =
z
f ∈
f ∈v f
∑ v
z ≤ tv
f ∈ f
∑ v
zf ≤ 1
f ∈v

zf ≤ nf
∑
p∈eg

∑

xp ≤ |g |kge

k
g∈ ge

≤1

∑
1
hm
gv zf +
j∈ j j
2

(21a)

e ∈ , i ∈ 

(21b)

f ∈

(21c)

f ∈

(21d)

v∈

(21e)

v∈∪

(21f)

v∈∪

(21g)

f ∈

(21h)

e ∈ , g ∈ 

(21i)

e∈

(21j)

Certainly, the above path ﬂow formulation works well only if the lists of paths
(e , e ∈ ) contain all paths required for obtaining an optimal solution. This is, however, not easy to ensure, since we cannot put all the (simple) paths onto the lists,
because the number of paths grows exponentially with the size of network graph.
Thus, complexity of formulation (21) highly depends on the number of path ﬂow
variables contained in given formulation. However, techniques like column generation or its MIP counterpart branch-and-price allow to resolve this programme using
only a subset of path ﬂow variables, explicitly introduced into problem formulation.
Column generation exploits observation that other path ﬂow variables, not introduced into problem formulation, are equal to zero. In column generation approach,
however, one needs to resolve a series of so called pricing problems which select new
paths to be added to the set of candidate paths. In the case of our problem, the pricing problems are  -hard and applying this approach for large problem instances
might not be an eﬃcient approach. Moreover, even if a pricing problem is easy and
can be solved in relatively short period of time, sometimes it appears that the number of generated paths is enormous, although not all generated paths are necessary.
Thus, the alternative approaches based on pre-computing paths can be considered.
These methods have been thoroughly discussed and presented in deliverable of the
referenced ODIN project [13]. In the report, authors propose the algorithms for precomputing candidate lists of primary paths most likely containing optimal solution
paths. This should allow for an eﬃcient resolving of path ﬂow formulation (21).
Two approaches for pre-computing paths are considered, generating the k-shortest
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paths, and generating paths using 𝜀-approximation devised by Garg and Könemann.
Still, whenever column generation technique is to be applied, precomputed candidate lists of primary paths allow to reduce the original hard pricing problems to the
polynomial-time shortest path problem.
Despite the above discussed diﬃculties, the path ﬂow formulation (21) has important advantages. First of all, the number of variables and constraints is of the order
of N 2 (recall that N is the number of nodes), provided the lengths of the path lists
(e , e ∈ ) are bounded (this is a reasonable assumption in many cases). In the link
ﬂow formulation (1) both the number of variables and the number of constraints are
proportional to N 3 . Second, the link ﬂow formulation (1) does not provide any control over the type of paths that can be used (it assumes that all paths are used), unless
special constraints are introduced. For example, the limit (say equal to k), imposed
on path lengths in terms of some metric function, can be easily taken into account
in the path ﬂow formulation (21)—we just generate path lists containing all simple
paths fulﬁlling the assumed length-limit in sense of particular metric function (e.g.,
ﬁber attenuation). On the contrary, using the link ﬂow formulation (1) we have to
use additional variables and constraints in the form of constraints (7a) and (7b). It
turns out that in the case of length-limit MIP formulations, the linear relaxation of
the adjusted formulation (i.e., the formulation in which zf ∈ ℝ+ instead of zf ∈ ℂ+ )
can give very bad lower bounds with respect to the linear relaxation of the corresponding mixed-integer programming formulation with appropriate path lists. The
reason is that with relaxed variables zf paths longer that k can be used in solutions
of the linear relaxation of (1) with (7a) and (7b).

3 Complexity
Throughout this section we estimate complexity of the considered formulations of
the WDM ﬂow design problem. Complexity estimation is based on calculation of
the numbers of variables and constrains necessary to formulate the considered WDM
ﬂow design problem in relation to the selected instances of network instances deﬁned
in the SNDLib library [3]. Referenced network instances are characterized in Table 1,
where particular columns contain the numbers of network nodes, network links, and
traﬃc demands, respectively.
Further, assuming 80-channel WDM technology and three types of transponders
(10Gbps, 40Gbps, 100Gbps) we calculate the numbers of particular types of graph
elements related to the considered network instances. Calculation results are presented in Table 2. When considering the path-ﬂow based formulations, we assume
that candidate paths lists will contain at most 10 paths per each demand. This
assumption reﬂects our experience—in most of the practical size optimization problems considered so far, at most 10 paths were used in the ﬁnal problem formulation
(they were generated using column generation technique). For that problems, the
globally optimal solution could be proved or the solution obtained was very close to
optimum.
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Table 1 Characteristics of the selected network instances
Network instance
Nodes
Links
Abilene
Atlanta
Brain
Cost266
Geant
Germany50
Giul39
France
Janos-us
Janos-us-ca

12
15
161
37
22
50
39
25
26
39

15
22
332
57
36
88
172
45
84
122

Table 2 Characteristics of the network graphs
Network instance
||
||
Abilene
Atlanta
Brain
Cost266
Geant
Germany50
Giul39
France
Janos-us
Janos-us-ca

2400
3520
53120
9120
5760
14080
27520
7200
13440
19520

Demands

12
15
161
37
22
50
39
25
26
39

132
210
14311
1332
462
662
1471
300
650
1482

||

||

| |

1200
1760
26560
4560
2880
7040
13760
3600
6720
9760

36
45
483
111
66
150
117
75
78
117

1236
1805
27043
4671
2946
7190
13877
3675
6798
9877

Finally, Table 3 contains the numbers of constrains and variables necessary to
formulate the considered WDM ﬂow design problems in relation to the selected
SNDLib network instances. We present the numbers for both types of formulations—
link-ﬂow and path-ﬂow based. Number of constraints is contained in a range from 19
thousands to 26 millions for the link-ﬂow notation, and from 12 thousands to 5 millions for path-ﬂow notation. Number of variables is larger and is contained in a range
from 164 thousands to 387 millions for link-ﬂow notation and 2 thousands to 170
thousands for path-ﬂow notation. We can conclude the size of the link-ﬂow based
formulation is enormous with respect to numbers of constraints and variables and
make in practice the considered formulations numerically intractable for resolving
with exact optimization methods. More promising are path-based ﬂow formulations,
where the number of constraints required is approximately 2 to 4 times smaller, and
what is more important, the number of variables is two-order of magnitude smaller.
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Table 3 Characteristics of the formulations
Network instance Link-ﬂow formulation
Constraints
Variables
Abilene
Atlanta
Brain
Cost266
Geant
Germany50
Giul39
France
Janos-us
Janos-us-ca

19704
38335
26151647
484005
114852
372608
1263603
96825
307484
956135

164388
380855
387039416
6226443
1363998
4766970
20426944
1106175
4425498
14647591
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Path-ﬂow formulation
Constraints
Variables
12180
19630
5021942
117954
41652
117524
369210
43650
111116
265046

2556
3905
170153
17991
7566
13810
28587
6675
13298
24697

This allows to conclude, that the eﬃcient method for resolving the types of problems considered in the paper, should be looked for in the area of path-based ﬂow
formulations, that should be resolved using column-generation technique.

4 Conclusion
Paper investigates mathematical modeling of photonic networks applying wavelength division multiplexing. It contains mathematical models of multicommodity ﬂows in WDM network, ﬁrst given as link-ﬂow based formulation, and more
tractable by currently available solvers and hardware, path-ﬂow based formulation.
The path-based ﬂow formulation was developed as a consequence of hardness of
link-ﬂow based formulation containing, even for small network instances (composed
of several devices) several thousands of constraints and variables. In order to reduce
complexity of the proposed model to numerically tractable level, authors applied
the Dantzig-Wolfe based decomposition which resulted in signiﬁcant reduction in
number of constraints and variables used. This result will allow for the development of eﬃcient resolution methods applicable even for large network instances. In
the future, it will be one of the main research topics carried out within the ODIN
project.
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Part II

Network Security

Secure Transmission in Wireless Sensors’
Domain Supported by the TPM
Janusz Furtak and Jan Chudzikiewicz

Abstract Wireless sensor networks are an essential component of the fast-growing
Internet of Things. The nodes of such network usually have small energy resources
and do not have big computing power. The big challenge is to secure transmissions
between nodes of the network and continuous authentication of nodes in data link
layer of such network. This paper presents a proposal to solve this kind of problem
using TPM in the domain of sensors. A model of wireless sensor network as well as
operations associated with authentication in the sensors domain are presented.
Additionally, an implementation of selected operations in the sensors domain is
described. The test environment including the construction of nodes equipped with
the TPM and obtained results related to the transmission delay time and power
consumption are presented.
Keywords Security in WSN
module
Internet of things

⋅

⋅

Sensor authentication

⋅

Trusted platform

1 Introduction
Nowadays, electronic communication is widespread. Through electronic links the
data is exchanged between the people over long distances and in a short period of
time. More and more often data is exchanged not only between the people, but also
between devices. The Internet of Things becomes a common phenomenon. In all
these applications the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are widely used. This work
is an extended and updated version of [1].
The nodes of WSN are devices called sensor nodes. The sensor node usually
consists of one or more sensors, microcontroller, transceiver, and power source
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[2, 3]. Most sensor nodes are capable of operating unattended for a long period of
time reaching even a few years. In such applications, the biggest challenge is the
efﬁcient use of energy. This can be achieved by: minimizing energy consumption,
proper power management and energy harvesting [4]. However, there are applications (e.g. military operations, actions of the police, rescue and others), in which
the most important goal to achieve is safety and effective execution of the given
task. In such cases maintenance-free operation time is not a priority task. In some
cases, the life time of the sensor node may be restricted to few days or hours. In
such applications the power consumption may not be a critical parameter. Applying
a data encryption and an authentication of the sensor nodes, it is possible to achieve
a suitable level of conﬁdentiality and reliability of data as well as proper security
level against attacks.
Security mechanisms implemented in WSN require cooperation between the
sensor nodes due to the decentralized nature of the network and common absence of
any infrastructure [5, 6]. The sensor nodes have to store a sensitive authentication
data (e.g. cryptographic keys). Moreover, enemies/adversaries can introduce a fake
sensor nodes aimed at impersonating the original ones. Given these safety
requirements and limited node resources WSN, researchers have proposed various
solutions, such as: secure and efﬁcient routing protocols [7, 8], secure data
aggregation protocols [9–13], and additional security mechanisms supported by the
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [1, 14–17].
Requirements for sensor nodes used in military applications are speciﬁc. Such
sensor nodes are usually used to perform a single task and are expected to properly
function in a relatively short time (e.g. only several hours or days). During this time
they must ensure proper operation, secure data transmission, and be resistant to read
or manipulate the data (especially cryptographic keys) stored in their resources in
case of a takeover by an enemy. Transmitted data from the sensor nodes are usually
directed to the commander. Due to a relatively short operating time of the sensor
node, in practice there is no limitations on energy consumption for sensor nodes.
Examples of such applications are shown in Fig. 1, but our attention will be focused
on the application shown in the middle of Fig. 1.
Taking into account the speciﬁc requirements for sensor nodes in military
applications the secure method of transmitting and storing data in WSNs is proposed in the paper. The presented method bases on the Trusted Platform Module
(TPM). A TPM is used for secure storing the necessary data to authenticate the
nodes, and generate symmetric keys, and asymmetric keys (private/public).

Fig. 1 WSN in military applications
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Another, but also a very important problem is the safe transfer of data from WSN
to customers connected to the Internet. The security mechanisms of transmission in
the network layer (e.g. IP Sec) and higher layers (e.g. SSL, TLS) are well known.
The biggest problem with the integration of security mechanisms on the Internet
and WSN, in which XBee technology is normally used, is a small frame size, i.e.
127 bytes. The proposal to resolve this problem is presented in [13]. In this concept
there are used: capabilities of IPv6 and 6LoWPAN, an interesting way of headers
compression and encryption of data at the data link layer. However this concept
does not provide the method of generating, distributing and storing cryptographic
keys. Way of managing cryptographic keys described in this paper can be used in a
method presented in [14].
In the second section there are presented basic deﬁnitions and a proposed model
of WSN. In the third section the basic data structures used in the sensor nodes and
data stored in the resource of sensor node are deﬁned. The fourth section shortly
describes procedures for ensuring proper authentication of sensor nodes in domain
and correct data transfer between sensor nodes. Moreover it describes in detail a
certain operations in sensors’ domain. In the section a few experiments with
selected operations in sensors’ domain and obtained results are showed. Finally, a
few concluding remarks are presented.

2 The Model of Wireless Sensor Network
with Authentication1
A network of wireless sensors shown in the Fig. 2 creates the sensors’ domain. In
the domain there is exactly one Master node (M node), which acts as the security
authority for all nodes in a domain. M node manages the credentials of all nodes of
domain that participate in the exchange of data in the domain. M node is also the
recipient of the data, which originate from Slave nodes (Sj nodes) or replica of
Master nodes (rMk nodes).
At ﬁrst, each S node is registered in the domain of sensors and authenticated by
M node. After that, the node can be a source of data. There can be several nodes in
the domain plying the role replica of master (rMk node), which will be able to take
over the role of M node in case of its failure. The role of rM can be performed by
properly equipped S node after establishing rM role for him.
During the registration process of S node, establishing rM role for S node and
while sending data from S node and from rM node to M node the transmission is
encrypted. S nodes store their encryption keys in their secure resources. M node and
rM nodes store in their resources also the keys of all nodes in sensors’ domain
description. This description is encrypted using a key of M node or suitably by key

1

The model of WSN with authentication and concept of authentication in WSN was presented on
2014 Federated Conference on Computer Science and Information Systems [16].
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S1

rMk
S2

Sn

M

rM1 rM2

M: Master
Sn: Slave
rMk: replica
of Master

Fig. 2 The structure of sensors’ domain

of rM nodes. Each domain node is equipped with a Trusted Platform Module
(TPM),2 which is used to support all the processes related to the generation of keys,
the secure storage of node data (in particular encryption keys) and the process of
encryption/decryption of data.
From the viewpoint of authentication procedures, nodes M and rM for nodes S
are the same. Node rM can become a new node M of domain after changing its role,
due to proven inactivity of the previous node M. In this case the node, which has so
far acted as a node M, becomes a node rM, node S, or is removed.
When the sensor does not function, is turned off or damaged, it is assumed that
this node is in a non-active state, and when the sensor is functioning, then the node
is in the active state.

3 Resources of Sensors
Each sensor is equipped with a TPM. In non-volatile memory of TPM are stored the
necessary data to authenticate the node in domain. Access to the memory is protected by Endorsment Key and Storage Root Key of the module. Additionally in
resources of sensors playing the role of M or rM the description of the domain and
descriptions of remaining domain nodes are stored. The data stored in resources of
nodes are shown on Fig. 3.3
Content of credentials stored in TPM non-volatile memory of each node:
• EK (Endorsment Key)—key pair (private/public) generated in the development
phase of the TPM—the private part of the key never leaves the module and is
impossible to be read;
• SRK (Storage Root Key)—key pair (private/public) generated during the process of taking over ownership of the TPM in the procedure of initiating the

2

TPM is an implementation of a standard developed by the Trusted Computing Group [18]. This
module is designed to support the cryptographic procedures and protocols that can be used for
securing data [19, 20].
3
The data shown on Fig. 4, and further have been partially modiﬁed during the implementation of
the method described in [1, 14].
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Fig. 3 The data stored on S node (left), M and rM node (right)

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

node; private part of the key is bound by public part of EK, and access to the key
is protected by secret of module owner;
NK (Node Key)—key pair (private/public) of node generated during the procedure for registering the node in the domain of sensors; private part of the key
is bound by public part of SRK;
DK (Domain Key)—key pair (private/public) of sensors’ domain; generated in
the process of creating the domain of sensors and establishing the role of M in
the domain for the ﬁrst node; each S node stores only public part of DK;
N_ID (Node ID)—ID of the sensor;
NSK (Node Symmetric Key)—symmetric key to the cryptographic protection of
data transmission between S node and M node; generated during the procedure
of registering the node in the domain and renovated in the regeneration procedure of the node credentials;
IV—initiating vector for encryption using NSK key in Cipher Block Chaining
mode;
SQ—the sequence number of the last sent frame from S node (modiﬁed after
each message);
SQ_of_M—the sequence number of the last sent frame from M node (modiﬁed
after each message).

Nodes, which are to play the role of M or rM, must be equipped with additional
memory (e.g. EEPROM), which is intended to store the description of the domain
and descriptions of remaining domain nodes as follows:
• Domain description (the structure of the data is showed on right side of Fig. 3):
– DN (Domain Name)—the name of domain;
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– RN (Role of Node)—determines whether the data are the resource of master
node or the resource of replica of master; it is synonymous with the role it
plays in the domain; may have values from the set {M, rM};
– PR (Period of Replication)—the time after which the rM node is required to
establish communication with M node and refresh the domain data;
– PNR (Period of Non-success Replication)—the time after which rM node is
obliged to repeat the attempt to establish communication with M node if the
previous attempt to refresh the domain data was not successful;
– TDV (Time of Data Validity)—after this time, if the rM node failed to refresh
the data, the domain data are invalid and node becomes an S node.
• Description of domain nodes. Description of each node consists of two parts.
(the structure of the data is showed on Fig. 4). The ﬁrst part includes the
following data:
– N_ID (Node ID)—ID of the sensor;
– RN (Role of Node)—the role played by the node in the domain; it can take
values from the set {M, rM, S};
– SlvK—public part of an asymmetric key of N_ID node in sensors’ domain;
– NSK—symmetric key to encrypt the data sent from this node to M node;
obtained during the procedure for registering the node in the domain and
renovated in the procedure for the regeneration of S node credentials;
– IV—initiating vector for encryption using NSK key in Cipher Block
Chaining mode;
The second part consists of the following status data:
• N_ID (Node ID)—ID of the sensor;
• Stat—status of the node; it can take one of the values: non-active(-1), active
(0), active non-conﬁrmed (n), where n is the number of consecutive
unsuccessful attempts to establish communication with the node
• Time—moment of the last and the effective transmission;
• SQ—the sequence number of the last sent frame (modiﬁed after each
message).
The data: EK, SRK, NK, DK, N_ID, NSK and IV are stored in non-volatile
memory of the TPM. Domain description and descriptions of nodes stored in
EEPROM are secured using the NSK key and IV vector of M node. The status data
of the nodes, except the N_ID ﬁeld, are also encrypted using the NK key and IV
vector of M node. All status data of domain nodes are organized as a list and are
saved in RAM. The key description (Key_Desc) and sequential number of M node
are stored as a plain text. After each power cycle the data stored in RAM must be
refreshed.
N_ID

RN

SlvK

NSK

IV

Fig. 4 The data structure describing a sensor node

N_ID Stat Time

SQ
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4 Operations in the Wireless Sensor Network
with Authentication
The concept of authentication in WSNs using TPM was presented in [16]. The main
assumptions of this concept were: to ensure proper authentication of sensors in the
domain, the correct cryptographic protection of data transmission between the
sensors, and increasing network resilience to DoS attacks (especially to a replay
attack). The concept includes the following procedures:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Initiation of the sensors’ domain covering the initiating of M node.
S node registration in the domain of sensors.
Transfer of the sensor data from S node to M node.
Removing rM or S node from the sensors’ domain.
Authentication procedure of the node.
Integration test of nodes in sensors’ domain.
Regeneration of S node credentials.
Giving the role rM in the domain for S node.
Resources update of rM node based on resources of M node.
Changing the node role from rM to M.
Election of the node to fulﬁll M node’s functions after the failure of the previous M node.
12. Integration test of resources of M and rM nodes.
In this study in the following sections the procedures listed in ﬁrst three paragraphs are comprehensively described. Implementation details of the procedures are
described in the next section.

4.1

Initiation of the Sensors’ Domain

This procedure is intended to create the domain of sensors and to initiate the node
that will play the M role in the domain.
Input data: M node owner secret,4 M node NK usage secret,5 sensors’ domain
name (DN), M node identiﬁer (N_ID) and time periods (i.e. PR, PNR and TDV)
associated with the operation of nodes rM.
During the initiation of sensors’ domain are performed the following steps:
1. Take over ownership of the TPM and generation of SRK key.

4

Node owner secret is a mandatory parameter for procedure of taking over ownership of the TPM.
The owner secret is stored within TPM non-volatile memory for future owner-authorized
commands.
5
Node NK usage secret is a mandatory parameter for procedure of generating NK key for node.
The secret is stored within TPM non-volatile memory for future NK authorization use.
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2. Generate asymmetric key NK (NK attributes: Binding, Non-Migratable,
Authority_always, SRK is a parent of NK) and put it into the root of trust stored
in the TPM of M node.
3. Generate the data for M node:
• generate asymmetric key DK for sensors’ domain and put it into the root of
trust stored in the TPM of M node (DK attributes: Storage, Migratable,
Authority_always), SRK is a parent of DK; later public part of DK will be
used by S node to bind the data which will be sent from S node to M node
during registration procedure;
• generate symmetric key (NSK—size 32 bytes) and initialization vector (IV
—size 16 bytes) for AES cryptography;
• generate sequential number SQ for M node;
• put M node data into non-volatile memory of the TPM of M node.
4. Prepare the domain description, which includes the DN, RN, PR, PNR, TDV
data and then encrypt this description using the NSK key and IV vector. The RN
ﬁeld should have a content of “M”.
5. Prepare the M node description and then encrypt it using the NSK key, and IV.
The ﬁelds of the description should have the following values:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

N_ID = input data N_ID (the ﬁeld is not encrypted);
RN = “M”;
SlvK = public part of the node NK key;
NSK = the node NSK key;
IV = initiating vector for NSK key;
Stat = 0;
Time = current time;
SQ = random number from the range < 0; 65535 >.

6. Save the M node description in EEPROM and M node status data in RAM.

4.2

S Node Registration in the Domain of Sensors

In the procedure of S node registration in the domain is required that during this
procedure the node is connected with the node M via the serial interface.6
Input data: S node owner secret, S node NK usage secret, S node identiﬁer
(N_ID).
During the S node registration in the domain of sensors are performed the
following steps:
6

If it was not possible to use the serial interface, in order to ensure the safety of the registration
procedure, it is required to develop additional ways of mutual authentication of nodes involved in
the registration process.
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1. Connect S node to serial port of M node.
2. On S node: take over ownership of the TPM and generate SRK key.
3. Generate asymmetric key NK of S node (NK attributes: Binding, Non-Migratable, Authority_always; SRK is a parent of NK) and put it into the root of trust
stored in the TPM of S node.
4. Generate the data for S node:
• generate symmetric key (NSK—size 32 bytes), initialization vector (IV—
size 16 bytes) for AES cryptography;
• obtain the public part of the DK key from non-volatile memory of the TPM
of M node—send a dom_pub_key_req packet from S node to M node
through the serial line and receive from M node a dom_pub_key_ans packet;
• put S node data into TPM non-volatile memory of S node.
5. Prepare S node description, bind it using public part of DK and send it to M
node using node_description_req packet.
6. On M node: unbind the data from node_description_req packet using the private
part of DK key, prepare the S node description, then encrypt this description
using NSK key and IV vector of M node and save the S node description in M
node resources. The ﬁelds of the S node description should have the following
values:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

N_ID = input data N_ID (the ﬁeld is not encrypted);
RN = “S”;
SlvK = public part of the S node NK key which is being registered;
NSK = the NSK key of node which is being registered;
IV = initiating vector for NSK key;
Stat = 0;
Time = current time;
SQ = random number from the range < 0; 65535 >.

7. Send a conﬁrmation of registration to the node S (node_description_ans packet).
The conﬁrmation contains N_ID, Time and SQ and is encrypted using NSK key
and IV vector of node S.
8. Disconnect the S node from serial port of M node.
The sequence diagram presenting cooperation between S node and M node
during the registration process of S node in sensors’ domain and the structure of
used packets are showed on Fig. 5.

4.3

Transfer the Sensor Data from S Node to M Node

During normal operation, the data are received from the sensor of S node and are
sent to M node. The sequence diagram presenting cooperation between M node and
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Fig. 5 The sequence diagram of S node registration process and structure of used packets

S node during the transfer of sensor data from S node to M node and the structure
of the used packets are showed on Fig. 6.
To send the data sensor_packet frame is used. All ﬁelds of the frame except
N_ID ﬁeld are encrypted using NSK key of S node. After receiving the frame on M
node, the ﬁelds SQ and hash are validated. If successful sensor_packet_ack frame is
sent to S node as a conﬁrmation of receipt of data. All ﬁelds of the frame except
N_ID ﬁeld are encrypted using NSK key of S node.

Fig. 6 The sequence diagram of the transfer of sensor data node from S node to M node and
structure of the used packets
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The Laboratory Stand to Examine Authentication
Procedures in WSN

The laboratory stand to examine the authentication procedures in WSN utilizing
TPM was developed. The laboratory stand (showed in Fig. 7) includes two sensors
equipped with TPM—one M node and one S node.
Components of M node and S node are the same. Block diagram of these nodes
and a view of exemplary sensor node is shown on Fig. 8. Sensor node used in the
experiments was built with the following components (numbers in the list correspond to the numbers on the ﬁgure):
1. Arduino Mega2560R3—based on microcontroller ATmega2560 (clock
16 MHz, 256 KB Flash, 8 KB of SRAM, 4 KB of EEPROM, 16 analog inputs,
4 UARTs (hardware serial ports).
2. XBee 1mW Wire Antenna Series 1—wireless communication module.
3. Adapter XBee Shield (communicates XBee module with Arduino by Serial 0).
4. Power bank—9 V power supply.

node monitor

node monitor

XBee antenna

serial between
S and M node

programming
interface

M node
S node

power

XBee antenna

power

programming
interface
TPM

TPM

2
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2
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control panel

Fig. 7 View of laboratory stand
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Fig. 8 Block diagram [16] and view of an exemplary sensor node [1]

5. TPM7—detachable part of hardware component of Atmel I2C/SPI Demonstration Kit connected to Arduino through the I2C Interface (in experiments was
used part showed on Fig. 9).
6. Ultrasonic distance sensor—2–400 cm non-contact measurement.
The procedures of key generation are time-consuming and require a large
amount of memory. For instance a description of one asymmetric key occupies 784
bytes, whereas M node has to store three such descriptions. The resources of
Arduino microcontroller used in node, which plays the M role are insufﬁcient to
perform all functions by the M node. The most troublesome issue is lack of the
memory, in particular the size of the SRAM, which is only 8kB. Therefore two
software images for M node were prepared: “Master Init” and “Master Work”.
Functions performed by “Master Init” software are:
•
•
•
•
•

taking over ownership of the TPM;
preparing M node data;
preparing description of sensors’ domain;
adding M node description to sensors’ domain;
saving the generated authentication data in non-volatile memory (in EEPROM
and NVRAM of TPM).
Functions performed by “Master Work” software are:

• restoring the data stored in non-volatile memory (from EEPROM and NVRAM
of TPM);
• support of the registration process of S node in the domain of sensors—including adding a node description to the sensors’ domain description;
7

Used module additionally meets the requirements described in Security Policy for Atmel TPM
[21], which says that authentication mechanisms meet the strength requirements of FIPS 140-2,
Level 2 [22].
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Part used in experiment TPM module

Fig. 9 Atmel I2C/SPI Demonstration Kit

• receiving data from the sensors installed on the S node.
Functions performed by “Slave” software are:
• taking over the ownership of the TPM;
• preparing S node data—generating asymmetric key (NK) of S node, symmetric
key (NSK) and initialization vector (IV) for S node;
• registration of S node in sensors’ domain consisting of: acquisition of public key
(DK) of sensors’ domain from M node, preparation of S node description and
transferring this description to M node;
• saving the generated authentication data in non-volatile memory (in EEPROM
and NVRAM of TPM);
• sending to M node the data from the sensors installed on the S node.
The necessity of splitting the M node software into two parts forces the following behavior. Firstly, the software “Master Init” must be loaded into the controller of the M node, following the initialization procedure of the M node. In the
next step, the “Master Work” software should be loaded into the controller of the M
node. This method is inconvenient and time-consuming, but fortunately the change
of the controller software has to be done only once. Further regular functioning of
the M node does not require any software changes.

4.5

Experiment and Results

In laboratory stand was conducted an experiment consisting of the following stages:
1. Initiation of M node.
2. Registering of the S node in the domain of sensors.
3. Transferring sensor data from S node to M node:
(a) sending the ﬁrst frame from node S to M as a plain text i.e. without
encryption.
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(b) sending the second frame (the sensor data is the same) from S to M node
with AES encryption using NSK and IV of S node.
STAGE 1. Initiating of M node.
The entire ﬁrst stage is initiated and implemented autonomously on the node that
will act as the Master. On M node the “Master init” software is loaded. After this
step the TPM is initiated and node ownership is acquired. The description of M
node is written in non-volatile memory of TPM. Moreover, encrypted8 description
of sensors’ domain, in which one node is registered (i.e. Master), is created.
Examples of encrypted description of sensors domain for M node, which were
created as a result of this step, you can ﬁnd in [1].
STAGE 2. Registering of the S node in the domain of sensors.
Before the beginning of the second stage the software of M node should be
replaced by a “Master work”. Afterwards S node should be connected to the M
node over a Serial link as shown in Fig. 10 [1].
In the ﬁrst three steps of the stage TPM of S node is initiated, node ownership is
acquired and the root of trust on the S node is created. Then direct connection to the
M node by a serial link is needed to transfer the public part of the DK. Worth
mentioning is that the DK is transferred as a plain text. In the next step NSK and IV
is randomly generated and put into non-volatile memory of S node. Then the N_ID,
NSK, IV and public part of the NK key are bound using public part of the DK key
and transferred to M node through the serial link. On the basis of these data M node
prepares a description of the node S and attach it to the sensors’ domain description.
In the last step, conﬁrmation of the S node registration (encrypted using NSK
key of S node) is sent to S node. Due to the fact that the S node is registered, it
should be disconnected from the serial link connecting it to the M node.
STAGE 3.
The S node is ready to transfer its sensor data by XBee interface—serial link
used in stage 2 is disconnected. In experiment takes part, in addition to S and M

In description of sensors' domain all ﬁelds (with the exception of node IDs) are encrypted using
the NSK key and IV vector of M node.

8
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Fig. 11 Block diagram of M node, S node and observer during transferring data between S node
and M node

Fig. 12 Data received by M node with nonencrypted transmission

node, Observer station equipped with Xbee interface as shown on Fig. 11. This
node is designed to intercept the data transmission between nodes S and M.
Data received by M node (Fig. 12) and Observer station (Fig. 13) during
transmission without encryption are equivalent to each other.
Data received by the M node and the Observer station during encrypted transmission are equal as well. For the M node, the NSK key and the IV vector of the S

Fig. 13 Data received by Observer station with nonencrypted transmission
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node are known and therefore, M node will be able to decrypt the ﬁelds from the
received frame. The result is showed on Figs. 14 and 15.
The experiment shows that the data transferred between nodes S and M are
secured cryptographically. Although the resistance to the attacks of the proposed
solution requires conﬁrmation through a relevant research, we can state without a
doubt that even if unauthorized nodes, that are not registered in the domain of
sensors, would intercept the data, they would not be able to use them directly and
without delay.
During the experiment was veriﬁed the correctness of the following procedures:
initiating the M node, registering the S node in the resource of the M node and the
accuracy of data transfer (non-encrypted and encrypted) between S node and M
node. In addition, the data transfer time between the M node and the S node and the
level of resource utilization of these nodes had been measured.
Time of initialization of the M node, initialization and registration of the S node
was relatively long and ranged from 20 to 65 s. The time depends on
time-consuming process of generating the asymmetric keys by the TPM. It should
be noted that these procedures for each node are performed only once. The data
read from the S node sensor are transferred repeatedly. Transfer time of the data to

Fig. 14 Obtained data from the encrypted transmission before and after decryption

Fig. 15 Data received by Observer station with encrypted transmission
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the M node and transfer time of the conﬁrmation of the data are shown in Tables 1
and 2. The experiment was performed for two cases. In the ﬁrst case the sensor data
was transmitted without encryption. In the second case the same sensor data was
encrypted using AES-256-CBC scheme.
The current consumption of the node components are shown in Fig. 16. The size
of the current consumption almost does not depend on whether the sensor works,
whether it is idle.
Resource utilization by the M node and the S node in the experiment are shown
in Table 3. EEPROM memory size gives the opportunity to build a network of
WSN consisting of no more than 11 nodes.

Table 1 Transfer time of data acquired from the sensor
SD
[mm]

Sensor_packet
Protect

Length
[B]

Prepare
[ms]

Slave
Difference
[ms]

61

No

36

48,56

95,30

AES-256-CBC

36

143,86

Transfer
[ms]

Master
Support
[ms]

Difference
[ms]

359,40

281,59

116,68

359,40

398,27

Total
oveheada
58,98 %

a
Total ovehead—the quotient of the sum delay times of encryption and decryption frame to the frame transfer
time

Table 2 Acknowledgment receipt transfer time of data from the sensor
SD
[mm]

Sensor_packet_ack

Master

Protect

Length
[B]

Prepare
[ms]

Difference
[ms]

61

No

36

2,12

116,25

AES-256-CBC

36

118,37

Arduino
~64

Transfer
[ms]

Difference
[ms]

351,41

210,40

95,82

351,39

306,22

SLAVE
MASTER
XBee adapter
TTL-RS
& other
& antenna
~120

Slave
Support
[ms]

~149

Fig. 16 Current consumption by node components [mA]

TPM

~198

Distance
sensor

~217

Total
overhead
60,35 %
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Table 3 Utilization of resources in different modes
Sensor
mode

Flash memory
Size [B] Sketch [b]
(ultilizing)

SRAM
Size Min usage [b]
[B]
(ultilizing)

EEPROM
Size Number
[B]
of keys

Max size
of WSN

Master
init
Master
work
Slave

258 048

37208 (14 %)

8192

3725 (45 %)

4096

3

11

258 048

36 568 (14 %)

8192

4436 (54 %)

4096

3

11

258 048

41 608 (16 %)

8192

3972 (48 %)

4096

2

–

4.6

Insights

Encryption/decryption of frames causes a delay of about 95 ms at the S node and
116 ms at the M node and is equal approximately 60 % of the frame transfer time
(∼350 ms). The difference of the delays appears due to the fact that the S node is to
handle the frame reads of its AES key from NVRAM of TPM. In contrast, M node
to handle the frame has to ﬁrst read its AES key from NVRAM of TPM, and then
using it, decrypts the AES key of the S node from the domain description.
The length of non encrypted “sensor_packet” and “sensor_packet ack” differ
only by two bytes, but the time for preparing these frames is signiﬁcantly different
(e.g. in mode without encryption it is 48,56 – 2,12 = 46,44 ms). This difference
stems from the fact that for the M node the identiﬁer of the S node is available in the
frame, whereas the S node has to read it from the NVRAM of TPM. It can be
assumed that read time of one piece of data from the TPM NVRAM is around
50 ms.
The biggest challenge in the study, was the preparation of software for nodes so
as the resources of nodes (especially RAM size) were sufﬁcient for proper operation
of this software. For this reason the dynamic memory allocation was used.
During the creation of this software in order to increase the robustness of the
software on attack, we assumed that an encryption keys will stay resident in RAM
only if the encryption/decryption procedures will be performed. Therefore, before
any such procedure, the keys must be read from NVRAM of TPM and, in the case
of the M node, additionally from the encrypted description of sensors’ domain
stored in EEPROM. After each such procedure appropriate area of RAM is always
zeroed.
Consideration of both of these assumptions causes an increase of delay in the
preparation and handling of data transfer. The values of the measured delays that
are the result of the encryption of the data are relatively large and quite strongly
differ, for example from the results presented in [23]. However, it is worth noting
that the main purpose of the experiments presented in the paper was to verify the
correct functioning of the proposed solutions, and the examination of time delays
was only an additional element. The results of the delay measurement will be a
reference point in next experiments with improved solutions.
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5 Conclusion
This paper presents the model, concept of authentication in sensors’ domain and
implementation of securing transmissions between nodes of WSN. For this purpose,
the mechanisms provided by the TPM are used. In this paper were presented only
the most important operations in sensors domain: nodes initiation and transfer data
between the nodes. Particular attention was paid to secure the transmission and to
secure the nodes of network. In all procedures hardware support provided by the
TPM was used. If you apply all the requirements speciﬁed in the security
requirements for cryptographic modules (FIPS 140-2), the level of securing the data
is high. The effect is, however, comes at a price relatively high power consumption
and requires usage of modules, that have more computing power and more
resources of RAM. The most substantial issue during the implementation was the
shortage of sufﬁcient RAM in used Arduino modules. For this reason, in further
work we anticipate to use an additional EEPROM and/or a SDRAM memory.
In order to shorten the delay of preparing and handling of the data transfer, in the
future work, we plan to focus on analyzing the risk of continuous storage of keys in
the RAM. Another direction of work is to enable direct and secured communication
between S nodes (not only from the S node to the M node) just like it is shown in
[24] and to improve the integration of the developed solution with the capabilities
of the XBee transmission system (just like it is described in [14]) aimed at reducing
the time for the data transfer.
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Constraint Analysis for Security Policy
Partitioning Over Tactical Service Oriented
Architectures
Vasileios Gkioulos and Stephen D. Wolthusen

Abstract Tactical networks are typically of an ad-hoc nature operating in highly
restricted environments and constrained resources. The frequent presence of communication disruptions and network partitioning must also be expected and managed,
while core functionalities must be maintained, providing asynchronous invocation
and access to services in a distributed manner. Supporting the required functionalities of the contemporary tactical environment, requires the dynamic evaluation of
security policies, incorporating semantic knowledge from various network layers,
together with facts and rules that are deﬁned axiomatically a priori. However, the
required basis for such policy decisions can be excessively extended and dynamic.
Thus, it is desirable to locally minimize the scope of the policy maximizing eﬃciency. In this paper, we therefore analyze criteria and optimization goals for the a
priori distribution and partitioning of security policies, ensuring the continuous support of the required capabilities, given the operational tasks of each deployed actor.
Keywords Ad Hoc network ⋅ Distribution ⋅ Security ⋅ Security policies ⋅ Tactical
network ⋅ Partitioning

1 Introduction
Tactical networks refer to mobile networks, with characteristics similar to AdHoc and mesh structures. They are typically adjusted and deployed to serve the
speciﬁcs of a particular operation, with characteristics known partially in advance.
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Consequently, the study, evaluation and realization of globally suitable security
mechanisms, must be able to dynamically adapt to the versatile and diverse nature of
tactical operations. The tactical environment is continuously studied, both in terms
of operational analysis and technical evaluation [1–5], allowing the extraction of
valuable information regarding their nature, characteristics and requirements.
The deployed assets for a speciﬁc operation should be expected to operate over
distinct platforms, with diverse capabilities and requirements, including the ability
to operate in coalition environments. Additionally, due to resource limitations and
the dynamically evolving topologies, no safe assumptions can be made regarding
continuous connectivity, since a tactical network may degrade to the point of partitioning. For the same reasons, communication failures, uncertain service delivery
and extensive delays must be expected and properly addressed. Within this environment tactical networks must be able to provide reliable and secure service delivery
and communication. Hence, the realized security mechanisms have to be distributed across the deployed assets, since no centralized security dedicated entity can be
assumed, due to inability of reassuring a continuously available link towards it.
In addition to the aforementioned constraints, the introduction and increasing
requirement of supporting Network Enabled Operations (NEO) and Network Centric Warfare (NCW), formulated a new set of requisite features regarding the functionalities of contemporary tactical networks [6–8]. Thus, mechanisms based on the
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) paradigm emerged as the most suitable mediators for the realization of these requirements, within the deployed C4I (Command,
Control, Communication, Computers and Intelligence) and C4ISR (Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance)
systems [9–15].
Securing tactical SOA requires not only the accomplishment of general information protection goals (such as conﬁdentiality, availability, authenticity and control) but also the dynamic protection of communication, data at rest and processing,
within the aforementioned restrictions imposed by their nature. The realization of
suitable security mechanisms requires the conceptualization of the multitudinous
semantic attributes available across the network. Such elements rise among others
from services, terminals, information, communication links and subjects, alongside
their relations and interactions.
Well known mechanisms (Such as WS-Security, Ponder [16], SAML [17],
XACML [18], RT [19], cassandra [20], Peer-Trust [21], Tulip [22], ROWLBAC
[23], REI [24], KAOS [25], Kolter et al. [26]) have been extensively studied and
found to be unsuitable for the contemporary tactical environment for a variety of
reasons. Some face limitations in capturing and expressing the required semantics,
others are relatively heavyweight regarding their computational and communication
requirements, or lack the ability of decentralized operation. Furthermore, some are
not rigorous and ﬂexible enough in expressing and reasoning over security policies,
face scalability limitations or a combination of these reasons. These studies (Including but not limited to [23, 27–34]) promoted the use of ontologies for the deﬁnition
of general purpose security policies, due to their expressive power and ability to
overcome the aforementioned constraints.
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For the same reasons in our previous study [35] we proposed a framework for
the realization of an ontologically deﬁned security infrastructure, with the use of
Web Ontology Language (OWL), suitably adjusted to the constraints and high level
functional requirements of tactical SOA. Yet, although ontologies can provide the
required extended scope over the existing semantic attributes, the aforementioned
inability to rely on a centralized security dedicated entity requires the distribution of
the deﬁned mechanisms across the deployed tactical nodes. However, due the functional limitations of tactical nodes (e.g. computational capacity, storage capacity,
bandwidth availability), mere replication of those mechanisms across the network is
ineﬃcient and commonly infeasible.
In this paper we present our ﬁndings regarding the partitioning and distribution of
ontologically deﬁned security policies, suitably adjusted to the speciﬁcs of tactical
SOA, aiming to maximize eﬃciency by minimizing the local scope of the policy.
We approach this topic by identifying the criteria rising from the nature of tactical
SOA, seeking a reliable limitation to a problem similar in nature to a 0-1 multiple
knapsack problem, therefore subject to existing mechanisms of discrete optimization.
Furthermore, we identify suitable elements in order to minimize the complexity by
reducing the number of instances, maintaining the complete set of functionalities
supported by the deﬁned security policies.

2 Ontologically Defined Security Policies for Tactical SOA
An ontologically deﬁned security policy dedicated to the speciﬁcs of tactical SOA
must be able to provide the dynamic protection of communication, data at rest and
processing, alongside the general information protection goals. Such a mechanism
requires the conceptualization of the assorted semantic attributes, within a robust
yet ﬂexible mapping between the involved elements. These elements comprise of
the deﬁned Domains (Including but not limited to planning, protection, diligence,
detection and response), the required Capabilities (Similar to NATO Architecture
Framework/NATO Capability View (NAF/NCV) [36], including but not limited to
core, application, communication and inter-domain), the available Actions and a set
of governing Rules for each action, each of which incorporates a varying set of the
involved Conditions (Which correspond to the aforementioned dynamic and static
semantics). An outline of the security policy structure, including the overlaying relations, is presented at Fig. 1.
These elements are deﬁned as OWL classes, which are populated according to
the requirements of each tactical operation. The Security_Core is the anchor of the
policy structure similar to owl: Thing of ontologies, incorporating all the other elements as subclasses. Furthermore, the Security_Core is the gateway towards the
TSI_common (Tactical Service Infrastructure common core ontologies) and additional ontologies that are required to be linked with the security infrastructure. Thus,
through the Security_Core the security policy can monitor the functionality of the
enabled capabilities, within each tactical domain. This is achieved by the on-line
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Fig. 1 Outline of security policy structure

evaluation of the environmental conditions, through the set of governing rules established for each action.
This framework permits the multi-domain and cross-layer implementation of
security policies. Making use of the expressive power of description logic, complex relations can be established between the deﬁned elements. Thus, actions within
a speciﬁc capability can be linked to trigger the conditions evaluation of a rule established over a diﬀerent domain. Additionally, conditions collected from various layers
can aﬀect decisions on other layers. Namely, a condition within the physical layer
can aﬀect a decision regarding the application layer.
The conceptualization of the policy framework is achieved by the use of unary
and binary predicates, which are utilised to deﬁne the various network entities (data,
services, users, terminals) and the relationships among them. Thus, a complete representation of the network can be achieved by deﬁning the distinct constituting elements and their relations, as part of the tactical terminology. The tactical terminology
is constructed within the T-Box with unique and acyclic concept deﬁnition, while the
A-Box is used for instance identiﬁcation with the use of concept and role assertions.
A detailed procedure for the ontological deﬁnition of security policies dedicated
to tactical SOA was described earlier [35].
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Table 1 Governing parameters for the distribution of security policies
Security policy distribution
Ontology
Tactical nodes
Dynamism
1-Syntactic complexity
2-Structural complexity

3-Operational specialization
4-Functional specialization
5-Operating features

6-Dynamic attributes
7-Dynamic policy evaluation
8-Tactical decision cycle

3 Constraint Analysis for the Distribution of Security
Policies
Limiting the local scope of the security mechanisms in each tactical node, requires
the identiﬁcation of the parameters enabling the partitioning and distribution of security policies, within the context of tactical SOA. In the following sections, we present
our ﬁndings regarding the identiﬁed parameters of critical impact, as they are presented in Table 1.
Our study over the functional characteristics of tactical SOA and the operation
of ontologically deﬁned security policies, promoted three main categories of governing parameters, regarding the attainment of the required horizontal and vertical
security policy distribution. The ﬁrst category refers to the evaluation of the policy,
constructed based on the framework described in Fig. 1, regarding its overall and
local complexity. The second category refers to the evaluation and categorization of
the deployed tactical nodes, based on their expected functional and operational specialization, alongside their presumably known operating features. The last category
refers to the suﬃcient integration of dynamism, emerging from the aforementioned
characteristics of the tactical environment.

3.1 Complexity Inducing Components of Tactical
Ontological Constructs
As highlighted earlier, the deﬁnition of the ontological security policy is unique for
each tactical operation, constructed over an overlaying common framework (Fig. 1).
Regarding the syntactic complexity, OWL is provided in three increasingly expressive subsets that can be used for the deﬁnition of suitable security policies, namely
OWL-Lite (Exp-time complete complexity), OWL-DL (NExp-time complete complexity) and OWL-Full (Undecidability). OWL-Lite supports simple constraint features and basic classiﬁcation hierarchies. OWL-DL supports increased expressiveness, maintaining guaranteed computational completeness. Finally, OWL-Full provides maximum expressiveness and syntactic capabilities similar to RDF, yet reasoning is not reassured. A summary of the available constructs within OWL-Lite
and OWL-DL is presented in Table 2 [37–39]. Furthermore, OWL 2 provides a
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Table 2 Summary of available constructs within OWL-Lite and OWL-DL
OWL-Lite
Category
Constructors
Restrictions
Equality
Cardinality (0 or 1)
Properties

OWL-DL (In addition to the aforementioned)
Values
Cardinality (No limitation)
Class axioms

Constructs
Class, subClassOf, Property, subPropertyOf,
domain, Individual
Restriction, allValuesFrom, someValuesFrom,
intersectionOf
EquivalentClass, equivalentProperty, sameAs,
diﬀerentFrom
MinCardinality, maxCardinality
ObjectProperty, inverseOf, Datatype,
Transitive, Symmetric, Functional,
InverseFunctional
HasValue
MinCardinality, maxCardinality
DisjointWith, equivalentClass, complementOf,
subClassOf, unionOf, intersectionOf

wide set of subset proﬁles, supporting assorted accommodation between expressive
power and reasoning eﬃciency. For instance, OWL 2 QL (NLogSpace complete
complexity) is dedicated to eﬃciently supporting extensive instance data and database queries, OWL 2 RL (NP-time complete complexity) is optimized for scalable
reasoning without fully utilizing the available expressive power, while OWL 2 EL
(P-Time complete complexity) is suitable for large scale deﬁnition of properties and
classes.
Regarding the structural complexity of the deﬁned security policy, a variety of
metrics with signiﬁcant impact have been identiﬁed through our study. Their additive
complexity overhead must be contemplated during the initial construction of the
security policy, while they can be classiﬁed as:
1. Vocabulary size: The amount of the deﬁned classes, individuals and properties.
2. Impurity: The deviation of the ontological structure from a pure tree form, as a
result of the deﬁned rdfs: subClassOf axioms.
3. Mean inheritance: The mean overall distance between the deﬁned ancestor
classes to the corresponding root classes.
4. Connectivity: A measurement of the connection density within the security policy, deﬁned as the average number of connections for each of the deﬁned elements
(Classes and individuals).
Additionally, estimating the signiﬁcance of individual classes over the overall functionality of the security policy, is pivotal for the identiﬁcation of crucial distribution
links within the policy structure. Such an estimation is possible with the use of the
following metrics, for each of the deﬁned classes.
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Fig. 2 Reasoning time escalation in relation to vocabulary size

1. Direct inheritance: The number of direct ancestors for each deﬁned class. Meaning the number of subclasses deﬁned based on a speciﬁc class and aﬀected by
changes within it.
2. Inheritance exponentiation: The depth of the most distant ancestor of a given
class. It can be used as a measure of information inheritance within classes that
belong to the same policy branch.
3. Individual connectivity: A connection density measure, referring to a speciﬁc
class, calculated as the sum of the deﬁned relations from and towards this class.
A representation of how these parameters aﬀect the complexity of the security
policy and the time required for reasoning over it, is provided in Fig. 2. In this set
from our executed simulations, the Pellet reasoner is used over a basic ontological
construct, structured using the ALC(D) fragment, in order to isolate and measure
the impact of the value of the Vocabulary_size parameter. Furthermore, Fig. 3 provides an illustration of the global complexity estimation, based on the aforementioned combination of the propagating syntactic and local structural complexities.

3.2 Classification and Management of Tactical Nodes
Tactical nodes refer to a plethora of mobile platforms, with restricted operational
characteristics and distinct requirements. Achieving a viable security policy distribution, requires the identiﬁcation and incorporation of their inﬂuential attributes, for
which we can attain a priori awareness. Our study over the characteristics of tactical
nodes and the nature of tactical operations promoted three elements, of signiﬁcant
impact, as presented in Table 1.
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Fig. 3 Complexity estimation of tactical ontological constructs

The ﬁrst two elements represent the operational and functional specialization of
tactical nodes, rising through the initial operational and contingency planning of a
tactical operation. The operational specialization refers to the identiﬁcation of distinct operational groups among the entirety of the deployed assets, based on their
particular strategic objectives. Additionally, functional node specialization, occurs
due to the distinct roles of each node within the initial categorization into operational groups (e.g. Assuming a tactical team, the hand-held device of a medic, has
distinct service/security requirements from the hand-held device of the team leader
or a riﬂeman).
Hence, the deﬁned operational and functional node specializations can provide
an initial classiﬁcation of nodes, in discrete groups with distinct yet entangled security requirements. This classiﬁcation can form the basis for the horizontal (In terms
of Domain/Capability groups) or vertical (In terms of Action/Rule groups), distribution of security policies, incorporating the operational perspective. A representation of the aforementioned procedure is presented in Fig. 4, based on our executed
simulations. In this scenario, ten tactical nodes are organised in two operational
groups (OG1-square, OG2-circle), while three functional groups (FG1-green(—),
FG2-red(|), FG3-blue(\)) are globally deﬁned.
An additional element that can signiﬁcantly aﬀect the distribution of security policies, within tactical SOA, is the presumably known operating features of tactical
nodes. Tactical nodes refer to a variety of platforms, which may diﬀer in various
terms aﬀecting their performance (Grouped afterwards as Computational Capacity).
These elements can be classiﬁed as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Computational power
Environmental limitations
Physical limitations
Resolution/accuracy limitations
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Fig. 4 Node classiﬁcation based on operational and functional specialization

5. Input/output limitations
6. Range/coverage limitations
7. Network interconnection limitations
The knowledge of these parameters and their incorporation within the policy distribution decisions, can be used to enhance the network performance, in terms that
include communication latency, service delivery/discovery and autonomy in case of
partitioning, since they are correlated with the elements presented at Sect. 3.1.

3.3 Incorporation of Dynamism
The aforementioned characteristics of the tactical ecosystem, describe a highly
dynamic and continuously evolving environment. Thus, the notion of dynamism has
to be embodied, not only within the deﬁnition of the security policy, but also through
the distribution mechanisms. For this reason, the realised security components must
incorporate the available dynamic attributes across the network elements/domains,
but also allow for the dynamic security policy evaluation, as presented at Sect. 2.
For the purpose of this study, achieving the eﬃcient security policy distribution,
also relies on the incorporation of a suitable tactical decision cycle. John Boyd’s
OODA (Observe, Orient, Decide, Act), is a decision cycle developed and used by
military strategists, primarily within the strategic domain and the ﬁrst two stages
(Preparation, Execution) of combat operations, with additional applications to the
third stage (Debrief/Evaluation). Evaluating the various suggested iterations of the
OODA loop [40], the NCW targeted OODA model, proposed by Smith [41], emerged
as the most suitable solution for tactical SOA, despite its complexity. Our decision
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was promoted by the fact that this model can coincide with suitably adjusted ontologically structured security policies, into the representation of complex and dynamic
systems, providing in addition an enhanced level of granularity.
Similarly to the implementations within the strategic domain, the distinction
between the involved processes (Observe, Orient, Decide, Act) and further segmentation to the deﬁned domains (Physical, Information and Cognitive in Smith’s
model), can be eminently beneﬁcial towards the technical implementation of a suitable distribution mechanism, within the tactical domain. Thus, the execution of the
distinct processes of the decision cycle, can be delegated and distributed within the
nodes of each operational group, allowing them to cooperatively reach the attainment
of each objective, while dispensing the computational and overall cost. Additionally,
the distribution of the involved processes, dispenses the required resources and time
for the achievement of the optimality point, within the Time Cost of Information and
Decision Confidence/Quality function, as described by Harrison [42].

4 Accommodation of the Defined Constraints for Security
Policy Distribution
Having deﬁned the overall security architecture and the critical parameters, for the
distribution of security policies over tactical SOA, it is necessary to reconstruct the
framework presented in Fig. 1, in accordance to the aforementioned criteria. This
will allow the required minimization of the local policy scope in each tactical node,
maintaining all the requisite functionalities. Additionally, this procedure will provide a transformation into a problem similar in nature to a 0-1 multiple knapsack
problem, therefore subject to existing and widely studied optimization mechanisms.
Furthermore, the incorporation of the identiﬁed elements, prior to the implementation of these mechanisms, will signiﬁcantly increase the computational eﬃciency,
due to the induced minimization of the number of instances.
Aiming to continuously support the required functionalities, within the deﬁned
security mechanisms:
1. Capabilities may span across various domains.
2. Actions may span across various capabilities.
3. A speciﬁc action within the context of diﬀerent capabilities or domains, may be
governed by a distinct set of rules.
Thus, a three dimensional space is required, in order to represent all the possible
combinations of domains, capabilities and actions. The multitude of these ordered
triplets constitutes the overall security policy of the tactical network, as presented in
Fig. 5, while every individual action can be represented by a vector:
̂ where ̂i, ̂j, k̂ are unit vectors.
Action ∶ A′m = (D̂i + Ĉj + Ak),
as presented in Fig. 6

(1)
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Fig. 5 Visualisation of a simpliﬁed security policy

Fig. 6 Visualisation of a distinct action within the security policy
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Fig. 7 Specimen security policy vector sets for convoy and reconnaissance operational groups

Due to the aforementioned constraints, mere replication of the entire security policy across all the deployed nodes is not suﬃcient. The incorporation of node operational specialization (Third identiﬁed element—Table 1), can provide an initial ﬁltering, towards the minimization of the distributed policy branches. Thus, the speciﬁc
operational contexts of the various deployed groups of nodes, correspond to a distinct
set of basic vectors (Linearly independent), in the form:
Security policy ∶ SpOg(x) = {A′m , A′m+1 , ... , A′m+n }

(2)

This mapping is based on the required/estimated actions of each operational group,
within each tactical operation, while it can be constructed a priori and automatically recalled when needed. For instance, a convoy operation may incorporate various operational groups including but not limited to the convoy, multiple protection
groups and a medical evacuation group. The structure of the corresponding security
policies, for each operational group, has a form similar to those presented in Fig. 7.
Yet, policy replication within an operational group is not the optimal solution,
due to the node functional specialization (Fourth identiﬁed element—Table 1). Thus,
the distinction between the functional groups of nodes across each given operational
group, allows for further partitioning of the security policy as:
SpOg(x) = SpFg(y) ∪ SpFg(y+1) ∪ ... ∪ SpFg(y+n)

(3)

Hence, the security policy of a given operational group is deﬁned as the union of the
security policies of the functional groups that constitute it. This allows for the deﬁned
subsets (SpFg(y) ), to collectively compose or address distinct dimensions of the given
̂ can span various subSpOg(x) . Yet, a given vector (Action: A′m = (D̂i + Ĉj + Ak))
sets (SpFg(y) ) or be unique to one of them. A calculation of the sets intersections
(e.g. SpFg(y) ∩ SpFg(y+1) ) and the sets diﬀerences (e.g. SpFg(y) ∕SpFg(y+1) ), can provide a direct mapping between each action vector and the functional groups, across
which it can be distributed, as:
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SpFg(y) = {A′1 , A′2 , A′3 }
SpFg(y+1) = {A′1 , A′3 }
SpFg(y+2) = {A′2 , A′3 , A′4 }

≻

A′1
A′2
A′3
A′4
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∶ Fg(y) , Fg(y+1)
∶ Fg(y) , Fg(y+2)
∶ Fg(y) , Fg(y+1) , Fg(y+2)
∶ Fg(y+2)

As presented in the deﬁned security policy framework (Fig. 1), each vector A′m =
̂ corresponds to a set of governing rules, distinct for each individual
(D̂i + Ĉj + Ak)
action, enabling the dynamic adaptation of the security policy to alterations of the
environmental conditions:
A′m = {R(z) , R(z+1) , ... , R(z+n) }

(4)

Each rule is constructed making use of the expressive power of description logic,
in order to incorporate the available static and dynamic attributes (Sixth identiﬁed
element—Table 1) across the network, into the deﬁned security policy decisions.
Furthermore, as presented at Sect. 3.1, each rule caries an inherited complexity based
on the values of the presented metrics, as a function of its syntactic and structural
complexities (First and second identiﬁed elements—Table 1). Thus:
Vector complexity ∶ CA′m =

n
∑

CR(z)

(5)

z=1

Consequently, based on the operational features of the tactical nodes constituting
each functional group (Fifth identiﬁed element—Table 1), suitable metrics incorporating their computational capacity (e.g. CCFg(y) ) can be constructed. Hence, given
the aforementioned scenario, it is possible to construct a corresponding set of equations among the deﬁned CA′m and CCFg(y) , as:
CA′1 = a ∗ CCFg(y) + b ∗ CCFg(y+1)
CA′2 = c ∗ CCFg(y) + d ∗ CCFg(y+2)

CA′3 = e ∗ CCFg(y) + f ∗ CCFg(y+1) + g ∗ CCFg(y+2)
CA′4 = h ∗ CCFg(y+2)

(6)

a+c+e=1
b+f =1
d+g+h=1
If the evaluation of the occurring equations is not feasible or a simpliﬁcation of
the process is required, assumptions can be made regarding the values of the variables, given the incorporation of the two additional identiﬁed elements of our study,
namely:
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1. Dynamic policy evaluation (Seventh identiﬁed element—Table 1): Meaning that
the most suitable of the available rules, is dynamically selected to govern an
action.
2. Decision cycle (Eighth identiﬁed element—Table 1): Meaning that (i) Gathering/storing the required rule inputs, (ii) Selecting the most suitable rule, (iii)
Evaluating the selected rule, (iv) Enforcing the rule outcome, can be further distributed among the nodes constituting each functional group.
Thus, allowing for some additional ﬂexibility regarding the exact values.
The utilization of the identiﬁed elements, as presented in this section, signiﬁcantly limits the scale of the security policy distribution requirement, by identifying
the maximum set of nodes responsible for a given set of actions (Equivalently: Minimizing the set of actions each node is responsible for). Having introduced the notions
of CA′m and CCFg(y) , this has been limited to a problem similar in nature to a 0–1
knapsack problem in the following form.
Given for an action vector A′m = {R(1) , R(2) , ..., R(n) } a ﬁnite set of rules, deﬁned
so CR(1) ≤ CR(2) ≤, ..., ≤ CR(n) , and SpFg(y) = {SpFg(1) , SpFg(2) , ..., SpFg(k) } a ﬁnite
set of functional groups of tactical nodes with ﬁxed capacities CCFg(y) = {CCFg(1) ,
CCFg(2) , ..., CCFg(k) } (Calculated earlier as a percentage of their overall CC, dedicated to this action) and ﬁxed ‘k’. Assign each element of A′m across the elements of
SpFg(y) so:
1. The capacity of no element of SpFg(y) is exceeded.
2. No element of A′m is duplicated within any given element of SpFg(y) .
3. Duplicates of the elements of A′m with minimum complexity, are allowed across
the elements of SpFg(y) , to increase redundancy.
Thus, given that:
1. pR( j) = Proﬁt form R( j) (Requirement for a speciﬁc subset of rules).
2. CR( j) = Complexity of R( j) .
3. CCFg(i) = The calculated percentage of each CC dedicated to this action.
Then maximize:
D=

k
n
∑
∑

pR( j) ∗ Xij

(7)

i=1 j=1

Subject to:

n
∑

CR( j) ∗ Xij ≤ CCFg(i) , i = [1, ..., k]

(8)

j=1
n
∑

Xij = 1, i = [1, ..., k]

(9)

j=1

Xij = 1 or 0, i = [1, ..., k], j = [1, ..., n]

(10)
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{

where:
Xij =
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1 if R( j) is selected for Fg(i) ,
0 if not

A variety of exact and heuristic algorithms has been developed for the attainment
of optimal/near optimal solutions for this type of problems [43–54]. The average
solution time of these algorithms is directly correlated to the number of instances
[55, 56], which with the incorporation of the deﬁned parameters, has been limited
to a minimum set of rules for each node, maintaining at the same time support of all
the required functionalities within a tactical operation.
It must also be stated that the described procedure is executed at the mission
preparation stage, facing no computational, time, communication or other type of
limitations. In this manner, we can achieve a mapping between the required and the
available computational power achieving optimal policy partitioning and distribution, incorporating all the corresponding elements of signiﬁcant impact.

5 Conclusions
Through this article, the ﬁndings of our study regarding the parameters governing
the partitioning and distribution of security policies within tactical SOA, have been
presented. Evaluating the characteristics of tactical networks and utilized actors, the
involved elements of critical impact, have been identiﬁed and analysed. Furthermore,
a suitable mechanism has been suggested, accommodating the identiﬁed parameters,
for the optimum partitioning and distribution of security policies within the mission
preparation stage.
Our future plans include the further reﬁnement and evaluation of the proposed
mechanism for the mission preparation stage and its extension within the mission execution stage, in the presence of additional constraints, such as connectivity
and bandwidth availability. More precisely the utilisation of hierarchical structures
within the deﬁned rule sets, governing the individual actions, and the constrained
optimization for online distribution of both security policies and governing conditions. Furthermore, we intent to identify suitable mechanisms for the reconciliation
of security policies, adjusted to the dynamics of tactical SOA.
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Practical Extensions of Trust
Management Credentials
Anna Felkner and Adam Kozakiewicz

Abstract Trust management is a uniﬁed approach to access control in open distributed systems, where decisions connected with access control are based on policy
statements made by many principals. The family of Role-based Trust management
languages (RT) is an eﬀective means for representing security policies, credentials
and relationship in distributed, decentralized, large scale access control systems. It
delivers a set of role assignment credentials and is used in systems where the identities of users are not the most important form of identiﬁcation. A credential gives
information about the privileges of users and the security policies issued by (usually more than one) trusted authorities. The main purpose of this article is to show
how some credential extensions can make a trust management system more useful in
practice. It shows how security systems can be made more realistic by maintaining
the procedure or including timing information.

1 Introduction
This paper is an expanded and updated version of the paper “More Practical Application of Trust Management Credentials” [6], presented at the 3rd International Conference on Innovative Network Systems and Applications within multi-conference
2015 Federated Conference on Computer Science and Information Systems.
Most access control systems, based on traditional access control models (such as
mandatory (MAC), discretionary (DAC) and Role Based Access Control (RBAC)),
are in essence identity based. Access control decisions are based entirely on the role
or identity of the requesting party and can only be made if the petitioner knowns the
owner of the resource. The decisions are based on the relation of the only two entities involved—the owner of the protected resource, who is responsible for granting
access, and the petitioner, who requires access. Unfortunately, such a simple, bilatA. Felkner ⋅ A. Kozakiewicz (✉)
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eral approach means that possibility of applying these solutions in modern systems
is very limited.
In closed, centralized environments this approach works properly. As identity of
the users of the system is established in advance, basing access decisions on it is
a natural and easy to implement choice. Unfortunately it does not scale well as the
system becomes highly distributed over a large network. In such open decentralized systems the set of users is rather large and usually may change dynamically.
That introduces entirely new challenges, like the problem of propagation of change
information. It can be partially solved by a central database of user’s identities, but
it creates a single point of failure, where temporary lack of access to the database
makes some authorization decisions impossible to take. In absence of such a central
repository of identiﬁcation data it is no longer possible to assume that the identities
of the proponent and the resource owner are reciprocally recognized. More complex
solutions are needed. One of them is called trust management.
Consider a simple example where one of the aspects of bookstore policy says that
anyone who is a student and has a bookstore loyalty card, is eligible for a discount.
An electronic bookstore system must enable a bookstore to state the rule that proving
the status of a student and ownership of a bookstore loyalty card results in a discount
(policy). It must enable a client to prove that he/she has credentials stating that he/she
is indeed a student and has a bookstore loyalty card and it must enable to specify what
persons or institutions may issue such credentials (trust relationship). The access
rights are determined based on the suﬃciently documented information about the
user’s rights, assigned by third party, not on user identity.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Trust management concept is shown
in Sect. 2. Section 3 presents inference system over RT T credentials. Section 4 describes
a few extensions of RT T language (time validity and determination of the order).
Final remarks are given in the Conclusions.

2 Trust Management
The ﬁrst deﬁnition of trust management was introduced by Blaze et al. [1] in 1996.
It was deﬁned as a uniﬁed approach to specify and interpret security policies, credentials and trust relationships. The privileges of entities in such a system are based
not on their identity, but on their attributes. There can be a lot of principals, who
have the right to issue credentials which are then used to demonstrate the entity’s
attributes. A credential is deﬁned as an attestation of competence, authority or qualiﬁcation of an individual issued by a third party. Credentials include such information
as privileges of a given user and security policies issued by some trusted authorities.
Real life examples of credentials are academic diplomas, identiﬁcation documents,
certiﬁcates, driver’s licenses, membership cards—all kinds of things giving some
privileges.
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2.1 The Family of Role-Based Trust Management Languages
Role-based Trust management family languages are used for representing security
policies, trust relationships and credentials in distributed, decentralized access control systems. Depending on the language, several types of role assignment credentials
are provided in RT languages.
One of the main advantages of the trust management approach is the ability to use
delegation. A principal’s authority over a resource may be transferred in a limited
way to other principals by means of a credential.
This work extends the possibility of practical usage of trust management languages. It shows how we can make RT family languages more useful in practice by
introducing the order of entities which can appear in the execution context and by
including time validity constraints.
Most fundamental credentials were introduced in 𝐑𝐓𝟎 [8]. It forms the core part
of the family, providing basic abilities—localization of authority for roles, delegation
of that authority, role hierarchies and role intersections. These features are available
in all RT languages, which extend this set with additional features. Parametrized
roles were introduced in 𝐑𝐓𝟏 . This language enables representation of relationships
between entities. 𝐑𝐓𝟐 extends RT1 with the notion of logical objects—it enables
simple assignment of access rights for entire groups of logically related objects
(resources). Both extensions presented so far do not change the expressive power
of the language. They allow much more concise notation, but the same policy can in
fact be expressed in RT0 . The next language, and the ﬁrst actually adding new capabilities not present in other members of the family is the 𝐑𝐓𝐓 language, the main
focus of this paper. It includes the ability to express agreement of multiple principals, even from disjoint sets, via manifold roles and separation of duties or threshold
policies, via role-product operators.
Role-based Trust management family of languages uses a set of basic elements,
such as entities, roles, role names and credentials. Entities are principals controlling
access to resources by deﬁning roles and issuing credentials as well as petitioners
willing to access resources. The entity can be a person or application. Roles represent
sets of entities for which the access control policies grant particular permissions.
Role names represent permissions and can be issued to entities or groups of them by
other entities. Credentials deﬁne roles by appointing a new member of the role or by
delegating authority to members of other roles.
RT T contains six diﬀerent types of credentials, the ﬁrst four in common with the
rest of the languages from the RT family:
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A.r ← B
A.r ← B.s

— entity B is a member of role A.r
— role A.r includes all members of role B.s. This type of credential also deﬁnes role hierarchies.
A.r ← B.s.t
— role A.r includes role C.t for each C, which is a member
of role B.s.
A.r ← B.s ∩ C.t — role A.r includes all members of both roles B.s and C.t. This
is a partial delegation from A to B and C.
A.r ← B.s ⊙ C.t — role A.r can be satisﬁed by a union set containing one member of each of the two roles (B.s and C.t). A single entity
being a member of both roles suﬃces.
A.r ← B.s ⊗ C.t — role A.r includes two diﬀerent entities, one of which is a
member of role B.s and one a member of role C.t.
The models used in practice can be very complex, but this paper uses some simpliﬁed examples. We focus on RT T credentials and our intention is to illustrate the
basic notions and notation, not the full expressive power of the language.
Example 1 (Example of RT T —subject) Suppose that a university will activate the
subject if at least two out of four students and one PhD student apply. Using RT0
credentials, we have to list all the students (four in this simple case) and choose two
of them and the policy has to be changed whenever the list of students changes. RT T
allows us to use only one credential to express this rule. Further, we need to have one
PhD student, who also can (but does not have to) be a regular student. This requires
only one more RT T credential. The entire policy can be expressed as follows:
F.students ← F.student ⊗ F.student

(1)

F.activeSubject ← F.students ⊙ F.phdStudent

(2)

Now, when we add the following credentials:
F.student ← {Alicia}

(3)

F.student ← {Carol}

(4)

F.student ← {Marry}

(5)

F.student ← {Greg}

(6)

F.phdStudent ← {Greg}

(7)

F.phdStudent ← {Marc}

(8)
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we can conclude that, according to the policy, any pair of students from the set
{Alicia, Carol, Marry, Greg} is suﬃcient to meet the role F.students, and to activate the subject it is required that Marc must attend unless one of the students is
Greg.
Example 2 (Example of RT T —signature) Suppose that we have a company, named
Comp. Its security policy states that we need to collect ﬁve signatures to accept
some transaction. In our example it could be the signatures of the petitioner, company
accountant, his oﬃcial superior, the manager of ﬁnancial department of the company
and the director of a company. This policy can be represented using the following
credential:
Comp.signature ← Comp.petitioner ⊙ Comp.accountant
⊙

Comp.superior ⊙ Comp.fdManager ⊙ Comp.director

(9)

Now suppose that we have people, who play those roles, so the following credentials have been added to our security policy:
Comp.petitioner ← {Alex}

(10)

Comp.accountant ← {Alex}

(11)

Comp.accountant ← {Betty}

(12)

Comp.accountant ← {John}

(13)

Comp.superior ← {David}

(14)

Comp.superior ← {Jacob}

(15)

Comp.fdManager ← {Alex}

(16)

Comp.director ← {David}

(17)

As we can see, to complete the set of signatures we need just two people: Alex,
who can play a role of petitioner, accountant, fdManager and David who plays the
role of superior and director, but as may be required, groups of people {Alex, Betty,
David}, {Alex, Betty, Jacob, David}, {Alex, John, David}, and {Alex, John, Jacob,
David} can also play a manifold role, and cooperatively complete the set of signatures.
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3 Inference System over RT T Credentials
RT T credentials deﬁne roles, which in turn are used to deﬁne permissions. The set
of member entities for a role is deﬁned by a set P of RT T credentials. This set can
be calculated using an inference system, which deﬁnes an operational semantics of
RT T language. The system consists of a set of inference rules used to infer credentials
from existing ones and an initial set of formulae considered true.
Let P be a set of RT T credentials. The inference rules can be applied to create
new credentials, derived from credentials of the set P. A derived credential c will
be denoted using a formula P ≻ c, meaning that credential c can be derived from a
set of credentials P.
The initial set of formulae of an inference system over a set P of RT T credentials
are all the formulae: c ∈ P for each credential c in P. The inference rules of the
system are the following:
c∈P
(𝐖𝟏 )
P≻c
P ≻ A.r ← B.s P ≻ B.s ← X
(𝐖𝟐 )
P ≻ A.r ← X
P ≻ A.r ← B.s.t

P ≻ B.s ← C
P ≻ A.r ← X

P ≻ C.t ← X

P ≻ A.r ← B.s ∩ C.t P ≻ B.s ← X P ≻ C.t ← X
P ≻ A.r ← X
P ≻ A.r ← B.s ⊙ C.t P ≻ B.s ← X
P ≻ A.r ← X ∪ Y

P ≻ C.t ← Y

P ≻ A.r ← B.s ⊗ C.t P ≻ B.s ← X P ≻ C.t ← Y
P ≻ A.r ← X ∪ Y

X∩Y =𝜙

(𝐖𝟑 )
(𝐖𝟒 )
(𝐖𝟓 )
(𝐖𝟔 )

Many diﬀerent inference systems of a given language could be deﬁned. Two properties of the system are required for it to be useful in practice—it must be sound and
complete. Soundness guarantees that any formula derived by the system must be
valid with respect to the semantics of the language, while completeness ensures that
any valid formula is derivable.
The system presented above is sound and complete. Proofs of both properties can
be found in [3], quaranteeing that the inference system is a valid alternative way
of presenting the semantics of RT T .
Example 3 (Inference system for Example 2) We will now use an inference system
to derive the set of entities that can cooperate to accept that transaction, i.e. the signatures of the petitioner, company accountant, his oﬃcial superior, the manager of
ﬁnancial department of the company and the director of a company, using a limited
set of credentials for brevity:
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Using credentials (9)–(17) according to the rule (W1 ) we can infer:
Comp.signature ← Comp.petitioner ⊙ Comp.accountant ⊙ Comp.superior
⊙ Comp.fdManager ⊙ Comp.director ∈ P
P ≻ Comp.signature ← Comp.petitioner ⊙ Comp.accountant ⊙ Comp.superior

⊙ Comp.fdManager ⊙ Comp.director

Comp.petitioner ← {Alex} ∈ P
P ≻ Comp.petitioner ← {Alex}
Comp.accountant ← {Alex} ∈ P
P ≻ Comp.accountant ← {Alex}
Comp.accountant ← {Betty} ∈ P
P ≻ Comp.accountant ← {Betty}
Comp.accountant ← {John} ∈ P
P ≻ Comp.accountant ← {John}
Comp.superior ← {David} ∈ P
P ≻ Comp.superior ← {David}
Comp.superior ← {Jacob} ∈ P
P ≻ Comp.superior ← {Jacob}
Comp.fdManager ← {Alex} ∈ P
P ≻ Comp.fdManager ← {Alex}
Comp.director ← {David} ∈ P
P ≻ Comp.director ← {David}
Then, using credentials (9), (10), (11), (14), (16) and (17) and rule (W5 ) we infer:
P ≻ Comp.signature ← Comp.petitioner ⊙ Comp.accountant ⊙ Comp.superior

⊙ Comp.fdManager ⊙ Comp.director

P ≻ Comp.petitioner ← {Alex}
P ≻ Comp.accountant ← {Alex}
P ≻ Comp.superior ← {David}
P ≻ Comp.fdManager ← {Alex}
P ≻ Comp.director ← {David}
P ≻ 𝐂𝐨𝐦𝐩.𝐬𝐢𝐠𝐧𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞 ← {𝐀𝐥𝐞𝐱, 𝐃𝐚𝐯𝐢𝐝}

showing that the set of entities {Alex, David} is suﬃcient to complete the set of
signatures.
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Or, using credentials (9), (10), (12), (14), (16) and (17) and rule (W5 ) we infer:
P ≻ Comp.signature ← Comp.petitioner ⊙ Comp.accountant ⊙ Comp.superior

⊙ Comp.fdManager ⊙ Comp.director

P ≻ Comp.petitioner ← {Alex}
P ≻ Comp.accountant ← {Betty}
P ≻ Comp.superior ← {David}
P ≻ Comp.fdManager ← {Alex}
P ≻ Comp.director ← {David}
P ≻ 𝐂𝐨𝐦𝐩.𝐬𝐢𝐠𝐧𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞 ← {𝐀𝐥𝐞𝐱, 𝐁𝐞𝐭𝐭𝐲, 𝐃𝐚𝐯𝐢𝐝}

showing that here we need more people to complete the set of signatures,
i.e. {Alex, Betty, David}.
Or, using credentials (9), (10), (13), (15), (16) and (17) and rule (W5 ) we infer:
P ≻ Comp.signature ← Comp.petitioner ⊙ Comp.accountant ⊙ Comp.superior

⊙ Comp.fdManager ⊙ Comp.director

P ≻ Comp.petitioner ← {Alex}
P ≻ Comp.accountant ← {John}
P ≻ Comp.superior ← {Jacob}
P ≻ Comp.fdManager ← {Alex}
P ≻ Comp.director ← {David}
P ≻ 𝐂𝐨𝐦𝐩.𝐬𝐢𝐠𝐧𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞 ← {𝐀𝐥𝐞𝐱, 𝐉𝐨𝐡𝐧, 𝐉𝐚𝐜𝐨𝐛, 𝐃𝐚𝐯𝐢𝐝}

showing that here we need four people to complete the set of signatures,
i.e. {Alex, John, Jacob, David}.
Depending on which credentials we have at the moment (because not all the credentials are always available), we can determine the sets of people who can cooperatively sign the document.

4 Credential Extensions
The trust management languages are a powerful tool but they are limited in several ways. As many potential users comment, the languages lack tools to specify
a procedure—enforced order of activation for manifold roles. Also, the credentials
cannot easily be revoked. The main goal of this section and the paper as a whole is
to present two extensions of RT T language which mitigate these problems, making
this language more useful in practice.

4.1 Determination of Order
The ﬁrst powerful feature which would be useful to model more realistic security
policies is the ability to determine the order in which a member of a role or an entity
(entities) can appear.
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When we want to maintain a procedure, we need to add two new types of credentials at the syntax level. These are:
A.r ← B.s⊙
→ C.t — role A.r is satisﬁed by a union set of one member of role
B.s and one member of role C.t in this exact order or by one
entity satisfying the intersection role B.s ∩ C.t
A.r ← B.s⊗
→ C.t — role A.r is satisﬁed by a set of two diﬀerent entities: one
member of role B.s and one member of role C.t in this order.
In our Example 1 we may want to have such situation:
F.phdStudent
F.activeSubject ← F.students⊙
→
which means that the order of appearance of people in roles is important. First we
need to have two students and just after that one PhD student.
That extension can be very useful in a large variety of situations. For example, in
a situation when one person is a member of a few roles, it can be useful to have some
restrictions connected with appearing of roles and people in particular roles during
the execution context when the credential is used. This is particularly important if
the cost of activation of roles diﬀers. For example a high-level manager is usually
burdened with many responsibilities and should not be involved unless the other
members of a manifold role are available. Alternatively, if an activity involves people
from diﬀerent sites it might make sense to activate all local roles before activating
remote ones (for example the central management may reside in a diﬀerent time
zone, introducing long delays).
Example 4 (Enforced order of signatures) Suppose that we have a situation in which
we need to collect the signatures of people who are necessary to accept some transaction, we can imagine at least a few scenarios for our security policy. Suppose that
we need a signature of the petitioner, company accountant, his oﬃcial superior, the
manager of ﬁnancial department and the director of a company, in such order.
Now we can use the data from Example 2 and analyze three diﬀerent scenarios:
1. The order is strictly obeyed and it is important that the company accountant can
only give his signature after having received the signature of a petitioner, and
accountant’s superior can give his signature after having received the signature
of an accountant, even if it is one person. This means that in the ﬁrst step Alex
can sign the document as a petitioner, in the second step as an accountant, after
that David can give his signature as Alex′ s oﬃcial superior. In the next step Alex
can sign the document as a ﬁnancial department manager, and ﬁnally David can
sign the document as the director of the company. Table 1 presents the signature
order in our ﬁrst scenario.
Some situations require keeping a strict order of signatures, but in most implementations it can be a bit ineﬃcient. That is why we propose two other scenarios.
2. We can allow signing the document by one person who plays a few roles at once if
the roles appear in credentials successively without any role in between. Table 2
shows how it can look in our second scenario (to make our example easier, we
can use just credentials (10), (11), (14), (16), (17)).
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Table 1 Signature order in the ﬁrst scenario
Step
Petitioner
Accountant
1
2

Alex
Alex

3

Alex

4

Alex

5

Alex

𝜙
Alex, Betty,
John
Alex, Betty,
John
Alex, Betty,
John
Alex, Betty,
John

Superior

fdManager

Director

𝜙
𝜙

𝜙
𝜙

𝜙
𝜙

David, Jacob

𝜙

𝜙

David, Jacob

Alex

𝜙

David, Jacob

Alex

David

Table 2 Signature order in the second scenario
Step
Petitioner
Accountant
Superior
1
2
3
4

Alex
Alex
Alex
Alex

Alex
Alex
Alex
Alex

Table 3 Signature order in the third scenario
Step
Petitioner
Accountant
1
2

Alex
Alex

Alex
Alex

fdManager

Director

𝜙
David
David
David

𝜙
𝜙
Alex
Alex

𝜙
𝜙
𝜙
David

Superior

fdManager

Director

𝜙
David

Alex
Alex

𝜙
David

As you can see, in such a simple example, we have one step less than in the
previous scenario. It shows how such change can be useful in real large systems.
3. In our third scenario we allow that one person, who plays more than one role, can
give all the signatures at once. In this case some of the signatures are conditional,
that is they are only valid if all previous signatures in the chain are given. This
represents a situation where the order of agreements is important, but it is not
necessary for one entity to restate its agreement as long as it is initially aware of
the full set of roles in which it will be involved in the process. It can be useful in
an automatic implementation. Table 3 shows how it looks in our example.
That situation means that Alex accepts his signature as a ﬁnancial department
manager only if David signs the document as his oﬃcial superior and David
accepts his signature as a director if Alex signs the document as a ﬁnancial department manager.
For the last, most relaxed scenario, if we want to mandate that the entity can only
appear in particular roles during the execution context exactly when the credential
is used, we can put a new type of role denoted by underlined identiﬁers (e.g. r, s, t).
In such situation, when we change the credential:
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Table 4 Signature order in the third “underlined” scenario
Step
Petitioner
Accountant
Superior
1
2
3

Alex
Alex
Alex

Alex
Alex
Alex

𝜙
David
David
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fdManager

Director

Alex
Alex
Alex

𝜙
𝜙
David

⊙
⊙
⊙
Comp.signature ← Comp.petitioner→
Comp.accountant→
Comp.superior→
⊙
Comp.fdManager → Comp.director
into:
⊙ Comp.accountant ⊙ Comp.superior
⊙
Comp.signature ← Comp.petitioner→
→
→
⊙
Comp.fdManager → Comp.director
the ﬁnal signature can only be given when all others are present.
Table 4 shows how it will look in our third scenario, meaning that David has
to wait with his signature as a company director until the time Alex approves his
signature as fdManager.

All the semantics previously deﬁned for RT+T , set-theoretic (which maps roles to a set
of entity names), operational semantics (where credentials can be derived from the
initial set of credentials using a set of inference rules [5]), and logic-programming
(where credentials are translated into a logic program [4]), are still valid, meaning
that the proofs of soundness and completeness of those semantics are also valid.

4.2 Time Validity in RT T
Real security policies usually involve some kind of time restrictions. Allowing the
credentials to have limited time validity can make the RT-family languages more
useful in practice. While time restrictions for RT0 have been proposed before [7], they
were not so far generalized to the RT T language. Most permissions are in fact given
for ﬁxed periods of time, permanent permissions are less common. Time dependent
credentials take the form: c 𝐢𝐧 v, meaning “the credential c is available during the
time v”. Finite sets of time dependent credentials are denoted by C P and the new
language is called RT+T . c is used to denote “c 𝐢𝐧 (−∞, +∞)” to make notation lighter.
Most trust management languages are monotonic: adding a new assertion to a
query can never result in canceling an action, which was accepted before [2]. Therefore, each policy statement or credential added to the system may only increase the
capabilities and privileges granted to others, making revocation of rights impossible. In centralized solutions nonmonotonicity only makes caching of inferred credentials more diﬃcult, but in a distributed environment it is crucial—connectivity
problems or failures of some nodes might block the propagation of the assertion
revoking a credential, potentially leading to wrong decisions, granting access on the
basis of revoked credentials. Introduction of time constraints does not invalidate the
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monotonicity of the system, but achieves some of the utility of negation. For example, while the credentials still cannot be revoked, they can be issued automatically
and periodically for short periods. Cancelling this automatic reissuing for a certain
principal does not in fact invalidate any existing credentials but has the same eﬀect,
although with a delay (no longer than the length of the validity period of the periodic
credentials).
Time validity can be denoted as follows:
[𝜏1 , 𝜏2 ]; [𝜏1 , 𝜏2 ); (𝜏1 , 𝜏2 ]; (𝜏1 , 𝜏2 ); (−∞, 𝜏]; (−∞, 𝜏);
[𝜏, +∞); (𝜏, +∞); (−∞, +∞); v1 ∪ v2 ; v1 ∩ v2 ; v1 ∖v2
and v1 , v2 of any form in this list, with 𝜏 ranging over time constants.
Example 5 (Time validity for Example 1) In our scenario, it is quite natural to
assume that Alicia, Carol, Marry and Greg are students only for some ﬁxed period
of time. The same with Greg and Marc as PhD students. Thus, credentials (3)–(8)
should be generalized to:
F.student ← {Alicia} 𝐢𝐧 v1

(18)

F.student ← {Carol} 𝐢𝐧 v2

(19)

F.student ← {Marry} 𝐢𝐧 v3

(20)

F.student ← {Greg} 𝐢𝐧 v4

(21)

F.phdStudent ← {Greg} 𝐢𝐧 v5

(22)

F.phdStudent ← {Marc} 𝐢𝐧 v6

(23)

stating that (3)–(8) are only available during v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 , and during v6 , respectively. On the other hand, credentials (1) and (2) are always valid, as they express
some time-independent facts. Now, by using (1), (2) and (18)–(23), we want to
be able to derive that for example the set {Alicia, Carol, Greg} can cooperatively
activate the subject during all of the period: v1 ∩ v2 ∩ v5 or {Carol, Greg} during the time v2 ∩ v4 ∩ v5 or {Alicia, Marry, Marc} during the time intersection
v1 ∩ v3 ∩ v6 . Another set of people can cooperatively activate the subject (depending of the time).
Example 6 (Time validity for Example 2) In our signature scenario, it is quite natural
to assume that Alex is a petitioner only for a ﬁxed period of time. The same with Alex,
Betty and John as a company accountants, also Wiliam and Jacob as a superior,
and Alex as a ﬁnancial department manager, as well as David as a director. Thus,
credentials (10)–(17) should be generalized to:
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Comp.petitioner ← {Alex} 𝐢𝐧 v1

(24)

Comp.accountant ← {Alex} 𝐢𝐧 v2

(25)

Comp.accountant ← {Betty} 𝐢𝐧 v3

(26)

Comp.accountant ← {John} 𝐢𝐧 v4

(27)

Comp.superior ← {David} 𝐢𝐧 v5

(28)

Comp.superior ← {Jacob} 𝐢𝐧 v6

(29)

Comp.fdManager ← {Alex} 𝐢𝐧 v7

(30)

Comp.director ← {David} 𝐢𝐧 v8

(31)

stating that (10)–(17) are only available during v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 , v6 , v7 , and during
v8 , respectively. On the other hand, credential (9) can be always valid, as it expresses
some time-independent fact. Now, by using (9) and (24)–(31), we want to be able to
derive that for example the set {Alex, David} can cooperatively sign the document
during all of the period: v1 ∩ v2 ∩ v5 ∩ v7 ∩ v8 , where Alex plays the role of petitioner, company accountant and ﬁnancial department manager and David acts as a
superior and director of the company. But during the time v1 ∩ v3 ∩ v6 ∩ v7 ∩ v8
it has to be the set consisting of {Alex, Betty, Jacob, David}.
While in our examples the policy deﬁning credentials were assummed to be permanently valid, this is not required. Some policies are naturally time-limited
(eg. seasonal sales).

5 Conclusions
In the paper we model the use of trust management systems in decentralized and
distributed environments. The modelling framework is RT T —one of the languages
from a family of Role-based Trust management languages. The core, innovative part
of the paper is the introduction of time validity constraints and especially maintaining the procedure—modiﬁcations aimed at making the RT T language more realistic.
The utility of the proposed extensions is most visible in large-scale distributed systems, where users have only partial view of their execution context. The language
achieves the ability to deﬁne non-permanent credentials, which are necessary in real
applications, but the monotonicity of the system is preserved, meaning that temporary unavailability of some constraints never leads to granting illegal access.
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The proposed language has recently been implemented. The experiences with
potential users show that the newly introduced extensions add signiﬁcant value, as
most comments regarding its usability in practice are addressed. Therefore the model
itself is now considered satisfactory and future work is focused on implementation
details.
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Performance and Energy Consumption
Analysis of AES in Wireless Sensor Networks
Dan Dragomir and Cristina Panait

Abstract With WSN deployments increasing in popularity, securing those deployments becomes a necessity. This can be achieved by encrypting inter-node communications and/or using message authentication codes. AES is a well studied symmetric
cipher, with no known practical vulnerabilities, that can be used to solve both problems. We provide an optimized implementation of AES, with ﬁve modes of operation
for encryption (ECB, CBC, CFB, CTR and GCM) and two modes for authentication (CBC-MAC and GCM-MAC), that use the hardware accelerator available on
the ATmega128RFA1 microcontroller, and compare it with the best known software
implementation. We show that our hardware AES implementation is both faster and
more energy eﬃcient than a software implementation. This is not the case for previous sensor nodes and implementations, which show an improved execution speed,
but with a higher energy consumption. We also show that our implementation of
CTR is faster and more energy eﬃcient than the unsecure fully hardware-supported
ECB mode.

1 Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and their applications present an increased risk
to a series of attacks, which can aﬀect a network’s operation. As a solution to these
problems we present a performance and energy consumption analysis of AES-128
on WSN hardware. AES is a well studied block cipher with no known practical vulnerabilities, has a speed comparable with other symmetrical encryption algorithms
and is supported on multiple WSN platforms through a hardware acceleration module. This work is an extended version of [12] and improves the previous study in two
key areas. Firstly, it further optimizes the hardware-assisted implementation, leading
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to better performance and lower energy consumption and secondly, it adds two new
algorithms to the analysis, that handle message authentication and veriﬁcation.
As a general deﬁnition, a wireless sensor network is composed of a set of nodes
which communicate through a wireless medium in order to perform certain tasks. A
couple of examples where WSNs can be deployed, as stated in [6], are: ﬁre extension detection, earthquake detection, environment surveillance for pollution tracking, intelligent building management, access restriction, detection of free spaces in
parking lots and so on. WSNs bring a number of advantages in these situations, like
enhanced ﬂexibility and mobility, mainly because nodes are generally powered from
an on-board battery and are thus self suﬃcient. This, however, is also their biggest
weakness. The lifetime expectancy of a node depends on its usage. The constraints
mainly come from the limited energy source, as data processing and transmission
can be energy intensive.
The particular characteristics of these types of networks make the direct implementation of conventional security mechanisms diﬃcult. The imposed limitations
on minimizing data processing and storage space, and reducing bandwidth need
to be addressed. The major constraints for WSNs, as presented in [2, 14, 17], are:
energy consumption (which can lead to premature exhaustion of the energy source
and to the denial of service), memory limitations (ﬂash, where the application source
code is stored, and RAM, where sensed data and intermediary computing results are
stored), unreliable communication (the routing protocols used, collisions), latency
(which can lead to synchronization issues and algorithms that cannot act correctly)
and unattended nodes (an attacker could have physical access to the nodes).
In Sect. 2 we discuss some of the related work. Sections 3 and 4 present the algorithm design and modes of operation and the implementation with two methods,
software and hardware. Then, in Sect. 5, we make a comparative analysis of the solutions, based on execution time and energy consumption, and select the encryption
and authentication methods suitable for ATmega128RFA1-based platforms, taking
also into consideration the provided security. Finally, we present the conclusions of
our work.

2 Related Work
The problem of measuring the cost of encryption on wireless sensor node hardware
has been addressed previously. In [9] Lee et al. analyze a range of symmetric-key
algorithms and message authentication algorithms in the context of WSNs. They
use the MicaZ and TelosB sensor nodes and measure the execution time and energy
consumption of diﬀerent algorithms. For AES they provide measurements for a hardware assisted implementation and conclude that it is the cheapest when either time
or energy is considered. They do not however study this implementation on diﬀerent
plaintext lengths and instead rely on datasheets to extend to lengths longer than one
block. However, this conclusion is not backed by Zhang et al. [19] which compares
diﬀerent AES implementations on the MicaZ nodes. They conclude that hardware
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assisted encryption is faster, but also consumes more energy due to the external chip
which handles the computation in hardware.
Compared to their work, we study only AES-128 which is a well known cipher
also adopted by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and
which has been proposed as a viable alternative [8] to other less studied ciphers in
WSN applications. This choice is also supported by the fact that multiple 802.15.4
transceivers oﬀer a hardware accelerator for AES operations. We study the newer
Sparrow v3.2 sensor nodes based on the ATmega128RFA1, which integrates the
microcontroller with the radio transceiver and hardware encryption module, and
show that AES-128 can be eﬃciently implemented reducing both execution time and
energy consumption. We also provide hybrid implementations for modes of operation that are not natively supported by the hardware and show that they can still be
eﬃciently implemented with the available primitives.
In [8] Law et al. conduct a thorough survey of the costs of diﬀerent block ciphers,
when implemented on sensor node hardware. They conclude that Rijndael (AES) is
the second most eﬃcient cipher, being surpassed only by Skipjack. However, their
analysis is based on older hardware and does not consider any hardware accelerated
implementations.
In [4] de Meulenaer et al. study the problem of key exchange and measure the cost
of two key agreement protocols: Kerberos and Elliptic Curve Diﬃe-Hellman. They
measure the energy consumption of the two protocols on MicaZ and TelosB sensor nodes and conclude that the listening mode is the principal factor in the energy
eﬃciency of key exchange protocols, with Kerberos being the more eﬃcient protocol. Compared to their work, we concentrate on encryption and authentication algorithms, and more speciﬁcally on AES, with key distribution left for future work.
In a previous work [12] we reported the performance and energy consumption of
our implementation for 4 modes of operation that use the AES block cipher: ECB,
CBC, CFB and CTR. The current work extends that analysis by also studying the cost
of data authentication using CBC-MAC and adding a new mode of operation, GCM,
that seamlessly supports both encryption and authentication using the same secret
key. We also improve on the performance and energy consumption of our previous
implementation for some of the modes, by making use of pipelining, in the hardware
assisted case.

3 Design
AES is a block cipher encryption algorithm that uses symmetrical keys for encrypting a block of plaintext and decrypting a block of ciphertext [3]. The algorithm uses
a series of rounds consisting of one or more of the following operations: byte-level
substitution, permutation, arithmetical operations on a ﬁnite ﬁeld and XOR-ing with
a given or calculated key [15]. As a general rule, the operations are handled bytewise.
AES receives as input a plaintext of 16 bytes and the encryption key, which has a
variable dimension of 16, 24 or 32 bytes. The input text is processed into the output
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text (ciphertext) by using the given key and applying a number of transformations.
Encryption and decryption are similar, except for the fact that decryption needs an
extra step—it ﬁrst runs a full encryption in order to obtain the modiﬁed key needed
for decrypting data.
In [13], Schneier divides symmetrical encryption algorithms in two basic categories: block ciphers and stream ciphers. A block cipher encrypts a block of plaintext
producing a block of encrypted data, whilst a stream cipher can encrypt plaintexts of
varying sizes. This makes block ciphers prone to security issues if used to encrypt
plaintexts (in a naïve way) longer than the block size, mainly because patterns in the
plaintext can appear in the ciphertext.
A more secure way to encrypt data with a block cipher can be achieved by combining the resulting ciphertext blocks using a few basic operations, resulting in what
is called a mode of operation for that block cipher. It is worth mentioning that the
combining operations are not directly securing the data. This is the responsibility of
the block cipher. The operations however are used to maintain the security of the
cipher when it is operated on plaintexts longer than the block size.
Another use case for a block cipher is to compute a Message Authentication Code
(MAC) for a piece of data, in order to provide data authentication. As for the encryption case, a naïve implementation would not provide the necessary guarantees for the
generated MAC. Extra precaution must be taken when both encryption and authentication are required as not all combinations of encryption and authentication methods
provide the desired properties. For a thorough treatment of the security properties of
the diﬀerent options we refer to Katz and Lindell [7].

3.1 Electronic Code Book (ECB)
The ECB mode of operation receives blocks of plaintext, respectively ciphertext,
and a key and produces corresponding blocks of ciphertext, respectively plaintext.
One property of this mode of operation is that two blocks of plaintext, encrypted
with the same key, will result in two identical blocks of ciphertext. ECB is the most
simple mode of operation. However, one major drawback is that it does not hide data
patterns, meaning that identical ciphertext blocks imply the existence of identical
plaintext blocks.

3.2 Cipher Block Chaining (CBC)
The CBC mode of operation takes as input parameters the plaintext, respectively
the ciphertext, the key and an initialization vector (IV). One property of CBC is
that two encrypted blocks are identical only if their respective plaintexts have been
encrypted using the same key and the same IV. Unlike ECB, CBC has link dependencies, as its basic chaining mechanism makes the ciphertext blocks dependent on
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previously encrypted data. This, coupled with a randomly chosen IV, ensures that
identical plaintext blocks will be encrypted to diﬀerent ciphertext blocks.
With slight modiﬁcations CBC can be transformed to provide authentication
instead of encryption, resulting in CBC-MAC. For this, the initialization vector must
be ﬁxed to a constant value (usually 0) and only the last encrypted block must be
kept, which is also the authentication tag. This scheme will provide a secure MAC,
but only for messages of ﬁxed length (agreed ahead of time by the communicating
parties). A further modiﬁcation of prepending the length of the message as the data
in the ﬁrst block of the encryption, can make this mode secure for varying length
messages. A disadvantage of CBC-MAC is that when both encryption and authentication are required, separate keys must be used for the two steps in order to maintain
security.

3.3 Cipher Feedback (CFB)
The CFB mode of operation is very similar to CBC regarding its input parameters
and the operations it performs. The main diﬀerence between them lies in the fact
that CBC works as a block cipher, while CFB can be used as a stream cipher. Unlike
CBC, CFB can encrypt variable-length blocks (which are not restricted to 16 bytes).
The properties of this mode of operation are similar with the ones of CBC. One key
diﬀerence between the two can be observed at the implementation level: CFB uses
only the encryption primitive of the underlying block cipher, both for encrypting and
for decrypting data.

3.4 Counter (CTR)
The CTR mode of operation [10] also produces a stream cipher. The IV used in CBC
and CFB is now associated with the starting value of a counter, which is incremented
and used to encrypt each block in turn. In this mode, the output from an earlier block
is not used for computing the current block, as the previous two modes of operation.
For the described system to work, a generator is needed on each side of the communication. The generators have to remain synchronized in order to produce the same
stream of counter values on both sides. A disadvantage of this mode of operation
is the possible desynchronization of the communicating entities. This results in the
incorrect decryption of all subsequently received data.
A closely related mode of operation is Counter with CBC-MAC (CCM) [18],
which provides both encryption and authentication of the plaintext data. In this mode,
CBC-MAC is initially run over the message in order to obtain a authentication tag,
and then, CTR mode is run on both the plaintext data and the authentication tag
to obtain the ciphertext, which now provides both encryption and authentication. A
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slight variation of CCM, called CCM*, is part of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [5] for
wireless personal area networks.

3.5 Galois/Counter Mode (GCM)
The GCM mode of operation [11] combines the Counter mode with operations on
a Galois ﬁeld in order to produce another mode of operation which provides both
encryption and authentication of a piece of data using a single secret key. The key
operation is a multiplication in GF(2128 ), deﬁned by the polynomial x128 + x7 + x2 +
x + 1, which is used to deﬁne a hashing function that generates the authentication tag.
The algorithm supports additional authenticated data (AAD), which is data protected
against tampering by the authentication tag, but left unencrypted. This additional
data is useful in networking protocols, where source and destination information
must be left in cleartext for the purpose of routing. The algorithm can be easily
converted to an authentication only mode of operation by providing only AAD and
no encryption payload.

4 Implementation
A practical example would be a wireless sensor network, which transmits data gathered from three types of sensors: temperature, humidity and luminosity. Because of
privacy and integrity concerns all data must be encrypted during transmission and
routing information must be authenticated. The working platform for this scenario
is based on the Sparrow v3.2 node [16]. Its technical speciﬁcations are:
∙
∙
∙
∙

CPU: ATmega128RFA1, 16MHz
Memory: 128KB ﬂash, 16KB RAM
Bandwidth: up to 2Mbps
Programming: C/C++

The ATmega128RFA1 microcontroller is actually a SoC (System on Chip) which
incorporates a radio transceiver compatible with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [1].
It oﬀers, among other things, a relatively low energy consumption (mostly in sleep
states), a FIFO buﬀer of 128 bytes for receiving and transmitting data, a partial hardware implementation of the MAC layer and support for AES-128.
This microcontroller facilitates secured data transmissions by incorporating a
hardware acceleration module which implements the AES algorithm. The module
is capable of both encrypting and decrypting data, with most of the functionality
implemented directly in hardware. It is compatible with the AES-128 standard (the
key is 128 bits long) and supports encryption and decryption for ECB mode, but
only encryption for CBC mode. The input to these operations consists of the plaintext/ciphertext block and the encryption key. Note that for decryption, the extra round
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needed by AES to compute the decryption key is performed automatically. Other
modes of operation are not supported by the hardware.
As we already stated in the previous sections, energy consumption is the main
issue and challenge for WSNs. In order to obtain the best approach for ensuring conﬁdentiality and integrity with minimal energy consumption, we implemented and
compared AES-128, coupled with the ECB, CBC, CFB, CTR and GCM modes of
operation. All ﬁve modes have both a hardware and a pure software implementation.
Since only ECB has a full hardware implementation, for the other modes we used
a hybrid approach, combining the hardware part from ECB with software implementations for the remaining operations. We also refer to these hybrids as hardware
implementations. Were possible we pipelined the algorithm’s execution so that the
extra software steps not implemented in hardware were overlapped with the encryption of the next data block, thus achieving better performance than the serial solution
employed in [12]. For the pure software implementation we used an optimized version of AES, called TableLookupAES [19].

5 Evaluation
5.1 Experimental Setup
To measure the energy consumption of our implementation, we perform two kinds
of measurements: the time required (t) and the current drawn by the node (I) while
encrypting/decrypting. Using the formula E = P ⋅ t, where P = U ⋅ I is the power
required by the node, we can compute the energy consumed by the algorithm, be
it implemented in software, in hardware or using a hybrid approach. We ensure a
constant voltage U using a voltage regulator, as explained in the next subsection.
In certain applications, the latency of encrypting/decrypting a given payload
might be more important than the energy consumed. For this reason, this section
also presents the timing results of the diﬀerent solutions, independent of the energy
measurements. As we later show, the current drawn by the node using both software
and hardware security approaches is practically the same. Thus, the time taken is a
suﬃcient metric for relative comparisons between the diﬀerent solutions.

5.1.1

Current Measurement

For the purpose of measuring the energy consumption of the Sparrow sensor node
during our experiments, we built a current sensing circuit based on the INA 193
current shunt monitor.
Figure 1 presents the circuit we designed. Power is provided by a 3.3V voltage
regulator, which ensures a constant voltage regardless of the current drawn by the
circuit. A shunt resistor connected in series with the Sparrow node acts as a cur-
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Fig. 1 Current
measurement setup

rent sensor. The voltage drop on the resistor is directly proportional with the current
drawn by the circuit. This has two implications. On the one hand, the chosen resistor
value must be small enough not to disturb the rest of the circuit (e.g. by incurring a
big voltage drop). On the other hand, the same value has to be big enough so that the
expected currents register a voltage drop that can be sensed with enough precision. In
order to improve the measurement precision and sensitivity, without the drawbacks
of a big resistor value, we employ a INA 193 current shunt monitor, which provides
a constant gain of 20 V/V on the input voltage drop, and a 4.99 Ω precision resistor
with a tolerance of 0.01 %. The output of the current sensing circuit is connected to
a Metrix OX 5042 oscilloscope which we used to monitor the current drawn by the
node during the diﬀerent encryption/decryption operations. Determining the current
is as simple as dividing the voltage shown on the oscilloscope by the current shunt
monitor gain (20 V/V) and the shunt resistor value (4.99 Ω).

5.1.2

Time Measurement

Using the oscilloscope, we also measure the time required for each encryption/
decryption operation. The oscilloscope has a function that accurately measures pulse
duration. We create a pulse lasting for the duration of the operation by setting a GPIO
pin before the start of the operation and clearing it after it ends. Using this method,
we can measure the duration of an operation with minimal overhead: 1 bit set instruction and 1 bit clear instruction, each taking 2 cycles.
Although the proposed measurement scheme is precise, it has the disadvantage of
requiring manual intervention. The available oscilloscope cannot be interfaced with
a PC, so a measurement point is obtained by uploading a program which encrypts a
hardcoded message length in a loop, reading the information from the oscilloscope
and repeating the process for all message lengths.
In order to automate the time measurements, we resorted to a software implementation running along side the encryption/decryption operation, that measures the time
required. To keep overhead to a minimum, our solution employs the hardware timer
module available on the ATmega128RFA1 to count the number of cycles taken by
the operation. Each operation is measured by sampling a counter before and after the
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operation and taking the diﬀerence of the two values. The count is then converted to
a time value given that the microcontroller operates at 16MHz.
This time measurement solution allowed us to automate the whole process of evaluating the algorithms for diﬀerent message sizes. A small overhead can be observed
between the software based time measurement and the oscilloscope based one, but
the relative diﬀerence between the algorithms is unaﬀected. If absolute numbers are
required, the software-based measurements can be corrected by noticing that the
overhead increases linearly with the message size when compared with the oscilloscope measurements.

5.2 Results
We conducted multiple experiments, to evaluate both the time taken and the energy
consumed by AES encryption/decryption and authentication/veriﬁcation operations.
We measured our hardware assisted implementation against the pure software implementation based on look-up tables.

5.2.1

Time Experiments

We started of with measuring the diﬀerence between the optimized software implementation and our hardware assisted implementation for each of the ﬁve studied
modes of operation. For each type of implementation and operation mode, we measured the time taken by an encryption operation and a decryption operation on varying message lengths. We used message lengths from 1 byte to 127 bytes, which is
the maximum packet size allowed by the transceiver and the 802.15.4 standard.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, the hardware assisted implementation easily outperforms
the optimized software implementation for 4 of the 5 modes. For GCM the diﬀerence
is not as pronounced as the other modes, but the hardware assisted implementation
is still faster for all message lengths. The reason the diﬀerence is less pronounced is
that, compared to the other four modes, GCM takes a longer time to compute. That
time is used by the software implementation of the GF(2128 ) multiply operation,
which cannot be accelerated in hardware on the ATmega128RFA1. The time saved
for doing the block cipher in hardware is small compared with the multiply operation,
which leads to a less pronounced speed-up. The staircase shape of the graph is easily
explained by the requirement of every block cipher, including AES, to operate on
multiples of the block size. Plaintext sizes that are not a multiple of the block size
need to be padded in most cases, thus still incurring the cost of an entire block.
The diﬀerence in performance varies between ∼7.0× for the ECB mode, which is
fully supported in hardware, down to ∼1.15× for the GCM mode, which is only partially supported in hardware through the AES single block encryption primitive. The
MAC version of GCM has an even lower speed-up, of ∼1.01×, which is explained by
the fact that in a pure authentication mode, GCM only performs one block encryp-
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Fig. 2 Comparison between software and hardware implementations of AES encryption modes
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Table 1 Execution speed-up hardware versus software
Encryption
Decryption
ECB
CBC
CFB
CTR
GCM

7.01×–7.94×
5.78×–7.07×
4.86×–6.51×
5.45×–6.75×
1.15×

6.44×–6.84×
5.75×–6.82×
5.55×–6.69×
5.47×–6.75×
1.15×
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Authentication

Veriﬁcation

–
5.40×–7.72×
–
–
1.01×–1.08×

–
4.82×–7.46×
–
–
1.01×–1.08×

tion regardless of the message length. The diﬀerence in performance between the
optimized software implementations and our hardware assisted implementations is
further summarized in Table 1.
For the ECB and CBC modes we can observe (Fig. 2a, b) the extra preparation step needed by the single block decryption primitive, which makes decryption slightly more time consuming than encryption. No diﬀerence can be observed
(Fig. 2c, d) between encryption and decryption for the CFB and CTR modes in the
software implementation, because they use the same encrypt primitive of AES for
both encryption and decryption, albeit with some extra processing. In the hardware
assisted case CTR maintains equal performance between encryption and decryption, however CFB encryption gets progressively slower as the message length
increases. This is caused by the extra software processing step, which cannot be
hidden by pipelining, as is done for CTR, because of data dependencies in CFB
encryption. Again, no performance diﬀerence can be observed (Fig. 2e) in the GCM
case between encryption and decryption. What is relevant for GCM though, is the
time required for either the software or hardware implementations which is almost
ﬁve times longer than even the slowest of the other modes.
The behavior of the authentication modes is shown in Fig. 3. Both modes have
an almost equal performance between generating the MAC and verifying it, in both
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the software and the hardware implementations. This was to be expected as the veriﬁcation step implies recomputing the authentication tag and comparing it with the
received one. What is notable is that the comparing step adds minimal overhead compared with the tag calculation. Like in the encryption case, the hardware implementation is again much faster for CBC (Fig. 3a), while for GCM (Fig. 3b) the speed-up
gained from the hardware assist is dwarfed by the time required for the GF(2128 )
multiplication.
Figure 4 compares the hardware assisted implementations of 4 of the modes
(ECB, CBC, CFB and CTR) against each other, during encryption and decryption.
GCM was left out of this comparison as its hardware assisted performance was poor
compared with the other modes. For encryption, ECB has the lowest runtime for all
sizes, which was to be expected, as it does no extra operations on the output of the
encrypt primitive to mask patterns in the plaintext. CTR is slightly worse, but not by
much. The cost of the extra XOR operation required by this mode is mostly hidden by
our pipelined implementation. This is not the case in the non-pipelined implementation measured in [12]. CBC is slightly worse, as its extra XOR operation cannot be
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pipelined. The diﬀerence remains constant though, as the message length increases
because only for the ﬁrst block the XOR operation is emulated in software. For all
the other blocks it is implemented by the hardware accelerator. Finally, CFB has the
worst performance of the 4 modes mostly attributed to its extra XOR operation that
cannot be pipelined like in the CTR case, because of data dependencies in the the
algorithm. The cost of the extra operations increases as the encrypted message gets
longer.
For decryption, CFB and CTR have a considerable advantage over ECB and
CBC, as they only use the encrypt primitive, which has a smaller setup time than
the decrypt primitive. Also, in the decryption case, the cost of the emulated XOR
operation required by CBC, CFB and CTR is hidden by our pipelined implementation, thus giving a constant diﬀerence over all message lengths.
Another performance characteristic shown by both plots is the streaming nature
of CFB and CTR. They can be optimized to reduce the performance cost when the
message only covers part of a block. This can be seen as the slanting portions of
the lines for CFB and CTR in both encryption and decryption. No such behavior is
visible for ECB and CBC, which must fully process a whole block, even if only one
byte of the message is contained in the block.
If we look at the cumulated time of both encryption and decryption (Fig. 4c), CTR
holds a consistent advantage over all the other modes. CFB also holds an advantage
over the unsecure ECB up to messages of 40 bytes. Compared with CBC, CFB is
faster up to messages of 80 bytes. Thus, even if most WSN hardware oﬀers accelerated support for AES-CBC, CFB and especially CTR can be better alternatives even
if they are not completely accelerated in hardware.

5.2.2

Energy Experiments

For energy consumption we concentrated our eﬀorts on determining the cost of using
AES in CTR mode. We chose this mode based on the fact that the timing measurements showed it to be the best encryption/decryption mode for all message sizes. We
only performed measurements for message encryption, as decryption is identical in
terms of the code which is ran. We measured the cost of doing the encryption in
software as well as the cost of using our hardware accelerated implementation. For
completeness, we also measured the cost of an empty processing loop to compare
against the two encryption implementations.
In our experiments, we used the measurement circuit described in Sect. 5.1.1 to
measure the average current drawn during encryption, as well as the voltage and
duration of the operation, as reported by the oscilloscope. As with the timing measurements, we performed the experiment for diﬀerent message sizes, from 1 byte
to 127 bytes. The oscilloscope was conﬁgured to report the mean over 16 samples
in order to obtain the average energy consumption of the device. An instantaneous
energy consumption is hard to obtain and is irrelevant when considering the long
time operation of the node.
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Fig. 5 Power and energy consumption of AES encryption in CTR mode

Using the raw current and voltage measurements, we plot the average power
drawn with respect to the encryption size. As can be seen in Fig. 5a, for message sizes
larger than 16 bytes the hardware implementation consistently draws more power
than the software solution. This is in contrast with our previous measurements [12]
which showed mostly equal amounts of power drawn by the two implementations.
The diﬀerence though is that this new hardware implementation uses pipelining to
overlap the hardware accelerated block encryption with the emulated XOR operation, thus using more of the transistors on the chip at a given time. This can also be
seen in the ﬁrst part of the graph, for message lengths less than 16 bytes, where a
single block exists and pipelining is not possible. In this case the power drawn by
the two solutions is more or less equal.
If we plot the average energy consumed by the encryption operation (Fig. 5b),
we see a mostly linear increase in energy consumption with increasing plaintext
size. The higher power needed by the pipelined hardware assisted implementation is
more than oﬀset by the lower running time, thus leading to a lower overall energy
consumption. We believe the same conclusion holds for other operation modes, like
CBC and CFB, as they mostly use the same operations as CTR, but in a slightly
diﬀerent order.

6 Conclusion
In this paper an updated evaluation of the cost of adding AES-128 encryption to
WSN communications has been presented. We expand the work in [12] with more
modes of operation and an improved pipelined implementation for some of the
modes. Both the time penalty as well as the more important (from the point of view
of a WSN) energy penalty have been analyzed for: ECB, CBC, CFB, CTR and GCM
and for two implementations: a pure software implementation, based on the opti-
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mized table lookup AES and the hardware accelerated implementation, that uses the
AES hardware module of the ATmega128RFA1 microcontroller.
We showed how the AES hardware module in the ATmega128RFA1 microcontroller can be used to implement other modes of operation than the ones supported
natively. Our solution uses a hybrid approach that runs some operations in hardware
and emulates the missing ones in software. Where possible we pipeline the algorithm’s execution to completely hide the cost of the emulated operation in terms of
processing time. Using this approach, we implemented CBC decryption, as well as
three full modes of operation for AES, CFB, CTR and GCM which do not have direct
hardware support.
We presented a methodology of accurately measuring the power consumption
using low cost components and a way of determining the encryption/decryption
duration using only the wireless node itself. We compared the diﬀerent modes of
operation and concluded that a pipelined and hardware assisted implementation of
CTR can be faster than even the unsecure and completely hardware accelerated ECB
mode. CFB is also a better overall alternative to CBC for message sizes smaller than
80 bytes. This is true even though the hardware accelerator has native support for the
CBC mode and it relates to the way decryption works for CBC. In contrast, GCM
has performed very poorly in the hardware assisted case, even though a small speedup was obtained when compared to a pure software implementation. If authenticated encryption is required, using CTR for encryption followed by CBC-MAC for
authentication represents the best combination in terms of both time performance
and energy consumption.
We also built on the work of Zhan [19] and showed that the newer ATmega128
RFA1 microcontroller with an integrated transceiver, used in the Sparrow v3.2 node,
can reduce both the duration and the energy consumption of AES operations. This
is in contrast to work done on previous sensor nodes, that used a separated microcontroller and transceiver and which had a higher energy cost when running the
encryption in hardware as opposed to using a pure software implementation.
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Computer Support for Risk Management
in Critical Infrastructures
Andrzej Bialas

Abstract The paper deals with a methodology for the assessment and management
of risk in critical infrastructures. A ready-made risk manager, which supports
information security- and business continuity management systems, was adapted to
a new application domain—critical infrastructure protection and was used in the EU
Ciras project as one of its three basic pillars. First, the author reviewed security
issues in critical infrastructures, with special focus on risk management. On this
basis the assumptions were discussed how to adapt the ready-made risk manager for
this domain. The experimentation tool was conﬁgured, including risk measures and
system dictionaries. The operations of the tool were illustrated by examples from a
case study performed in a previous work. The case study dealt with the collaborating railway- and energy critical infrastructures. The aim of this research is to
assess the usefulness of such approach and to acquire knowledge for future project
works.
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1 Introduction
The paper is an expanded and updated version of the paper “Experimentation tool
for critical infrastructures risk management” [1], presented at the 3rd International
Conference on Innovative Network Systems and Applications within
multi-conference 2015 Federated Conference on Computer Science and Information Systems.
Critical infrastructures (CIs) are understood as large scale infrastructures whose
degradation, disruption or destruction would have a considerable impact on the
citizens’ health, safety, security or well-being or would threaten the functioning of
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governments and/or economies. Such infrastructures are, for example, energy-, oil-,
gas-, ﬁnance-, transport-, telecommunications-, and health sectors. CIs provide
products and services of key importance for today’s modern societies. They form an
extensive, complex network of processes and assets to facilitate exchange of different services between particular infrastructures and, ﬁrst and foremost, to provide
services for the economy, government and citizens. The networking brings many
beneﬁts but it is accompanied by new risks which may disturb processes and breach
assets engaged in these processes. Due to CIs mutual relationships, not only services are exchanged but also threats are propagated—disruptions in a certain CI
may cause dire effects in others. The most important threats and hazards are: natural
disasters and catastrophes, technical disasters and failures, espionage, international
crime, physical- and cyber terrorism. There are a number of programmes and
activities which are part of a new, holistic approach to CI protection. They all come
under the term critical infrastructure protection (CIP).
The protection of critical infrastructures has become a serious issue in well
developed countries, including the European Union (EU) countries. The European
Council (EC) Directive [2] lays down the speciﬁcs about the CIP related needs on
the EU and member state levels. The Directive formulates the rules of the CI
identiﬁcation based on casualties-, economic- and public criteria, risk analysis and
management programmes. Additionally, it deﬁnes the term ECI (European critical
infrastructure) as a critical infrastructure located in member states, whose disruption
or destruction would have a signiﬁcant impact on at least two member states. There
are two ECI sectors distinguished in this document:
• energy (electricity, oil, gas),
• transport (road transport, rail transport, air transport, inland waterways transport,
ocean and short-sea shipping and ports).
In 2006 the EPCIP programme was launched (European Programme for Critical
Infrastructure Protection), concerning critical infrastructures on both European and
national level. The revised and more practical implementation of EPCIP can be
found in the EU document [3].
An important issue is the CI resilience, which is understood as an ability of a
system to react to and recover from unanticipated disturbances and events.
Critical infrastructures protection programmes are based on risk management.
The issue of risk management in CIPs remains a challenge. This is proven by
dozens of EU or worldwide CIP R&D projects which focus on risk methodologies
and tools (FP6, FP7, Horizon 2020, CIPS).
The paper features some researches that are preliminary activities of the Ciras1
project [4] which was launched by the international consortium comprising ATOS,
CESS, and EMAG—the author’s organization. The Ciras project aims at the

1

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication
reflects the views only of the author, and the European Commission cannot be held responsible for
any use which may be made of the information contained therein (Grant Agreement clause).
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development of a methodology and tool to properly select security measures in the
critical infrastructure domain. The project uses three main inputs:
• an extensive review of the state of the art of the risk management methodologies, especially those for critical infrastructure protection,
• conclusions from the organized Ciras stakeholders’ workshops,
• an OSCAD-Ciras feasibility study presented in the paper.
The Ciras approach is based on the FP7 ValueSec [5] methodology. The
ValueSec decision making process assumes that the proposed security measure
(countermeasures) should be:
• able to sufﬁciently mitigate the risk volume in order to provide security on an
accepted level and to provide beneﬁts for stakeholders,
• cost-effective in order not to diminish the efﬁciency of operations and not to
produce unnecessary costs,
• free of social, psychological, political, legal, ethical, economical, technical,
environmental, etc. restrictions (called there “qualitative criteria”).
To provide data for a decision maker, the Ciras Tool will be equipped with three
components corresponding to the above mentioned issues:
• Risk Reduction Assessment (RRA),
• Cost-Beneﬁt-Assessment (CBA),
• Qualitative Criteria Assessment (QCA).
This three pillars approach has been implemented in the Ciras Tool for the
critical infrastructure protection domain. This domain is more complicated than the
application domains considered in the ValueSec (mass event, mass transportation,
communal security planning, air transport security, cyber smart grid attack).
The paper deals with the RRA component and is focused on how to develop or
implement it, satisfying the project requirements. RRA should be relatively simple,
able to properly manage the risk in critical infrastructures by selecting security
measures with right cost-beneﬁts parameters and free of intangible restrictions. The
OSCAD2 software platform [6] was considered one of the candidates for the RRA
component. The paper presents researches which allow to assess whether this
platform is able to satisfy the project requirements and whether it can be used as the
RRA component of the Ciras Tool. Because the answer to this question is not
straightforward, the author performed researches and experiments presented in this
paper. To do this, ﬁrst the experimentation tool, called OSCAD-Ciras, was
developed, next a case study was planned, performed and concluded.
The aim of the research presented in the paper is to develop a simple conﬁgurable risk management tool for CIs which will be able: to analyze causes and

2

developed at the Institute of Innovative Technologies EMAG within a project co-ﬁnanced by the
National Centre for Research and Development (NCBiR).
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consequences of hazardous events, to process all risk-relevant data, and to consider
interdependencies.
The motivation for researches presented in the paper is to get input for the Ciras
project. During the experimentations the standard OSCAD software was adapted to
the CI application domain according to the requirements speciﬁed in the paper [7].
The key issue was if these requirements can be implemented on the ready-made
software or some software modiﬁcations or extensions are needed. During the case
study, the OSCAD platform was properly conﬁgured and equipped with the near
real data related to the project domain. The case study example concerns the railway
CI interrelated with the energy CI. This way the CI dedicated OSCAD-Ciras
experimentation tool was developed. The aim of the experimentation is to acquire
indispensable knowledge about the usability of this risk manager to work as the
RRA component of the Ciras Tool. The RRA component should be able to assess
risk before a measure is implemented and reassess the risk for a certain number of
security measures alternatives considered for the implementation. This information
is supplemented by cost-beneﬁts- and qualitative criteria related factors. RRA
should be able to exchange information with the CBA and QCA components during
the decision process dealing with the security measures selection.
Section 2 of the paper includes an introduction to risk management in critical
infrastructures. Section 3 summarizes the preferred features of the risk management
tool discussed in the work [7]. Section 4 presents the functionality of the OSCAD
software platform, while Sect. 5 gives the speciﬁcs of OSCAD’s adaptation to be a
CI risk manager and draws some conclusions for future works.

2 Resilience and Risk Management in Critical
Infrastructures Protection
Critical infrastructure is a heterogeneous, distributed, adaptive, and very complex
socio-technical system which encompasses hardware, software, liveware, environmental, management, and organizational elements. The basic objective of a CI is
to provide products and/or services for the society. In order to reach this objective,
this complex socio-technical system must be well harmonized, the disturbances
within the system must be under control, the system has to work smoothly, and the
assets needed to perform the job have to be well protected. The CI countermeasures,
selected on the basis of risk, should be properly managed and composed into CIP
programmes.
Some critical infrastructures (systems) collaborate with each other, e.g. electricity, rail transport, gas, oil, telecommunications Thus they constitute a more
complex structure, called a system-of-systems (SoS). SoS includes different mutual
dependencies (i.e. interdependencies) that exist within particular CIs. An interdependency [8] is a mutual relationship between two infrastructures (systems) where
the state of each infrastructure influences or is correlated to the state of the other [9].
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The CIs failures are usually causally linked, which means that the impacts of
incidents may pass across different CIs. In addition, certain CI-speciﬁc effects are
observed:
• a cascading effect is based on a sequence of component failures [10]. The ﬁrst
failure shifts its load to one or more nearby components. Then these components
fail and, in turn, shift their loads to other components. This sequence is repeated;
• an escalating failure happens when there is a disruption in one infrastructure
which causes an independent disruption in another infrastructure [8]. The effects
of hazardous events may escalate outside the area where they occur and exacerbate the consequences of a given event (in the form of increasing the severity
or the time for recovery of the second failure);
• common cause failures are failures implied by a single shared cause and coupling to other systems mechanisms. They may occur almost concurrently.
The interdependencies and related phenomena are not the key issues in this
paper but they are taken into account during the risk assessment and management.
Critical infrastructures operators take care about the CI resilience. They apply
strategies to deal with disruptive events, mitigate the magnitude of events, shorten
their duration, react properly, minimize impacts, recover from a potentially disruptive event, etc. The CI preparedness is very important too, along with the ability
to anticipate an event, absorb a threat, adapt the infrastructure to different situations,
maintain critical operations and functions in the face of a crisis (robustness),
manage resources needed for reaction and recovery, etc.
To ensure the CI resilience, a systematic approach is needed. At the beginning,
the critical infrastructure is structurally analyzed and speciﬁed. The most critical
elements and the most vulnerable points are identiﬁed, as well as the internal and
external relationships (interdependencies). All these results form a static picture of
the CI. Using this model, different scenarios can be considered to reveal dynamic
properties of the given CI. This analysis can be considered as the simulation of
different phenomena, like propagation of dire effects, identifying the impact of
certain threats, common failures, assessing the effectiveness of the reaction to a
given threat or disturbance, performing the CI recovery process, etc. This analysis
yields a set of the most dangerous and prioritized risk scenarios, which can be
further analyzed on a more detailed level. Generally, due to the CIs complexity, it is
impossible to analyze all identiﬁed risk scenarios. For this reason only the most
serious ones are chosen to be encompassed by the risk management process.
To ensure the preparedness and incident response ability, it is necessary to
identify the risk source, risk character and value. What is more, it is important to
apply the right countermeasure and embed it into the risk management framework,
sometimes supported by tools.
Due to CIs complexity, interdependencies, speciﬁc effects, different abstract
levels applied to manage CIs, and other factors, the comprehensive approach to risk
management in critical infrastructures still remains a challenge.
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Different risk management methodologies and tools are a subject of current
R&D on the national and international levels, including the EU level. The following
knowledge sources contain very comprehensive reviews of the R&D results:
• the report [11] of the Institute for the Protection and Security of the Citizen, EC
Joint Research Centre (JRC); the report assesses and summarizes 21 existing
risk management methodologies/tools on the EU and global level; it identiﬁes
their gaps and prepares the ground for R&D in this ﬁeld, like Ciras project [4];
• the EURACOM report [12]; it features a study of 11 risk assessment methodologies related to the energy sector;
• the book [9]; in its Appendix C it provides a comparison of the features of about
22 commonly used risk analysis methods;
• the ISO 31010 standard [13] characterizes about 30 risk assessment methods for
different applications;
• the ENISA website [14] includes an inventory of risk management/assessment
methods, mostly ICT-focused.
A very exhaustive review of the state of the art is provided in [15]. The objective
of this document was to select the most favourable methods/tools features for
implementation during the Ciras project. The document summarizes the assessment
of 14 methods (from 46 preselected), 22 tools (from 150 preselected) and considers
19 projects and 8 frameworks.
Usually, each of these methods/tools is focused on a restricted domain and does
not address properly the holistic view and resilience. Therefore, it is an open
question how to consider CIs interdependencies in the risk management process.

3 Basic Features of Risk Manager for Critical
Infrastructures
The paper [7] discusses the basic requirements of the risk manager to be applied in
critical infrastructure protection. This section provides a short overview of these
issues.

3.1

Conceptual Model of the Risk Manager

The implementation of the bow-tie risk concept in the tool brings obvious advantages for CI risk management [7]. The method allows to identify risk pathways and
barriers in CIs to prevent or react to undesired consequences or stimulate desired
ones.
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Fig. 1 General concept of the bow-tie analysis

The bow-tie conceptual model [10, 13] contains multiple and complex causes of
the given hazardous event as well as its diversiﬁed and multidirectional consequences (Fig. 1).
The triggered hazards or threats, which exploit certain vulnerabilities, can
degrade proactive barriers (countermeasures) existing in the system. This situation
may result in an event which is hazardous for assets. Such an event usually has
diversiﬁed and multidirectional consequences. To mitigate them, reactive barriers
are applied. These barriers can be weakened or even removed by vulnerabilities.
Generally, barriers are identiﬁed with different kinds of countermeasures. The
countermeasures are applied with respect to the risk value and are monitored and
maintained—according to the risk management principles. The bow-tie model is
focused on risk assessment and can be used to reassess the risk after new or updated
barriers are applied.
The bow-tie analysis is based on this model. For each knot representing a
hazardous event, certain causes are identiﬁed along with related preventive barriers.
Next all potential consequences of the hazardous event are listed, with respect to the
reactive barriers. Management activities (engineering, maintenance, trainings,
monitoring) support both groups of barriers.
The bow-tie model includes the cause analysis and the consequences analysis.
These analyses can be implemented in less or more complex ways [13], e.g. with
the use of FTA (Fault tree analysis) [16] or ETA (Event tree analysis) [17].
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This model does not have any analysis of interdependencies, therefore it is
necessary to supplement it in this respect.

3.2

Risk Related Data and the Risk Register

The tool should support a CI owner in elaborating and maintaining a risk register
serving as an inventory of hazardous events. The listed items (data records) should
include at a minimum: related hazards/threats, a possible corresponding hazardous
event, probability of the event and its consequences. The risk management process
is performed during the CI life cycle, so the risk register can be continuously
updated. There are some data associated with each item of the risk register, like
assets, societal critical functions (SCF) which ensure the basic needs of a society
(e.g.: life and health, energy supply, law and order, national security), hazards,
threats, vulnerabilities, countermeasures, etc.

3.3

Risk Assessment Parameters and Assessment Process

Risk measures, such as event likelihood and consequences, depend on the applied
methodology and are broadly described in literature [9, 10].
The likelihood of a hazardous event can be assessed with the use of a predeﬁned
scale, e.g.: fairly normal, occasional, possible, remote, improbable. The consequence severity can be assessed in different dimensions with the use of enumerative
scales, e.g.: negligible, minor, major, catastrophic damages. The risk is a function of
both likelihood and consequences usually expressed by a risk matrix, as presented
in [7].

3.4

Considering the CI Speciﬁc Issues

The risk assessment/management methods/tools (Sect. 2) are focused on the given
environment which has certain protected assets and processes. However, they do
not consider interdependencies between other environments. The interdependencies
have be included in the risk management process as they are essential for the CI
protection.
Please note that the given hazardous event may be invoked by internal factors as
well as external factors, including these coming from other CIs. Apart from this, the
hazardous event may cause internal damages and/or may cause problems in the
coupled external infrastructures. The risk assessment methodology should be able
to take into account the CI speciﬁc phenomena mentioned in Sect. 2.
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4 OSCAD Software as the Implementation Platform
The OSCAD software was originally elaborated to support business continuity
management according to ISO 22301 and information security management
according to ISO/IEC 27001. It is used to control factors which disturb business
processes or breach information assets in an institution (business, public) and which
may bring about negative consequences, to minimize losses when an incident
occurs, and to support the organization in its recovery processes.
OSCAD is open and flexible. Therefore, after certain modiﬁcations, it can be
implemented in different application domains, e.g.: flood protection [18], railway
safety management systems [19] and coal mining [20]. The paper discusses the
possibility to adapt OSCAD to the CI risk management domain.
The OSCAD platform offers an extensive functionality, though from the risk
management perspective, only the following will be useful:
• system dictionaries—allowing to predeﬁne threats, vulnerabilities, countermeasures, categories of assets, risk measures parameters, like likelihood and
consequences,
• conﬁguration facilities—to describe the given CI, to deﬁne risk matrix, to set
analytical parameters, etc.,
• asset and process inventory—to specify the CIs protected assets and/or processes, whose breaches and disturbances are to be considered during the risk
assessment process,
• risk assessment and management facilities—the core functionality discussed in
this paper.
OSCAD is equipped with tools which analyze causes of hazardous events:
• AORA—Asset Oriented Risk Analyzer,
• PORA—Process Oriented Risk Analyzer,
and tools which analyze their multidimensional consequences:
• ABIA—Asset Oriented Business Impact Analyzer,
• PBIA—Process Oriented Business Impact Analyzer.
The selection of countermeasures is based on the assessed risk value and their
total investment/maintenance costs. After selecting for implementation a given
countermeasure or a set of measures, the risk is reassessed with respect to the
acceptance level assumed for the organization.
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5 Implementation of Risk Manager Requirements
on the OSCAD Software
The following section presents the author’s proposals how to implement the
above-listed requirements into the existing OSCAD [6] software platform.

5.1

Bow-Tie Model Implementation on the OSCAD
Software Platform

The bow-tie conceptual model is not directly implemented in OSCAD. However,
the OSCAD risk analyzing tools can be used to compose it.
The cause analysis part of the bow-tie model is implemented on the basis of
AORA or PORA. AORA is responsible for the analysis of each threat-vulnerability
pair which can breach the given asset. PORA does the same with respect to the
given process.
The consequences analysis part of the bow-tie model is implemented on the
basis of ABIA or PBIA. For a given asset (process), which is under a hazardous
event, multi-dimensional consequences can be assessed with the use of the loss
matrix.
Both parts of the bow-tie model are not coupled directly by the hazardous event,
but by the threatened asset (or process) related to this event.
Figure 2 shows examples of analyses composing the bow-tie conceptual model.
The left part of the ﬁgure presents the “Risk analysis” menu of the OSCAD
experimentation tool, called here OSCAD-Ciras. The right side of the ﬁgure presents the list of performed analyses. Please note that two analyses, corresponding to
the same asset (or process), compose the bow-tie model, e.g.:

Fig. 2 OSCAD risk analyses composing the bow-tie model. OSCAD risk manager elaborated in
the EMAG Institute. (Screen shot prepared by the author, 2015)
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• “1-1 RaT AORA (Node)” (left part of the bow-tie model),
• “1-2 RaT ABIA (Node)” (right part of the bow-tie model).
Both above mentioned analyses create a pair related to the railway node. Please
note that this node can be considered as an element of the Railway transport
(RaT) European critical infrastructure (ECI) [2] (see Sect. 5.2).
The following preliminary naming convention for risk assessments is assumed:
• iteration number (1-primary, 2-secondary, 3-third iteration, etc.) followed
by “-”,
• index of assessment (1 for AORA/PORA, 2 for ABIA/PBIA),
• optional sufﬁx for secondary effects assessment identiﬁed during BIA: “ie” or
“ee” (see Sect. 5.3),
• CI acronym, e.g. “RaT”,
• kind of assessment acronym with the asset in the parentheses, e.g. “AORA
(Node->Security zone)”.
Remark 1 In the OSCAD tool both asset oriented (AORA-ABIA) and process
oriented (PORA-PBIA) analyses can be performed.

5.2

Representation of the Risk Register and Risk Related
Data in OSCAD

The basic risk-related data are assets being part of critical infrastructures which
need protection.
The general ECI (European CI) taxonomy speciﬁed in the EC Directive [2] is
implemented in OSCAD as a hierarchical structure. The assets belonging to the
given ECI are preceded by a label standing for a CI name: Ele (Electricity), Oil
(Oil), Gas (Gas), RoT (Road Transport), RaT (Rail Transport), AiT (Air Transport),
IWT (Inland Waterways Transport), Sea (Ocean and short-sea shipping and ports).
The left part of Fig. 3 shows the assets hierarchy, while the right part points at
the instance “Katowice—South” of the asset group “RaT:Railway node”.
All CI assets can be speciﬁed hierarchically according to the stakeholders’ needs
with respect to the number of hierarchy levels. It is possible to create, around the
given primary asset, a group of related secondary assets (technical, personal,
immaterial, playing role of countermeasures, etc.). This group of assets can be
composed in the assets inventory module. The assets can be deﬁned on the general
or detailed levels.
Remark 2 OSCAD-Ciras allows to consider the given critical infrastructure on
different abstract levels, e.g. on the CI operator level, on the CI particular components levels.
For each of the protected assets, the AORA analysis can be performed. PORA
can be done for the processes in a similar way. Using the OSCAD process
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Fig. 3 Hierarchical structure of protected assets—taxonomy proposed in [2]. (OSCAD screen
shot prepared by the author, 2015)

inventory, processes and their subprocesses can be deﬁned on the general or more
detailed levels. The paper does not focus on the process-oriented approach.
In critical infrastructures multilayered protection systems are usually applied. In
the bow-tie model different barriers (countermeasures) are marked, representing this
kind of protection. To perform a risk analysis for different barriers, security zones,
etc., which play the role of countermeasures, an auxiliary category is deﬁned:
A = C (countermeasures considered as assets), for example “A = C:Security zone”
can be added to the “Railway node”, and an additional risk analysis for it can be
performed (risk analysis in OSCAD is focused on assets or processes, not on
countermeasures). This feature allows to take into account internal escalation effects
during the risk analysis. This issue will be explained latter.
Remark 3 Certain assets playing the role of countermeasures are distinguished in
OSCAD-Ciras (A = C category). This way the countermeasures can be encompassed by the risk assessment process and it is possible to analyze the internal
escalation effects.
Generally, a hazardous event can be considered a speciﬁc representation of the
threat [10]. The formula assumed in OSCAD and specifying the threats scenario is:
[Threat agent] exploiting [vulnerability] causes [adverse action] to [asset] or
[process],
and parameters in square brackets have to be reﬁned.
To put it simply, a threat agent, representing a force which initiates the scenario,
is identiﬁed as the hazard trigger. Assuming that the phrase “exploiting [vulnerability]” concerns threats only, the following remark can be speciﬁed.
Remark 4 In the OSCAD-Ciras tool threats and hazards have the same representation—they are simply the “OSCAD threats” in system dictionaries.
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The threat speciﬁcation includes terms essential for the risk analysis. Threats
speciﬁed during the AORA/PORA analyses play the role of risk register items.
OSCAD has the incident management functionality (registering, assessment,
solving, lessons learnt, statistics). The incidents which have already occurred are
assigned to the threat items too. For this reason, the predicted risk scenarios and
occurred incidents (materialized risk scenarios) are consistent. OSCAD is able to
build statistics of incidents. This auxiliary option related to real-time risk management, not discussed here, can be used for more advanced applications in the
future.
To sum up, OSCAD deﬁnes the risk register as a set of risk scenarios resulting
from AORA or PORA and compatible with the incident inventory.
OSCAD has predeﬁned lists of threats, vulnerabilities and countermeasures.
Though they are flat, a special grouping mechanism is applied as the hierarchical
grouping dictionary. On the upper hierarchy level these threats can be ordered ﬁrst
according to critical infrastructures taxonomy, and then according to their character.
For OSCAD-Ciras the following threats categories are assumed: Behavioural/
Social, Natural/Force majeure, Organizational, Technological. For the given threat
(T), relevant vulnerabilities (V) are given, and to the given pair threat-vulnerability,
recommended countermeasures (C) can be assigned.
Figure 4 presents the hierarchical structure of the grouping dictionary and some
examples concerning railway transport:
• four vulnerabilities are assigned to the threat “Bomb in the station hall”:
“Improper response”, “Insufﬁcient protection”, “Large areas and facilities” and
“Low awareness”,
• for the threat-vulnerability pair “Bomb in the station hall”-“Large areas and
facilities”, the following countermeasures are predeﬁned: “Fences”, “Intensiﬁed
security zone inspections”.

Fig. 4 Grouping dictionary with data relevant to rail transport. (OSCAD screen shot prepared by
the author, 2015)
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Remark 5 The OSCAD-Ciras tool is very flexible in creating dictionaries of threats,
vulnerabilities and countermeasures (different levels of detail, predeﬁned categories, domain-speciﬁc dictionaries, grouping of the predeﬁned items). These
predeﬁned relations speed up the countermeasures selection during the risk management process.

5.3

Risk Assessment Parameters and Assessment Process
in OSCAD

For the AORA and PORA analyses two issues should be deﬁned: likelihood of the
event and its consequences. For the experimentation purpose the likelihood and
consequences measures were elaborated on the common literature basis. The scales
of measures are discussed in [7] and summarized in Tables 2 and 1 of this
publication.
Figure 5 shows the implementation of the likelihood scale of measure from [7]/
Table 2 in OSCAD-Ciras.
Figure 6 shows the implementation of the scale of measure of consequences
presented in [7]/Table 1 in OSCAD-Ciras.
The risk value (AORA/PORA) is calculated with the use of a simple formula:
Risk value = Event likelihood * Event consequences

ð1Þ

The scales of measures should be deﬁned for the ABIA/PBIA analyses as well.
The measures of multidimensional consequences of the hazardous event (Fig. 7)
are key issues for the ABIA/PBIA analyses. Three categories of consequences are
distinguished:

Fig. 5 Event likelihood scale of measure. (OSCAD screen shot prepared by the author, 2015)

Fig. 6 Event consequences scale of measure. (OSCAD screen shot prepared by the author, 2015)
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Fig. 7 Event impacts measures with CID, IE and EE categories

• CID (CI degradation) category, which expresses different kinds of damages
within the given CI, like economic losses, environmental impact, loss of lives
and injuries of people, social impact;
• IE (Internal escalations) expresses new internally generated threats or new or
increased vulnerabilities which influence the considered CI, caused by the
hazardous event,
• EE (External escalations) expresses generated threats which impact the external
CIs or new or increased vulnerabilities in the external CIs, caused by the hazardous event.
Business loss categories (CID, IE, EE) and their subcategories are used to
construct the later discussed BIA matrix, which is the basic tool for the ABIA/PBIA
assessment process (Fig. 10).
The implementation of the bow-tie model is presented by the pair AORA-ABIA
with respect to the given asset (here: railway node of the RaT infrastructure). The
process approach (PORA-PBIA), though possible, is not discussed here.
The aim of AORA is to identify and assess the risk value related to a hazardous
event in a railway node as a part of the railway critical infrastructure. Please note
that AORA is focused on the assessment of causes of the hazardous event. Its
example is shown in Fig. 8.
Please note three threats (“Derailment—intentional”, “Power supply failure”,
“Theft—equipment”) and the related vulnerabilities. For each pair

Fig. 8 Example of the AORA analysis for a railway node. (OSCAD screen shot prepared by the
author, 2015)
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threat-vulnerability, which has certain influence on the asset, the risk value can be
determined according to the above presented formula. Inherent risk (“risk before”)
is in parentheses, while current risk (“after measures applications”)—without
parentheses. The same rule applies to the cost of countermeasures. Each pair
threat-vulnerability is considered a risk register item.
If the risk value is greater than the risk acceptance level, extra (other) countermeasures can be selected (Fig. 9).
The OSCAD-Ciras risk manager allows to consider up to ﬁve security measures
alternatives (A–E). The decision maker chooses one as the target variant for
implementation. Each alternative should be a coherent and applied together package
of countermeasures. Examples of such packages are: “CCTV cameras”, “Fences”,
“Police guards”, “Security zone” (Fig. 9). The OSCAD risk manager has more
features, not discussed here, like setting the assurance class for the countermeasure,
along with its status of implementation, cost, etc.
The aim of ABIA is to identify and assess multidirectional impacts of the
hazardous event breaching the given asset, e.g. the above mentioned railway node
belonging to RaT ECI.
The loss matrix (Fig. 10) is the basic ABIA tool. For each CID, IR, EE subcategory, there are some losses are assessed with the use of 5 levels. A number of
subcategories and levels are conﬁgurable. As a result of these operations, the CI
degradation is assessed.
Additionally, we can identify new threats (or vulnerabilities) caused by a hazardous event:
• in the same infrastructure (IE category); they usually concern assets which are
also countermeasures (A = C category); the AORA-ABIA pair must be performed with respect to the breached asset (a barrier), e.g. with respect to a

Fig. 9 CI risk management—countermeasures selection in OSCAD-Ciras. (Screen shot prepared
by the author, 2015)
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Fig. 10 The loss matrix as the basic BIA tool. (OSCAD screen shot prepared by the author, 2015)

breached security zone (A = C), to identify internal secondary effects resulting
from the breach;
• in the dependent infrastructures (EE category); similarly, threats/vulnerabilities
which influence external CIs are identiﬁed; this requires an extra AORA-ABIA
pair for external CIs with respect to the affected asset (EE category).

5.4

Considering the CI Speciﬁc Issues in OSCAD-Ciras

OSCAD-Ciras does not have a speciﬁc tool to analyze interdependencies, particularly the strength of coupling between CIs. This task must be solved outside the
system. One of the ways to do it is to prepare a map of interdependent CIs. With
this map it is possible to further analyze the risk within a set of interdependent
infrastructures.
OSCAD-Ciras is equipped with facilities allowing to explicitly distinguish CI
internal and external causes of hazardous events, internal non-escalating consequences, consequences generating hazards/threats in the same infrastructure, and
consequences generating external hazards/threats for other collaborating
infrastructures.
Remark 6 Before the risk assessment/management process starts in OSCAD-Ciras,
the interdependencies should be known from the perspective of the assessed CI. It
should be clear which CIs depend on the given CI (they can be affected) and on
which CIs the given CI depends (which CIs can affect the given CI).
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6 Conclusions
The paper presents a part of preliminary researches related to the Ciras project. It is
focused on the OSCAD-Ciras experimentation tool whose validation is presented in
the paper [21]. The presented validation experiment encompasses the following
simple scenarios:
1. A hazardous event is triggered in the railway CI causing damages in an
important railway node. Apart from the RaT CI degradation (CID), the node
security zone is breached (IE) and the coal transport for the neighbor power
plant (Ele CI) is blocked in the node (EE).
2. The damaged security zone makes the node more vulnerable to thefts and
vandalism. To assess this situation, a pair of AORA-ABIA is launched to check
secondary effects (internal escalation) within the railway node.
3. The blocked coal transport (external threat to Ele CI) implies an extra pair
AORA-ABIA for Ele CI to check if power production was disturbed (vulnerability: reduced stock of fuel). It is revealed that the power production disturbance affects the railway CI (a negative, backward impact caused by breaching
the railway node).
4. The railway power supply is assessed by the next pair of AORA-ABIA, and no
extra external escalation is detected because the railway uses redundant power
lines.
This short feasibility study conﬁrms the possibility to adapt the ready-made
OSCAD platform to CI risk management according to the previously [7] identiﬁed
requirements. This paper is focused on the experimentation tool, exemplifying it by
data examples from the mentioned feasibility study. The ready-made OSCAD
software platform was conﬁgured and ﬁlled in with the data related to the railway
CI collaborating with the electricity CI. The data include: assets, threats, vulnerabilities, countermeasures, risk assessment parameters, and formulas.
The OSCAD-Ciras tool offers extensive software support for the risk management process in critical infrastructures. It was the basis of the validation experiment
[21] which conﬁrmed the possibility to use it as the RRA component in the Ciras
framework. Apart from the data setup, conﬁguration, small GUI modiﬁcation, no
software changes were needed by now. However, for better integration of the RRA,
CBA and QCA pillars, such changes will be necessary in the future. They will
encompass new web services to exchange information and the GUI extension (see
Fig. 9), e.g.:
• to obtain investment costs, future costs and future beneﬁts related to the
countermeasures and/or security alternatives from the CBA component,
• to obtain score values related to the countermeasures and/or security alternatives
from the QCA component.
These two issues have been solved by the project consortium and are out of
scope of this paper.
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During the presented preliminary Ciras research, knowledge is gathered about
the risk management process in critical infrastructures. It was checked if the proposed approach is useful and how far the CI speciﬁc phenomena can be considered.
The pros, cons and limitations were identiﬁed. All these issues are important to
deﬁne the ﬁnal shape of the three pillar based Ciras tool by the consortium
members.
The novelty of the paper is to introduce the categorization of the hazardous event
consequences, to distinguish the direct CI degradation (CID) and the internal
(IE) and external (EE) escalation/cascading effects being the CI speciﬁc phenomena. Apart from this, the CID impacts can be assessed in a certain number of
predeﬁned time horizons (not discussed here).
The main contribution of the paper is the development of a conﬁgurable risk
management tool for critical infrastructures. The paper presents how the previously
elaborated requirements are implemented on the ready-made software platform. The
research includes: domain data identiﬁcation, elaboration of the software dictionaries, risk manager conﬁguration and validation on the elaborated scenarios.
The paper proposes a new risk assessment method which considers interdependencies between CIs. The research presented in the paper gives substantial
contribution to the CIRAS project. During the experiments there was knowledge
acquired about the shape of the key component responsible for risk assessment
(RRA) of the CIRAS Tool.
These issues need further researches, especially the deﬁnition of adequate risk
measures. Please note that AORA and ABIA operate on “consequences”. Their
deﬁnitions must be harmonized. Different variants of these problem solutions are
analyzed by the author and by other project team members.
The second open question is how to manage particular risk assessments (pairs of
AORA-ABIA). Please note that the launch of a new pair for secondary effects
depends on the results of previous assessments—it has dynamic character. The
research on the process oriented risk assessment (PORA-PBIA) is also an open
issue.
Acknowledgements The author thanks the colleagues from the CIRAS project consortium for
discussing the presented concept.
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An Innovative Web Platform for Flood
Risk Management
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Abstract This paper presents an innovative real-time information system for
enhanced support to flood risk emergency in urban and nearby coastal areas, targeting multiple users with distinct access privileges. The platform addresses several
user requirements such as (1) fast, online access to relevant georeferenced information from wireless sensors, high-resolution forecasts and comprehensive risk
analysis; and, (2) the ability for a two-way interaction with civil protection agents in
the ﬁeld. The platform adapts automatically and transparently to any device with
data connection. Given its speciﬁc purpose, both data protection and
tailored-to-purpose products are accounted for through user speciﬁc access roles.
This paper presents the platform’s overall architecture and the technologies adopted
for server-side, focusing on communication with the front-end and with the wireless
sensor network, and the user interface development, using state-of-the-art frameworks for cross-platform standardized development. The advantages of the adopted
solution are demonstrated for the Tagus estuary inundation information system.
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1 Introduction and Motivation
This paper is an expanded and updated version of the paper “Molines—towards a
responsive Web platform for flood forecasting and risk mitigation” [1], presented at
the 3rd International Conference on Innovative Network Systems and Applications
within multi-conference 2015 Federated Conference on Computer Science and
Information Systems.
Natural and hydraulic structures related floods are severe threats to life and
property. The main goal of flood risk management in aquatic environments is to
reduce human losses and the damages related to floods, and should be supported by
adequate hazard monitoring and timely early warning of the events.
Some of the world’s most densely populated cities are located in estuarine
low-lying areas facing thus a high risk of inundation with a potential for signiﬁcant
economic costs and the loss of lives. These areas are highly vulnerable due to the
growing human activity in their margins. Simultaneously, the hazards in these
environments are severe due to the combined effects of oceanic, atmospheric and
river forcings. Furthermore, they are increasing due to the effects of climate change,
such as sea level rise, growing storminess and more extreme river flows. Floods in
estuaries are associated to particular climatological conditions, namely very high
tidal levels and large fresh-water discharges, or of high tides and storm surge
conditions [2]. In addition to these progressive, slow phenomena, that are possible
to predict a few days in advance, episodes of very intense and concentrated in time
rainfall can lead to urban flooding in areas with insufﬁcient drainage conditions and
flash floods in small watershed tributaries to the estuary [3]. The effects of high
water levels in estuaries can also be exacerbated by human interventions in the
system, particularly in urban areas where drainage system behavior has to be
considered.
Recently, the processes of prediction, detection, notiﬁcation and population
warning have become increasingly assured by automated systems, such as SAGE–B
[4]. These information systems can be valuable assets for risk management, supporting all fundamental data related to flood events and the emergency elements
needed for rescue in the predicted flooded areas. Unfortunately, most flood management systems still suffer from signiﬁcant functional limitations, due to the difﬁculties in the access to monitoring data and unreliable, scattered, multiple sources
of information, the use of inadequate flood forecasting due to inaccurate modeling
tools, that either neglect relevant processes or are coarsely applied to the site at risk,
and insufﬁcient sharing of information across multiple emergency actors [5].
With the recent use of reliable automatic data acquisition systems and highly
efﬁcient and accurate numerical models, the most important constraints for the
operational use of real-time information systems have been minimized, allowing for
adequate forecasting of relevant events [6, 7]. The integration of these tools into
interactive and flexible computational GIS-based platforms has paved the way to a
change of paradigm in routine and emergency management of coastal resources and
harbor operations [8, 9]. These platforms take advantage of novel technologies to
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provide on-line, intuitive and geographically-referenced access to real-time data and
model predictions, and to produce on-demand services. However, much remains to
be done on the interoperability between data providers and data consumers,
cross-platform and multiple users’ flexibility and speed of access to data.
The project MOLINES (Modelling floods in estuaries. From the hazard to the
critical management) aims at integrating existing and new wireless sensor networks,
accurate model forecasts at both urban and estuarine scales and information technology (IT) technology to create a Web platform that can contribute to a fast,
coordinated mobilization of emergency agents and other managing entities for a
timely response to inundation events in the Tagus estuary.
This paper presents the platform’s overall architecture and the technologies
adopted for server-side, focusing on the communication with the front-end and with
the mobile devices (including citizen data and wireless sensor networks), and the
user interface development, using well established frameworks for cross-platform
web applications development. The advantages of the adopted solution are
demonstrated herein through the Tagus estuary inundation information system,
supporting flood emergency for the Lisbon metropolitan area and the sharing of
information across the relevant emergency actors. Unlike most existing platforms,
the platform presented here is generic, interactive, facilitating the coordination
between emergency management agents and the individual contribution of civil
protection agents in the ﬁeld, can be deployed elsewhere and provides a single point
of access to all relevant georeferenced inundation information, from the real time
forecast GIS layers to the alert bulletin. It aims at contributing to a coordinated
strategic planning and emergency response in urban and nearby estuarine regions,
optimizing the alert to authorities, duly supported by real time monitoring and
predictions of inundation.
This paper describes the platform, its architecture, and all innovative aspects
related to the user interface (UI), product creation and choice of technologies.
Besides this introduction, Sect. 2 provides a background on IT technologies and
platforms for real time information access, identifying the key aspects to be
addressed. Section 3 presents the concept and implementation of the solution,
focusing on requirements and technology choices. The application to the
MOLINES case study is briefly presented in Sect. 4, and Sect. 5 closes the paper
with some considerations for future work.

2 Background
Technology is dramatically changing our ability to prepare for and respond to
extreme events, facilitating the management of crisis incidents [10]. Information
systems and technologies contribute to a better communication and action in
complex systems, by helping in disaster response and in collecting information,
analyzing it, sharing it, and timely disseminating it to the people at risk. In particular, timely information sharing amongst emergency actors is critical in
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emergency response operations [11]. Several research projects have been devoted to
emergency and disasters management to create modelling and simulation techniques and tools for the emergency management. Relevant examples are the
dynamic and adaptive models for operational risk management [12, 13].
Information technology is enhancing disaster management and communications
through tools such as computer networks, virtual reality, remote sensing, GIS, and
decision support systems. During the mitigation and preparation phases of an
emergency, the use of satellite communications and spatial analysis systems can be
extremely valuable [14]. In recent years, many web-based emergency response
systems have been developed and several studies shown the great complexities
surrounding the design of this kind of systems [15]. Often, developments in other
areas are overlooked and resources are spent looking for a solution that has been
already implemented and proved in other environments. An example of an IT
system to manage emergency situations is the Global Disaster Information Network
(GDIN www.state.gov/www/issues/relief/gdin.html). More elaborated examples
with complex architectures, integrating geographic information systems, spatial
databases and the internet are described in [16, 17, 18]. In [17] a WebGIS is
presented addressing risk management related issues, providing authenticated users
with access to searchable information, depending on their authorization level.
Hence, they achieve the goal of having a platform accessible anywhere with an
internet connection, and multiple levels of access to different hierarchic roles. This
is a similar approach to the one presented herein, except an existing tool has been
adapted to the use-case, when compared with a tailored-made solution.
Building on these experiences and in the scope of several projects (INTERREG
SPRES; FP7 Prepared), Laboratório Nacional de Engenharia Civil (LNEC) has
been developing and applying a suite of Web platforms denoted as WIFF—Water
Information Forecast Framework [8] to provide access to real time information to
decision makers. These platforms were conceived for a single type of users and to
provide full access to real time sensor data and model predictions, constituting at
the same time a repository of past information, being available at each deployment
site to the relevant end-users. For the SPRES platform, real time products were
integrated with emergency planning information (hazard, vulnerability and risk
maps as well as mitigation action sheets) to constitute a one-stop-shop for all data
relevant to oil spill prevention and mitigation [8].
These platforms take advantage of novel technologies to provide on-line, intuitive and geographically-referenced access to real-time data and model predictions,
and to produce on-demand services in support of routine management of coastal
resources and harbor operations. Technology support include (a) Drupal, a
PHP-based Content Management System, to access model metadata, status and
products, (b) map server support (Geoserver) providing Web Map Services
(WMS) to allow for geospatial placement of monitoring and forecast products, and
model output query capabilities, and (c) Flex, using the OpenScales library to
handle geospatial information, for the WebGIS development.
However, the need for interaction between the multiple emergency actors and to
have fast access to real time information (of both conventional data streams and
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on-the-fly in-the-ﬁeld information during flood emergencies) from several users
simultaneously raises new requirements for these new platforms. Additionally, the
new system should be cross-platform, i.e., to be built in a way that it is automatically and transparently adaptable to any device with a data connection, providing
access to emergency information anywhere.

3 Concept and Implementation of the Solution
The main goal for the platform described herein is to provide a quick and
responsive tool for flood risk forecast and assessment. End-users should be able to
access information on the platform with no hassle and in any device from anywhere, providing that a data connection is available.
Moreover, since we are working directly with the civil protection agents as
project partners, there is a major focus on developing on important issues for them.
Speciﬁcally, our platform aims at fulﬁlling ease on usability and providing tools for
quick decision taking by them, providing a product tailored for their needs. This
tool is also being developed with modularity and reusability in mind, so that very
little modiﬁcations to the platform code need to be made if the forecast product
changes from “water levels” to other variables of interest. To achieve this, back and
front-end are bind in such a way that the former provides access to the data while
the front-end consumes (via a set of REST services) and displays the products
without being content-aware, i.e., it shows data without considering data types.
Since the front-end is not content-aware, a new instance of the platform, for
visualizing and analyzing new types of data, can be created simply by changing the
products made available by the back-end and performing basic adaptations to the
front-end. Moreover, since the back-end serves data in a standard way (REST
services), the front-end itself may also be substituted by another consuming service,
be it a mobile application, a web-page or other data consuming service. This allows
for interoperability between platforms, allowing other users to use these services
straightforwardly, after being successfully authenticated and authorized.
This flow of information is illustrated in Fig. 1, where a separation of concepts,
between back-end and front-end is clearly visible. The back-end consists of an
instance of CakePHP, a MVC PHP framework, with a PostgreSQL storage database
(with PostGIS extension), coupled with several instances of Geoserver and Perl and
Python scripts.
The code developed with CakePHP handles user control and user accesses,
based on access control lists and roles, and streamlines access to the database via
REST requests from the front-end. Geoserver, an open source server for geospatial
data sharing, manages the georeferenced imagery (both in raster and vector formats)
and serves them using open standards, such as WMS. This also promotes interoperability by allowing that different systems exchange data with each-other using
known standards. Geoserver uses data, both from the PostgreSQL/PostGIS database, but also from results produced by the flood prediction models, in the form of
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Fig. 1 Technological architecture of the solution

shapeﬁles, allowing for model results probing directly on the data served through
the UI.
Since a fair amount of layer products (generated from result data, stored as
shapeﬁles) are published every day on Geoserver, it tends to become cluttered with
data after just a few days, taking much more time to fulﬁll requests. To reduce these
problems some maintenance must be performed on a recurrent basis. The original
approach, presented in the ﬁrst version of this article, consisted of moving existing
content to an alternative location on the ﬁlesystem daily through a script running as
a cronjob. Moved products could be later reloaded into Geoserver, when requested
by the user on the front-end. On one hand this strategy allowed for a considerable
performance increase in data access and gave the best priority of access to the most
recent flood predictions. On the other hand the scripts had to be maintained and
up-and-running all the time and space on disk was being taken to keep backups of
outdated, easily reproducible data.
Over the course of the project, a more efﬁcient approach has been studied and
implemented, which involves caching mechanisms and keeping only the most
recent forecast predictions. Instead of keeping track of previous forecast products in
the ﬁlesystem, these are discarded when a newer forecast is produced. If needed,
these can be produced in about 10 min and quickly loaded into Geoserver again.
This way we save on available disk space (which is always scarce) and maintain the
geographical server clutter free.
Moreover, to accelerate and optimize map image delivery, a geographic web
caching mechanism is being used. A caching mechanism is an information technology technique that stores static data so future requests for that information can
be served faster, reducing bandwidth usage, server loading and loading lag. The
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data stored in a cache might be the result of an earlier computation (as is our case),
or the duplicate of data stored elsewhere. For this purpose we are using GeoWebCache, which comes bundled with Geoserver. It pre-renders (caches) the layer
data that will eventually be served to the user, before the user requests it. This
startegy avoids the need for the geographical server to renders requested layers
on-demand and provides more responsive maps. To better attend the most frequent
user needs, we cache the most requested type of products (the forecast for the
current day) and several zoom levels of interest. The cached zoom levels range from
a broad zoomed-out view of the case study’s domain to a close zoomed-in level,
where ﬁne details can be visualized. Although the caching process takes a while to
complete and consumes a lot of CPU resources for a considerable amount of time
(depending on coverage, zoom levels and number of layer products), layer loading
times became approximately 20 times faster than in the previous developed systems. Since Geoserver is now serving static pre-calculated data, the CPU is barely
used for this. This way the layer loading is almost instantaneous, giving the user a
quick-access to various levels of zoom of several forecasting products, which may
be of crucial importance in emergency response.
The front-end consists of a single-page responsive web application which allows
users to visualize all the products served by the back-end, in an intuitive interface
available for multiple devices. With the goal of ubiquitousness in mind,
less-intensive technologies were chosen: (1) HTML5 and CSS3, as the building
base of all web-applications, (2) AngularJS, a javascript framework that offers
dynamic templating and two-way databinding, (3) Google Polymer, a Google
design speciﬁcation implementation library, and (4) OpenLayers, a library for
handling geospatial data and mapping tools on the client-side. Although some
technologies, like AngularJS and Google Polymer, are still in a beta stage, they are
supported and maintained by Google and have a huge community contributing for
their development (AngularJS has over 7 K commits on github at the time of
writing, more than older and well-known javascript libraries such as JQuery with
less than 6 K commits). Using these technologies appears thus a good choice for
future developments, since they shape the way we build the web (www.polymerproject.org) and fully fulﬁll the user requirements.
As referred before, the front-end maintains communication with the back-end via
a set of REST services made available by the back-end. Responses to these requests
come in JSON, a lightweight data-interchange format easy to read/write by humans
and to parse/create by machines.
The server-side information flow system has been planned and built to easily
gather real-time data from the wireless sensor network, to parse the relevant
information and store it in a persistent database system, to use the measurements to
automatically compare them with forecasting model results, and to provide the
forecast results to the end-user. A detailed description of this flow of information
can be seen in Fig. 2. From top to bottom, this system building blocks are (1) a
wireless sensor network (WSN), comprised of several sensor nodes; (2) a data
gathering server, which communicates with the WSN gathering and parsing
real-time data; (3) prediction model instance and corresponding redundancy
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Fig. 2 Network information data flow

instance (to guarantee a fallback), that produce forecasting results; (4) several
instances of Geoserver (again to guarantee a fallback, but also to guarantee data
availability for a great amount of web-requests), that start by consuming forecast
results in the form of visual imagery which later renders to the end-user in the form
of WMS layers. All the instances of Geoserver are managed by a load-balancer that
decides which instance should handle the client requests. The WSN consists of
several real-time station nodes scattered in the domain of interest, which record
water level data and transmit it to a central server. This central server is basically a
set of scripts that trigger the transmission via either GPRS into an FTP server or
Circuit Switched Data (CSD) directly into the ﬁle system. After the transmission is
performed successfully, data is handled by the central-server to parse and store it,
and to create input ﬁles for the prediction models. On their side, prediction models
produce water level and wave propagation forecast results for the next 48 h which
are then consumed by the geographical web server. Geoserver accepts both raster
images (geotiff) and vector ﬁles (shapeﬁles), but can also produce images from
Postgis database data. These images are georeferenced and then presented in the
user interface on a layer map.
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4 Application to the Case Study
The flexibility and usefulness of the platform is illustrated here, applied to the
MOLINES case study, mainly through examples of the functionalities available on
the interface. For this project, the requirements were the following: (1) the platform
would account for different user roles, providing differentiated access to dedicated
products; (2) the platform should be able to host georeferenced products from the
static risk analysis (hazard, vulnerability) and the dynamic real time forecasts; (3) the
platform should be agile, providing fast access to the alerts and their products; (4) the
platform should be prepared to incorporate and show in a georeferenced way the
information uploaded by the civil protection agents in the ﬁeld during emergencies;
and (5) to be able to assess products at the different spatial scales of interest (from the
Atlantic ocean to the Seixal bay) and to infer which phenomena, generated at the
large scale, is responsible for an observed inundation at local scale.
This application user interface is composed of a top header with title, a sidebar
for displaying the various links to the main functionalities offered and a detailed
content area. The sidebar hides when opening the application in smaller devices
(smartphones or tablets), and is accessible by a button on the top header, as seen in
Fig. 3. This allows the main content to be shown in full screen, taking advantage of
all available space on the device screen.
Fig. 3 Example of the
interface adapted to a mobile
device
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Since this is a platform for support to detailed risk management, it must provide
the users with quick and simple ways to access all the emergency events detected
on the study zone, organized along different alert levels and at speciﬁc critical
points, deﬁned by the civil protection agents. This information is provided as a
summary of the highest inundation events bound for the next 48 h, shown in a
table, grouped by geographic zone and alert type. The geographical representation
of the speciﬁc areas is shown in SVG form. This functionality can be seen in Fig. 4:
a summary of study zones and inundation risk alerts triggered for each zone as well
as their alert type. Also, when hovering over the zones on the table in Fig. 4, the
corresponding zone on the map gets highlighted for a better identiﬁcation of where
this zone is.
Following the links on the referred table takes the user to a more detailed listing
of the locations at risk. This detailed listing is structured as follows (and can be seen
in Fig. 5): At the top of the page there’s a map with all the critical points at risk
marked, so the user knows where each point is located. Moreover, on this map the
user can use the Street Map View from Google, allowing him to have an even better
notion of the assets at stake at each location, in case the user isn’t familiar with the
zone. Below the map, there is a list with all the critical points marked above, and
each item of the list contains: the name of the critical point, the maximum alert level
for the current forecast, an alert bulletin with information on how to react to such
inundation event and an alert summary bar for the next 48 h. An example of this bar
can be seen on Fig. 6, and it shows the inundation alert level (Green for None,
Yellow for Low, Orange for Medium and Red for High) for the next 48 h, split in
slots of 15 min.
This information is very useful for the civil protection agents involved, since
they can have a better notion of which critical points will be at flood risk and when
will it happen. An integrated view of all critical points in a single page, with the
corresponding risk level color bars, regardless of their zone, is also available on the
platform (Fig. 7).

Fig. 4 Summary of risk events
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Fig. 5 Detailed location of areas at risk

Fig. 6 Overview of the alert system: time sequence of alert levels at the critical points
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Fig. 7 Estuarine water level real time forecast

The alert information is produced and supported by a comprehensive forecast
system, that predicts the circulation and waves from the Atlantic ocean to the area
of interest (Fig. 8). This forecast system is based on a multi-scale implementation of
several high resolution numerical models, accounting for tides, waves, storm surges
and river flows [19]. Based on these results, speciﬁc water level (Fig. 7) and wave
height products are available as GIS layers. These are in shapeﬁle format, served
through Geoserver and allow for several levels of zoom, as described in Sect. 3, for
the region of interest. The user can also use the platform to analyze the generation
of the phenomena, at regional scale, that lead to the alert level in the region of
interest. Indeed, simpler map products are also available for regional circulation and
wave predictions.
Other functionalities include a section to provide access to the real-time data
gathered from WSN, which also allows an automatic comparison with model
forecast results. This functionality allows the end-users to access data being measured at a point of interest but also to validate model predictions with real-time data.
Indeed, this comparison is fundamental for the emergency agents and other
decision-makers to provide them a measure of reliability on the model predictions
(Fig. 7) and conﬁdence on the actions to be promoted in the ﬁeld.
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Spatial scale: 100 km –10000 km

1 km –100 km

0,1km –1km

Fig. 8 From oceanic to estuary scale

5 Discussion and Future Work
Herein, an interactive, flexible and multiple user roles Web platform is presented,
which takes advantage of novel technologies to provide fast access to all relevant
online, intuitive and geographically referenced real-time data and model predictions
for urban and estuarine floods.
Future work on the platform is planned to further improve its performance. For
instance, one of the strategies includes using GeoJSON, an open standard format for
encoding geographical information features using Javascript Object Notation, on
the client-side to render georeferenced data layers on top of maps, instead of
depending on Geoserver to serve those layers. This would put the workload on the
client-side instead of the server-side, which would produce faster results overall.
We also aim at having these IT platforms integrated in the every day’s workflow
of end-users. Their operation requires considerable computational efforts that may
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not available in many decision-makers IT infrastructures. As LNEC’s computational resources are limited, a strategy should be looked up to provide the best
solution for end-users. To allow for stakeholders to run their own prediction model
instances and operate these IT platforms, future work also includes the creation of
prediction model deployments on the cloud. The evaluation of this solution for the
modeling systems presented herein is currently on-going [20].
For the MOLINES application, the future work will be concentrated on the
integration, in the interface, of the uploaded data provided by the agents in the ﬁeld.
Challenges are the automatic check on the reliability of this information and the
way to integrate them in the interface in a simple and easy to probe manner. Other
add-ons include also the issuing of the alert based on the model predictions.
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Part III

Network Applications

A Distributed Active Vibration Control
System Based on the Wireless Sensor
Network for Automotive Applications
M. Zielinski, F. Mieyeville, D. Navarro and O. Bareille

Abstract This paper presents a new approach of an adaptive vibration control
system for automotive applications. We assume that a porting of a centralised
system in a distributed system can improve its effectiveness. We present a wireless
sensor network (WSN) for vibrations damping. These autonomous sensors are able
to measure the vibrations, damp the vibrations and to harvest energy from vibrations by using a single piezoelectric element. We present the simulations and the
measurements results. The new approach of distributed active vibration control
system based on the wireless sensor network is presented. The designed distributed
wireless network node reduces the vibrations of the plate with the efﬁciency up to
9.4 dB.

1 Introduction
This work is an extended version of paper “A low power Wireless Sensor Node
with Vibration Sensing and Energy Harvesting capability” which was presented at
iNetSApp, FedCSIS 2014 [1].
The control of vibration and noise is essential in the design process of an
automotive industry. From several years, new concept cars equipped with high
technology systems used to improve passenger comfort are available. There are
several approaches of systems used to reduce the vibrations. The standard passive
solutions take into account the application of viscoelastic materials or the modiﬁcation of the mechanical structures. The second possibility is to use the active
vibration control (AVC) systems. These active solutions have some complex
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structures: a central processing unit, sensors, ampliﬁers and actuators. In the active
approach the smart materials are attached directly to mechanical structures to
provide the active control of vibration and noise.
The passive methods increase the weight of the cars. They have a major influence on the energy and fuel consumption [2]. The use of the active vibration control
can reduce the weight of conventional passive systems, helping to push towards
lighter and more fuel efﬁcient vehicles. Over the last years the active vibration
control has been widely studied by researchers [3].
The following section provides the short state of the art of the existing AVC
systems for the automobile applications. Then our approach of the AVC system
based on the WSN is presented and compared to the existing centralized active
methods. The results contain: description and measurements of the designed
mechanical system, presentation of designed WSN node. The feasibility of the
wireless nodes to provide the vibration damping and sensing is proven by the results.

2 Active Vibration Control Systems: State of the Art
In the literature, we can ﬁnd several solutions applied to reduce vibration and noise
in car bodies. An active noise system using the feed-forward methods for tonal
engine noise control was proposed in 1988 [2]. This proposed system was composed of microphones and loudspeakers placed in the passenger cabin. The maximum reduction of about 10 dB was recorded at a frequency of 100 Hz. The overall
improvement is noted as a reduction of 4 dB.
Shi-Hwan et al. [4] presented an active control system of road booming noise.
This system is composed of four reference sensors, two error sensors and two
control actuators. In the presented case study, a car is moving at the speed of
60 km/h. The road characteristics are examined and the low frequencies are found
as dominant (around 250 Hz). The authors achieved a 5–6 dB reduction of road
booming noise at the vicinity of the error microphones. This work showed also the
computational power limits of the various algorithms.
Fuller and von Flotow [5] showed the active vibration control system with an
active absorber. A test vehicle was equipped with an inertial-mass shaker and a high
efﬁciency calculation unit (dSpace MicroBox). A signiﬁcant reduction up to 37 dB
is achieved only for the very low frequency (up to 50 Hz). However, the disadvantage of the proposed solution is high adaptation time and the tight frequency
range due to the usage of the Filtered X Least Mean Squares (FxLMS) algorithm.
The improvement of the smart materials leads to the new, piezoelectric solutions
[6]. N. Alt et al. determined the oil pan as the most important source of the
vibrations in the car engine and have proposed the active vibration control system
based on the piezoelectric elements. In the experimental setup using the collocated
control, the reduction of 12 dB is achieved. Respectively for adaptive feedback
control, the results are 20 dB and for adaptive feed-forward control, 24 dB. The
authors draw attention to the high costs of the system, which prevent the
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introduction to mass production. Additionally, the results show the generation of
noise and vibration, for the higher frequencies (above 50 Hz).
The piezoelectric elements are also used in the active noise control system for
the windshield of the car [7]. The authors reported the reduction of 7.45 dB
(116 Hz) and 4.36 dB (145 Hz) using the State-Feedback control. The prototype
system is composed of: three piezoelectric actuators, six accelerometers, one force
sensor and one microphone. As a control unit the PC computer with the dSpice
software product is used.
Tom Weyer and Hans Peter Monner are considering the vibrations of the car
roof panel [8]. The authors note that the common resonant frequencies for the motor
and the car body can cause vibration propagation. Therefore, the authors show the
active vibration compensation using the piezoelectric actuators. The FxLMS
algorithm is implemented in the dSpace 1005 Power PC computer. The attenuation
of 20–30 dB is achieved for the frequency range around 42–62 Hz. The system is
composed of six piezoelectric pairs (actuator and sensor).
In summary, the vibrations in the cars are primarily generated by the engine and
by the interaction with the road surface. We can identify the disadvantages of the
proposed active systems: high power computational units, large amount of cabling,
long adaptation time, and lower efﬁciency for the frequencies above 50 Hz. In some
cases, authors disclosed the increase of the noise or vibration in the mechanical
systems. It was also noted that the high costs of the proposed systems can disallow
mass production. However, the active vibration control system in the automobile
application is desired by the market and a great effort has been made to improve the
existing methods and solutions.
The aim of this work is to propose the new distributed approach of the active
vibration control system, which can reduce the amount of the consumed energy
with the vibration damping efﬁciency comparable to the existing wired solutions.

3 Integration of the WSN for Active Vibration Control
3.1

Global Structure (New Approach)

Figure 1 presents our new approach of the global system structure for distributed
AVC for automotive applications. Wireless nodes are implemented within the body
of the car. Nodes are organized in the star topology towards the collecting node.
Each node in the system is powered from the harvested energy from the
vibrations and provides mechanical damping. Nodes measure the value of the
vibrations and if necessary, send data to the collecting node. If there are no
vibrations in the system, the nodes do not have energy to work but there is no need
to cancel the vibrations.
When vibrations occur, the WSN nodes are initiated and provide the ﬁrst level of
the mechanical damping. This paper concerns a low power wireless sensor network
with vibration sensing, vibration damping and energy harvesting capability.
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Fig. 1 Global system structure for distributed AVC for automotive application

3.2

Distributed AVC System Versus Existing
Centralised AVC Systems

WSNs have rather low transmission rates. Due to delays, an implementation of the
efﬁcient real-time system, necessary to provide data processing for centralised
AVC, is not possible [9].
In spite of this, WSN could be used to provide active control. A distributed
approach used in place of the centralised one can be a solution. In our approach,
intelligent nodes provide local action which reduces the amount of the information
to transfer, compared to the centralised approach.
The distributed autonomous nodes with sensing feature coupled to semi-active
vibration dissipation are the solution proposed in this paper.
Replacing a big centralised (wired) system with low power nodes can improve
AVC in the scope of functionality, energy consumption, maintenance, and production costs.

4 WSN Node Design
Figure 2 presents the schema block for proposed WSN node. We distinguish three
parallel circuits: energy harvesting, vibration damping, and vibrations sensing. All
of them are connected to the one piezoelectric patch transducer. Harvested energy is
kept in the storage and used to supply the microprocessor and wireless transmission
unit. The following paragraphs describe the design of the proposed WSN node.
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Fig. 2 WSN node schema block

4.1

Impedance Adaptation of the WSN Node

Piezoelectric effect can be considered as a bidirectional energy conversion.
A mechanical strain on the piezoelectric element generates the electrical charge and
respectively the electrical charge over the piezoelectric element generates the
mechanical strain. To understand electrical properties of the piezoelectric patch
transducer several measurements have been done. Figure 3 presents achieved
results.
The output current and voltage values are measured over the piezoelectric patch
transducer in function of the resistive load for constant frequency (Fig. 3). We can
notice that the piezoelectric element is a real current source and for the optimal
resistive load provides the maximal power. It clearly shows that the energy harvesting circuit must be designed in accordance with the electrical properties of the
piezoelectric patch to receive the big electrical current value (optimal resistive load
value).
According to Fig. 3 we can observe also that the high value of the resistive load
reduces the amount of the energy received from the piezoelectric element. It proves
the usage of the piezoelectric element with high resistive load for vibrations sensing
(the small value of the leakage current is expected).

Fig. 3 Measured output electrical characteristics for the piezoelectric patch transducer
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As it is presented the dynamic impedance adaptation and dynamic switching
with disconnection capability is necessary to connect several parallel circuits with
the only one piezoelectric element.

4.2

Vibration Sensing

Designed circuit for vibration sensing is presented on Fig. 4. It can be divided into
several parts: impedance adaptation, gain and offset control, ﬁlter, and
measurement.
Presented circuit is composed of the voltage divider and impedance adaptation
circuit (R1 and R2) and the AD8138 low distortion differential analog-to-digital
(ADC) driver from Analog Devices. The low pass ﬁlter is used to cut-off high
frequencies over the output of the ADC driver (R7 with C1 and R8 with C2). The
differential ADC driver provides also offset voltage (Pin 2 connected to the 1.65 V).
Hence, the negative and positive values are measured. The low-power differential
ampliﬁer is supplied from single 3.3 V, which simpliﬁes the supply circuit. An
internal ADC of the microcontroller is used. This solution provides low energy
consumption since there is no additional ADC to supply.
The voltage over the piezoelectric element corresponds in phase to the acceleration of the mechanical vibrations.

4.3

Vibration Damping and Energy Harvesting (Series
SSHI Method)

The vibration damping and energy harvesting in the designed WSN node is based
on the Series Synchronous Switching Harvesting with Inductor (SSHI) method
[10]. The Series SSHI circuit is presented on the Fig. 5. It is a so-called

Fig. 4 Vibration measurement circuit
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Fig. 5 The general “Series SSHI” circuit schema

“synchronised switch damping” (SSD) semi-passive method developed to address
the problem of vibration damping. However, techniques based on SSD method
provide efﬁcient energy harvesting by increasing the energy flow between the
piezoelectric element and the electrical load. Hence to it, the designed WSN node
can provide the vibration damping and energy harvesting using the only one
piezoelectric element.
The Series SSHI technique consists in a non-linear processing of the voltage
delivered by the piezoelectric. In the series SSHI method, the inbuilt piezoelectric
capacitance (PIEZO) and external inductance L creates the series resonant circuit.
The switch keeps the circuit in the open-circuit. While the extrema of the
mechanical displacement is detected (the maximal value of the electrical charge is
generated in the piezoelectric element), the switch is closed for half of the electrical
resonant period. It causes inversion of the piezoelectric element voltage because of
the resonant circuit. In the same time, the electrical charge is stored in the storage
capacitor C. Additionally we are using the bridge rectiﬁer to provide full-wave
rectiﬁcation.
The designed series SSHI circuit contains two IRL630 NMOS transistors driven
by the microcontroller (full-wave switch circuit with low current leakage and low
short-circuit resistance). The usage of the logic-level transistor simpliﬁes the circuit;
the output of the microcontroller can be used to drive the electronic switch. The
circuit works with the short switching times so we are using the Schottky diodes to
increase their switching time.

4.4

Integration of a WSN Node (Simulations)

Designed analog circuits are simulated using the SPICE models in the NI Multisim
software [11]. Figure 6 presents the general schema of the simulated WSN node.
The ﬁgure above contains the simple model of the microcontroller output pin
used to control the Series SSHI switch. It is modelled as an ideal voltage source
(V1). Then we can ﬁnd the T1 transformer used as a galvanic isolation between the
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Fig. 6 Simulated analog part of the WSN node

microcontroller and the electronic switch to provide the switch circuit
non-referenced to the ground.
A pulse transformer is, in principle, a simple, reliable and highly noise-immune
method of providing isolated gate drive. It can be advised for applications were
duty cycle is small [12]. The Series SSHI method is a system with low duty cycle
because the period of the mechanical displacement is much longer than period of
the electrical circuit. It makes the pulse transformer a promising solution for our
design.
The piezoelectric element is simulated by the simpliﬁed electrical model composed of the voltage source and the capacity (V4 and C4). Then the vibration
sensing circuit and the Series SSHI circuit are connected in parallel with the model
of the piezoelectric element.
The series SSHI circuit contains two transistors and the inductor L. Additionally,
the bridge (diodes: D1, D2, D3 and D4) is used to transform voltage from AC to
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DC. Finally, the load and the storage capacitor are modelled by the resistor R1 and
the capacitor C1.

4.5

Integration of a WSN Node (Prototyping)

According to the presented system approach and the speciﬁcations, the WSN node
for the AVC system has been designed. The node is composed of the Microchip
products: PIC16LF88 microcontroller and MRF24J40 radio transmitter. Moreover,
the designed and already presented circuits (vibration sensing and series SSHI
method for energy harvesting and vibration damping) are implemented according to
the simulated schemas.
Figure 7 shows the photo of the prototyped device used in the experiment. The
device dimensions (50.8 mm × 68.6 mm) are almost the same as the dimensions
of the piezoelectric patch.
The microcontroller has been chosen because of its low energy consumption.
The 8-bits microcontroller with the internal 10-bits analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) is sufﬁcient for our application. Moreover, the usage of the internal ADC
reduces the energy consumption in comparison to the external devices. The
MRF24J40 radio transmitter supports the IEEE 802.15.4 communication standard.
The WSN node measures the amplitude and the frequency of the vibrations and
transfer data using the non-beacon transmission mode. The wireless communication
applied in the node needs a very low amount of the energy to provide the data
transfer [9].

Fig. 7 Picture of the designed WSN node for AVC system
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Validation of the WSN Node Design (Simulations
Versus Measurements)

The WSN node is now designed, simulated and prototyped. The next step is to
compare the results of the simulations and the measurements to verify the design
and the choice of the used methods and components.
Figure 8 presents a block diagram of the designed WSN node and the three
measurement points.
In the point 1 we look at the simulated and measured value of the signal conditioned in the vibrations sensing circuit. In the point 2 we track the value of the
signal used to control the electronic switch of the series SSHI method (generated by
the microcontroller on the basis of the measurements). In the point 3 we look at the
output characteristic of the piezoelectric element (voltage and current). Figure 9
presents the comparison of the achieved, simulated and measured, results for the
presented measurement points.
The simulated and measured signals in the point 1 are ﬁrstly the sinusoidal
waves. During this period of the time, the Series SSHI method is inactive; the signal
received by the microcontroller corresponds to the mechanical deformations.
The single vibration period is needed to measure the frequency and the amplitude of the vibrations by the WSN node. Then, extrema of the mechanical strain is
detected. In this moment the microcontroller activates the Series SSHI method by
generating the control signal (see measurements in point 2). This signal is used to
control the electronic switch of the Series SSHI method.
In the point 3, we observe the current and the voltage values over the piezoelectric element. We can notice that the current flows only when the electronic
switch is closed. We can also notice the voltage inversion caused by the resonance
circuit created by the internal capacity of the piezoelectric element and the external
inductance L.
The simulated and measured results are in good correlation. However, the ideal
voltage source used in the simulations does not take into account the inductive and

Fig. 8 Block diagram of the designed WSN node with the marked measurements points
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Fig. 9 The comparison of the simulated and measured signals

capacitive characteristics of the real piezoelectric element. Due to it, the differences
are visible; they are mainly caused by the simpliﬁed model of the piezoelectric
element or by the measurement noise.
Figure 10 presents the theoretical voltage and current values over the piezoelectric element for the Series SSHI method. We can compare it with the results
from the simulations and measurements. It proves the design of the WSN node.
The designed WSN node provides the vibration sensing, mechanical damping
and energy harvesting using the only one piezoelectric element. The node is
independent and autonomous; it does not use any additional control signal.
Moreover, using the wireless communication the node is able to send the measured
values (frequency and amplitude of the vibrations). Since the WSN node for the
AVC system is realised we can evaluate its feasibility using the mechanical
structure as an experimental setup.

Fig. 10 Theoretical signals
for the Series SSHI method
(voltage and current) [10]
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5 Experimental Setup
5.1

Speciﬁcation for the AVC System in the Automobile
Application

According to the state of the art, the vibrations in the body of car are the low
frequency signals (up to 300 Hz) [13]. They are generated, among others, by the
engine or by the interaction between the wheels and the road surface.
It is possible to identify the common vibration modes for different parts of the
car body. It affects the propagation of vibrations. Therefore, the AVC system
distributed on the surface of the car can be an interesting solution.
Nowadays, the car bodies are mostly made of the steel elements. Engineers are
looking for lighter replacements [14, 15]. The most interesting material is aluminium. Despite the disadvantages related to its weld-ability and form-ability,
aluminium is more popular than magnesium or polymer composites. Therefore,
aluminium elements are used for our experiments.
The piezoelectric elements offer advantages such as: the high actuator force, the
fast answer regarding changes, the bi-directionality of the piezoelectric phenomenon. It makes them more interesting than other damping solutions (viscoelastic, electrostatic, electromagnetic etc.). The inorganic piezoelectric elements
are commonly used in the sensors and energy harvesting systems [16]. Hence, the
P-876.A15 PICeramic actuator has been chosen. It is an elastic transducer which
can also be applied to curved surfaces (dimensions: 61 mm × 35 mm × 0.8 mm).
It is made of a modiﬁed lead zirconium titanate (PZT) material, optimised for
actuator applications [17].

5.2

Mechanical System Used in the Experiments

Figure 11a presents the mechanical system designed and implemented in accordance with the established speciﬁcations. It is composed of the aluminium frame
(proﬁles side length 0.045 m). The electrical vibrator attached to the frame using
four nylon strings (diameter 0.01 m). The aluminium square panel (side length
0.332 m, thickness 0.001 m) attached to the frame by two nylon strings (diameter
0.001 m).
The square panel is considered as a simpliﬁed model of the body of the car. The
electrical vibrator and panel are connected using the thin steel rod. The mechanical
system has the following global dimensions: height 1.64 m, width 0.58 m and
depth 0.49 m.
The dimensions and position of aluminium panel, piezoelectric elements and the
excitation point are presented on Fig. 11b. The chosen piezoelectric elements are
positioned on the panel surface in order to verify local, as well as, global influence
of the designed AVC system. The excitation force is measured using the quartz
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Fig. 11 a The mechanical system used in the experiments (photo). b Position and dimensions of
the aluminium plate, excitation point and piezoelectric elements

force sensor manufactured by the PCB company (PCB 208C02). The force sensor is
located between the electrical vibrator and the thin rod. The vibration velocity of the
aluminium panel is measured using the laser doppler vibrometer: CLV-3D Compact
3D Laser Vibrometer produced by Polytec. Both measurements are realised in the
z-axis according to the coordinate system presented on Fig. 11b. Designed system
is excited with the signal generated by a function generator.
Figure 12 presents the point of the velocity measurements for the aluminium
plate and its measured frequency response. We have also marked on this ﬁgure the
frequencies: 65, 113, 130, 165 and 235 Hz, which correspond to the mechanical
structure vibration modes.

Fig. 12 Frequency response of the mechanical system
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Since the mechanical system is presented and described, we can validate the
feasibility of the designed WSN node. We will validate the vibrations damping
capability for the marked vibration mode frequencies.

6 Validation of the WSN for the AVC
Firstly, we validate the single WSN node. In this case the only one WSN node
connected to the one piezoelectric element is used to verify the local vibration
damping capability. Then, the network of the two autonomous WSN nodes is used
to verify the global vibration damping capability of the designed system.

6.1

Local Vibration Damping

The WSN node is connected to the left piezoelectric element mounted on the
experimental aluminium plate (Fig. 13).
The panel is excited with a harmonic force with a constant magnitude. The
amplitude of the vibration velocity is measured for two cases: when the designed
WSN node is not active and when it is active. Afterwards, the velocity ratio is
calculated (the results are presented in the decibel scale). Table 1 presents the
results for the local vibration damping for different vibration frequencies.
According to the results presented in the Table 1, we notice the different efﬁciency of the vibration damping. Moreover, for the frequencies: 65 and 130 Hz, the
vibration damping is not achieved.
Fig. 13 The local vibration
damping experimental
conﬁguration

Table 1 The local vibration damping efﬁciency for the different vibration frequencies
Frequency
Damping

65 Hz
0 dB

113 Hz
0.77 dB

130 Hz
0 dB

165 Hz
8.00 dB

235 Hz
9.34 dB
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The FEM simulations are used to explain these differences. The experimental
structure is simulated using the COMSOL 5.1 software. The deformations of the
mechanical structure for the frequency of 65 Hz are presented on the Fig. 14.
The Fig. 14 shows the element piezoelectric which is not deformed. It explains
why the designed WSN node is not able to damp the mechanical vibrations of
65 Hz. The same conclusions have been achieved for the frequency of 130 Hz.
The maximal vibration damping efﬁciency is achieved for the frequency of
235 Hz. The Fig. 15 presents the simulated deformations of the mechanical
structure for this frequency.

Fig. 14 Simulated
deformations of the
experimental setup for the
frequency of 65 Hz

Fig. 15 Simulated
deformations of the
experimental setup for the
frequency of 235 Hz
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The Fig. 15 proves the deformation of the left piezoelectric element used to
damp the mechanical vibrations. Moreover, for this frequency, the left piezoelectric
element is placed next to the vibrations wave anti-node; thus, the maximum efﬁciency of damping is achieved.
The Fig. 16 presents the efﬁciency of the passive resistive method (the resistive
load which is connected directly to the piezoelectric element) in comparison with
the designed WSN node. The vibration efﬁciency is presented in decibel scale in
function of load value. The mechanical excitations have the frequency of 235 Hz
and are constant in the amplitude.
Figure 16 shows the difference in efﬁciency for the two considered methods. The
passive method achieved the maximal efﬁciency of 4.31 dB for the load of 28 kΩ.
For this load the WSN node is more efﬁcient and has achieved the efﬁciency of
5.81 dB. The WSN node achieved the maximal efﬁciency of 9.34 dB for the load of
100 Ω. While, the passive method has achieved the efﬁciency of 3 dB for this load
value. The presented results prove the local vibration damping capability of the
designed WSN node.

6.2

Global Vibration Damping

The next step is to validate the global vibration damping with the designed distributed
AVC system based on the WSN. In this case the two piezoelectric elements mounted
on the aluminium plate are used. Both are connected to the designed WSN nodes.
Since two piezoelectric elements are used, both of them have to be deformed to
provide the mechanical damping. Analysis of the experimental structure has shown
the vibration frequency of 113 Hz as the most suitable for this experimental

Fig. 16 The vibration damping efﬁciency: the comparison between the passive method and
proposed WSN node
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Fig. 17 The experimental setup for the global vibration damping and the simulated deformation

Table 2 The global vibration damping efﬁciency for the frequency of 113 Hz
Left WSN node is active
Right WSN node is active
Both WSN nodes are active

Point 1 (dB)

Point 2 (dB)

Point 3 (dB)

Point 4 (dB)

0.77
0.77
1.62

0.75
0.39
1.52

0.89
0.89
2.41

1.53
0.99
2.10

setup. The Fig. 17 presents the experimental conﬁguration and simulated mechanical
deformation of the mechanical system for the chosen vibration frequency.
In this case, the vibration velocity is measured in the four points marked on the
Fig. 17. Firstly, we measure the efﬁciency for two WSN nodes separately (local
vibration damping). Then, the efﬁciency of the distributed system composed of two
nodes is measured. The results are presented in Table 2.
The results prove the efﬁciency of the proposed distributed active vibration
control. The designed WSN provides the additional damping action. We can notice
the increase of the mechanical damping efﬁciency with the number of the nodes.

7 Conclusion
Centralised and wired systems for active vibration control are costly and use a large
quantity of energy. A distributed solution based on an energy aware wireless sensor
network has been proposed as a replacement for the centralised system. The
autonomous WSN node needs to be designed to provide efﬁcient wireless network
for distributed active vibration control. In this paper the global approach and the
system assumptions are established and used as input data for the design. The
proposed design of the WSN node is in accord with the prescribed requirements.
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Designed node provides: vibration sensing, shunting the piezoelectric element and
wireless communication. Furthermore, the series SSHI technique, chosen for the
design, provides damping of the mechanical vibrations and the energy harvesting
capability.
Designed circuits for sensing vibrations and shunting the piezoelectric element
are presented and described in details. The WSN node is modelled using the SPICE
models. Achieved simulation results are consistent with the expected ones and
validate the design. The WSN node prototype has been constructed. The simulation
results are compared with the measurements. The measurement results correspond
to the simulation results.
The distributed wireless AVC system is presented. The vibration damping is
veriﬁed using the proposed experimental mechanical system. We have created two
test scenarios. The ﬁrst one is used to validate the local vibration damping capability. The measurements show the importance of the piezoelectric element position. The efﬁcient vibration damping can be achieved only by using the actives
elements placed next to the nodes of the vibration waves. The results prove also the
necessity of the impedance adaptation. The second scenario is used to validate the
global aspect of the designed distributed system. The two piezoelectric patches are
used to damp the mechanical vibrations. The measurements prove the distributed
approach. We have achieved the additional action provided by the network of the
nodes.
The results conﬁrm the application of the low power wireless nodes in the
distributed AVC system. The achieved efﬁciency of 9.4 dB is comparable with the
existing systems. Moreover, the scalability of the system is proved. The increase of
the network will improve the global mechanical damping efﬁciency. Finally, results
prove the usage of the autonomous wireless sensor network nodes in the vibration
damping application.
The following step is the validation of the energy harvesting capability in the
designed WSN in order to conﬁrm the auto supply possibility. The designed and
described mechanical system and the proposed distributed AVC system will be
used to measure the value of the energy harvested from the vibrations by the
implemented Series SSHI method. Then, the distributed vibration control algorithm
will be proposed.
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Improvements of Video Delay in OTT
Live TV Service
Marek Dąbrowski, Robert Kołodyński, Wojciech Zieliński,
Raoul Monnier and Patrick Marchal

Abstract The goal of this paper is to understand and quantify the end-to-end delay
observed by users of Over The Top (OTT) Live TV services, using Adaptive Bit
Rate (ABR) technology. The analysis and testbed measurements reveal to what
extend the main architecture elements—encoder, packager, Content Delivery
Network (CDN) and player—contribute to this overall delay. Some improvements
at the architecture level and encoder implementation are proposed and partially
evaluated by ﬁeld experiments.
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1 Introduction
Most commercially offered TV services over the Internet use so-called Adaptive Bit
Rate (ABR) technology, also referred to “adaptive HTTP streaming” [1]. It assumes
that the player is able to adapt to temporary network conditions by choosing among
several proﬁles (versions of a stream encoded with a certain bitrate) which are
available on a server. The continuous stream is divided into fragments of certain
sizes (“chunks”) and delivered to clients using standard HTTP protocol. The format
of delivered video fragments and manifest ﬁle (an index which allows clients to
reach speciﬁc stream version) is governed by a streaming protocol.
When the new generation of streaming formats started to be deployed in
2008–2009, the goal was to enable live video streaming over unmanaged networks
with a good Quality of Experience (QoE). Such streaming formats as Microsoft
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Smooth Streaming (MSS), Apple HTTP Live Streaming (HLS), Adobe HTTP
Dynamic Streaming (HDS), and later MPEG DASH, have been deployed worldwide so that, today, most premium TV channels can be watched flawlessly on any
connected device. Latency (also called “delay” in this paper) however, is a sort of
collateral victim of these successful OTT deployments: ABR was designed initially
for Video on Demand (VoD) services and no special care was taken to optimize
delay as it is not key for a good VoD experience. As one can easily check, there is
quite a time delay between the presentation of a live channel over terrestrial,
satellite or even IPTV platform, and the presentation of the same channel over an
OTT platform. An overall latency in the 20–60 s range is currently observed in the
ﬁeld.
Up to now, latency has been considered as a minor issue compared to other tasks
such as developing applications, deploying platforms, being online, working on
business models, and growing audience. For many services such as VoD, Catch-up
TV and for many linear channels, latency is actually not an issue at all. However
there are a number of use cases where high latency becomes an issue as time goes.
A few examples are listed here:
•
•
•
•

Premium live event coverage (Premium sporting events)
Second screen applications (interacting with the audience: E.g. voting)
Betting channels
Social viewing (comments are posted in real time while watching a show like
“The Voice” or others).

In order to address delay sensitive services, it is necessary to understand where
the delay in the OTT system is located and to identify the major delay contributors
in the chain. Figure 1 depicts typical the architecture of OTT content delivery
system and identiﬁes major components which may contribute to e2e (end-to end)
delay experienced by user.

Delay of
packaging
Delay of
(publication of
transcoding encoded chunks)

Delay of
distribution of
chunks over
regional CDN
nodes

Player
delay:
buffering,
decoding
Client devices
PC

CDN
over Internet
IPTV head-end

Transcoder

Packager

Fig. 1 Delay components in live OTT video services
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• IPTV head-end: Input content for OTT delivery chain is obtained from IPTV or
satellite TV headend.
• Transcoder applies video compression, using several proﬁles appropriate for
transmission over the Internet. H.264 is currently the most popular compression
standard, with HEVC (H.265) considered as a future candidate.
• Packager applies the streaming format (MS Smooth Streaming, MPEG-DASH,
HLS, …). It divides a continuous stream to chunks of ﬁxed size, prepares the
manifest ﬁle and publishes the ﬁles on HTTP server.
• CDN (Content Delivery Network) is used for the stream delivery to regional
nodes in a wide area network. Since HTTP standard is used for message
delivery, a typical Internet CDN is capable of supporting video streaming.
• Video player on the end-user device performs buffering, decoding and video
display. Length of receiving buffer, which is a major source of end-to-end (e2e)
delay, is the result of a compromise between short e2e latency (small buffer) and
better resilience against packet-level jitter and losses that may occur in the
transport network (long buffer).

1.1

Related Works

Impact of video delay on user perception of live TV service has been previously
studied in paper [2]. In controlled experiment with real users, its authors have
shown that video latency, even as small as several seconds, is noticeable and
criticized by viewers of live TV sporting events. The study was however focused on
more traditional TV distribution methods (broadcast, cable, satellite, IPTV multicast). Here we aim to study to what extent the problem will be visible in new
OTT TV delivery systems. Similar approach has been taken by [3], where authors
propose adaptive streaming protocol modiﬁcations to minimize live delay. The
reported testbed measurements covered delay between packager and player, while
on the contrary our paper focuses on end-to-end approach. The problem of OTT
video delay has also been recognized in some industrial presentations, like [4, 5],
which described commercial products that aim to minimize the delay. The experimental veriﬁcation of these solutions is however not published.

1.2

Research Objectives

To progress beyond the state-of-the art in the area of live OTT streaming, this paper
presents a theoretical as well as experimental evaluation of OTT architecture from the
point of view of user-perceived video delay in live streaming service. The causes of
delay in the streaming architecture are precisely identiﬁed. Following that, architectural improvements are proposed to reduce it, while maintaining the user experience. The work presented in this paper is an extended version of [6].
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2 CELTIC NOTTS Project
The work presented in this paper has been carried out in the scope of
EUREKA/CELTIC research project NOTTS (Next-Generation Over-The-Top
Services) [7]. NOTTS joins a wide range of industry and academic partners from
ﬁve European countries. Its goal is to investigate the technical problems experienced by service providers of OTT multimedia services, propose realistic solutions,
and evaluate these solutions in testbeds and real networks. The project covers the
whole ecosystem of media distribution, from scalable coding, media distribution
architectures and workload models, to client monitoring and business model
analysis.

3 Adaptive Streaming Protocol Analysis
In this section, essential characteristics of adaptive streaming technology will be
analyzed from the point of view of impact on e2e video delay.

3.1

Transcoder Behavior

The transcoder takes as input a continuous video stream, decodes it and encodes it
again, producing video fragments suitable for further processing by the packager.
The encoding standard used in tested scenarios is H.264, the same as the input
stream. The format of output ﬁle is “fragmented MP4” (fmp4), containing the
amount of video equal to the packager’s chunk duration. Remark that the encoder
and packager use the same conﬁguration of chunk duration, and are thus not totally
independent in their operation.
Illustrative explanation of encoder impact on video delay is presented in Fig. 2.
Time of processing video chunk (fragment) inside the encoder process is denoted as
Denc.

Encoding delay

Fig. 2 Illustration of encoder
behavior
Video
stream

Period 0

Encoded
chunks
T0: begining
of chunk 0

Chunk
length = 2s

Period 1

0
T0+2s: T0+2s+D: chunk 0
chunk 0
encoded and
buffered
saved

1
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Remark that the conﬁguration of the encoding proﬁle may impact the value of
this delay, as better quality proﬁles surely require more processing at the encoder.

3.2

Packager

The following two parameters are crucial for operating the packager (see Fig. 3):
• Chunk (fragment) length: amount of video (expressed in time units) that is
encoded and packaged in a single HTTP message transmitted over the network.
As an example, default value in Microsoft Smooth Streaming protocol [8] is 2 s.
• Number of lookahead fragments: succeeding fragments that have to be collected
by the packager before releasing a given chunk. The default value (for MS
Smooth Streaming) is 2.
As an example, let us assume that the chunk length is 2 s. The upper timeline in
Fig. 3 shows a continuous video stream that is being served to the encoder. At the
end of each period of 2 s, the encoder produces a chunk. Thus, the chunk numbered
0, containing video period starting at T0 and lasting 2 s, is produced at time
T0 + 2 s and at the same moment it is stored by the packager in its internal buffer
for further processing. However, since the lookahead parameter is set to 2, the
packager will wait for next 2 consecutive chunks, because some information about
these chunks must be built in the header of chunk 0. Since chunk number 2 is
available at time T0 + 6 s, only then, chunk number 0 can be published and made
available for clients.
Remark that player may request live stream at an arbitrary moment Tp (see
Fig. 3). The ﬁrst (newest) chunk available at this random moment Tp, is chunk
number 0, which is already aged 3*chunk length, plus the duration of Δ, which is
random. We may suppose that Δ is uniformly distributed between 0 and chunk
length, with average value chunk length/2.

Video
stream
Encoded
chunks

Period 0

Period 1
0

Published
chunks

Period 2
1

Chunk length = 2s
Lookahead = 2
2
0

Δ

T0: begining T0+2s: chunk T0+4s: chunk T0+6s: chunk 2 Tp
0 encoded
1 encoded encoded and
of chunk 0
and buffered and buffered buffered, chunk
0 published
Fig. 3 Illustration of packager behavior

1

2
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Thus, on average, the packager introduces a delay equal to (l is the lookahead,
and tf is the chunk length):
Dpack = ðl + 1Þ × tf +

3.3

tf
2

ð1Þ

Player

Video player in the terminal is a major delay contributor to the e2e delay budget.
MS Smooth Streaming protocol introduces the following three parameters which
have a signiﬁcant impact on the player behavior when it starts receiving a live video
stream:
• Buffer: size of receiver buffer (number of seconds of stored video). Default
value is 5 s.
• Backoff: when the player requests a live stream, it actually does not reach for the
recent (current) video chunk, but rather for content that is delayed by a sum of
backoff and offset parameters. Default value is 6 s.
• Offset: together with backoff time, the value of this parameter determines
playback delay in relation to actual “live” position. Default value is 7 s.
When the player requests to receive a live video stream, it downloads ﬁrst a
manifest ﬁle, which describes the technical parameters which are necessary for the
player to decode the stream and advertises the chunks that are available for
download on the server. Timestamp of the latest (newest) chunk advertised by
Manifest will be denoted as t0.
However, the player does not normally get the chunk t0. First, it goes back in
time by the value of backoff plus offset. The sum of backoff and offset determines
the timestamp of a chunk, from which the player starts downloading video fragments to ﬁll its buffer (tstart). Now, the player immediately requests for next chunks,
until it ﬁlls its buffer or reaches the limit determined by the offset value (player may
not ask for chunks newer than “t0 − backoff”). We should now distinguish two
situations: buffer ≤ offset and buffer > offset.
Player Behavior When Buffer Is Smaller or Equal to Offset
The player immediately requests for a sufﬁcient number of chunks to ﬁll the entire
buffer. It gets them as fast as network bandwidth can support. Now it is ready to
start video playback, beginning with the oldest chunk stored in the buffer. The
timestamp of the ﬁrst chunk that will be displayed by player is:
tstart = t0 − backoff − offset

ð2Þ
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The video delay as seen by the user will thus be t0-tstart, that is:
ð3Þ

Dplay1 = backoff + offset

Remark that chunk 0 does not really contain “live” position of video stream, due
to delay introduced previously by operating the encoder and packager.
The behavior of the player is illustrated below in Fig. 4, which depicts chunks
that are advertised when the player joins a live stream. The advertised window
length is equal to 60 s. The player parameters assumed for the purpose of the
example are: buffer = 6 s, backoff = 6 s, offset = 20 s.
The ﬁrst (newest) chunk received by the player has a timestamp equal to t0–26 s.
Since the buffer size is smaller than the offset, all the buffer may be ﬁlled immediately by retrieving 3 chunks (6 s), without waiting for any new chunks to be
produced by the server. After retrieving enough chunks to ﬁll the buffer to the
required length, the player starts playing back, starting with the chunk tstart.
Player Behavior When Buffer Is Greater Than Offset
In the case when buffer > offset, the buffer cannot be immediately ﬁlled because the
player is not allowed to fetch chunks that are newer than t0 − backoff. So, it
immediately (as fast as the network bandwidth can support it) fetches the amount of
video chunks corresponding to the duration of an offset, and then waits for new
chunks to arrive, in order to ﬁll the remaining part of the buffer. After time (buffer −
offset), the buffer is ﬁlled and the player can start playing back the video, beginning
from the chunk with timestamp tstart. But tstart is now additionally delayed from t0
by (buffer − offset) because the player had to wait that time to ﬁll the buffer. So:
tstart = t0 − backoff − offset − ðbuffer − offsetÞ
= t0 − backoff − buffer

ð4Þ

The video delay is equal to t0 − tstart, that is:
ð5Þ

Dplay2 = backoff + buffer

buffer=6s
backoff=6s
offset=20s
widndow length=60s
chunk_duration=2s

Newst chunk
available for client
to download
t0

tstart_playback

Chunks downloaded immediately to the buffer

offset

Fig. 4 Illustration of player behavior in the case buffer < offset

backoff
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Described behavior of the player is illustrated below in Fig. 5. The advertised
window length is equal to 60 s. In this example, player parameters are the following: buffer = 20 s, backoff = 6 s, offset = 7 s.
The ﬁrst (newest) chunk received by the player is the one with timestamp
tstart = t0 − backoff − offset. Since the buffer length is greater than the offset, all the
buffer may not be ﬁlled immediately. The player thus retrieves rapidly (as fast as
bandwidth can support it) only “offset” portion of video chunks, and waits (bufferoffset) to gather enough newly arrived chunks to ﬁll the rest of the buffer. Then, the
player starts playing back, starting with the chunk tstart.
Summarizing and merging Eqs. (3) and (5) corresponding to different cases of
player parameter settings, the formula for player delay can be written as:
Dplay = backoff + maxðbuffer, offset Þ

ð6Þ

Remark that since packets sent over the network may be delayed or lost, causing
a retransmission, the delay calculations should be treated as being “at least” values
and the actual delay experienced may be greater than these values.
Playback Startup Delay
We may expect that playback startup delay (between the moment when the user
clicks on the “play” button and the moment when the content actually starts
playing) should grow with the size of the player buffer length. This is quite
understandable because, while joining the live stream, the player must wait until the
buffer is sufﬁciently ﬁlled, according to its conﬁgured value. More precisely, on the
one hand, if the player buffer size is conﬁgured with a smaller value than the offset,
the player immediately asks for video chunks to ﬁll the buffer completely. The
chunks are thus downloaded almost instantly and the time the player waits for
ﬁlling the buffer is practically not observable. On the other hand, if the buffer size
conﬁgured in the player is greater that the offset, the player cannot retrieve
immediately the number of chunks required to ﬁll the buffer. Thus, it has to wait

buffer=20s
backoff=6s
offset=7s
widndow length=60s
chunk length=2s

Chunks downloaded
immediately to the
buffer. Player has to
wait for new chunks
to fill rest of the
buffer.

tstart

offset

t0

backoff

New chunks
downloaded
to fill the rest
of the buffer.

t0+(buffer
-offset)

backoff
Fig. 5 Illustration of player behavior in the case buffer > offset
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until a sufﬁcient number of new chunks appear on the origin server. The time it has
to wait is equal to buffer minus offset (amount of video time that is missing in the
current window stored on the origin server):
Dplay

start

= maxð0, buffer − offset Þ

ð7Þ

4 Experimental Measurements with MS Smooth
Streaming Testbed
4.1

Testbed Architecture and Instrumentation

For experimental evaluation of the delay introduced in MS Smooth Streaming
delivery chain, measurements have been carried out in a testbed which reflects the
architecture of commercial OTT TV service of Orange Polska. It consists of the
following elements:
• Encoder: Ffmpeg v2.2 transcodes the content into H.264 stream packaged in
fmp4 (fragmented MP4) format.
• Origin Server: Uniﬁed Streaming Platform (USP) v1.5.7 packages fmp4 content
into Smooth Streaming ﬁles and produces the manifest ﬁle. The content and
manifest are served to clients by an Apache HTTP server.
• CDN: Akamai Verivue.
• PC player: a web-based player developed with MS Silverlight development tool.
• Mobile player: a reference application provided by the vendor of the streaming
player software.
End-to-End Delay Measurement
The instrumentation used for measuring delays in this OTT testbed is presented in
Fig. 6. The conﬁguration of the encoder machine allows us for adding current
timestamp as an overlay, visually “burned” in video picture. This entry-point
timestamp (measurement point A) can be visually compared with the current time
on the user device (measurement point B), after passing the entire delivery and
decoding process. Both clocks (in measurement point A and B) are synchronized
with a central clock by an NTP protocol.
The testbed allows us to perform measurements including - or not - the impact of
the CDN. In the ﬁrst case (path 1 on Fig. 6), the end device retrieves the content
directly from the Origin Server, through a Local Area Network (LAN). The impact
of the network latency can thus be considered as negligible and CDN is totally
eliminated. In the second case (path 2), the player reaches the content through a test
CDN, consisting of a single cache node.
The test executor launches the video player on a tablet which is connected to the
test network. He reads the timestamps on the screens and calculates the delay.
Current timestamp in point A (TA) is embedded in each video frame. Simultaneous
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Injection of current
timestamp

Origin Server
Tablet

1)

Live
transcoder

LAN

IPTV head-end

Visual reading of
current time in point
B, and timestamp
injected in point A

2)
Measurement
point B

Measurement
point A
Measurement
point A’

Test CDN

Fig. 6 End-to-end measurement testbed setup

readout of this timestamp and current timestamp (absolute time) in measurement
point B (TB) lets us estimate the total time of processing in the entire content
delivery chain. The e2e delay can be calculated in at any moment as:
De2e = TB − TA

ð8Þ

Measurement accuracy of this method is limited to visual readout of timestamps.
Normally, human tester may read the timestamp from computer and tablet screen
with granularity of around 1 s. More ﬁne-grained measurement of time would
require some automation of the method and more precise instrumentation. For
limiting the impact of human error, each measurement was repeated several times.
Taking into account that typically e2e delay in OTT delivery chain may be in the
order of 20 s to 1 min, the granularity of the method seems to be sufﬁcient.
Remark that presented method actually measures e2e delay, which is a sum of
several delay components:
De2e = Denc + Dpack + DCDN + Dplay

ð9Þ

Additional actions must be taken to split this delay into particular components,
as explained below.
Encoder Delay Measurement
Factors which impact the delay introduced by the encoding process include:
encoder implementation efﬁciency, performance of hardware on which it is being
run, whether the encoder itself is software or hardware based, numerous parameters
that can be set on the encoder and may alter its performance.
The transcoder installed in the testbed and used in the scope of this study is a
software-based solution ffmpeg 2.2, running on Centos 6.5 64 bit system, installed
as virtual machine (Oracle VM VirtualBox, 1 GB RAM, 2 CPU). The virtual
machine was running on Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard 64-bit (HP ML150:
2xIntel Xeon CPUE5504 2 GHz, 4 GB RAM).
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Figure 7 gives more details about the conﬁguration of the transcoder, presenting
video processing steps and the detailed points where timestamp was embedded into
the video for the purpose of measuring delays.
As the ﬁrst step within the transcoder module, FFmpeg decodes the input stream
to produce a raw video which is then encoded to a Smooth Streaming compatible
format by the encoder. However, prior to encoding, FFmpeg process “burns” a
timestamp in each produced video frame. The timestamp value in point A (TA)
corresponds to current system time when given frame has entered the transcoding
process.
The output of the encoder is an fmp4 ﬁle, containing an amount of video
corresponding to the duration of a chunk. Remark that, although the encoding and
packaging processes are logically separated, the encoder is not totally independent
from the packager as it prepares an encoded portion of the video which suits the
packager’s chunk size.
The encoded chunks (in fmp4 format) are then saved into the storage area of the
transcoder machine. The time ﬁles are recorded in the ﬁle system is considered as a
timestamp in point A0 ðTA0 Þ. By comparing timestamp A0 of a chunk with timestamp
A of the last video frame of each chunk, we can estimate the delay introduced by
the whole transcoding process.
Denc = TA0 − TA

ð10Þ

Packager Delay Measurement
In order to evaluate the impact of the packager in the e2e delay budget, we have
performed a set of measurements using the same methodology as described for the
e2e delay, but with a speciﬁc setting of the player. By setting buffer = 1, offset = 0
and backoff = 0, we reduce the impact of player practically to zero. Without
backoff and offset, the player gets the newest available chunk while joining the live
stream (see Fig. 8). Since this single chunk is sufﬁcient to ﬁll the buffer, the player
may start playing back immediately after receiving it. In a real network situation,
such a conﬁguration is not recommended since it is very sensitive to network
impairments. However, in the “idealized” testbed environment, we were able to
properly play a live stream with such a non-realistic parameter setting.
Since the player starts playing back immediately after receiving the newest
chunk from the origin server, we may expect that observed delay in measurement
Timestamp A
(system time at
start of encoding)
Input MPEG
Transport
Stream

ffmpeg
decoding
process

Timestamp A’
Encoded
(file save
chunks system time)
(fmp4) with
timestamp
Decoded
ffmpeg
File
video
encoding process
saved
(smoothstreaming)
on disk

Fig. 7 Encoder conﬁguration (with timestamp embedding) for measurements of encoding delay
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buffer=1s
backoff=0s
offset=0s
widndow length=60s chunk
length=2s

tstart
t0

Fig. 8 Illustration of player behavior in the case buffer = 1, offset = 0, backoff = 0

point B is only related to the packager and encoding delay (Dplay = 0). So, the
assumed procedure was to measure the e2e delay without CDN (DCDN = 0) and
subtract the encoding delay, obtained by the previous measurement of Denc.
Dpack = De2e − Denc

ð11Þ

CDN Delay Measurement
As depicted in Fig. 6, testbed conﬁguration allows for performing measurements
with or without CDN in the delivery chain. The assumed indirect methodology for
evaluating the impact of CDN only assumes comparing the end-to-end delay results
measured “with” and “without” the CDN.
DCDN = De2ewithCDN − De2ewithoutCDN

ð12Þ

Player Delay Measurement
The methodology to evaluate the impact of the player assumes performing e2e
delay measurements without CDN (DCDN = 0) and then subtract the delays of the
encoder and packager. Thus,
Dplay = De2e − Denc − Dpack

4.2

ð13Þ

Test Results

Encoder Delay
The encoder delay was measured according to the methodology described in
Sect. 4.1, with chunk length changed from 1 s to 10 s (remark that although chunk
length is a parameter of the packager, the encoder must be conﬁgured accordingly
in order to produce encoded video fragments that are suitable for the packager).
Several encoding proﬁles were tested (baseline, main), with FFmpeg-speciﬁc
modes: medium, fast, ultrafast. The results of the experiments are presented in
Table 1. Reported delays are an average calculated over ﬁve repetitions of each
experiment.
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delay
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Encoder proﬁle

Chunk size (s)

Delay (s)

Baseline Fast

1
2
5
7
10
1
10
1
10
1
10

1.49
1.74
1.78
1.76
1.79
1.54
2.11
1.73
1.94
1.36
1.19

Baseline medium
Main fast
Main ultrafast

The encoder delay in testbed environment is roughly between 1.5 and 2 s. We
recognize that obtained results could differ for another encoder type, running in a
different environment. Therefore, we stress that the results are relevant for particular
hardware/software conﬁguration of our testbed and cannot be generalized in a
straightforward way to other types of encoders available on the market.
Packaging Delay
The packager delay was measured with various chunk lengths set on the packager
(1–10 s), and with different values of the lookahead parameter (1, 2, 4, 6 fragments). The results are presented in Table 2 and Fig. 9 (subset of the results with
lookahead = 2). The measured delay is compared with the Dpack theoretical value
from Eq. (1). One can observe that measured packager delay can be quite well
approximated by formula (1).

Table 2 Measured packager delay
Chunk length (s)

Lookahead

Measured packager delay (s)

Theoretical value of
Dpack (Eq. 1) (s)

1
2
5
7
10
2
5
7
10
2
10
5
2

2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
4
4
4
6

5.51
7.86
18.22
25.44
34.61
6.46
13.02
19.64
24.61
12.66
57.41
28.82
16.26

3.5
7
17.5
24.5
35
5
12.5
17.5
25
11
55
27.5
15
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Fig. 9 Measured packager
delay, with lookahead = 2
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CDN Delay
Measurements were done with different values of chunk size on the packager (1, 2,
5, 7, 10 s) and with a ﬁxed value of lookahead = 2. The results of measurements
arepresented in Table 3. We can observe that CDN does not introduce a signiﬁcant
delay, especially when chunks are short.
Video Player Delay
E2e delay was measured without a CDN. The delay of encoder and packager was
eliminated by subtracting the results of previous measurements performed with the
same parameters setting.
Three series of tests were conducted in order to evaluate the impact on the video
player delay of 3 parameters: buffer, offset and backoff.
In the ﬁrst series of experiments, the delay was measured with different values of
buffer length in the video player. The values of the two other player parameters
were ﬁxed to backoff = 6 s, offset = 7 s. Note that values buffer = 5 s,
backoff = 6 s and offset = 7 s are considered as the default values in the Microsoft
Smooth Streaming protocol. Two values are reported as result of experiments
(see Table 4 and Fig. 10):
• “Start delay” corresponds to the stream startup time. It was measured with a stop
watch, as the time between clicking “play” on the player and the actual display
of the video. Reported value is an average over 5 repetitions of each experiment.
• “Player delay” corresponds to the observed difference between watched video
and actual “live” position. Reported values are an average and a minimum value
over 5 repetitions of each experiment.
One can observe that the player delay is quite well predicted using formula (6).
Figure 10b shows the measured playback startup delay. We can observe that it is
well approximated by formula (7).
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Table 3 Measured CDN delay
Chunk length (s)

Delay with CDN (s)

Delay w/out CDN (s)

CDN delay (s)

1
2
5
7
10

6
8.8
14.4
18.6
26.2

6.6
9
15.8
22
30.8

0.6
0.2
1.4
3.4
4.6

Table 4 Measured player delay as function of buffer length
Player parameters (s)
Buffer
Backoff
Offset

Startup delay (s)
Avg
Dplay_start
(Eq. 7)

Player delay (s)
Avg
Min

Theoretical Dplay
(Eq. 6) (s)

3
5
7
10
13
15
17
18
20
25
30

1.26
1.75
2.56
3.67
4.10
6.68
7.73
10.81
11.73
15.59
23.00

14.06
14.26
15.46
18.26
17.46
19.26
20.26
23.46
25.66
28.46
36.46

13
13
13
16
19
21
23
24
26
31
36

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

0
0
0
3
6
8
10
11
13
18
23

(a)

(b) 25

40

Playback start delay [s]

Measured startup delay

35
30

Delay [s]

13.26
13.26
15.26
15.26
16.26
18.26
19.26
23.26
24.26
27.26
36.26

25
20
15
10

Measured average delay
Theore cal delay

5

20

Theore cal startup delay

15
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5
0

0
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Fig. 10 a player delay and, b startup delay as function of player buffer length

In the second set of experiments, the player offset parameter varied, with ﬁxed
buffer length equal to 5 s, and ﬁxed backoff equal to 6 s. The results are presented in
Fig. 11a.
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Fig. 11 Measured player delay as function of player a buffer offset, b buffer backoff

Note that the playback startup delay does not signiﬁcantly depend on value of
offset parameter because, in this particular case, the buffer is usually smaller than the
offset (except in the two ﬁrst measurements).
Once again, results conﬁrm the validity of formula (6) for predicting latency of
the player.
When offset is greater than 60 s, chunks that should be retrieved are out of the
range of the advertised window, which means that the player wants to download
chunks that are too old and do not exists anymore on the server. Thus, formula (6)
does not apply.
In the last set of experiments, the player backoff time was varied in the range
0–90 s, with constant buffer = 5 s and offset = 7 s. The results are presented in
Fig. 11b. Once again, the results conﬁrm that the delay introduced by the player can
be correctly estimated by Eq. (6).

5 Experimental Measurements with MPEG-DASH
Testbed
5.1

Testbed Description

The delay measurements in an MPEG-DASH-based architecture were performed in
a testbed setup by Thomson Video Networks and depicted in Fig. 12.
The transcoding + origin server device, a VS7000 product from Thomson
Video Networks, is fed by an IP multicast containing a H264 speciﬁc source with a
time code burned in the video.
• At Measurement Point #1 (MP #1), a PC with VLC player is placed to watch the
input video (an IP multicast).
• At MP #2, a PC with VLC player is used to check the output video (an IP
multicast).
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Fig. 12 The basic MPEG-DASH testbed used for delay measurements

• At MP #3, a PC with GPAC player [9] or DASH IF player [10] is used to watch
the DASH video directly at transcoder output.
• At MP #4, a PC with GPAC player or DASH IF player is placed to watch the
DASH video output from a commercial CDN vendor, to simulate what would be
the experience of the end user.
The VS7000 transcoder is able to output a transcoded H264 video (MP #2) at the
same time as an MPEG DASH output (MP #3).
For the measurements, a snapshot (taken with a camera) of the PC screens at two
measurement points is done (see a snapshot example in Fig. 13).
The measured end to end delay is just the difference between the time codes of
the two screens. We did several measurements described hereafter by making
variations on the DASH segment duration. The segment duration was set at 1, 2, 3,
6, and 10 s. We have tried 2 different DASH players, namely the GPAC player and
the DASH IF player. Also with the GPAC player we tried two latency modes of the
player (“normal” and “low latency”).

5.2

Measurement Results

Results with GPAC Player—Normal Mode
The GPAC player provides a conﬁguration parameter called “delay mode” which
was expected to impact the buffering and thus the delay observed by the end user.
The measurements presented in this chapter were performed with two different
settings of this parameter. Results of the measurement performed with GPAC
player conﬁgured with “delay mode” set to “normal” mode are synthesized in
Table 5.
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Fig. 13 A snapshot example

Table 5 Results with GPAC player—normal mode
Seg.
duration (s)

Delay (s) at Enc out
(MP2 − MP1)

Delay (s) at DASH out
(MP3 − MP1)

Delay (s) at CDN out
(MP4 − MP1)

1
2
3
6
10

6
6
6
6
6

–
10.4
12.2
16
24.5

10.2
10.2
11.1
19.1
25.8

We can observe that the transcoding delay measured on this testbed is always
around 6 s and does not vary with the segment duration. The delay at DASH output
and at CDN output increases clearly with the segment duration. The extra delay that
the CDN can bring is not observable with these measurements. The minimum e2e
that we can observe is 10 s when the segment duration does not exceed 2 s.
We noticed that the measurement of the delay on a DASH output brings an
uncertainty of at least one segment. It means that the longer the segment is, the
higher the uncertainty on e2e delay will be. It explains why we can have sometimes
delays shorter with the CDN than without.
Results with GPAC Player—Low Latency Mode
Results of the measurements performed with GPAC player conﬁgured in “low
latency” mode are synthesized in Table 6.
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Table 6 Results with GPAC player—low latency mode
Seg.
duration (s)

Delay (s) at Enc out
(MP2 − MP1)

Delay (s) at DASH out
(MP3 − MP1)

Delay (s) at CDN out
(MP4 − MP1)

1
2
6
10

6
6
6
6

10
9.2
18.4
23.6

10.3
11.9
18.5
27.6

The conclusion is that we do not observe any signiﬁcant change between the two
latency modes of GPAC. Also, the delay of the CDN is still not observable with
these measurements.
Results with DASH IF Player
The results of measurement performed with DASH IF player are synthesized in
Table 7. This player does not provide conﬁguration parameters related with
buffering latency.
The conclusion is that we can observe an additional average delay of about 8.5 s
on the DASH IF player compared to the GPAC player. This shows that the impact
of the player is signiﬁcant on the e2e delay.
Analysis of the Results
The transcoding time for H264 format is around 6 s, whatever the segment duration. The encoder is not the major contributor regarding the global 20–60 s e2e
latency currently observed in the ﬁeld.
The segment duration is a parameter that has a signiﬁcant impact on the latency.
Using a segment duration of 2 s allows getting an end-to-end delay close to 10 s
with the best player. Using segment duration of 10 s, an e2e delay of around 25 s is
observed with the same player.
The CDN delay does not seem to be a major contributor to the e2e delay. It is
hidden by the delay introduced by the player which is the major contributor to the
e2e latency. Using two different DASH players, GPAC and DASH IF, all the other
parameters being the same, we observed an additional average delay of about 8.5 s
with the DASH IF player. We did not observe any signiﬁcant difference between
the “low latency” and the “normal latency” mode of the GPAC player.
Table 7 Results with DASH IF player
Seg.
duration (s)

Delay (s) at Enc out
(MP2 − MP1)

Delay (s) at CDN out
(MP4 − MP1)

Difference with
GPAC (s)

1
2
3
6
10

6
6
6
6
6

19.7
18.1
22.2
24.7
34.4

+9.5
+7.9
+11.1
+5.6
+8.6
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6 Improvement Proposals
We have identiﬁed several ways to improve the e2e delay. They are detailed
hereafter.
End to End Delay Improvement Related to the Headend Architecture
A target for the OTT live service is to obtain an e2e delay as close as possible as the
e2e delay observed with a broadcast network, a DTH (Direct To the Home) or DTT
(Digital Terrestrial Television) network for instance. This is a way to improve the
QoE for delay-sensitive services. With current architectures, the live program is
acquired from a broadcast network (typically a satellite DTH network). Delay due
to the broadcast network (encoding + multiplexing + RF transmission + decoding) is added to the OTT latency, which is not optimal.
It is much better for delay-sensitive OTT services to implement the live OTT
headend at the same location as the broadcast headend in order to access the
baseband uncompressed signal. With this approach, both encoding processes can be
parallelized. Figure 14 illustrates this new architecture, compared to the current
approach.

Fig. 14 Difference between current and optimized architecture
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In the OTT delivery chain, this optimized architecture allows to remove the ﬁrst
encoding/decoding process, saving 4 to 5 s in the e2e latency, depending on the
features and settings of this ﬁrst encoding/decoding process.
End to End Delay Improvement with a Low-Delay Encoder
As exposed previously, with optimized player and segment duration, we can reach
an e2e delay close to 10 s. So under these conditions the 6 s of encoding/
transcoding delay is not negligible. Thomson Video Networks has developed an
ultra-low delay mode for its OTT encoder.
It is mainly thanks to a reduction of the video encoding pipeline and of the video
encoder buffer size that the encoding delay can be improved. With this approach,
the encoding delay can be reduced by approximately 2 s.
End to End Delay Improvement When Reducing the Segment Duration
It was exposed previously that there is a direct link between the e2e latency and the
segments duration.
The obvious solution to reduce the e2e latency is therefore to reduce the segment
duration. However, the price to pay is a visible video quality degradation when this
duration goes down to 1–2 s.
This is mainly due to the fact that, currently, OTT video coding is based on a
“Closed Group Of Picture (GOP)” approach: Every segment begins with an
Instantaneous Decoding Refresh (IDR) frame. The insertion of this IDR frame with
a short recurring period has two negative effects. First, it increases the bitrate, or
reduces the picture quality if we make the bitrate constant. Second, a “beating
effect” is introduced at the recurring period because of the higher quality of the IDR
frame.
It will be therefore very interesting to explore an “Open GOP” encoding
mechanism for OTT delivery: IDR frames will not be systematically inserted at the
beginning of a segment. It will however require some adaptations both at encoder
and decoder side.

7 Future Works
Two areas are especially worth further investigation as next steps of work presented
in this paper. As mentioned in Sect. 6, so-called “open GOP” approach is considered by authors as promising approach to further decrease the delay introduced
by the OTT encoder. The impact on encoder and decoder implementation is to be
evaluated, in relation to on-going MPEG-DASH standardization efforts.
On the other hand, further experiments are planned to evaluate the outcome of
the study out of the lab, in real-life scenarios. Main contribution of this study, that is
evaluation of delay introduced by OTT infrastructure (encoding-packagingbuffering) holds true in any realistic setting, but nevertheless it could be interesting to investigate how the proposed optimizations interplay with TCP protocol
dynamics and impact on user-perceived QoE in the presence of network congestion,
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e.g. for OTT TV user with his tablet connected to WiFi in the home, sharing
bandwidth with a connected TV, or mobile phone user in public 4G network in a
crowded area.

8 Conclusions
The paper has presented the analysis and measurements of user-perceived delay in
Live TV service delivered over the Internet using adaptive HTTP streaming
technique.
The following elements of content delivery architecture have been identiﬁed as
contributors to the e2e latency: video transcoding in the headend, packaging (applying adaptive streaming format), delivery over a CDN and buffering in the terminal. Buffering in the terminal appears as the major contributor to this delay but
improvements in the headend architecture and in the video transcoder can also
contribute to the reduction of the e2e latency. Presented results are of analytical as
well of experimental type and may have practical importance for video service
providers as hints for designing service architectures and setting key system
parameters, taking into account both technical constraints and user Quality of
Experience.
Measurements showed that an e2e delay of about 10 s can be obtained right now
when applying some optimizations. This is clearly an improvement when compared
to the 20–60 s range currently observed in the ﬁeld. Shorter delays can even be
reached with additional research work both at encoder and decoder side (use of
“Open GOP” encoding mechanism).
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Power Aware MOM for Telemetry-Oriented
Applications—Levee Monitoring Use Case
Tomasz Szydlo, Piotr Nawrocki, Robert Brzoza-Woch
and Krzysztof Zielinski

Abstract The paper discusses the problem of the message-oriented middleware
utilization in telemetry systems. The authors provide a survey and practical measurements of common data transmission protocols for telemetry applications and
wireless sensing. Based on that survey the authors propose concepts of message
aggregation mechanisms to improve power consumption of the data transmission
channel. As the entry point, the authors assume the utilization of the MQTT protocol. The concepts described in this paper have been successfully implemented in a
smart levee monitoring system.

1 Introduction
The purpose of telemetry systems is to transparently convey measurement information from a remotely located sensor to receiving equipment for further processing and
visualization. Development and miniaturization of electronic devices has allowed
for the high penetration of telemetry solutions in the surrounding world in order to
increase the quality of life. In typical telemetry solutions, remote stations are powered from external power sources and use industrial communication protocols such
as Modbus to gather data from these devices to the central system. This work is an
extended version of paper [1] presented at the Federated Conference on Computer
Science and Information Systems, Warsaw, Poland, 2014.
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Currently, an increasing number of telemetry devices are designed to be powered
by energy harvesting thus they must be power eﬃcient and they might temporarily
go asleep to preserve power [2–4]. Because of the diﬀerences between these types of
devices, the legacy polling protocols for communication might not be eﬀective. To
achieve the desired functionality, we need two components: (1) an adequate communication channel and (2) a suitable communication protocol. The choice of the
communication channel technology is described further in this article. In the case
of the communication protocols, they should (1) leverage the power usage characteristic of the used communication technology, (2) handle the sleepy nodes and (3)
provide high level addressing of nodes.
We think that the requirements for communication protocol might be fulﬁlled by
the message oriented communication. Sending messages across channels decreases
the complexity of the end application, thereby allowing the developer of the application to focus on true application functionality instead of the intricate needs of communication protocols. Message-oriented middleware (MOM) [5] allows application
modules to be distributed over heterogeneous platforms and reduces the complexity
of developing applications that span multiple operating systems and network protocols. The middleware creates a distributed communications layer that insulates the
application developer from the details of the various operating systems and network
interfaces. Message-oriented middleware may provide reliable asynchronous communication mechanisms that might be used to carry i.e. measurement data or other
remote communication messages. We have studied and tested diﬀerent communication technologies and methods. After analysis of the diﬀerent MOM protocols such
as AMQP (Advanced Message Queuing Protocol), MQTT or MQTT-SN (MQTT
For Sensor Networks) we have decided to choose for further research the MQTT
and MQTT-SN protocols.
In the current telemetry solutions we distinguish two categories of communication channels. The external communication concerns data transmission between any
telemetry station and the Internet. The second category is the internal communication which may be utilized within the telemetry system, but may be unable to transmit data directly to the global network. To implement the internal communication
mechanisms we utilize mesh networking hardware and protocols. In a situation where
there is no possibility of the external communication, telemetry station can connect
to the other stations through the internal communication. In case of no external communication availability, the data from sensor networks can be transmitted over the
mesh network until a telemetry station with the external communication available is
found.
In the paper we are analysing communication technologies for internal and external communication and then we are comparing the energy eﬃciency of XBee and
GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) technology. Then we propose the concept of
adaptive message aggregation method for MQTT-SN protocol that optimizes power
used by GPRS wireless connection during data transmission for the external communication. The research (presented later in the paper) showed that sending data using
short IP packets consumes much more energy than using longer packets. Because of
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the fact that messages containing measurements are relatively small, we propose the
concept of adaptive data aggregation prior to sending via GPRS.
The research presented in this paper is a part of ISMOP [6] research project which
objectives span construction of an artiﬁcial levee, design of wireless sensors for levee
instrumentation, development of a sensor communication infrastructure, and a software platform for execution management, data management [7] and decision support
[8]. Scientiﬁc and industrial consortium in the ISMOP project conducts research on
a comprehensive monitoring system enabling evaluation of current and forecasted
state of ﬂood levees. This paper focuses on issues related to the organization of data
acquired from the sensors located in the levees in order to optimize the power consumed by GPRS modem during data transmission to the central system for later
analysis.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the motivating scenario,
where Sect. 3 presents the related work. Section 4 contains a description of preliminary tests of the MOM (based on the MQTT protocol) power and energy requirements. Section 5 presents the concept of power-aware adaptive message aggregation,
which is then evaluated in the use case in Sect. 6. Finally, the paper is summarized
and further research steps are presented.

2 Motivating Scenario
Recently, the importance of sensor network for monitoring various areas, objects or
devices, has signiﬁcantly increased. One of the areas in which telemetry and sensor
network begin to fulﬁll a major role is monitoring systems for hydrologic engineering
facilities in particular dams and ﬂood levees [9, 10]. The overall concept of hydrological monitoring facilities was the starting point for the assumptions and implementation of the ISMOP research project which will result in guidelines for creating a
telemetry system that enables continuous monitoring of levees. Research addresses
the collection of massive measurement data in continuous mode, optimized transmission methodology, interpretation and analysis of monitored data with computer
simulation and ﬁnally providing visualized results for the relevant authorities.
The condition of a levee can be determined by measuring its internal temperature
and pore pressure in multiple places using a large number of sensors. A threat of burst
can be estimated from the gathered temperature data. A rapid change of temperature
detected in one or more sensors may be a sign of a leak which can further become
a dangerous burst. An example scenario of a telemetry system containing sensors
placed inside the levees and the central data collection system is shown in Fig. 1.
The role of the telemetry station is to acquire data from sensor networks which
contain information about levee condition and to transmit these data to the central
station. The data is generated by the sensor network for an epoch, which results in
bursts of data each time the epoch changes. Apart from that, telemetry station also
sends periodically information about its current condition such as battery level, CPU
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Fig. 1 Telemetry system for ﬂood control levees

usage and others. The data from sensor networks, due to their importance, should be
reliably delivered while the condition information may be transmitted on the best
eﬀort basis.

3 Related Work
Energy consumption of a wireless transmission device greatly depends on such factors as chosen communication standard, protocols used, and amount of transmitted data. Providing a medium-range or wide-area network connectivity requires a
diﬀerent approach. It is not a demanding task provided that a network infrastructure is available with appropriate SLA (Service Level Agreement) guaranties [11].
However, in remote areas a cellular connection is a common solution for industrial
telemetry systems. Typical activities on a smartphone platform (sending a message,
making a voice call, transmission over GPRS, etc.) are evaluated in [12]. An in-depth
analysis o energy requirements for GPRS and UMTS services is provided in [13, 14].
High-level protocols over cellular network also have an impact on overall energy
requirements of a system [15]. A review of various middleware protocols for telemetry applications can be found in [16]. Message-oriented Middleware is widely used
as a communication layer for a variety of information systems which require eventdriven message and data exchange, and more loose coupling than e.g. remote procedure calls. Examples of commonly utilized technologies for MOM are:
∙
∙
∙
∙

Java Message Service (JMS) [17];
Data Distribution Service [18];
Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) [19];
MQTT and its variation, MQTT-SN [20].

These technologies provide several other functionalities such as transaction management, broker clustering, additional message paradigms including point-to-point,
publish/subscribe and request-response. Nevertheless, only MQTT has been
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designed especially for transferring telemetry-style binary data from the pervasive
devices with limited computational resources. It should be noted that utilizing the
MQTT protocol over a standard TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) connection
may provide redundant message delivery guaranties. As TCP is intended to provide a reliable link and has built-in retransmission mechanisms, setting the MQTT’s
QoS (Quality of Service) parameter to 1 or 2 provides another (redundant) layer of
persistence. In contrast, those higher levels of QoS seem very useful in MQTT-SN
variation which by design uses UDP (User Datagram Protocol) datagrams. In our
research we have chosen MQTT-SN messaging protocol (formerly MQTT-S [21])
because it is promising due to its simplicity. MQTT-SN clients can be implemented
in resource-constrained hardware (embedded systems), and there are available plenty
of its implementations.
However, it is diﬃcult to ﬁnd any power eﬃciency considerations for MQTT-SN.
By far many solutions dedicated to the MOM technology have been optimized to
limit the data transfer and save energy. The MQTT-SN is an example of protocol
that was optimized in terms of quantity of data to be transmitted. It results from
using short-distance wireless protocols for sensor-based data transmission, including
the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol. All these issues, not previously mentioned in MOM
solutions, and particularly in the MQTT-SN protocol, have been analyzed in this
article and relevant solutions have been suggested.

4 Power Aware MOM for Telemetry-Oriented System
There are several communication technologies that can be used in the telemetryoriented applications. However monitoring levees in the hazardous weather conditions is not a trivial task and therefore needs technologies with particular properties.
External communication should provide Internet connectivity with a good coverage
in the rural areas. Internal communication should provide mesh connectivity as it will
be used to transfer measured data to the other stations during the temporal failures
of the external communication. Table 1 summarizes the available communication
technologies that might be used.
Based on the aforementioned requirements, we have selected the XBee communication protocol for internal communication and GPRS for external communication. The tests described in this section concern power and energy requirements of
the MOM based on the MQTT protocol implemented over these two technologies.
Figure 2 shows the power consumed by the control-measurement station during four
test bursts. Each burst consists of (a) reading data from the wireless sensor network
edge router (b) processing the data, and (c) transmitting data in three diﬀerent ways.
The reading and processing procedures use the same underlying algorithms for each
of the three cases. As can be noticed, data transmission is the main contributing
factor for the overall power consumption footprint.
The XBee module’s transmit operation required very little power (≈0.2 W during transmission) compared to the GPRS connection (≈3 W). It makes the XBee
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Table 1 Communication technologies for telemetry applications
Technology

Range

Frequency

Applicability

Comments

GSM
Star
(GPRS/3G/LTE)

Topology

omnipresent

850 MHz,
900 MHz,
1800 MHz,
1900 MHz

External

GPRS is a legacy
technology with
high area
coverage

WiFi

Star

100 m to few km
with high gain
antenna

2.4 GHz

External/Internal can be used for
external
communication
when open
HotSpots are
available

XBee

Star, tree, mesh

Up to 10 km

2.4 GHz,
868 MHz,
900 MHz

Internal

proven
technology for
sensor networks

6lowPAN

Tree

100 m of direct
link

868 MHz,
2.4 GHz

internal

IPv6 based
technology

LoRA

Star

up to 20 km

868 MHz,
915 MHz

Internal

low power and
low speed data
transmissions
over long
distances

Fig. 2 Relation of power requirements in the function of time for four sample bursts

communication very well suited for the low-power data transmission in the controlmeasurement station and it does not require any sophisticated power saving mechanism. Despite XBee oﬀers potentially economical station-to-station connectivity, it
has no ability to transmit data to the Internet.
In contrast, the GPRS modem’s power consumption is signiﬁcant, but it has the
advantage of providing connection to the Internet. In this case power saving mechanisms are justiﬁable. Further in this section we describe basic yet versatile method
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of implementing the GPRS power saving mechanisms at very low level. The mechanisms include (a) aggregating data to be transmitted (b) optionally completely disabling the power of the GPRS modem for a period of time. The latter requires the
cold-start procedure to be performed each time the GPRS has to transmit data, but
it saves the most power during the idle state. Then we compare the two methods.
The gathered information allowed us to determine the relationship between data
aggregation time and energy that needs to be provided (harvested) in a period of time.
To achieve this, we created a simpliﬁed energy model of the transmission subsystem
with and without power saving (PS) feature.
First, we deﬁne the following symbols:
∙ TAG —the data aggregation time (transmission interval), i.e. how long we wait and
collect samples until transmission occurs (as one sample we mean one burst of
data from all sensors);
∙ TSA —sampling period, i.e. time interval between subsequent samples;
∙ T1 —one sample transmission time;
∙ TTOT —total measurement period;
∙ ETOT_PS —total energy required to transmit all data gathered during TTOT with PS
feature enabled (GPRS modem is powered down between transmissions);
∙ ETOT_ON —total energy required to transmit all data gathered during TTOT without
the PS feature (GPRS modem is always powered and keeps the TCP connection);
∙ ETX_PS , ETX_ON —energy required for one transmission of aggregated samples with
and without PS feature.
According to our model, we express total energy ETOT for the two cases with the
following equations:
(1)
ETOT_PS = ETX_PS ⋅ NTX
and
ETOT_ON = ETX_ON ⋅ NTX ,

(2)

where NTX is the number of transmissions that we need to perform during the total
measurement period. It can be determined by the formula:
NTX =

TTOT
.
TAG

(3)

The number NTX decreases with the increasing aggregation period.
Formulas for the energy required to perform one aggregated transmission (ETX_PS ,
ETX_ON ) depend on the selected power scheme.
Refer to Fig. 3a. For the power-saving scheme, the ETX_PS can be expressed as
a sum the energy required to perform the GPRS modem start-up procedure ESTART
(one time) and the energy required to transmit one sample (ESA ) multiplied by the
number of samples (NSA ):
ETX_PS = ESTART + NSA ⋅ ESA

(4)
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Fig. 3 Schematic
representation of the two
power schemes: power
saving (a) and always-on (b)

(a)

(b)

The number of samples to transmit (NSA ) is equal to the ratio of the aggregation
time to the one sample period:
T
(5)
NSA = AG
TSA
Using Eqs. 1, 3 and 4 we get:
ETOT_PS = ESTART ⋅

TTOT
T
+ ESA ⋅ TOT .
TSA
TSA

(6)

Refer to Fig. 3b. For the always-on scheme, we express the energy needed for the
one aggregated transmission as a sum of energy needed to keep the connection active
and the no-overhead data transmission energy:
ETX_ON = (TAG − NSA ⋅ T1 ) ⋅ PIDLE + ESA ⋅ NSA

(7)

The ﬁrst element is expressed as the idle power (PIDLE ) multiplied by the time in
which we need to keep the connection opened and we not yet transmit data.
Then, from (2), (3) and (7), we get:
ETOT_ON = PIDLE ⋅ TTOT (1 − NSA ⋅

T
T1
) + ESA ⋅ TOT
TAG
TSA

(8)

Figure 4 shows a sample relationship between the aggregation time TAG and
total energy required in a period of time with and without the power saving feature (ETOT_PS and ETOT_ON ). The input values are based on the actual working
implementation: TTOT = 24 h, T1 = 42 s, TSA = 2 min, ESTART = 47 J, ESA = 113 J,
PIDLE = 0, 273 W. Depending on the input values which represent given system characteristics, the ETOT_PS and ETOT_ON traces may vary. The ETOT_ON trace is constant,
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Fig. 4 Relation between the
aggregation time and total
energy required by the GPRS
transmission subsystem of
the prototype telemetry
station

because the amount of data to be transmitted and idle time do not change, i.e. the
transmission state to idle state ratio are constant and, depending on the aggregation
interval (TAG ), transmission and idle periods are only diﬀerently organized. In contrast, the energy requirements with the PS feature enabled decreases with the growing
number of the aggregated samples thanks to reduction of the number of cold start
sequences of the GPRS modem.

5 Adaptive Message Aggregation for GPRS Connectivity
The main goal of the research was to decrease the amount of energy necessary to
send the data using MOM over GPRS connectivity. The results of the base research
aimed to analyze how much energy is used by GPRS modem as a function of packet
data size is depicted in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Power necessary to send 10 kB of data using GPRS communication as a function of packet
size
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Fig. 6 Overall data necessary to send 10kB of data as a function of packet size

The nonlinearity in the power consumption is caused by two factors: overhead of
the appropriate headers of TCP/IP protocol stack and purely technical considerations
related to the physical communication with the GPRS modem in embedded devices
(e.g. the time of data preparation, inter frame gaps and others). Figure 6 shows the
overall data size that are necessary to send 10 KB of data payload. The overhead is
related to the headers of UDP and IP protocols for each packet. Consequently, from
an energy consumption point of view, it is much better for ﬁxed amount of data to
send it using as large packet size as possible.
On the other hand, the amount of measurement data that need to be transmitted is
usually small i.e. typically 20 B. The previous measurements show that sending such
small packets would be ineﬃcient. Based on these data, we propose the concept of
data aggregation before transmission.
Our concept, as presented in Fig. 7, can be applied to MQTT messages with QoS 0
and 1. In QoS 0, messages are not acknowledged, so client may aggregate several
messages before sending them. In the second case, with QoS 1, all the messages had
to be acknowledged so, we propose also aggregating the acknowledgment packets
on the broker side.
We have assumed that larger, important data to send appear in the bursts, while
less important data are sent on regular basis in small chunks. This is dictated by the
fact that underlying sensor network (installed in the levee) wakes up in time intervals to preserve power. The naive approach to data aggregation is presented in Fig. 8.
The main idea is that new messages are not send immediately but ﬁrst copied to the
buﬀer B with ﬁxed length L and then sent as an aggregated packet. There are two
conditions that decide of sending data: buﬀer is overﬂowed or buﬀer timeout T I has
ended. During the period 1 and 3 aggregated messages are sent because of the timeout condition, while during the period 2 aggregated message is sent because of the
overﬂow condition. The drawback of the method is that in the period 3, the messages that belong to the burst are sent with longer delay then previous ones because
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Fig. 7 Message aggregation concept for MQTT-SN

Fig. 8 Naive approach to data aggregation (time periods are marked with numbers, telemetry data
are represented by small grey circles, triangles represent bursts of measurement data, packed and
transmitted data are depicted as squares)

overﬂow condition did not occurred. Such a situation is unwanted if the data has to
be analyzed in the real-time.
In our method, we propose adaptive timeout calculation that adjust itself to the
frequency of incoming data. The main concept is that buﬀer overﬂow situation
decreases the buﬀer timeout meaning that messages should be send faster, while
decreasing the frequency of incoming new data recovers the timeout to its previous
value. Such a policy results in the situation that messages belonging to the data burst
are received by the broker in the burst as well. The concept is depicted in Fig. 9.
During the period 3, the aggregated message is send earlier than in naive approach
to the aggregation.
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Fig. 9 Adaptive approach to data aggregation (time periods are marked with numbers, telemetry
data are represented by small grey circles, triangles represent bursts of measurement data, packed
and transmitted data are depicted as squares)

As can be noticed, the presented adaptive message aggregation does not generate
any additional overhead. On the contrary, it contributes to reducing the overhead
introduced by the TCP/IP protocol stack when transmitting small chunks of data.
Another aspect is the latency of data arrival. It results directly from the fact, that
data needs to be packed in a buﬀer. In our solution, the latency is controlled with the
variable timeout value. The timeout automatically decreases as more data arrives.
This can be utilized to keep latency and overhead ratio at reasonable levels.
More formally, the algorithm is composed of the two parts and might be presented
as follows. The input to the algorithm is provided by four values: T I is the initial
timeout value, T R is the recovery time to the initial value, the factor 𝛼, and a buﬀer
length L. In the MOM client there is global timer T that represents actual timeout
value—at time t this value is denoted as Tt . When the aggregated message buﬀer B
of length L is created at time t, it has assigned timeout that equals Tt . Length of the
buﬀers is constant.
First part of the algorithm is responsible for recovering (i.e. increasing) timeout
T to the initial value of T I and is formulated as follow: for each time k, the timeout
Tk+1 is calculated using the Eq. 9, where 𝛥T is the time step.
Tk+1 = min (Tk +

TI
𝛥T, T I )
TR

(9)

The second part of the algorithm is responsible for decreasing timeout T to the
value that is similar to the time of sending overﬂowed buﬀers when data burst is
observed. The Eq. 10 is used only when the overﬂow of the buﬀer is observed. Value
d in the equation is the time from the last overﬂow event.
Tk+1 = min (𝛼Tk + (1 − 𝛼)d, T I )

(10)

Having in mind, that data usually comes from remote telemetry stations to the
central point, we propose to use adaptive aggregation method on the client side to
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aggregate messages, and to use naive aggregation approach on the broker side to
aggregate acknowledgments. The evaluation results of the proposed algorithm are
presented in the next section.

6 Evaluation
We have evaluated the proposed concept on the scenario similar to the one presented
in the previous section. We have assumed that data from levee monitoring sensors
are gathered and sent in two stages:
∙ at the beginning, for QoS 1 in MQTT/MQTT-SN, 1000 PUBLISH messages with
a length of 20 B are sent and received conﬁrmation of these messages (PUBACK);
∙ later, for QoS 0 in MQTT/MQTT-SN, in 12 min epoch and for every 30 s
PUBLISH messages with a length of 20 B are transmitted.
During tests we used a popular GPRS modem (SIM900D) and, in order to verify
the results obtained, we also used an industrial GPRS Modem (Wavecom Fastrack
Supreme 20). In order to develop test software we extend implementation of MQTTSN— Eclipse Mosquitto [22] (which we call A-MQTT-SN) to support adaptation.
Above presented testing scenario was carried out for three cases using:
∙ MQTT protocol (Eclipse Mosquitto);
∙ MQTT-SN protocol (Eclipse Mosquitto);
∙ A-MQTT-SN protocol with adaptation for sent and received data (message type
PUBLISH and PUBACK).
The adaptive aggregation algorithm for A-MQTT-SN was initiated with values:
TI = 120 s, TR = 240 s, 𝛼 = 0.5, and L = 1000 B. The naive aggregation algorithm was initiated with values: TI = 2 s and L = 250 B. The values are applicationspeciﬁc, and should be tailored for diﬀerent conditions, such as: amount of transmitted data, real-time boundaries and the maximal accepted latency by the application.
The measurements were made with a custom multichannel current and voltage
sensing module and tailored for energy measurements of various embedded devices.
Data for all of the presented tests was acquired from the GPRS modems (Class 10)
connecting to public GSM network with a throughput of 25 Kb/s (2 timeslots in
uplink direction).
The result of these tests is shown in the following ﬁgures:
∙ for MQTT protocol (using TCP and PPP protocols)—Fig. 10;
∙ for MQTT-SN protocol (using UDP, PPP protocols and AT commands on the
GPRS modem)—Fig. 11;
∙ for A-MQTT-SN protocol (using UDP, PPP protocols and AT commands on the
GPRS modem)—Fig. 12.
The above results show that the power consumption of a GPRS modem for data
transmission is higher for MQTT and MQTT-SN than A-MQTT-SN protocol. In our
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Fig. 10 The current consumption for the MQTT protocol

Fig. 11 The current consumption for the MQTT-SN protocol

opinion, the higher value of power consumption for MQTT protocol is the result of
using TCP and its complexity (call setup, retransmissions). When we transmit MQTT
messages with QoS 0, there should be no retransmissions at the MQTT protocol
level. However, the retransmissions may actually occur at the TCP protocol level. In
the second case the increased energy consumption of the GPRS modem is related
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Fig. 12 The power consumption for the A-MQTT-SN protocol
Fig. 13 Energy
consumption for MQTT,
MQTT-SN and
A-MQTT-SN protocols

to the size of transmitted data chunks with the MQTT-SN over UDP. Small chunks
of data result in an increased overhead related to the packets’ headers. The developed A-MQTT-SN protocol variation aggregates data and signiﬁcantly decreases
the number of headers that need to be transmitted. This, in turn, provides the best
energy eﬃciency (Fig. 13).

7 Summary and Future Work
The paper discusses the problem of sending the sensor data from and between remote
telemetry stations. We have analyzed various communication technologies and pro-
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tocols for both internal and external communication and decided to use XBee and
GPRS connectivity. The paper also proposed the extensions to the communication
protocol that adjust its behavior to the GPRS connectivity proﬁle in order to decrease
the data transmission-related energy consumption.
The motivating scenario presented in the paper is only one of the possible applications of our concept. The solutions might be successfully applied to e.g. multilayer
telemetry solutions where due to the sleepy nodes, data have to be pushed rarely but
eﬃciently.
Acknowledgements The research presented in this paper was partially supported by the National
Centre for Research and Development (NCBiR) under Grant No. PBS1/B9/18/2013 and by the
Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education under AGH University of Science and Technology
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Monitoring Drip Irrigation System Using
Wireless Sensor Networks
I. Bennis, H. Fouchal, O. Zytoune and D. Aboutajdine

Abstract Recently, adopting an optimized irrigation system has become a
necessity due to the lack of the world water resource. Moreover, many researchers
have treated this issue to improve the irrigation system by coupling the novel technologies from the information and communication ﬁeld with the agricultural practices. The Wireless Sensor and Actuators Networks (WSANs) present a great example of this fusion. In this paper, we present a model architecture for a drip irrigation system using the WSANs. Our model includes the soil moisture, temperature
and pressure sensors to monitor the irrigation operations. Speciﬁcally, we study the
case where a system malfunction occurs, as when the pipes burst or the emitters are
blocked. Furthermore, we diﬀerentiate two main traﬃc levels for the information
transmitted by the WSAN, and by using an adequate priority-based routing protocol,
we can achieve high QoS performances for the priority information. We have performed extensive simulations through TOSSIM simulators. The results show that our
solution gives better performances in terms of delay and packet delivery ratio. Also
we have realized a real test-bed to investigate the eﬀectiveness of our approach. The
experimentation results show considerable gain compared to other state-of-the-art
protocol.
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1 Introduction
During the last decade, the Precision Agriculture (PA) has emerged as novel trend
to enhance the agricultural practices. The principal aim of the PA is to monitor the
spatio-temporal characteristics of the agricultural parcel [1]. In that way, the crops
yield can be optimized while the natural, ﬁnancial and energetic resources can be
preserved. However, since the monitored agricultural regions are generally scattered
and suﬀer from variable environmental conditions, the need for accurate and realtime collected information is more pronounced. Also, the classical solution as the
satellite imagery, aircraft or other systems based on the map cannot be supported by
all farmers due to their heavy cost. To overcome this limitation, the Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs) was introduced into the agricultural environment [2].
Technically, the sensor nodes are deployed into the farmland. They start to collect environmental information and monitor soil characteristics. Then, they cooperate according to designed protocols to communicate the collected information to a
central node. After that, this information is processed and treated to make an eventual
decision.
The WSN have been explored in diﬀerent ways for the agriculture ﬁeld. As example, in [3] the authors have used four nodes types: soil, environmental, water and
gateway to monitor the water content, temperature and soil salinity at a farm located
in Spain. The security aspect is another example of how can the WSNs improve the
agricultural yield. In fact, crops are negatively aﬀected by human or animals intruders. Also, the production process is still insuﬃciently controlled which leads to a
potential product loss. To overcome this point, the video-surveillance nodes can be
used to detect and identify intruders as well as to better take care of the production
process [4]. The detection can be performed by the Passive Infrared sensor (PIR),
when the identiﬁcation process can be done by CMOS camera.
Another kind of WSN was proposed focusing in the underground communication.
In fact, in order to monitor the underground parameters such as soil moisture or water
and mineral content, the terrestrial sensors nodes were usually connected by cable to
a wireless transceiver on the ground [5]. However, such way can highly inﬂuence the
farming activities. In addition, the sensor nodes can be aﬀected by geographical and
meteorological factors [6]. To overcome this shortcoming, the entire node (including the transceiver part) is buried at a speciﬁc depth. This network is called Wireless
underground sensor networks (WUSN) [5]. According to [5], the main advantages of
the WUSN against terrestrial WSN can be resumed to the following points: concealment, ease of deployment, data timeliness, and coverage density. Nevertheless, even
if the adoption of the WUSN is a promising solution, ensuring a reliable wireless
underground communication is almost a new topic for researchers in the precision
agriculture ﬁeld which implies novel challenges concerning the underground channel properties.
One of the most important applications of the WSNs in the PA was the control of
the irrigation system. The interest comes naturally from saving water. For this aim,
many researches were conducted to enhance the irrigation control system by cou-
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pling novel technologies with the agricultural practices. Among irrigation strategies,
the drip irrigation system was considered as the most eﬃcient policy to save water
use. Moreover, combining this strategy with WSNs leads us to have a great beneﬁt
from the farmlands. However, the irrigation system reliability needs more attention,
mainly in the case of general or partial dysfunction. For this aim, we present in this
paper a model architecture for a drip irrigation system using WSANs. Our model
includes the soil moisture, temperature and pressure sensors to monitor the irrigation
operations. Specially, we take into consideration the case when a dysfunction of the
system occurs, as when the pipes are broken or the emitters are blocked. Also, we
diﬀerentiate two main traﬃc levels for the information transmitted by the WSAN.
Furthermore, based on our previous work [7], we can achieve a high QoS performance through an adequate priority-based routing protocol. The aim was to ensure
an eﬃcient and real-time communication between the diﬀerent nodes type and the
sink. We note that this work is an extended version of [8].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we review some
related works designed for an eﬃcient irrigation system. In Sect. 3, we discuss our
designed drip irrigation system with a description of the used priority-based routing
protocol. The simulation and the experimental results for our proposed scheme are
given in Sect. 4. Finally, in Sect. 6, we draw the conclusion and give some perspectives.

2 Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, monitoring the dysfunction of the drip irrigation system using the WSNs with an adequate priority-based routing protocol was never
suggested before in the specialized literature. Therefore, in this section we summarize some related works for the irrigation system control.
In [9], the authors propose an energy eﬃcient method for the wireless sensor communication used in an automated irrigation system. This method is based on the Time
Division Multiple Accesses (TDMA) scheduling that allows nodes to turn ON/OFF
their radio according to scheduled slots. The main advantage of such scheme is saving the node’s energy and reducing radio interference. Also, the authors give a comparison between two methods to transmit the collected data to the sink node; namely
the direct communication method and the data fusion method. For each method, the
energy consumed and the data throughput are studied over the NS2 simulator.
To optimize water use in agricultural context, the authors propose in [10] an automated irrigation system based in the WSNs technology. The developed system is
composed of two kinds of sensors to collect soil-moisture and temperature information. The sensors are placed in the root zone of the plants. Also, a gateway was used to
gather sensor information, triggers actuators, and transmits data to a web application.
To control the water quantity, the authors had programmed into a micro-controller
an algorithm with threshold values of temperature and soil moisture. Concerning
the energy, photo-voltaic panels are used to power the system. The entire system can
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be controlled through a web page which help to program an irrigation schedule and
performs a data inspection.
In [11], the authors present practical irrigation management system using a
deployed WSN. This system includes a remote monitoring mechanism through a
GPRS module to send SMS message containing land characteristic such as soil temperature and soil moisture, or the network performances such as packet delivery ratio,
RSSI or the nodes energy level. The main contribution of this paper is to design and
implement a low-cost eﬃcient irrigation management system that combines sensors
and actuators in a wireless sensor/actuator network. The authors conclude through
this study that the deployment of the sensor nodes in the agricultural ﬁeld is a critical issue. Furthermore, they suggest that the distance between sensor nodes has to
be as short as possible in order to enhance the eﬀectiveness of the system. However,
the main weakness of this study is that the authors employ only ﬁve sensors for the
experiment.
We conclude for all referred works, that the authors don’t take into consideration
the case of irrigation system dysfunction. Also they don’t use the pressure sensor to
monitor the irrigation ﬂow rate. In addition, no priority-based protocol is designed
to distinguish the importance of the communicated information. In the following
section we present our proposed drip irrigation system that can overtake the dysfunction case.

3 DIS: Drip Irrigation System
Recent practices in precision agriculture include two main micro irrigation methods
which promote interesting water eﬃciency. The ﬁrst method is the drip irrigation.
It allows water to be dripped to the plants roots through pipes containing several
emitters. This irrigation system is composed of the following components: water
source (generally is a tank) which is connected with a main tube called main pipeline.
Several pipes are connected to this main pipe using manual or electrical valves that
control the water ﬂow. The pipes go through the ﬁeld and distribute water for each
plant.
The second method is the sprinkler irrigation which delivers water through a pressurized pipe network to the nozzles of sprinkler which spray the water into the air
[12]. However, this method is less eﬃcient than the drip one, since more water is
losing due to evaporation and runoﬀ. Therefore we choose the drip strategy for our
design.
Our proposed model is a closed-loop model. As deﬁned in [13], a system can be
categorized as a closed-loop model if the response of the system is monitored and
used to adjust the control. We notice that our proposed model is designed for a sitespeciﬁc irrigation where the crops are characterized by a spatio-temporal variation of
the irrigation requirements. The variability comes from the soil type, crop type, crop
and meteorological conditions [13]. The main purpose of our design is to handle
the dysfunctional situation of the drip installation. As discussed in [4], the crops
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are negatively aﬀected by human or animals intruders. This is more critical in the
case of drip irrigation installation. In fact, the pipes can be broken by rangers or by
accident which can cause water waste and plants damage. Also the pipe emitters can
be blocked due to environmental condition (sludge, sand) which can causes plant
stress. To overtake these shortcomings, the water ﬂow rate into the drip installation
must be monitored. For this aim, our proposed system includes the following sensors
and actuators:
∙ Soil moisture sensor: It is used to optimize irrigation and to warn of plant stress
by controlling some parameters such as the electrical conductivity of soil or the
underground volumetric water content (VWC). Measuring the soil moisture can
help the farmers to manage their irrigation systems more eﬃciently by using less
water to grow a crop and increasing quality and yields.
∙ Temperature sensor: It is used to monitor the ambient temperature. It can be analog or digital and help farmer to adjust their irrigation schedule according the
temperature measured to avoid risk of evaporation.
∙ Pressure sensor: It is used to measure a pressure of gases or liquids and change it
into a quantity that can be processed electronically. It generates a signal as a function of the pressure imposed. In irrigation applications, this kind of sensors helps
to monitor the abnormal pressure of pipe installation. In such cases, by means of
communication module (Zigbee/802.15.4), a message can be transmitted to the
corresponding solenoid valve or the master valve (which controls the main pipe)
to shut down the system. A very low pressure value can be synonymous of a broken pipe or failure to open valves. Having a high pressure value can indicate that
a valve is not closed correctly or some emitters are blocked.
∙ Solenoid valve: It is an electromechanical valve to use with liquid or gas controlled by running or stopping an electrical current through a solenoid, which is
a coil of wire, thus changing the state of the valve [14]. Combined with a Zigbee
module, the valve can be controlled through wireless communication. Concerning
the energy issue, the valve can have an external energy sources as solar panel.
∙ Sink node: It corresponds to the gateway of the system. All sensor nodes in
the topology need to forward their gathered information to the sink node to be
processed. Also, through this node, a request commands are generated to corresponding actuators or sensors.
An illustration of drip irrigation system with a deployment of the WSANs is shown
in Fig. 1.

3.1 Deployment Strategy
Deploying the sensor nodes to monitor a farmland is a crucial issue. In fact, many
parameters must be considered to choose the most beneﬁcial deployment, as the
crops characteristics, the micro meteorological parameters, the sensors and nodes
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Fig. 1 Drip irrigation system layout

speciﬁcation and obviously the farmer’s budget. According to a generic guide proposed in [15] the coverage of the sensor nodes in agricultural WSN must be dense.
By this way, all the required measurements can be gathered to have reliable knowledge of the monitored area. The authors in this guide argue that for 100 m2 of the
ﬁeld’s size, at least 80–90 nodes are needed. In addition to have an adequate number of nodes, the topology formation must be determined. Among start, tree, or grid
topology, the right choice depends to ﬁeld’s size and the plants formation. However,
for middle or high surface, the grid topology remains the most suitable.
Based on the above discussion, we choose the grid topology for our drip irrigation design. We divide the ﬁeld area into several equal micro parcel as suggested in
[16]. The size of the parcel must be a trade-oﬀ between monitoring quality required,
the communication coverage and the deployment cost. In the middle of each parcel
we ﬁx a soil moisture and temperature node. We make the assumption that the soil
moisture and the temperature remain the same inside the parcel.

3.2 Communication Strategy
In Fig. 2 we present a ﬂowchart of the communication between all actors in the
designed drip irrigation system. The sensor nodes gather the temperature and the
soil moisture from the farmland periodically. According to the value obtained, the
sensor nodes decide to send the information to the sink or not. At the sink node, the
abnormal information is processed and an eventual decision is taken to adjust the
irrigation schedule according to the plant requirement. The same irrigation schedule
is transmitted to the pressure nodes to be awakened at the same time of irrigation
process. Once the actuators receive an action from the sink, they control their cor-
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Fig. 2 Drip irrigation
system communication

responding valves to be opened or closed. If the valves are opened, the water ﬂow
goes through the pipes and the pressure nodes start sensing. If any abnormal pressure
value is gathered, an alert message is transmitted to the sink node to shut down the
irrigation process and request an external human veriﬁcation of the pipe installation.
We consider that the sensor nodes communicate only with the sink node through
a multi-hop protocol. Also, the actuators receive only actions from the sink. We
assume also that the sink node can request some information from the sensor nodes
at any time.
As discussed in [17], we present the node’s workﬂow in our system. When the
program starts, the sensor nodes are initialized and enter into low power consumption
mode to wait for being awakened. At this mode, the processor is in the idle state,
but the SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) port and interrupt system will still being
ready to accept system interrupt request. When the scheduled time is reached, the
system will transmit signal of acquisition request. Afterwards, the sensor nodes will
enter into work mode to collect data. If the collected data value are above or less
than predeﬁned thresholds, then the nodes send this data to the sink node. After
ﬁnishing sending data, the system will return to low power consumption mode. If
the collected data don’t give a relevant information, the nodes return directly to the
idle state. The collecting data process can also be triggered if the nodes receive a
special interrupt request from the sink node. In this case, even if the nodes are in low
power consumption mode, the MCU will be awakened and enter into work mode.
After interrupt returning, the system will return to the idle state again. The ﬁgure
Fig. 3 summarizes the node’s workﬂow.
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Fig. 3 Node’s workﬂow

3.3 Priority-Based DIS
3.3.1

Priority-Based Protocol

As we have discussed, we have two main traﬃc types gathered from sensors. The ﬁrst
one related to information gathered from temperature and the soil moisture sensors.
We classify this traﬃc type as normal traﬃc since no need for an urgent intervention
is required. The second traﬃc type is related to information gathered from pressure
sensors. We classify this traﬃc type as priority traﬃc due to the need for an emergency resolution of the detected problem (shut oﬀ the main valve, require human
intervention, etc.). Now, in the case when both traﬃcs are active simultaneously, it
is clear that the reliability and the timeliness of the priority traﬃc is more requested
than those of the normal traﬃc.
However, in the wireless context, there are many troubles that can occur due to
the sharing of the same communication medium. Among these problems we cite the
interference, the exposed and the hidden problem [18]. The other problem that must
be considered is the eﬀect of the carrier sense range on communication performances
as we have discussed in our previous work [7]. So appropriate routing process must
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be applied to avoid any trouble between multiple sources and to satisfy the requested
QoS for each traﬃc. In what follows, we will describe how the paths with diﬀerent
traﬃc priorities can be constructed.

3.3.2

Protocol Description

Our aim is to design a routing protocol that can allow the priority source node
(namely the pressure node) to construct an eﬃcient routing path while avoiding the
carrier sense range eﬀect. In this work we make the assumption that nodes are aware
of their positions and the position of the sink node. In the following, we give a short
description of how the paths are constructed according to our approach.
When a priority source node seeks to communicate with the destination, it sets
up a route discovery process by sending a forward agent to construct a short multihop path. The choice of the next hop node is based on the geographic information
available at each node. For each selected node i, the node state is changed from free
to busy, and a Hello message is broadcasted to all neighbors in the communication
range to notify the new state of the node i. Every neighbor node j of the node i
becomes a banish node, that means it cannot be selected for any path during the current communication. After that, each node j broadcasts in its turn a hello message in
their neighborhood. Now, if a normal source node needs to forward data to the sink,
it constructs the routing path by respecting the following rule: the next hop must not
be blocked, and must not be a banish node or having a banish node in its neighborhood. A node is in a blocked state when the destination is unreachable through this
node. To avoid a blocking situation when a node cannot reach the destination, we
use the same principle as in [19], called the step-back method. The same method is
used by the agent when the selected next hop has a banish node in its neighborhood.
Once the destination is reached, the forward agent becomes a backward agent and an
optimized reverse path is traversed. At each intermediate node, the agent records the
valid next hop into the routing table, after that, it chooses from the reverse path the
nearest neighbor to the current node. The same procedure is repeated until reaching
the source node. When the communication is ended, all the nodes involved in the
communication process reset their state and become ready for further transmissions.

4 Simulation and Result Analysis
We choose using the simulator TOSSIM (Tiny SIMulator) [20] since it allows performing simulations for a large-scale sensor networks while taking into account the
physical and link-layer characteristics of WSNs. In addition, the same code used for
simulation can be also used for any motes running under TinyOS. In order to evaluate the CSA-MGR protocol over the TOSSIM simulator, it was necessary to add
the link reliability to the next hop choosing process. In fact, TOSSIM provides a
realistic simulation of the wireless link between nodes. Also, it allows adding the
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noise, which increases or decreases the link gain. In such setting, considering only
the geographic position allows in most cases choosing the next hop with a poor link
gain. To avoid such situation, we adjust our protocol as follows:
∙ Each node record in his internal memory the number of received hello packet from
each neighbor during the discovery period.
∙ Once the discovery period is ﬁnished, each node computes his link reliability
against all its neighbors. The link reliability is computed as ratio between the number of received hello packet and the number of packet that should be received. As
example, if a node i generates four hello packets per second during 10 s, then the
number of packet that should be received is 40. So, if a node j neighbour of i
receive only 30 packets, then the link reliability from j to i is 75 %.
∙ At the routing decision, the next hop chosen is the one that has the link reliability with a ratio above or equal to a predeﬁned threshold. In our simulation, the
threshold used is 70 %.
We call this modiﬁed version of the CSA-MGR protocol a TinyCSA. We note
that in TinyCSA, each source build only one path towards the destination.

4.1 Working Environment
We implemented the tiny version of the CSA-MGR in nesC for the TinyOS operating
system. The protocol occupies 7,289 Bytes of RAM, and 25,466B of program memory. We compared the performance of TinyCSA with two state-of-the-art routing
protocols, more speciﬁcally, TPGF [19] for geographic category, and TinyHop [21]
for topologic category. Also, we compare TinyCSA with a version of geographic
routing protocol that is based only on the link quality to construct paths without
considering the carrier sense approach. We called this version Link-aware protocol.
In TOSSIM, the speciﬁc behavior of the wireless link depends on two elements:
the radio characteristics and the environment where the nodes are placed. Hence, in
order to obtain better simulations, the parameters of both elements should be provided.
The nodes environment forms what we call the communication channel. This
channel is modeled using the log-normal path loss model [22]. This model has the
following parameters:
∙ PATH_LOSS_EXPONENT: rate at which signal decays.
∙ SHADOWING_STANDARD_DEVIATION: randomness of received signal due
to multipath.
∙ D0 : reference distance (usually 1 meter). D0 also determines the minimum distance
allowed between any pair of nodes.
∙ PL_D0 : power decay in dB for the reference distance D0 .
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In our simulation, we choose the above parameters to simulate an agricultural
ﬁeld as given in [22]. Once these parameters are chosen, the tool provided in [22]
allows generating a ﬁle containing the gain of each link in the topology. In such way,
the connectivity map of the network is deﬁned. We make the assumption that the
links between nodes are symmetric, i.e. the gain between nodes i and j is the same
as the gain between nodes j and i.
In addition to the radio propagation model discussed above, TOSSIM also simulates the Radio Frequency noise and interference a node can hear. It uses the Closest
Pattern Matching (CPM) algorithm [23]. CPM takes a noise trace as input and generates a statistical model from it. This model can capture bursts of interference and
other correlated phenomena which greatly improves the quality of the RF simulation. The noise trace used in our simulation is a shorter version of 200 lines of the
Meyer Library given by the Stanford University.
Our scenario is as follows: we deployed 100 nodes in a 100 m * 100 m grid, with
an inter-node distance of 10 m. All nodes start a broadcasting period of four packets per second during 10 s to exchange their position information. After that, two
sources generate traﬃc sequentially toward the sink. The ﬁrst source starts sending
immediately after the end of broadcasting period, the second source starts sending
one second after. Each source generates X packets per second, where:
X ∈ {8, 16, 24, 32}.
The two sources are located in the middle of the ﬁrst column, and the sink is located
in the middle of the last column. In such way, the constructed paths may have up to
9 hops. The metrics we used for our simulation are the delay and the PDR (Packet
Delivery Ratio). The simulation time is 100 s and the results presented in what follow
are average of 20 simulations.
Table 1 summarizes the parameters used for simulation.
Table 1 Main conﬁguration
parameters for TOSSIM
simulation

Parameters

Value

Propagation model
Path loss exponent
Shadowing deviation (dB)
Reference distance (m)
PL_D0 (dB)
Packet size (Byte)
MAC layer
Frequency (GHz)

Shadowing
4.7
3.2
2
55.4
52
IEEE 802.15.4
2.4
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Fig. 4 Average delay versus PPS

4.2 Result Analysis
In Fig. 4, the delay for all protocols is depicted. As a ﬁrst observation, we can see
that the TinyHop has the higher delay compared to the other protocols and this for all
values of the number of Packet Per Second (PPS). It is due to the protocol conception, in fact TinyHop behaves as the AODV protocol with in addition an acknowledgement mechanism for each control and data packet. However, enabling acknowledgement for data packet may increase the delay since high data packet retransmission can occur due to collision or inability to access to the channel. This fact is
more pronounced when the packet per second transmitted is signiﬁcant. Concerning
TinyCSA, TPGF and Link-Aware protocols, they perform nearly the same delay as
we can see in the zoom ﬁgure Fig. 5. The delay diﬀerence between the three protocols
never exceeds 3 ms.
In Fig. 6, the PDR for all protocols is depicted. As a ﬁrst observation, we can
see that the PDR decreases as the number of PPS increases. We see clearly that
TinyCSA achieves the high PDR compared to the other protocols. It is expected since
the constructed paths for both sources avoid the carrier sense eﬀect. The Link-Aware
has the second best PDR result. It can be explained by the fact that the paths are
constructed while considering the link reliability as explained above. TPGF protocol
performs a low PDR result due to the greedy forwarding approach. In fact, during
the path construction process, the next hop chosen is always the one who is closest
to the sink. However, choosing such next hop may have, in most cases, a poor link
gain with the current node. Which means having poor communication performances.
Concerning the TinyHop protocol, it has the lowest PDR result. As explained for the
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Fig. 5 Zoom average delay versus PPS

Fig. 6 Average PDR versus PPS

delay metric, TinyHop performs an acknowledgement mechanism for the data packet
transfer. However, with signiﬁcant PPS, the likelihood of data retransmission is more
important due to the concurrency to access to the communication channel. Hence,
when the number of retransmission of the same packet exceeds three, the packet is
discarded.
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5 Experimentation
We have implemented the TinyCSA on a TelosB mote running TinyOS operating
system. In this section, we discuss design decisions and issues regarding the realworld implementation.

5.1 Experimental Setup
The TinyCSA routing protocol is realized in real test bed consisting of 17 Crossbow
TelosB motes deployed as shown in Fig. 7. The code size of TinyCSA protocol under
TelosB mote is 23,224 bytes of ﬂash memory and 1210 bytes of RAM. The motes
use a 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4 radio interface, where every channel supports up to
250 kbps data rates. The topology is composed of two sources, (mote 1 and 2), 14
intermediate motes and one sink (mote 17). We assign the coordinates of each mote
during the compilation phase. We present in Fig. 8 the coordinates system adopted in
our experimentation. The inter-node distance is approximately 10 cm since the radio
power of the motes is deﬁned at its minimum (i.e. CC2420_DEF_RFPOWER is set
to 1, giving a transmit power less than −25 dBm).
We use the lower level of the transmit power for two reasons. First, to set up a
small deployed network within a single room or even on a small area of the ﬂoor.
Second, to allow that each mote has only as neighbors, the motes located directly
in front of it. As example, the mote 3 in Fig. 7 may have the motes 7 and 8 as valid
neighbors (with a good gain). We note that we have tried several nodes location while
testing the next transmission power level in order to get the ﬁnal connectivity map.
Other attempts were resulting in poor connectivity or sometimes too good connec-

Fig. 7 Experimentation topology
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Fig. 8 The motes coordinates

tivity. We present in Table 2 an example of connectivity map obtained during our
experimentation when the link reliability is above 70 %.
The sink mote is powered via USB cable connected to a main PC running Ubuntu
14.04 with AMD Processor and 4 GBytes of RAM. All motes are programmed
through the USB port. We use a USB hub consisting of 13 ports and with a shell
script we can compile many motes at the same time. We use an additional mote as
a remote control to ensure that all motes in the network start at the same time. This
mote is programmed with a nesC code allowing broadcasting a special packet with
the high transmit power (i.e. CC2420_DEF_RFPOWER is set to 31). Each mote
that receives this special packet makes a reset system. We debugged our work on
the central PC by allowing motes to send debug messages through USB interfaces.
Although, even if the test-bed setting is for a small-scale sensor network, the experiment with this conﬁguration is valuable as it reveals the protocol behaviour in a real
hardware setting.
By means of the cutecom tool [24], we record in a trace ﬁle the test bed performance in term of packet delivery ratio and average packet delay from the source to
the destination. The results of the TinyCSA are compared with those of the LinkAware protocol.
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Mote ID

Reachable neighbor with link
reliability >70 %

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

3,4
5,6
1,4,7,8
1,3,5,7,8,9
2,4,6,8,9,10
2,5,9,10
3,4,8,11,12
3,4,5,7,9,11,12,13
4,5,6,8,10,12,13,14
5,9,13,14
7,8,12,15
7,8,11,15
8,9,10,12,14,16
9,10,13,16
11,12,17
13,14,17
15,16

5.2 Experimental Scenario
The experimentation scenario is as follows: After receiving the reset command from
the remote control, all motes start a discovery period of 15s. Once ﬁnished, the mote
number 2 start sending periodic data packet. After one second, the mote number 1
start also sending data. The data rate used in our experimentation is X packets per
second, where:
X ∈ {5, 10, 15, 25, 30}.
Due to the limit number of mote in our possession, we make the ﬁrst constructed path
as static path. In fact, since the TinyCSA is a geographic protocol, the mote 2 will
choose the middle motes in the network to construct path. As example, the path 2− >
5− > 9− > 12− > 15− > 17 may be constructed. In such case, the second source
will note ﬁnd enough valid motes to construct path due to the banish state. To avoid
such situation, we ﬁx the path from mote 2 to mote 17 to be as follows: 2− > 6− >
10− > 14− > 16− > 17.
We compare TinyCSA with only the Link-aware protocol since the TPGF and
TinyHop have shown poor results for the simulation scenario. We note that the same
conﬁguration is applied for the Link-Aware protocol. The experimentation time is 50
s, after that, all motes are reset automatically by means of scheduled task. We repeat
the experimentation 10 times and the average results are presented in ﬁgures below.
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5.3 Experimental results
We start our analyse by Fig. 9. We can see that TinyCSA has the lowest delay compared to the Link-aware protocol. The diﬀerence is about 15 ms. We can see also
that the delay increases as the number of packet per second increases. Compared to
the simulation result obtained by TOSSIM, we see clearly that the end-to-end delay
in the real test bed is higher compared to the simulation case. It can be explained by
the fact that the processing delay for the TelosB microprocessor is very slow compared to the laptop processing in the simulation. The microprocessor for TelosB runs
at 8 MHz while the processor in simulation runs at 2400 MHz which is nearly 300
times faster. In addition, this diﬀerence can be due to communication links failures
in wireless networks which causes retransmissions of the packet at the MAC layer
and thereby increasing the average delay.
In Fig. 10, the PDR for both protocols is depicted. As ﬁrst remark, we can see that
the PDR decreases as the number of PPS increases. It is expected since more the data
rate is important, more the motes fail to accede to the channel due to concurrency,
which increase the likelihood of packet lost. Furthermore, we see clearly that the
TinyCSA protocol has the highest average PDR for all PPS values. The gain compared to the Link-Aware protocol is up to 15 %. Compared to the simulation result,
we can see that both protocols have nearly the same average PDR in real test bed as
well as in simulation scenario.

Fig. 9 Average delay versus PPS
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Fig. 10 Average PDR versus PPS

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a model architecture for a drip irrigation system
using the WSANs. Our model includes the soil moisture, temperature and pressure
sensors to monitor the irrigation operations. Specially, we take into account the case
where a system malfunction occurs, as when the pipes are broken or the emitters are
blocked. Also, we diﬀerentiate two main traﬃc levels for the information transmitted by the WSAN, and based on the CSA-MGR protocol, we achieve a high QoS
performance.
We have performed extensive simulations through TOSSIM simulator. The results
prove that our solution gives better performances in terms of delay, PDR for the priority traﬃc. Also we have realized a real test-bed to investigate the eﬀectiveness of
our approach. The experimentation results show considerable gain compared to other
state-of-the-art protocol. As future work, we intend to move towards real implementation in agricultural ﬁelds.
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Abstract The IEEE 802.15.4 standard supports both physical and Media Access
Control (MAC) layers of low rate Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). However,
this standard considers only the ideal linear power consumption, omitting the fact
that the diffusion principle in batteries shows the nonlinear process when it releases
a charge. Thus, this study proposes a technique that improves the performance of
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard by allowing its MAC to exploit the nonlinear processes
of the battery to prolong the WSN lifetime. To the best of our knowledge, the
proposed technique is the ﬁrst that considers both the battery status and network
latency status through a cross layer model. The performance of the new algorithm
has been examined and compared against that of the legacy IEEE 802.15.4 MAC
algorithm through extensive simulation experiments. The results show that the new
technique reduces signiﬁcantly the energy consumption and the average
End-to-End delay as well.
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1 Introduction
This work is an extended version of [1]. In Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs),
energy conservation is one of the main concerns challenging the Cutting-Edge
standards and protocols [2, 3]. Most existing studies focus on the design of WSN
energy efﬁcient algorithms and standards. The standard IEEE 802.15.4 has emerged
for WSNs in which the legacy operations are based on the principle that the
Power-Operated battery is ideal and linear. However, the diffusion principle in
batteries shows the nonlinear process when it releases a charge [4]. Hence, we can
prolong the network lifetime by designing optimized algorithms that reflect the
battery characteristics. Within this context, this paper proposes a Cross-Layer
algorithm to improve the performance of beacon enabled IEEE 802.15.4 network
by allowing a Personal Area Network Coordinator (PANc) to tune its MAC
behavior adaptively according to both the current remaining battery capacity and
the network status. In order to gain a better understanding of the proposed technique, it is important to have an insight at the three concepts that make up our
proposed protocol, and which explain the importance of considering such approach
when it comes to improving the WSN lifetime. For this purpose, the following three
subsections present a general overview about WSNs, IEEE 802.15.4 and the battery. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 summarises some of the
literature work which is closely related to the paper topic. Section 3 presents the
motivation behind tackling this work, while Sect. 4 illustrates the methodology
adopted for achieving our protocol. Section 5 depicts the details of the proposed
approach. In Sect. 6 we evaluate and discuss the performance of our proposed
protocol. Section 7 concludes the paper and outlines future work.

1.1

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)

Recently, most wired sensors are being replaced with wireless ones creating the
emerging era of WSNs. WSNs consist of sensing devices that can communicate
with each other and with the surrounding environment via the wireless communication medium [2, 3]. Yet, a huge number of sensor nodes are often scattered in
unreachable areas, and WSNs are often battery powered and cannot be easily
recharged. Thus, energy conservation is one of the main concerns in the area of
WSN. Many studies that focus on designing WSN energy efﬁcient algorithms and
standards, based on IEEE 802.15.4, have emerged recently [5].
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IEEE 802.15.4 Standard

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard supports both physical and MAC layers of low rate
WSNs. IEEE 802.15.4 MAC supports two types of devices, namely, Full Functional Devices (FFDs) and Reduced Functional Devices (RFDs). Both FFDs and
RFDs communicate with each other, forming two types of topologies, star and peer
to peer topologies. The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC operates either in beacon enabled or
beaconless modes. In the beacon enabled mode, the FFD broadcasts regular beacon
frames to synchronise nodes when they need to access the channel. The time
between two successive beacons is referred to as the Beacon Interval (BI), which is
divided virtually into 16 equal sized slots. BI duration is speciﬁed by the Beacon
Order parameter (BO) according to the following formula [6].
BI = aBaseSuperframeDuration * 2BO

ð1Þ

Nodes can use the channel during the whole BI period or can sleep for some time
portions depending on Superframe Order (SO) parameter. This parameter decides
the Superframe Duration (SD) active session according to the following formula.
SD = aBaseSuperframeDuration * 2SO

ð2Þ

where 0 ≤ SO ≤ BO ≤ 14.
According to (3), the value of aBaseSuperframeDuration depends on the slot
duration. For 2.4 GHz Radio Frequency (RF) band, the value of each slot duration
equals 60 symbols where each symbol equals 16 µs.
aBaseSuperframeDuration = aBaseslotDuration * total slots

ð3Þ

All these concepts can actually be indicated through the duty cycle (D). This is
the percentage of time the node is awake from the whole time between the two
successive beacons. D is mathematically expressed as [7, 8]:
D = SD ̸ BI * 100 ½%

ð4Þ

When a node needs to access the medium, it has to locate the beginning of the
next time slot in order to compete for the channel based on the Carrier Sense
Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance algorithm (CSMA/CA). This time portion is
referred to as the Contention Access Period (CAP) [6–8]. Furthermore, the standard
gives PANc the authority to assign a number of slots to some nodes exclusively.
The optional period which includes those slots is referred to as the Contention Free
period (CFP). The time period that consists of CAP and CFP is called the active
period and the time portion that remains in the superframe (if enabled) is called the
inactive period. IEEE 802.15.4 superframe structure is depicted in Fig. 1.
The lengths of the discussed periods are assigned through the beacon frame,
which is transmitted in the ﬁrst time slot (slot 0). Due to the complicated issues of
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Fig. 1 IEEE 802.15.4 MAC superframe structure

the inactive period, most beacon enabled IEEE 802.15.4 studies are limited to star
One-Hop topology. Similarly, this paper considers the same assumption.
BO and SO values control the performance of beacon enabled IEEE 802.15.4.
Small BO values increase beacon overhead, which in return, drain more power in a
short period of time. Small SO values, on the other hand, decrease nodes active
time, while increasing the sleep time period, which will increase delay and
adversely affect throughput [7, 8]. Beacon overhead, collision and packets
retransmission are all reasons for early battery charge depletion. In order to maximise node lifetime, we need to increase battery lifetime. To achieve that, we need
to analyse the battery behaviour and study how it copes with IEEE 802.15.4
operations. To do so, let us ﬁrst have a general idea about the battery operations and
what is going on inside the battery.

1.3

Battery Interior

The battery is comprised of multiple Electro-chemical cells. Figure 2 shows the
interior side of a battery cell. Each cell consists of two electrodes; the negative
anode and the positive cathode which are separated by an electrolyte. In order to
provide energy, the Electro-chemical materials around the anode diffuse towards the
electrolyte and are accepted by the cathode. During the recharging process, the
Electro-chemical process works vice versa [9]. However, if the battery is allowed to
relax for some time portion, it is able to gain some of its lost charges [4, 9]. This
phenomena is called battery recovery effect and explained in more details in the
following subsection.
Battery recovery effect. This effect is best explained through Fig. 3. Figure 3a
shows how the battery looks like when it is fully charged. The small orange balls
resemble the Electro-active species around the electrodes. Battery delivers power
based on the Electro-chemical reactions that occur between the electrodes and the
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Fig. 2 Battery cell interior

Fig. 3 Battery recovery effect

active material around the electrodes [4, 9, 10]. Figure 3b depicts the battery cell
during the discharging process. Continuous discharging causes continuous depletion of active chemical mass near the electrode. The continuous Electro-chemical
reactions cause concentration gradient inside the battery cell. Figure 3c shows that
allowing the battery to relax for some time portion gives the chemical material an
opportunity to diffuse towards the electrodes by organising themselves more uniformly around the electrode, which allows the battery to replenish some of the lost
charges. This nonlinear behaviour is called the battery recovery effect and the idle
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time is used as recovery time [10]. Figure 3d depicts the ﬁnal state of the battery
when it is about to fully discharged. Accordingly, one can conclude that battery
lifetime depends on the usage pattern of the battery [4], and so if we want to
estimate battery lifetime, battery recovery effect must be included in our
consideration.
Battery linearity. IEEE 802.15.4 standard, as many of other protocols and
standards, does not consider battery recovery effect in its communication mechanisms. It does however, consider what is called the “ideal unrealistic” behaviour of
the battery. The ideal battery behaviour assumes that the voltage stays constant over
time until the moment it is completely discharged, which is the moment the voltage
drops to zero, whereas the capacity is the same for all loads that the battery generates [4, 9]. In other word, in its mechanisms, IEEE 802.15.4 considers the linear
relationship between the lifetime of the battery and the capacity of the battery as
what is shown in (5).
C=I×L

ð5Þ

Where L is the lifetime of the battery (hour), I is the constant load provided
(Ampere) and C is the total battery capacity (Ampere-Hour) [4]. One can notice
from (5) that there is no assumption or consideration regarding to the usage pattern
of the battery and which results in battery recovery effect. Yet, (5) tells us that the
lifetime of the battery can be easily calculated by dividing the total battery capacity
(C) over the discharging current (I). Accordingly, the total energy E in the ideal
case can be calculated as follows [11].
E=V×C

ð6Þ

Where E (Watt-Hour) is the provided energy and V is the voltage (volt), C is the
total capacity of the battery. However, the realty is totally different. In fact, due to
battery recovery effect, the diffusion process of chemical materials around the
electrode shows a nonlinear process when the battery releases charges [10]. Battery
recovery effect is not only the case, actually there is another contributor to battery
nonlinearity, which is the rate capacity effect. This effect says that the battery
voltage drops gradually during the discharging process and the capacity is lower for
high discharge currents because the voltage drops faster with high current loads
applied [4, 9]. Thus, due to rate capacity effect and battery recovery effects, (5), (6)
do not hold if one want to consider battery real nonlinear characteristics. Accordingly, for the aim of prolonging network lifetime, battery recovery effect can be
exploited by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard by allowing it to duty cycle the nodes
adaptively according to the internal status of the node battery. In this regard, we
propose an adaptive and cross layer approach that improves the beacon enabled
IEEE 802.15.4 performance by allowing the MAC layer to tune its parameters
according to the battery behaviour of the coordinator as well as the network status
in a star topology. The contribution of this paper is fourfold:
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• The real behaviour of the battery in a beacon enabled IEEE 802.15.4 MAC is
investigated by considering battery nonlinearity by analysing the diffusion of
chemical reactions in the battery following Rakhmatov model.
• The gain of the battery recovery effect according to what sleep period can
increase battery life time of the beacon enabled IEEE 802.15.4 is analysed.
• A Cross-Layer and adaptive battery aware beacon enabled IEEE 802.15.4 MAC
that tunes synchronization time according to current battery status is proposed.
• The network reliability is considered by checking network delay and tune nodes
active period accordingly.

2 Related Work
Recently, there has been signiﬁcant amount of studies that addressed the
Electro-chemical behaviour of batteries. Li et al. [12] proposed an analytical model
that computes the life time of a low duty cycled star sensor network. In their model
they considered nonlinearities of Lithium-Ion battery following Rakhmatov model
[9] and they aimed to minimize the total energy consumption of the Lithium-Ion
battery by ﬁnding the optimal idle and sleep period while guaranteeing energy
efﬁciency, reliability and reasonable latency. In their proposal, they considered the
Trade-Off between energy that is dissipated in sending frequent preambles and the
period thereby sensors stay idle waiting for the preamble. Experimental results
show that the proposed method can provide the optimal sleep or channel check
intervals that maximize the lifetime of the network while guaranteeing a little
latency and high reliability. However, this model targets only a simpliﬁed work
mechanism of MAC protocol, without giving details of battery nonlinearity effects
on the proposed protocol on their network.
Li et al. [10] presented three battery aware algorithms that reduce power consumption and extend battery lifetime. Each one of the proposed schemes is targeted
towards a speciﬁc application type, which are the hard Real-Time applications, the
soft Real-Time applications, and the periodic applications. Li et al. [10] follow
Rakhmatov model to depict both battery and recovery effect and nonlinearity.
Simulation results demonstrated that the three Battery-Friendly algorithms perform
better in extending lifetime of Battery-Operated sensor nodes as they reduce battery
charge consumption. Actually, the work stated in [10] adopts the accurate form of
battery model that was already proposed in [13]. Li et al. [13] proposed three
battery friendly transmission policies for extending battery lifetime by considering
certain delay constraints. In the ﬁrst scheme, multiple packets are combined in order
to exploit battery charge recovery effect during longer idle periods. The second
mechanism is battery efﬁcient as it draws smoother and lower current by adopting
modiﬁed lazy packet scheduling. The third scheme is a hybrid of the two mentioned
schemes. The three schemes are simulated for a wireless network with internet
trafﬁc and are compared according to average delay and battery performance.
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Results revealed that the more packets are combined in the ﬁrst scheme, the better
the battery performance; this is achieved at the expense of a larger buffer size and
higher system delay. The second scheme is more battery efﬁcient and has lower
runtime complexity. The last scheme proved to have lowest battery charge consumption at the expense of higher average packet delay. Delay analysis shows that
as the packet arrival rate reduces, the average delay per packet of the ﬁrst scheme
varies slightly, while it increases in the second and third schemes. Thus, packet
delay is the main drawback of these schemes.
Chau et al.
[14] studied the gain at which the battery recovery effect prolongs commercial
sensors lifetime empirically. This effect has also been studied analytically corroborated by simulation. The outcome of [14] revealed that there is a saturation threshold
at which the battery recovery will contribute in improving the behaviour of the
battery. Authors in [14] proposed a distributed battery aware duty cycle protocol and
measured the battery runtime under both deterministic and randomised schedules.
The authors in [14] studied also the Trade-Off between both delay and harnessing the
recovery effect. The same authors proposed a more Energy-Efﬁcient algorithm, that is
aware of battery recovery effect by extending the Pseudo-random duty cycling
scheme proposed in [14] by a forced sleep. In addition, the authors in [15] achieved
analytical results that predict the average delay in sensor networks by setting the sleep
duration of the RF transceiver at the saturation threshold of the battery, which can
take the maximal advantage of the Duration-Dependent battery recovery effect.
Casilari et al. [16] proposed an analytical model that forecasts the minimum,
mean and maximum battery lifetime of a WSN by allowing it to work under
different trafﬁc loads, data rates and probability of packet loss. This is done by an
experimental characterization of activity cycles battery consumption in commercial
motes that follows the 802.15.4/ZigBee stack and also by measuring the current that
is drained from the power source under different 802.15.4 communication operations [16]. The characterization considers the different operations required by
802.15.4 protocol and takes into consideration the delay introduced by the
CSMA/CA algorithm applied by the 802.15.4 MAC layer. The model has also been
extended to cope with the extra consumption that the node Re-association requires
when a packet loss occurs.
Mario et al. [17] proposed an adaptive and Cross-Layer Energy-Aware module
for Energy-Efﬁcient and reliable data collection targeted towards IEEE
802.15.4/ZigBee WSNs. The proposed module captures the packet delivery ratio at
the application and conﬁgures the MAC layer parameters, which are backoff
window size and the number of retransmissions according to the trafﬁc conditions
in order to minimize the power consumption. [17] Addressed the Trade-Off
between energy efﬁciency and reliability, while satisfying the application requirements. To achieve that, [17] proposed an Adaptive Access Parameters Tuning
(ADAPT) method that consumes low energy and low latency for both Single-Hop
and Multi-hop networking scenarios while meeting the Application-Speciﬁc reliability requirements under a wide range of operating conditions. Simulation results
showed that ADAPT is very Energy-Efﬁcient, with Near-Optimal performance.
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Nasralah et al. [18] proposed two battery aware MAC protocols for prolonging
WSN life time. Authors in [18] consider the remaining voltage as a criteria through
which nodes decide the duration of their backoff period in CSMA/CA mechanism.
To predict battery capacity, Authors in [18] follow Markov stochastic model [18]
compares the results with legacy CSMA/CA mechanism in terms of energy consumption, throughput, percentage of collision and the recovered energy. The proposed mechanisms outperform the legacy CSMA/CA in terms of the tested metrics.
Experimental results in [18] revealed that the battery recovery has greater effect in
batteries with higher capacity. However, the procedure only targets the backoff
period in CSMA/CA algorithm in IEEE 802.15.4 MAC without giving details about
the implemented topology. So it is better to be considered as a new battery aware
backoff algorithm.
Khan et al. [19] suggested two critical Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN)
design issues of an implanted node, which are the energy consumption and transmission power proﬁle. They analysed the lifetime of a WBAN node’s battery for
different physiological data collection, MAC protocols and transmission channel
conditions. In order to simulate battery behavior and transmission channel, the
authors followed Peukert’s Law and a KiBaM battery models through MATLAB
based simulation. They examined battery life cycle of different WBAN sensors,
such as heart rate, ECG and body temperature since they transmit packets using
different time schedules at different sample rate. For each physiological data, they
used three different MAC protocols to measure the battery lifetime. The simulation
model initially consisted of battery models and MAC protocols, then the authors
extended the model to examine the power transmission proﬁle of an implanted node
by following two different transmitter powers to obtain the PER proﬁles. The
retransmission power requirement depends on the followed MAC protocol [19].

3 Motivation
According to the reviewed literature, it is realised that despite there are some efforts
that consider nonlinear behaviour of the battery in WSN, still there is no a standardised one. IEEE 802.15.4 for example, provides mechanisms to achieve an
Ultra-low power WSN, yet it assumes battery ideal characteristics. However, battery recovery effect tells us that minimising energy consumption of a system does
not necessarily mean maximising battery lifetime, yet due to battery nonlinear
effects, saving energy depends so much on the usage pattern of the battery.
Battery recovery effect can be exploited by the standard to help in a proper duty
cycling of nodes, which will increase both battery and network life time. This can
be achieved by proposing optimization algorithms designed according to the battery’s characteristics, e.g., by inserting a relaxation time between the two packets
for greater charge capacity to prolong the lifetime of network.
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4 Methodology
In order to exploit battery characteristics in our protocol, we need to study its
Electro-chemical behaviour, which can be analysed empirically or through models.
Empirical analysis is time consuming and requires expensive prototyping and
measurement for each alternative. Therefore, battery behaviour under various
conditions of charge/discharge can be predicted through models [4, 9, 10, 13–15].
Models for energy consumption and performance estimation of each system
component are described in the following Sub-section.

4.1

Battery Model

There are different models that describe the battery discharge processes. Each
model type has a varying degree of accuracy and complexity. Those models can be
classiﬁed as low level Electro-chemical models and high level mathematical
models. Electro-chemical models are the least flexible and the most computation
intensive, so they are sophisticated models to use for battery modeling and they are
the most accurate ones. On the other hand, electrical circuit models, analytical
models and the stochastic models can be easily conﬁgured for different types of
batteries. Electrical circuit models still computationally intensive and they ignore
the effects of charge recovery during idle periods. The stochastic models can be
used efﬁciently for simulation and are capable of modeling rate capacity and
recovery effects [4, 12]. Analytical models are computationally efﬁcient, but limited
in the discharge effects they model. One of these models is Sarma and Rakhmatov
model which is an abstraction of a real battery [9] that we used in this work.
Rakhmatov model is chosen for estimating the real residual battery capacity at a
speciﬁc time, because it is the simplest accurate analytical model. Other models
require solving complex Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) which are difﬁcult to
optimize [4, 9]. For the model to adequately mimic real behaviour of the batteries,
one can utilise this formula:
"

1 − e−β m
α=I L+2 ∑
β2 m 2
m=1
∞

2

2

L

#
ð7Þ

where I is the applied load and L is battery lifetime, α is the capacity of the battery
when it is fully charged, β refers to battery materials diffusion around the electrolyte
and measures the nonlinearity of the battery as it tells us how fast the diffusion
process can keep up with the rate of discharge. The value of α is a battery related
parameter and its value is decided by manufacture of battery designer. Formula (7)
indicates that the total capacity of the battery is the sum of two terms, the linear
ideal behaviour plus the nonlinear behaviour. As long as β value is large, the battery
behaviour becomes closer to battery ideal effect. When β goes to inﬁnity, the battery
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works in its ideal situation (linear behavior). This means that the higher the value of
β, the better the battery performs. The value of β is estimated from the data sheet of
the battery [9, 12]. For example, the data sheet of a battery might model rated
capacity (in Ah) versus discharge current (in hour). Thus, before one can use the
proposed model, the parameters need to be estimated from experimental data for the
modeled battery. Simple experiments with constant loads are sufﬁcient for estimation purposes. However, choosing the optimised values for both α and β is
beyond the scope of this paper and for more details about it please refer to [9].
It is important to note that the current is discharged according to different
transceiver activities (transmission, receive and idle), each has its own time duration. Thus, the load can be depicted in the form of consecutive N constant current
values I1, I2, I3, …, IN, where IK is the current of activity k which took place at time
tk in the duration of Δk = tk+1 – tk [9, 10]. Accordingly, battery capacity when it is
fully charged can be depicted as follows:
e−β

N

N

∞

k=1

k=1

m=1

α = ∑ Ik Δk + ∑ 2Ik ∑

2

m2 ðL − tk − Δk Þ

− e−β
β 2 m2

2

m2 ðL − tk Þ

ð8Þ

In order to calculate the remaining capacity at a speciﬁc time unit, we need ﬁrst
to calculate the amount of charge consumed after performing M activities (charge
lost from the battery) which is denoted by σ as follows [9, 10]:
M

M

∞
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k=1

m=1
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2
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2

m2 tk

ð9Þ

According to (8) and (9), the residual capacity at a speciﬁc time t (the available
charge) is presented here:
αðtÞ = α − σðtÞ

ð10Þ

One might conclude from Fig. 3 that in order to gain the best of the battery
recovery effect, one should relax the battery as much as possible. However, this is
not the case. The following subsection clariﬁes that there is a threshold at which
battery recovery can be exploited, which if it is not considered, will cause extra
charge consumption from the battery.

4.2

Battery Recovery Threshold (Influence of Injecting
Sleep Period)

Figure 4 clariﬁes the effect of injecting an inactive state for achieving the battery
recovery effect purpose. Figure 4a shows that if the battery is not given an
opportunity to relax, then it will not recover charges and there will be continuous
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Fig. 4 Effect of sleep period on battery recovery effect

increase in the node energy consumption, which will be at the expense of decreased
delay and the increased throughput. However, if the battery is allowed to sleep for
some time portion, it will replenish some of its lost charge, which will help in
minimising node energy consumption. This will be at the expense of the decreased
throughput and the increased latency. But in fact, allowing the battery to sleep for
long time period, will result in a very short duty cycle, which will not allow nodes
to do their operations at the current superframe, so nodes will differ transmitting
their packets to the next superframe at which they will transmit their packets
altogether. This will cause collisions and subsequent transmissions. Consequently,
there will be a multiply loss in the battery charges, and there will be extra increase
in energy consumption accompanied with a decreased throughput as well as an
increased delay in receiving data packets. Therefore, one must be careful about the
amount of time the battery is required to sleep for the recovery effect purpose,
because long sleep periods leads to unwanted consequences. Hence, before
injecting battery recovery factor in improving the IEEE 802.15.4 performance, we
need to decide for how long exactly the battery is required to sleep. In other words,
we need to analyse the rate at which sleep period can maximise battery lifetime.
To achieve that, in [1] we simulated a star topology of eight nodes (seven clients
and one PANc) conﬁgured with IEEE 802.15.4 MAC. The supeframe was allowed
to offer different active periods (CAP) with different sleep time portions. We
applied the Rakhmatov Model to reflect the battery nonlinearity. We added a
relaxation time between two packets in order to gain more capacity charge. This
was achieved by increasing the value of BO which allowed nodes duty cycle to
decrease gradually, each time we analysed nodes residual capacity. Simulation
parameters are depicted in Table 1 and the achieved results are depicted in Fig. 5.
It can be noticed from Fig. 5. that, for all the tested active periods apart from
1966.08 ms, increasing the sleep time portion by 50 % (and hence, decreasing the
duty cycle) increases the total residual capacity. On the other hand, allowing node
sleep more than 50 % decreases the total residual capacity. That is because the sleep
time portion allows the chemical charge diffuses around the electrode which enables
the battery heal and regain some of its charges because of the principle of the
battery recovery effect. Moreover, it can be noticed that the effect of battery
recovery increases as the active period increases, this is because by giving a node a
longer active time, it will have enough time to do its activities and thus avoid other
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Parameter

Value

Physical and MAC model
Area
Number of nodes
Transmission range
Simulation time
Energy model
Battery type
Battery model
Trafﬁc, arrival rate
Payload size
BO values
SO values

IEEE 802.15.4
50 m × 50 m
8
10 m
1000 s
MICAZ
Duracell AA
Rhakhmatov
CBR, 1 s
50 byte
2, 3, 6, 7
2, 3, 4, 6, 7

Fig. 5 Residual battery capacity for different duty cycles with different active periods

unnecessary operations such as, retransmission, which will save battery energy due
to the increased residual capacity. This explains why for 61.44 ms active period, as
the sleep time increases, total battery capacity increases for the three tested duty
cycles. For this short period, a node does not have adequate time to perform its
activities at all. Instead, it will keep differing its activities to the next superframe.
Consequently, as all nodes will try to transmit together, this will cause frequent
collisions and retransmissions which adversely affect network performance. It is
therefore better for the node to sleep than to stay active [1].
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As a conclusion, and based on our conducted topology, the experimental ﬁndings show that, in order to exploit battery recovery effect, BO value is needed to be
increased only by one as this will allow the node to operate within 50 % duty cycle.

5 The Proposed Technique
Our ﬁndings in Sect. 4.2 call for proposing a more Energy-Efﬁcient duty cycling
scheme by setting the sleep duration of the coordinator RF transceiver at the saturation threshold of the battery, which can take the maximal advantage of the
Duration-Dependent battery recovery effect. In this way, the MAC parameters can
be tuned according to the current residual battery capacity. Nevertheless, improving
battery performance should not be at the expense of other performance metrics.
Packets End-to-End delay can be estimated at higher layers of the protocol stack,
while energy consumption and battery behavior are evaluated at the lower layers.
The proposed algorithm: Battery Aware and Reliable Beacon Enabled IEEE
802.15.4 (BARBEI) works as follows: before sending a new beacon frame, PANc
asks the physical layer for its total residual capacity. If the new residual capacity is
worse than the previous one, to give the battery an opportunity to recover at this
time moment, PANc increments the value of BO, otherwise it does nothing. At the
same time, PANc also checks the number of received packets at the application
layer, for example, if the number is ﬁve, and if the new average End-to-End delay is
worse than the previous one, then it increments the value of SO, otherwise it does
nothing [1]. We notice that while BO values can range from 0 to 14, in our
algorithm, BO value is not allowed to exceed the value 8, this is because according
to the ﬁndings of [7, 8], values of BO higher than 8 result in a very long BI which
leads to a dramatic drop in network overall performance. For more details about
this, please refer to [7, 8]. Therefore, the overall IEEE 802.15.4 protocol stack is
needed to be considered for the MAC layer to adaptively tune its parameters
according to the actual needs. In other words, friendly battery technique should be
able to adapt to the actual network operating status. Through this approach, both
physical and application layers cooperate with MAC layer in order to prolong
network lifetime by preserving energy battery charge at the physical layer, while
considering average end to end delay status at the application layer.

6 Performance Evaluation
Using QualNet 5.2 Simulator, the performance of the new proposed approach is
evaluated by conducting a comparison against the legacy IEEE 802.15.4 performance in terms of total energy consumption, total battery residual capacity, average
End-to-End delay and throughput. Evaluation process is applied on a star topology
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of seven RFDs with 7 Constant Bit Rate (CBR) trafﬁc applications working over
1000 s simulation period.

Algorithm: Battery Aware and
IEEE 802.15.4 (BARBEI)

Reliable Beacon Enabled

Objective: Tune MAC supe-frame structure parameters
according to battery nonlinear behavior and network status.
Input: FFD node f, seven RFD nodes r1-r7
Output: New superframe structure with updated BO and SO values
Phase 1: Tune BO value according to f residual capacity.
if

f.send(BEACON) and f.check (RESIDUAL_CAPACITY
(t(BEACON)) < RESIDUAL_CAPACITY (t (BEACON-1))))
and
(BEACON. BO! = 8 )
then BO
BO+1

endif
Phase 2: Tune SO value according to r1-r7 average end to end
delay
for r1 to r7
if r.check(DATA_PACKETS.num %5)=true
then r. calculate (DELAY)
endif
endfor
if
f.check(AVERAGE_DELAY.new > AVERAGE_DELAY.prevouis)
and
(BEACON.SO! = BEACON.BO)
SO+1
then SO
endif

Data rate is ﬁxed for all nodes and the chosen packet interval is 1 s for a 50 bytes
packet size. 16 scenarios are tested, each one with different BO: SO combination to
cover different duty cycles behaviour. Each time the new algorithm performance is
compared against the original IEEE 802.15.4 MAC algorithm [1]. Each case is
repeated 10 times. Simulation parameters are the same as those presented in
Table 1, but with more BO values considered. The following subsections illustrate
the results achieved for the four metrics.
Total Energy Consumption (mWh). According to Fig. 6, it is apparent that the
new algorithm decreases energy consumption regardless of the values in BO: SO
combination. This is because the new algorithm tunes the MAC BO parameter
according to battery residual charge. BO value is incremented if the current residual
capacity is less than the previous one allowing the inactive period to increase. This
offers node more time to sleep, which in turn allows PANc battery gain some of
charge according to battery recovery effect. Consequently, battery capacity
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Fig. 6 Total energy consumption for 7 RFDs in a star topology

increases providing more energy according to (6). Moreover, increasing BO
decreases beacon overhead which will decrease energy consumption, this effect is
obviously noticed in BO: SO combination with small BO values, such as BO = 2.
In addition, energy is saved because the new algorithm avoids packets collision and
retransmissions as it increases SO according to the application layer status. This
gives nodes more time to transmit packets in the increased active period [1].
Residual Battery Capacity (mAh). Figure 7 reveals that despite the duty cycle
or BO: SO values, the residual capacity in a network that follows our algorithm is
higher than for the network that follows the legacy IEEE 802.15.4 MAC. This is

Fig. 7 Residual battery capacity for 7 RFDs in a star topology
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Fig. 8 Throughput for 7 RFDs in a star topology

because PANc exploits battery recovery effect by incrementing BO value according
to battery status. This allows PANc battery to heal and gain some of its charge
which will increase battery residual capacity. Network nodes are also given more
time to sleep as BO increases. This saves residual battery capacity for all network
nodes [1].
Throughput (bits/s). Figure 8 depicts that the new algorithm increases the
throughput at most of BO:SO values. This is mostly obvious in combinations with
small BO: SO values, such as 3:2, 4:2, and 5:2. In these scenarios, following the
legacy MAC algorithm, the active period is too short causing a node to differ packet
transmission to the next superframe which will cause collision and hence adversely
affecting network throughput.
However, as the new algorithm allows the SO values to increase according to
network performance, this will give more time for RFDs to complete their packet
transmissions successfully, and consequently will improve network throughput. For
combinations with 100 % duty cycle, such as 4:4, 5:5 6:6 and 7:7, the legacy MAC
outperforms our algorithm. This is because a node in these situations will have full
active period to perform its activities which will increase the throughput. However,
increasing the inactive period according to battery status lowers the duty cycle
which consequently decreases the throughput [1].
Average End-To-End Delay (s). Figure 9 shows that the average End-to-End
delay for our algorithm performs better only for combinations with large BO values,
such as BO = 6, 7 or 8, because nodes have enough time to do their work and there
is no need to increase SO value which avoids the increase of delay. Unfortunately,
average End-to-End delay performs worse for the new algorithm for BO: SO
combinations with small values such as SO = 2, 3, 4 and 5. For small BO:SO
values, the delay is always bad, and there will be frequent increments in BO and SO
values allowing node to operate in consequent 50 % duty cycles, which will
increase delay [1].
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Fig. 9 Average End-to-End delay for 7 RFDs in a star topology

7 Conclusion
The performance of IEEE 802.15.4 standard can be improved by adopting
Battery-Friendly algorithms for packets transmission. This can be achieved by
designing battery aware duty cycling approaches that exploit battery nonlinearity of
recovery effects. However, there is a threshold at which battery recovery effect can
be exploited. The proposed adaptive Cross-Layer and battery aware approach
improves energy efﬁciency and power consumption for all possible duty cycle
applications that the beacon enabled IEEE 802.15.4 standard offers. For an
improved overall performance in terms of energy, average End-to-End delay and
throughput, the new approach can be best followed in applications that work in low
duty cycle with long active periods. As a future work, not only the PANc is allowed
to be aware of its battery behaviour, but also all network nodes will tune their
activities according to their residual capacity. This can be achieved by taking the
priority as criteria for packets transmission. Node priority will be determined
according to its residual capacity. In addition, Cross-Layering facilitates achieving
context awareness at higher layers will be proposed.
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A Multisource Energy Harvesting
Platform for Wireless Methane Sensor
Saba Akbari, Denis Spirjakin, Vladimir Sleptsov and Alexey Savkin

Abstract Sensors used for detecting combustible gases consume signiﬁcant
amounts of power. Energy management for these sensors can become an important
issue when they are used as part of a wireless sensor network. This is because of the
fact that wireless sensors are usually powered by batteries. Batteries have a ﬁnite
lifetime and their replacement can take a considerable amount of time in a gas
monitoring application where thousands of sensor nodes are deployed to measure
the concentration of flammable gases. Moreover, the battery replacement procedure
can turn into a more complicated task if the gas monitoring network is located in a
harsh environment. Energy harvesting is a method which can increase the operation
time of wireless gas sensor networks. In this article, we present a multisource
harvesting circuit for a wireless gas sensor node. As for ambient sources, we have
chosen solar and wind energy. Energy from ambient sources is stored in supercapacitors which have a capacity of 400 F. We prove that a catalytic gas sensor can
operate for 2 days without batteries by using the developed scheme.
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1 Introduction
Fire and toxic gas leakage may have consequences resulting in pecuniary loss or
fatality. Hazardous gas monitoring is one of the areas where wireless sensors have
been used. However, there are some issues which need to be addressed when
applying wireless sensor networks technology to the area of combustible gas
monitoring. The devices in wireless sensor networks (WSN) usually use batteries as
their power supply [1, 2]. In some applications the battery replacement procedure
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can take a considerable amount of time and turn into a more complicated task if the
gas monitoring network is located in a harsh environment.
Optical, semiconductor and catalytic sensors are used in wireless sensor networks for combustible gases monitoring [3–5]. Combustible gas sensors consume
signiﬁcant amounts of power [6, 7] and this needs to be taken into account when
sensors are used in a WSN.
Tables 1, 2 and 3 illustrate some off-the-shelf components used in a sensor node
design. As can be seen from those tables, sensors designed for combustible gas
detection consume more power than other components. The operation time of an
autonomous wireless sensor device is currently limited by the batteries capacity
which is about 3000 mAh, 8000 mAh and 15,000 mAh for the AA, C and D types,
respectively. According to the requirements concerning the response time of a gas
sensor, it is necessary that the time interval used for combustible gas detection be
no more than 120 s [8]. Therefore, it is necessary to optimize the use of batteries.

Table 1 Current consumption of some off-the-shelf gas sensors
Type

Company

Current (mA)

DTK-2 catalytic sensor
SGS-21XX semiconductor
sensor
TGS2610 semiconductor sensor
NAP-66A catalytic sensor
MQ-4 semiconductor sensor

NTC-IGD, Russia
Delta, Russia

55 mA
66.5 mA

FIGARO, Japan
Nemoto, Japan
Hanwei Electronics,
China
Platform presented in [7]

93.3 mA
120 mA
250 mA

Infrared gas sensor

Sensor current
consumption: 125 mA,
Lamp current
consumption: 115 mA

Table 2 Current consumption of some off-the-shelf transceivers
Type

Company

Current consumption (mA)

CC2500 Transceiver

Texas
instruments
Texas
instruments
Telegesis

Tx: 21.2 mA @ 0 dBm, Rx: 13.3 mA

CC2430 Transceiver
ETRX35x Transceiver
TR1000 Transceiver
JN5148-001-M00/03
Transceiver

RF
Monolithics
Jennic

Tx: 27 mA, Rx: 25 mA
Tx: 31 mA @ +3 dBm, Rx: 25 mA @
12 × 106 Hz clock speed
Tx: 12 mA @ 0 dBm, Rx: 3.1 mA
Tx: 15 mA @ +2.5 dBm, Rx: 17.5 mA
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Table 3 Current consumption of some off-the-shelf microcontrollers
Type

Company

Current consumption (mA)

MSP430F247
Microcontroller
ATmega168P
Microcontroller
ATxmega32A4
Microcontroller
ADuC824
Microcontroller

Texas instruments

Active mode: 321 μA @ 3 V/106 Hz
Low power mode: 1 μA @ 3 V/32,768 Hz
Active mode: 1.8 mA @ 3 V/4 × 106 Hz
Power-save mode: 0.9 μA @ 3 V/32 kHz
Active mode: 1.1 mA @ 3 V/2 × 106 Hz
Power-save mode: 0.7 μA @ 3 V/32 × 103 Hz
Active mode: 3 mA @ 3 V/1.5 × 106 Hz
Power-down mode: 20 μA @ 3 V/32 × 103 Hz

Atmel
Atmel
Analog devices

A series of methods for reducing energy consumption of wireless sensor nodes
have been considered in the literature. These methods include: the technologies
used for the fabrication of gas sensors [9], efﬁcient sensing circuit and associated
gas measurement procedure [10] as well as data transmission optimization [11].
More detailed information on decreasing power consumption can be found in [12–
14].
However, the physical limitations related to the ﬁnite capacity of energy storage,
e.g., batteries and supercapacitors do not provide the possibility for a complete
realization of the concept of ‘perpetual’ operation in wireless sensor networks. At
the same time, energy harvesting technology can increase the autonomous operation
time of wireless sensor node [13–18]. A compilation of various energy harvesting
sources is given in Table 4.
A wireless gas sensor node consists of a microcontroller, transceiver, battery,
power management block, energy harvesters and a sensor. However, some gas
sensing platforms can contain more than one sensor [19, 20]. This article is an
extended version of the paper presented at FedCSIS 2014 [16]. In this article, we
present a multisource harvesting circuit for a wireless gas sensor node. As for ambient
sources, we have chosen solar and wind energy. Energy from ambient sources is
stored in supercapacitors which have a capacity of 400 F. We prove that a catalytic gas
sensor can operate for 2 days without batteries by using the developed scheme.

Table 4 Some energy harvesting sources [13, 15, 17]
Energy
source

Conditions

Performance

Solar
Solar
Vibration
RF
Thermal
Wind

Outdoors
Indoors
1 m/s2
Cell phone
ΔT = 5 °C
Wind (Wind speed: 4.4 m/s, Wind turbine type: Four-blade
horizontal axis, diameter: 6.3 cm, Load value ∼540 Ω,
Electrical power: 7.8 mW)

100 mW/cm2
100 μW/cm2
100 μW/cm3
0.1 μW/cm2
60 μW/cm2
0.25 mW/cm2
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2 The Proposed Circuit for Multisource Energy
Harvesting
The block diagram of the WGSN for methane detection with two harvesters used in
our work, is presented in Fig. 1. A more detailed view of the block diagram for
analog and digital circuits of the sensor node is illustrated in Fig. 2. Figures 3 and 4
demonstrate the schematic view of the multisource energy harvesting platform.
We have chosen catalytic sensors operating in a Wheatstone bridge circuit [9].
The sensing circuit shown in Fig. 2, consists of an active (R4) and a reference (R5)
catalytic sensor. The sensors are arranged in a Wheatstone bridge conﬁguration,
where both R1 and R2 have a resistance of 1 kΩ. The resistance of R3 is equal to
1 Ω and is wired in series to the bridge in order to measure the heating current by
measuring its voltage drop and applying Ohm’s law. The resistance of the active
and reference sensors is 12 Ω under normal conditions.
Catalytic sensors are mostly used in the Lower Explosive Limit (LEL) gas
concentration range. We use planar catalytic gas sensors produced by NTC-IGD,
Russia which has a power consumption of 150 mW [9, 21].
The sensors are fabricated by using the technology of nano-porous gamma
anodic alumina membrane with a thickness of 30 µm. Micro-heaters are fabricated

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the wireless gas sensor node (WGSN) for methane detection with a
multienergy harvesting mechanism
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Fig. 2 Schematic view of the wireless gas sensor node

Fig. 3 Schematic view of the DC–DC converter
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Fig. 4 Schematic view of the solar energy harvester

by magnetron sputtering of a platinum target and covered by a thin ﬁlm layer of
Al2O3 to prevent its degradation. The heated area is about 200 × 200 μm2.
In order to obtain the catalytic activity of the active sensor, the porous gamma
alumina membrane is impregnated by catalytic metals (Pd and Pt). The reference
sensor has only a micro hotplate covered by a porous gamma alumina oxide
material without catalytically active metals and is used to compensate for the
environmental factors such as temperature and humidity. The wireless sensor node
is based on an ATxmega32A4 microcontroller (MCU). This MCU has been chosen
due to its low power consumption (∼1 μA in power-save mode), sufﬁcient performance and high-precision 12-bit ADC and DAC.
In order to provide communication across the WGSN, we have used an
ETRX357 ZigBee transceiver, which operates in the 2.4 GHz ISM band and has a
low sleep current (∼0.7 μA).
The wireless gas sensor node is powered by a battery as well as two alternative
energy sources (Figs. 1, 3 and 4).
We chose wind and solar energy harvesters in this work since for hazardous gas
leak monitoring, for example, in the case of pipelines located above the ground,
these sources can be among the ﬁrst options available.
The solar cell power is approximately 0.77 W at 1.5 AM (short circuit current Isc
= 0.35 A and open-circuit voltage Uoc= 2.2 V).
At a wind speed of 4.3 m/s, the wind turbine provides a maximum open circuit
voltage and short circuit current of 2.2 V and 27 mA. The short circuit current was
also measured at wind speeds of 2.5, 3, 3.5, 5, 5.7 and 6 m/s and the amount of
current obtained was 3, 6, 15, 24, 27 and 30 mA.
The radius of the blade used in the experiment was 7 cm. The wind speed was
measured by using a VOLTCRAFT (BL—30) anemometer and a VOLTCRAFT
tachometer (DT—10L) was used for reading the blade’s RPM.
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Each alternative energy source stores energy in its own supercapacitor, in which
case we used two COOPER BUSSMANN—XV3560-2R7407-R—CAP supercapacitors. Each supercapacitor has a nominal capacity of 400 F and a voltage of
2.7 V (The supercapacitor used to store solar energy is marked as C16 in Fig. 4).
Since the main task designated for the gas sensor node is to monitor the methane
concentration, it is necessary to provide continuous operation of the sensor node
even in cases when the amount of energy delivered by harvesting sources is not
enough to power the sensor node.
Therefore, battery is the main source for powering the sensor node. We used a
lithium battery (3.6 V) with a capacity of 18,000 mAh. Changing from battery to
energy harvesting sources mode takes place when the amount of voltage in
supercapacitors is above 900 mV.
Each supercapacitor stores energy independently as a result of which it will be
possible to store and use the energy from each source with maximum efﬁciency.
The voltage of supercapacitors shall not exceed the maximum limit, i.e., 2.7 V.
Thus, it is necessary to control the maximum value of each supercapacitor. For
the solar harvester, this function is performed by comparator DA6 which can be
seen in Fig. 4.
The voltage at the comparator input is compared with the reference voltage
(which is 900 mV). In this case, the supercapacitor voltage is divided by a resistive
divider (R21–R22) as shown in Fig. 4 so that a voltage of 900 mV in the midpoint
of the divider corresponds with the maximum operating voltage of the supercapacitor (2.7 V).
The DC–DC converter (marked as DA2 or TPS 61200 in Figs. 1 and 3) which is
integrated in the circuit, operates in the range of 0.3–5.5 V and is used to convert
the voltage delivered by the harvesters to the one deﬁned by the scheme (2.8 V).
All comparators are powered by battery.
Apart from the methane measurement, the wireless gas sensor nodes also perform self-diagnostics, which includes the monitoring of the batteries voltage level
and the sensor heater status.
Both active and reference sensors must be heated up to 450 °C to reach the
standby mode temperature at which gas combustion occurs. To meet this requirement, a 2.8 V pulse supply voltage is applied. The heating voltage is adjusted by a
built-in Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) in the microcontroller and by an output
ampliﬁer. The measurement circuit is disabled by a MOSFET switch when it does
not perform the sensing of the environment.
Figure 5 shows the sensor current consumption during the heating, measurement
and data transmission stages. With the increase of the sensor temperature, the sensor
resistance also increases. This, therefore, leads to the decrease of the heating current
given that the heating voltage is kept constant. The time necessary to heat the sensor
and to enable its operation is approximately 0.7 s.
The response voltage is the voltage between the arms of the Wheatstone circuit
(Fig. 2) which is changed in the presence of methane. Then, the MCU processes the
gas sensor data, awakes the transceiver and sends the AT command to transmit a
unicast to a sink node (the blue portion of Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5 Current consumption diagram for the wireless gas sensor node

To ensure a successful transmission, the node waits for an acknowledgement and
in order to save energy, the measurement is performed only once per 15 s. After a
successful transmission, the node immediately is switched to power-save mode.
The current consumption of the node in power-save mode is of several μA. All
modules and clocks of the MCU are shut down except for the RTC, which is
clocked by an external 32.768 kHz crystal oscillator. The RTC interrupts are used
to wake-up the MCU. After waking up, the measurement sequence is repeated. The
proposed power circuit algorithm is as follows. At ﬁrst, both supercapacitors are
discharged and the battery powers the sensor node. The voltage of the supercapacitors will increase as the charging process starts. The power management block
selects a power supply source for the sensor.
When the voltage across one of the supercapacitors is equal to 900 mV, the
sensor node feeding will be switched from battery to a harvesting source, i.e.,
according to Fig. 3, the value of V1 is compared with the battery voltage (VBAT)
at DA1 and the VIN output from a harvester powers the sensor node through the
DC–DC converter (which is marked as DA2 in the ﬁgure). It is necessary to note
that if the average current consumption of the sensor node is less than the one
provided by any of the harvesting sources then the supercapacitor will be kept
charging until it reaches the maximum voltage.
If the average current of the sensor node is greater than the current provided by
the harvesting sources, the supercapacitor will start discharging and the voltage
across the supercapacitor decreases.
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At voltages less than 900 mV, the sensor node powering mechanism is switched
to battery, i.e., according to Fig. 3, the value of V1 is compared with the battery
voltage (VBAT) at DA1 and the VBAT output from battery powers the sensor node
through the DC–DC converter (which is marked as DA2 in the ﬁgure).
In order to provide a stable operation for the sensor node by using an energy
harvesting scheme, it is necessary that the power generated by the source be greater
than the power consumption of the sensor node. Typically the WGSN is part of a
wireless sensor network that includes a coordinator, sensor nodes, actuators and
relay nodes.
Wireless gas sensor node measures the concentration of gas and transmits data or
command to a coordinator or actuator. In some cases, data transmission can be
carried out via relay nodes or other sensor nodes. Since the algorithms of wireless
sensor network operation are quite different, we consider a simple network in which
coordinator and the WGSN communicate directly. For methane, the lower limit of
its explosion is 4.4 % volume. The hazardous situation occurs when methane
concentration is higher than 1 % volume. Therefore, the wireless gas sensor node is
operating in the following way. Two thresholds concerning the methane detection
are deﬁned for the operation of the WGSN. The thresholds can be changed
depending on the application being considered. If the methane concentration is less
than 0.5 % volume and the measurement process is over, the WGSN goes to sleep
mode. If the WGSN has detected methane concentration in the range of 0.5–1.0 %
volume, the microcontroller changes the ZigBee module over to transmission mode,
generates an alert message at the lower threshold and transmits it to the network
coordinator.
As soon as the acknowledgement has been received, the WGSN goes to sleep
mode. If the WGSN has detected methane in the range of above 1.0 % volume, the
sensor node notiﬁes the coordinator and, for example, sends an alert message
directly to the wireless actuator to close a valve (or turn on the ventilation, alarm
and so on) [22].
To save energy, the WGSN operates in a periodic mode. The methane measurements are carried out each 15 s, however, this interval could also be varied
according to the application. The rest of the time, the WGSN remains in sleep
mode.

3 Power Consumption and Operation Time Estimation
3.1

Operation Time Estimation Using a Battery

As can be seen from Tables 1, 2 and 3 the gas sensor is the main energy consumer.
The second important consumer is the transceiver. However, the transceiver is in
active mode in case of emergency situations only. The other time it is in sleep
mode.
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A voltage of 2.8 V is mainly used to heat the sensors up to 450 °C, which is the
operational temperature. The heating time for the sensors in the Wheatstone circuit
is about 0.7 s [10]. The average constant current flowing through during heating is
65 mA that results in about 180 mW of power consumption in continuous measurement mode. We estimate the battery lifetime for gas measurement, which is
carried out once per 15 s. Excluding data transmission, which takes place only in
case of emergency, the estimated operation time of the wireless gas sensor node is
(3.6 V × 18,000 mAh)/(180 mW × 0.7/15 s) = 7714 h (or 321 days). In case of
data transmission, the estimated operation time of the wireless gas sensor node will
decrease to 7013 h (292 days).

3.2

Operation Time Estimation Using Harvesting Sources

The energy stored in a supercapacitor is given by the following equation:
W=


C
⋅ V2max − V2min
2

ð1Þ

where Vmax, Vmin are the maximum (2.2 V) and minimum (0.9 V) values for
voltage, and C is the capacity. The result is 806 J or 0.22 Wh.
It can be observed that the power stored in the supercapacitor is almost 295 times
less than the lithium battery power, which is almost 65 Wh. However, the energy of
the supercapacitor, which is completely charged, is enough for the operation of the
wireless gas sensor for 43 and 39 h in case of excluding and including the data
transmission stages. Since two supercapacitors are used, the operation time of the
WGSN based on energy harvesting will be 86 h.
Figure 6 shows the theoretical and experimental graphs indicating the supercapacitor energy and voltage during the wireless gas sensor node operation provided
that the supercapacitor used is completely charged (i.e., 1300 J, 400 F, 2.7 V).
According to Fig. 6, the supercapacitor discharge takes approximately 28 h, which
is much faster comparing with the theoretical time of 43 h.
This result is due to the actual losses that occur in the conversion of energy,
particularly the losses in the DC–DC converter. DC–DC converters have a high
efﬁciency (which is more than 90 %) in case of delivering lower amounts of voltage,
but when it is necessary to output higher voltage values, the efﬁciency of the DC–
DC converter deteriorates and this is the issue, which has happened in our case.
It is necessary to note that the maximum voltage of the solar battery and wind
generator in this work is less than the maximum amount which can be reached by
the supercapacitor (2.7 V). Because of this, both supercapacitors were not fully
charged in our case and the operation time of the WGSN will be less.
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Fig. 6 Theoretical (the solid line and curve) and experimental graphs (marked by o and +)
indicating the supercapacitor energy (curve 1 and line 3) and voltage (curves 2 and 4) during the
wireless sensor gas node operation

But this is not a signiﬁcant limitation in comparison with the energy loss during
the voltage conversion. The supercapacitor charging time (T) can be evaluated by
Eq. 2.
T=

C⋅V
I

ð2Þ

where C is the capacity, V is the charge voltage and I is the charge current. For
example, it takes 1080 s (18 min) in order to charge a 400 F supercapacitor to
2.7 V with a 1A current.
Since it is unlikely that solar and wind sources will be operating at their peak
powers and taking into account the fact that the open circuit voltage associated with
the solar panel and wind turbine is 2.2 V, the charging time of the supercapacitor
will increase. With a current of 0.1 A, this time will be 2.5 h in order to charge the
supercapacitor designated for the solar harvester. In any case, it is reasonable to
store energy during the day to provide power for the operation of the WGSN at
night. As the maximum current provided by the small wind turbine is 27 mA which
is less than the one provided by its solar counterpart, the charging of the supercapacitor will take more time.
However, the wind blows regardless of the time of the day. If the solar or wind
harvesters cannot not provide enough energy the WGSN will operate on the lithium
battery. Figure 7 illustrates the devices used during the experiment.
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Fig. 7 Devices used during the experiment: 1. Solar panel 2. Wind turbine 3. Microcontroller 4.
Transceiver 5. Gas sensor

4 Applications
In a large distribution system such as a pipeline infrastructure, employing energy
harvesting techniques for powering wireless gas sensors can be a realistic scenario
since batteries may not guarantee a continuous sensor operation and this is associated with the their limited lifetime. Moreover, if the system consists of a large
number of sensors then replacing batteries can complicate the monitoring process. It
is necessary to note that solar energy can be the most abundant source available at
the monitoring site. Therefore, implementing maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) algorithms for the solar panel can optimize the harvesting process and
consequently deliver more power to the senor node.

5 Conclusion
In this article, we presented the circuit design of a wireless gas sensor for CH4
monitoring supplied with a multisource energy harvesting platform. In order to
increase energy efﬁciency, the sensor conducts measurements once per 15 s. The
energy harvesting block provides energy from two ambient sources including solar
and wind energy. Each harvesting source stores energy in its own supercapacitor.
Whenever the voltage level across any of the supercapacitors reaches 900 mV, the
sensor operation will be switched from battery to a harvesting source. It has been
also indicated that if each supercapacitor is fully charged; i.e.; if a voltage of 2.7 is
achieved, the sensor autonomous operation will be about 43 h and since there are
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two supercapcitors used, this number turns into 86 h. The charging time of the
supercapacitor associated with the solar panel is estimated to be around 18 min, if
the charging voltage and the current provided are 2.7 V and 1 A respectively. As
mentioned earlier, the maximum current generated by the solar panel in this work is
0.35 A which means that it takes 42 min to charge the supercapacitor. The current
obtained at a wind speed of 4.3 m/s was 27 mA and the time needed to charge the
supercapacitor connected to the wind harvester is around 9 h.
In case of insufﬁcient energy from ambient sources, the sensor will be powered
from battery. If the data transmission stage is excluded, the sensor operation based
on battery will be equal to 7714 h which corresponds to 321 days. If data transmission is taken into account, the sensor lifetime will be equal to 7013 h and it
means the sensor can operate for 292 days.
Therefore, the proposed energy harvesting circuit can extend the operation time
of the sensor node.
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